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12-1011-cv             

Marcos Poventud v. City of New York, et al.

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

                         

August Term, 2013

(Argued: September 25, 2013         Decided: January 14, 2014)

Docket No. 12-1011-cv

                         

MARCOS POVENTUD,  

Plaintiff-Appellant,  

-v.-  

CITY OF NEW YORK; Robert T. JOHNSON, in his official capacity as District

Attorney for Bronx County; Frankie ROSADO, Kenneth UMLAUFT, Christopher

DOLAN, and Daniel TOOHEY, individually and as members of the New York

City Police Department,

Defendants-Appellees.*

                         

Before:

KATZMANN, Chief Circuit Judge, JACOBS, CALABRESI, CABRANES, POOLER, SACK, RAGGI,

WESLEY, HALL, LIVINGSTON, LYNCH, CHIN, LOHIER, CARNEY, and DRONEY, Circuit Judges.  **

 The Clerk of the Court is directed to amend the caption as listed above.  *

 Senior Circuit Judges Calabresi and Sack were members of the initial three-**

judge panel that heard this appeal and are therefore eligible to participate in en banc

rehearing.  28 U.S.C. § 46(c)(1).
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WESLEY, J. filed the majority opinion in which KATZMANN, C.J., CALABRESI,

POOLER, SACK, HALL, LYNCH, LOHIER, and CARNEY, JJ., joined.

LYNCH, J. filed a concurring opinion.

LOHIER, J. filed a concurring opinion in which CALABRESI, POOLER, WESLEY, HALL,

and LYNCH, JJ., joined.

CHIN, J. filed an opinion dissenting in part and concurring in part.

JACOBS, J. filed a dissenting opinion in which CABRANES, RAGGI, LIVINGSTON, and

DRONEY, JJ., joined.

LIVINGSTON, J. filed a dissenting opinion in which JACOBS, CABRANES, RAGGI, and

DRONEY, JJ., joined.

                         

Appeal from a decision of the United States District Court for the Southern

District of New York (Deborah A. Batts, Judge) granting summary judgment to

defendants and dismissing plaintiff’s 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claims as barred by Heck v.

Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477 (1994).  A previously constituted panel of this Court held

that the plaintiff could sue under § 1983 because he was no longer in custody and

had no access to federal habeas relief.  Poventud v. City of New York, 715 F.3d 57, 62

(2d Cir. 2013).  Pursuant to a vote of the active judges of this Court, that opinion

is vacated.  Following this rehearing en banc, and for the reasons discussed

herein, the Court holds that Heck does not apply to the plaintiff because his claim

pursuant to Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), does not necessarily imply that

his guilty plea is invalid.  We need not reach the issue of whether Heck applies to

plaintiffs who have been released from prison or otherwise do not have access to

habeas.    

VACATED and REMANDED.
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JOEL B. RUDIN, Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin, New York, NY (Julia P.

Kuan, Romano & Kuan, New York, NY, on the brief), for

Plaintiff-Appellant Marcos Poventud.

MICHAEL B. KIMBERLY, Mayer Brown LLP, Washington, D.C.

(Richard D. Willstatter, National Association of Criminal

Defense Lawyers, White Plains, NY; Marc Fernich, New York

State Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, New York,

NY; Charles A. Rothfeld, Paul W. Hughes, Mayer Brown LLP,

Washington, D.C.; on the brief), for Amicus Curiae National and

New York State Associations of Criminal Defense Lawyers.

MORDECAI NEWMAN (Leonard Koerner; Larry A. Sonnenshein; Linda

Donahue; Rachel Seligman Weiss; on the brief), for Zachary W.

Carter, Corporation Counsel of the City of New York, New

York, NY, for Defendants-Appellees City of New York, et al.

CAITLIN HALLIGAN (Hilary Hassler, Assistant District Attorney, New

York County; Steven A. Bender, Assistant District Attorney,

Westchester County; Morrie I. Kleinbart, Assistant District

Attorney, Richmond County; Itamar J. Yeger, Assistant

District Attorney, Rockland County; on the brief), for Kathleen

M. Rice, President, District Attorneys Association of the State

of New York, New York, NY, for Amicus Curiae District

Attorneys Association of the State of New York.

BARBARA UNDERWOOD, Solicitor General (Richard Dearing, Deputy

Solicitor General; Won S. Shin, Assistant Solicitor General; on

the brief), for Eric T. Schneiderman, Attorney General of the

State of New York, New York, NY, for Amici Curiae States of

New York, Connecticut, and Vermont.
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RICHARD C. WESLEY, Circuit Judge:

In June 1998, Marcos Poventud was convicted of attempted murder in the

second degree and several other related crimes.  New York courts upheld

Poventud’s conviction on appeal.  People v. Poventud, 300 A.D.2d 223 (1st Dep’t

2002), leave denied, 1 N.Y.3d 578 (2003).  In 2004, Poventud successfully brought a

state collateral challenge to his conviction based on Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83

(1963), and People v. Rosario, 9 N.Y.2d 286 (1961).  His conviction was vacated and

a new trial ordered.  People v. Poventud, 802 N.Y.S.2d 605, 608 (Sup. Ct. Bronx

Cnty. 2005).  While the State weighed appealing the Brady decision, Poventud

pled guilty to the lesser charge of attempted robbery in the third degree,

pursuant to a plea agreement that dismissed all other charges and stipulated to a

one-year sentence (time already served).  Upon entry of the plea, Poventud was

immediately released.  Thereafter, Poventud sued the City of New York and

various police officers alleging a violation of his constitutional rights in his 1998

trial.  

Poventud’s  § 1983 claim is centered on the state court determination that

he was denied access to evidence in the government’s possession that had a

reasonable probability of affecting the result of his trial.  The district court was of
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the view that this claim was at odds with Poventud’s later plea because, although

the withheld evidence supported the alibi Poventud employed at his 1998 trial,

his plea colloquy contradicted that defense.  As a result, the district court

determined that Poventud’s § 1983 claims called into question the validity of his

2006 plea and granted summary judgment for the defendants.  It based its

decision on a long-standing Supreme Court decision, Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S.

477 (1994), that precludes the use of § 1983 suits for damages that necessarily

have the effect of challenging existing state or federal criminal convictions.  

Heck requires that “in order to recover damages for allegedly unconstitutional

conviction or imprisonment, or for other harm caused by actions whose

unlawfulness would render a conviction or sentence invalid, a § 1983 plaintiff

must prove that the [challenged] conviction or sentence has been reversed on

direct appeal, expunged by executive order, declared invalid by a state tribunal

authorized to make such determination, or called into question by a federal

court’s issuance of a writ of habeas corpus, 28 U.S.C. § 2254.”  512 U.S. at 486-87.  

Poventud did exactly what Heck required of him.  He sought a state court

determination that his due process rights were violated in his jury trial, he

secured a state court judgment vacating his 1998 conviction, and the State chose
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not to appeal.  Heck, therefore, does not bar Poventud’s claims.  Accordingly, the

district court’s summary judgment for defendants is vacated and the case is

remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.  1

Background

In March 1997, two men robbed livery cab driver Younis Duopo and shot

him in the head or neck.   An initial search of the cab by Crime Scene Unit2

(“CSU”) detectives uncovered only a spent shell casing, five one dollar bills, and

a black hat from the back seat.  The day after the shooting, and after CSU

searched the vehicle, New York City Police Department (“NYPD”) Detective

Frankie Rosado reported to the garage and conducted his own search of the cab;

this search revealed a wallet on the floor of the cab containing two ID cards that

 Thus, our decision today has no need to address the question of whether a1

plaintiff who challenges his allegedly unconstitutional conviction or incarceration, but is

no longer in custody and therefore has no access to habeas, has recourse to a federal

remedy under § 1983. 

 These facts are drawn from the Second Amended Complaint and the Plaintiff’s2

Response to Defendants’ Rule 56.1 Statement and Statement of Additional Facts.  

Although these facts may be disputed at trial, “[b]ecause this case comes to us on

[defendants’] motion for summary judgment, ‘the evidence of [Poventud] is to be

believed, and all justifiable inferences are to be drawn in [his] favor.’” Eastman Kodak Co.

v. Image Technical Servs., Inc., 504 U.S. 451, 456 (1992) (quoting Anderson v. Liberty Lobby,

Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 255 (1986)).    
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belonged to Poventud’s brother, Francisco Poventud.  Sergeant Kenneth Umlauft

prepared a photo array using the ID cards recovered from the cab; he showed

Duopo the array and Duopo unequivocally identified Francisco as his shooter. 

The NYPD soon discovered that Francisco had been incarcerated at the time of

the crime and turned to Poventud, who did not resemble the photograph of

Francisco shown to Duopo, as the most likely carrier of Francisco’s wallet.   3

On consecutive days one week after the crime, Rosado and NYPD officer

Daniel Toohey showed Duopo photo arrays containing Poventud’s picture;

Duopo did not identify Poventud as the perpetrator on either occasion.  The day

after the second failed identification, NYPD officers showed Duopo Poventud’s

picture for a third time.  Later that day, Duopo viewed Poventud’s picture for a

fourth time and he identified him as the shooter.  The officers brought Poventud

 Some of these facts are disputed by the panel’s dissenting opinion and in the3

dissents filed with our opinion today.  See Poventud v. City of New York, 715 F.3d 57, 66

(2d Cir. 2013) (Jacobs, Judge, dissenting).  At trial the defendants are, of course, free to

argue to the jury that their version of these disputed facts is correct – for example, that

Duopo wrote that Francisco Poventud “looks like” the shooter, see id. at 66 (internal

quotation marks omitted); Francisco and Marcos bear a striking resemblance, see id. at

67; or the wallet was found “immediately” after the hold-up, Dissenting Op. of Judge

Jacobs, post, at 3.  As noted above, in an order granting summary judgment, we construe

all genuine disputes of material fact in favor of the nonmoving party.  United States v.

Sum of $185,336.07 U.S. Currency Seized from Citizen’s Bank Account L7N01967, 731 F.3d

189, 192 (2d Cir. 2013).  
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in to take his statement, at which point Duopo identified him in a lineup.  Despite

NYPD policies forbidding such behavior, the officers neither preserved nor

disclosed to the Bronx District Attorney’s Office the photo array in which Duopo

mistakenly identified Francisco. 

 Assistant District Attorney (“ADA”) Gregg Turkin prosecuted Poventud

and codefendant Robert Maldonado, whom Duopo also identified in a lineup. 

Before trial, Turkin asked Umlauft about some stray photographs in the file;

Umlauft explained them away without disclosing that he had completed a

separate photo array from which Duopo had identified Francisco as the shooter. 

Turkin, ignorant of this information, did not disclose it to the defense.   

At trial in 1998, Duopo was the only witness to identify Poventud as the

shooter.  Defense counsel tried to impeach the credibility of Duopo’s

identification by focusing on the multiple attempts that it took to identify

Poventud; these efforts were bolstered by Duopo’s two additional mistaken

identifications of Maldonado’s brother as Poventud’s partner in crime. 

Poventud’s defense was that he was not present in the cab; he testified that he

was at a neighbor’s apartment playing video games instead.  He further posited

that Duopo was shot by three men who were arrested for another shooting of a
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livery cab driver, seventeen days after the Duopo shooting, using the same gun

used to shoot Duopo.  Although Umlauft testified, the defense, still unaware of

the victim’s misidentifications of Francisco, was unable to question Umlauft or

Duopo about them. 

The jury submitted requests for more information about Duopo’s failures

to identify Poventud and a note indicating that it was “hopelessly deadlocked”

after four days of deliberations.  It convicted both Poventud and Maldonado on

the fifth day; Poventud was convicted of attempted murder in the second degree,

attempted robbery in the first degree, assault in the first degree, and criminal

possession of a weapon in the second degree.  The judge sentenced him to an

indeterminate sentence of 10 to 20 years’ imprisonment.   

In 2002, Maldonado’s conviction was overturned by the New York Court

of Appeals, People v. Maldonado, 97 N.Y.2d 522 (2002), while Poventud’s

conviction was affirmed by the Appellate Division and leave to appeal to the

Court of Appeals was denied.  People v. Poventud, 300 A.D.2d 223 (1st Dep’t 2002),

leave denied, 1 N.Y.3d 578 (2003).   During Maldonado’s retrial, new ADA Jeremy4

Shockett learned about Duopo’s erroneous identification of Francisco.  Shockett

 Leave was denied by Judge G.B. Smith.  See N.Y. C.P.L. § 460.20(2).   4
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disclosed this information to defense counsel.  Maldonado was acquitted.

Based on the newly revealed information, Poventud moved, pursuant to

New York Criminal Procedure Law § 440.10, to vacate his conviction.  People v.

Poventud, 802 N.Y.S.2d 605 (2005).  Finding a violation of the disclosure

obligations under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and People v. Rosario, 9

N.Y.2d 286 (1961), the court vacated Poventud’s conviction in October 2005.  

The District Attorney’s Office opposed Poventud’s release on bail and

indicated its desire to appeal the court’s § 440.10 decision.  Pursuant to an

agreement with the prosecution, Poventud pled guilty in January 2006 to

attempted robbery in the third degree, a nonviolent class E felony, with a

stipulated one-year sentence.  He was immediately released.

In May 2007, Poventud initiated this suit, alleging that his 1998 conviction

violated his constitutional right to due process.  In 2009, he stayed this suit

pending a state court challenge to the validity of his guilty plea.  Poventud

abandoned that collateral attack, however, and refocused on his claim under 42

U.S.C. § 1983.  

In 2011, the defendants moved for summary judgment, asserting that Heck

v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477, barred Poventud’s constitutional tort claims. 
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Poventud argued that his plea had nothing to do with his § 1983 claim, which

concerned his jury trial conviction that had been vacated as a result of his Brady

victory.  Judge Batts rejected that view and granted the motion, finding that

Poventud’s § 1983 suit challenged a state court conviction (his plea) which had

not been vacated.  Poventud v. City of New York, No. 07-CV-3998(DAB), 2012 WL

727802, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 6, 2012).  Judge Batts saw a connection between the

undisclosed exculpatory evidence and Poventud’s defense at trial.  She then

concluded that Poventud’s alibi was factually inconsistent with his subsequent

guilty plea.  Id.   Because of the relationship that she perceived between the5

misidentification evidence and the erroneous alibi at Poventud’s 1998 trial, Judge

Batts required that Poventud prove a favorable termination of any charge arising

 Specifically, Judge Batts wrote:5

Plaintiff seeks to avoid the conclusion that his suit calls the validity of his

second conviction into question by arguing that his initial conviction was

invalidated and that he does not challenge his subsequent conviction by

guilty plea.  Plaintiff’s argument is unavailing.  Plaintiff’s guilty plea, which

resulted in his second conviction and sentence, was to conduct which

necessarily required his presence at the scene of the crime.  To succeed on a

§ 1983 claim based on an alleged failure to reveal evidence supporting his

claim to have been elsewhere when the crime to which he pleaded guilty

occurred would thus call into question the validity of his conviction by guilty

plea.  

Poventud, 2012 WL 727802, at *3. 
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from the criminal transaction that occurred with the shooting and robbery,

consistent with the requirements of malicious prosecution claims.  Id. (citing, inter

alia, Smith-Hunter v. Harvey, 95 N.Y.2d 191, 196-97 (2002)).  Because a plea to a

lesser-included charge does not meet that requirement, Judge Batts held that

Heck barred Poventud’s claim.  Id.  

Poventud appealed to a panel of this Court in 2012.  In April 2013, a

divided panel held that Heck did not apply to Poventud’s lawsuit because he had

been released from prison and therefore no longer had access to habeas corpus

remedies.  Poventud, 715 F.3d at 60.   We ordered this rehearing en banc, vacated6

the panel’s opinion,  and, for the reasons stated below, find that Heck does not7

bar Poventud’s § 1983 suit because his claim does not necessarily imply the

invalidity of his outstanding conviction. 

 To be fair, our request for briefing centered on the issue that provided the6

decisional pivot for the panel majority – the relationship of access to habeas relief and the

use of § 1983.  The result was that some of the briefing goes to a much broader issue

than that which we decide today. 

 In essence, the dissents want to revisit many of the issues that separated the7

judges on the initial panel.  The dissents’ continued unease with the earlier opinion is

irrelevant to the task at hand.  As we note several times in this opinion, we decide this

matter on the narrowest possible grounds without passing any judgments on the views

previously expressed by either the members of the panel majority, who considered

themselves bound by circuit precedent in a way the en banc Court is not, or by the then

lone dissenter. 
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Governing Law

I.  42 U.S.C. § 1983, Heck, and the Invalidity of Outstanding Convictions 

In passing the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, 17 Stat. 13, Congress created a

cause of action that gave “a remedy to parties deprived of constitutional rights,

privileges and immunities by an official’s abuse of his position.”  Monroe v. Pape,

365 U.S. 167, 172 (1961), overruled on other grounds by Monell v. Dep’t of Social

Servs., 436 U.S. 658 (1978).  “It was not the unavailability of state remedies but the

failure of certain States to enforce the laws with an equal hand that furnished the

powerful momentum behind this ‘force bill,’” Monroe, 365 U.S. at 174-75 (citation

omitted), which is now codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1983.  This statute provides:

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation,

custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia,

subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or

other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any

rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws,

shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or

other proper proceeding for redress, except that in any action brought

against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer’s

judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not be granted unless a

declaratory decree was violated or declaratory relief was unavailable.

For the purposes of this section, any Act of Congress applicable

exclusively to the District of Columbia shall be considered to be a

statute of the District of Columbia.

The broad language of § 1983 suggests its applicability to cases involving
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any constitutional deprivation.  Indeed, the breadth of § 1983 made it appealing

to state prisoners who sought to challenge their confinement as unconstitutional. 

However, “[t]he Supreme Court, in Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 475 (1973), and

Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477 (1994), has effectively subordinated the § 1983

remedy to the writ of habeas corpus when the remedies would overlap (and to

some extent, even when they do not).”  Richard H. Fallon, Jr., John F. Manning,

Daniel J. Meltzer & David L. Shapiro, Hart & Wechsler’s The Federal Courts & The

Federal System 966 (6th ed. 2009).

In Preiser, the Supreme Court denied a cause of action under § 1983 for

state prisoners challenging their deprivation of good-conduct-time credits

pursuant to state administrative procedures and seeking “a determination that

[they were] entitled to immediate release or a speedier release from [state]

imprisonment.”  411 U.S. at 500.  Because the prisoners were “challenging the

very fact or duration of [their] physical imprisonment,” id., which the Court

described as “the traditional function of the writ [of habeas corpus],” id. at 484, the

Court held that habeas corpus provided the sole vehicle to seek this relief, id at 500. 

The prisoners conceded “that a state prisoner challenging his underlying

conviction and sentence on federal constitutional grounds in a federal court is
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limited to habeas corpus,” and the Court declined to recognize a distinction

where the challenge was to a final administrative decision.  Id. at 489.

The year after Preiser was decided, the Supreme Court addressed a due

process claim in which prisoners alleged that a prison’s procedures for

deprivation of good time credits were constitutionally defective and sought

restoration of the credits, institution of a new plan by prison officials, and

“damages for the deprivation of civil rights resulting from the use of the

allegedly unconstitutional procedures.”  Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 553

(1974).  The Court held that Preiser foreclosed the complaint’s quest for

“restoration of good-time credits.”  Id. at 554.  However, “Preiser expressly

contemplated that claims properly brought under § 1983 could go forward while 

actual restoration of good-time credits is sought in state proceedings.  [The

prisoners’] damages claim was therefore properly before the District Court and

required determination of the validity of the procedures employed for imposing

sanctions, including loss of good time . . . .”  Id. (citation omitted). 

In Heck, the Court noted the distinction between the fate of the prisoners’

plea for good-time credits and for damages arising from claims of administrative

process that ran afoul of due process.  512 U.S. at 482.  Critically, the Court read
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Wolff to permit prisoners to bring “a § 1983 claim for using the wrong

procedures, not for reaching the wrong result.”  Id. at 482-83.  Recognizing that a

due process claim could morph into a “wrong result” claim, the Court was

careful to note that the damages for the use of the wrong procedures did not

need to be “measured by the actual loss of good time.”  Id. at 482.  “Thus, the

claim at issue in Wolff did not call into question the lawfulness of the plaintiff’s

continuing confinement.”  Id. at 483 (emphasis in original).  8

Roy Heck was convicted of voluntary manslaughter for killing his wife. 

512 U.S. at 478.  While his direct appeal of his conviction was pending in state

court,  Heck brought a § 1983 suit alleging that Indiana police and investigators9

had “knowingly destroyed evidence which was exculpatory in nature and could

have proved [his] innocence,” id. at 479 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Heck’s § 1983 suit “sought, among other things, compensatory and punitive

 A later decision clarified that even suits alleging the use of improper procedures8

would be barred where “the nature of the challenge to the procedures could be such as

necessarily to imply the invalidity of the judgment.”  Edwards v. Balisok, 520 U.S. 641,

645 (1997).

 The Indiana Supreme Court upheld Heck’s conviction while his § 1983 case was9

pending before the Seventh Circuit.  Id. at 479.
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monetary damages,” but not release.   Id.  Heck sought reimbursement for the10

violation of his constitutional rights based on his allegedly unlawful confinement. 

The trouble was that Heck was still in prison pursuant to his judgment of

conviction as he pursued his suit.

Rejecting proposals for an exhaustion requirement, the Heck Court

explicitly held that damages actions could be brought by state prisoners before

exhausting all state remedies; however, it noted that this proposition “may not be

true . . . when establishing the basis for the damages claim necessarily

demonstrates the invalidity of the conviction.  In that situation, the claimant can

be said to be ‘attacking the fact or length of confinement,’” which is

impermissible.  512 U.S. at 481-82 (quoting Preiser, 411 U.S. at 490) (emphasis and

alterations omitted).  “[I]n order to recover damages for allegedly

unconstitutional conviction or imprisonment, or for other harm caused by actions

whose unlawfulness would render a conviction or sentence invalid, a § 1983

plaintiff must prove that the conviction or sentence has been reversed on direct

 Heck’s two attempts at securing habeas relief had come up short: “his first10

petition for a writ of habeas corpus in Federal District Court was dismissed because it

contained unexhausted claims; and his second federal habeas petition was denied, and

the denial affirmed by the Seventh Circuit.”  Id. at 479.   
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appeal, expunged by executive order, declared invalid by a state tribunal

authorized to make such determination, or called into question by a federal

court’s issuance of a writ of habeas corpus, 28 U.S.C. § 2254.”  Id. at 486-87.  As

Heck’s civil claim relied on his innocence and challenged the validity of the

conviction that secured his incarceration, it met none of these criteria; he had no

cause of action under § 1983.  

In its analysis, the Court relied on an analogy to the common law tort of

malicious prosecution “because, unlike the related cause of action for false arrest

or imprisonment, it permits damages for confinement imposed pursuant to legal

process.”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 484.  The Court focused on the favorable termination

requirement, an “element that must be alleged and proved in a malicious

prosecution action.”  Id.  The benefit of this rule is that it “‘avoids parallel

litigation over the issues of probable cause and guilt and it precludes the

possibility of the claimant[’s] succeeding in the tort action after having been

convicted in the underlying criminal prosecution, in contravention of a strong

judicial policy against the creation of two conflicting resolutions arising out of the

same or identical transaction.’” Id. (quoting 8 S. Speiser, C. Krause, & A. Gans,

American Law of Torts § 28:5, at 24 (1991)) (alteration omitted).  To preserve
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“finality and consistency,” id. at 485, the Court applied “the hoary principle that

civil tort actions are not appropriate vehicles for challenging the validity of

outstanding criminal judgments . . . to § 1983 damages actions that necessarily

require the plaintiff to prove the unlawfulness of his conviction or confinement,

just as it has always applied to actions for malicious prosecution,” id. at 486.  

The analogy to malicious prosecution continues throughout Heck.  The

Court held that “[j]ust as a cause of action for malicious prosecution does not

accrue until the criminal proceedings have terminated in the plaintiff’s favor, so

also a § 1983 cause of action for damages attributable to an unconstitutional

conviction or sentence does not accrue until the conviction or sentence has been

invalidated.”  Id. at 489-90 (internal citations omitted).  However, the opinion

stops short of holding that malicious prosecution’s favorable termination

requirement, as applied at the common law, governs all § 1983 suits -- and for

good reason.  The Heck Court dealt only with Heck’s claim and its interaction

with the available writ of habeas corpus.  There was no reason for the Court to

attempt to divine every possible permutation of constitutional tort related to

criminal proceedings that might find its way into federal courtrooms as a § 1983

claim.  The only issue in Heck was whether a § 1983 claim could be brought when
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that claim suggested the invalidity of an existing state court conviction. 

II.  Malicious Prosecution Suits and Favorable Termination

Malicious prosecution suits require, as an element of the offense, “‘the

termination of the proceeding in favor of the accused.’”  Smith-Hunter, 95 N.Y.2d

191, 195 (2002) (quoting Broughton v. State of New York, 37 N.Y.2d 451, 457

(1975)).   “[U]nder the common law any final termination of a criminal11

proceeding in favor of the accused, such that the proceeding cannot be brought

again, qualifies as a favorable termination for purposes of a malicious

prosecution action.”  Smith-Hunter, 95 N.Y.2d at 195. (citations omitted).  “A

termination is not favorable to the accused, [however], if the charge is withdrawn

or the prosecution abandoned pursuant to a compromise with the accused. 

Indeed, it is hornbook law that ‘where charges are withdrawn or the prosecution

is terminated by reason of a compromise into which the accused has entered

voluntarily, there is no sufficient termination in favor of the accused.’”  Id. at 196-

 “‘Over the centuries the common law of torts has developed a set of rules to11

implement the principle that a person should be compensated fairly for injuries caused

by the violation of his legal rights.  These rules, defining the elements of damages and

the prerequisites for their recovery, provide the appropriate starting point for the

inquiry under § 1983 as well.’”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 483 (quoting Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S.

247, 257-58 (1978)) (alteration omitted).  “Thus, to determine whether there is any bar to

the present suit, we look first to the common law of torts.”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 483.  
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97 (quoting Prosser and Keeton, Torts § 119, at 875 (5th ed. 1984)) (alterations

omitted); see also Restatement (Second) of Torts § 660(d) (1977). 

In the context of § 1983 malicious prosecution cases, Heck’s bar is

coextensive with the favorable termination requirement.  See, e.g., McNeill v.

People of City and State of N.Y., No. 06-CV-4843(NGG), 2006 WL 3050867, at *2-3

(E.D.N.Y. Oct. 24, 2006), aff’d by summary order, 242 F. App’x 777 (2d Cir. 2007);

Papeskov v. Brown, No. 97-CV-5351(SS), 1998 WL 299892, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. June 8,

1998), aff’d, 173 F.3d 845 (table) (2d Cir. 1999).  In these cases, as in state malicious

prosecution cases, the tort cannot stand unless the underlying criminal cases

“‘finally end[] in failure.’”  DiBlasio v. City of New York, 102 F.3d 654, 657 (2d Cir.

1996) (quoting Burt v. Smith, 181 N.Y. 1, 5 (1905)) (emphasis omitted).  “It is not

surprising, therefore, that several United States Courts of Appeals have cited

[Heck v.] Humphrey as authority for the proposition that § 1983 claims for

malicious prosecution do not accrue until their respective criminal prosecutions

end in acquittal.”  Id. at 658.  

In DiBlasio – rightly decided and unaffected by our holding today – a panel

of this Court addressed Mario DiBlasio’s claim of malicious prosecution. 

DiBlasio, convicted following a jury trial of criminal sale of cocaine and related
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charges, secured vacatur of his conviction through a habeas suit brought in the

Eastern District of New York that alleged that the state failed to produce or

identify a confidential informant.  Id. at 655.  On retrial, DiBlasio was convicted of

only one of the lesser included offenses.  Id.  He then sued under § 1983, “alleging

malicious prosecution by the police officers.”  Id.  He contended that his

conviction of a lesser offense was a favorable result that entitled him to damages

for malicious prosecution on the more serious crimes.  The district court

dismissed and we affirmed.  Id. at 656, 659. 

DiBlasio was successful in challenging his initial conviction, seemingly in

compliance with Heck’s mandate.  He was retried and convicted, but only for a

lesser offense.  DiBlasio contended that this was a favorable result as required by

Heck.  Because DiBlasio’s claim was for malicious prosecution, the panel

disagreed.  “Although in some instances a habeas court may terminate a criminal

proceeding in the defendant’s favor, the reversal of a conviction and remand for

a new trial does not constitute such a termination.”  DiBlasio, 102 F.3d at 658.  The

Court, applying the malicious prosecution standard, “h[e]ld that the criminal

proceeding terminated when DiBlasio was convicted on the retrial.  The writ

could not be considered an ‘indication of innocence’ since DiBlasio conceded
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both the possession and sale of the cocaine.”  Id.  The fact that the ultimate

conviction was on a lesser count was irrelevant, because the charges arising out

of the criminal transaction had to be brought together and as a whole “[t]he

State’s case did not end in failure or in DiBlasio’s favor.”  Id. at 659.  DiBlasio’s

§ 1983 malicious prosecution claim was thus properly Heck-barred (despite the

fact that his initial conviction was vacated) because malicious prosecution under

New York law requires “favorable termination of the proceedings” and a valid

conviction on the lesser crime prevented the court from finding a “favorable

termination.”  Either the outstanding conviction was invalid, or the elements of

malicious prosecution were not met; DiBlasio is precisely the sort of case in which

“a judgment in favor of the plaintiff would necessarily imply the invalidity of his

conviction.”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 487. 

Not every § 1983 claim that arises out of a criminal case requires that the

underlying criminal process reach a favorable termination.  “Contrary to the

district court’s view in this case, Heck does not automatically bar a § 1983 claim

simply because the processes of the criminal justice system did not end up in the

plaintiff’s favor.  A plaintiff need not prove that any conviction stemming from an

incident with the police has been invalidated, only a conviction that could not be
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reconciled with the claims of his civil action.”  VanGilder v. Baker, 435 F.3d 689,

692 (7th Cir. 2006) (emphasis retained, internal quotation marks and alterations

omitted); cf. Jackson v. Suffolk Cnty. Homicide Bureau, 135 F.3d 254, 257 (2d Cir.

1998) (“[A] claim for use of excessive force lacks the requisite relationship to the

conviction. . . . [A] finding that excessive force had in fact been used would not

necessarily require the invalidation of the conviction.”).  

Unlike malicious prosecutions, many violations of constitutional rights,

even during the criminal process, may be remedied without impugning the

validity of a conviction.  For example, when a suspect sues his arresting officer

for excessive force, a § 1983 suit may proceed even if the suspect is ultimately

convicted of resisting arrest.  VanGilder, 435 F.3d at 692.  When a plaintiff is

unlawfully arrested without probable cause, his § 1983 claim accrues before any

conviction.  Wallace v. Kato, 549 U.S. 384, 397 (2007); see also Morris v. Noe, 672 F.3d

1185, 1193-94 n.2 (10th Cir. 2012).  Even Heck acknowledges that many

unreasonable searches could lead to § 1983 actions that exist independent of the

termination of the criminal proceedings.  Heck, 512 U.S. at 487 n.7; see also Gibson

v. Superintendent of N.J. Dep’t of Law & Pub. Safety-Div. of State Police, 411 F.3d 427,

448 (3d Cir. 2005), overruled on other grounds by Dique v. N.J. State Police, 603 F.3d
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181, 188 (3d Cir. 2010).  

III.  Other § 1983 Claims, Including Brady Claims

This Court has emphatically and properly confirmed that Brady-based

§ 1983 claims necessarily imply the invalidity of the challenged conviction in the

trial (or plea) in which the Brady violation occurred.   Amaker v. Weiner, 179 F.3d 48,12

51-52 (2d Cir. 1999).  That should come as no surprise; the remedy for a Brady

violation is vacatur of the judgment of conviction and a new trial in which the

defendant now has the Brady material available to her.

“‘There are three components of a true Brady violation: The evidence at

issue must be favorable to the accused, either because it is exculpatory, or

because it is impeaching; that evidence must have been suppressed by the State,

either willfully or inadvertently; and prejudice must have ensued.’” United States

v. Rivas, 377 F.3d 195, 199 (2d Cir. 2004) (quoting Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263,

281-82 (1999)).  To establish prejudice, a plaintiff must show materiality:  

‘A showing of materiality does not require demonstration by a

preponderance that disclosure of the suppressed evidence would have

 We reject out of hand defendants’ contention that Brady violations cannot12

provide a basis for a § 1983 claim.  See, e.g., Haley v. City of Boston, 657 F.3d 39, 52 (1st

Cir. 2011); Beck v. City of Muskogee Police Dep’t, 195 F.3d 553, 560 (10th Cir. 1999); Walker

v. City of New York, 974 F.2d 293, 300 (2d Cir. 1992). 
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resulted ultimately in the defendant’s acquittal (whether based on the

presence of reasonable doubt or acceptance of an explanation for the

crime that does not inculpate the defendant).  The touchstone of

materiality is a reasonable probability of a different result, and the

adjective is important.  The question is not whether the defendant

would more likely than not have received a different verdict with the

evidence, but whether in its absence he received a fair trial, understood as a

trial resulting in a verdict worthy of confidence.’

Leka v. Portuondo, 257 F.3d 89, 104 (2d Cir. 2001) (quoting Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S.

419, 434 (1995)) (alterations omitted, emphasis added).   “While Brady ensures a13

fair trial, a defendant’s right to pre-trial disclosure under Brady is not conditioned

on his ability to demonstrate that he would or even probably would prevail at trial if

the evidence were disclosed,” much less that he is in fact innocent.  Osborne v.

Dist. Att’y’s Office for Third Jud. Dist., 521 F.3d 1118, 1132 (9th Cir. 2008), rev’d on

other grounds, 557 U.S. 52 (2009).  The remedy for a Brady claim is therefore a new

trial, as proof of the constitutional violation need not be at odds with his guilt. 

See, e.g., United States v. Sipe, 388 F.3d 471, 493 (5th Cir. 2004).  

This Court’s seminal Brady / Heck case was brought pro se by Anthony

Amaker, who had been convicted of second degree murder in Brooklyn in 1989. 

 Of course, when a defendant is not proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt,13

the only verdict “worthy of confidence” is an acquittal, regardless of the defendant’s

actual guilt. 
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See People v. Amaker, 195 A.D.2d 605, 605 (2d Dep’t 1993).  The Appellate Division

affirmed his conviction, rejecting his ineffective assistance of counsel claim, id.;

leave to appeal was denied by the Court of Appeals.  People v. Amaker, 82 N.Y.2d

804 (1993) (table decision).  While incarcerated pursuant to his conviction,

Amaker brought a § 1983 suit alleging a conspiracy by “police, prosecutors, [his]

defense attorneys, the trial judge, an eyewitness, and various court personnel

. . . to secure [his] conviction . . . by manufacturing inculpatory evidence and

subsequently suppressing evidence probative of their misconduct.”  Amaker v.

Weiner, 179 F.3d at 49.  This Court appropriately rejected the argument that Heck

was not triggered by Amaker’s “claim that his right to meaningful court access

ha[d] been denied by the withholding of exculpatory evidence.”  Id. at 51.  “In

substance . . . this claim sounds under Brady v. Maryland, and therefore does

indeed call into question the validity of his conviction.  Accordingly, it is barred

by Heck.”  Id. (citation omitted).  Success on Amaker’s claim would mean that his

conviction, which was not only still on the books but which actually provided the

basis for his ongoing incarceration, was the product of a Brady violation (and a

massive cover-up).  Id.  

But Heck does not present the same bar to § 1983 suits where the
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underlying conviction has already been expunged; the conviction is no longer

“outstanding.”  See, e.g., Moldowan v. City of Warren, 578 F.3d 351, 376-77 (6th Cir.

2009).   Even when a defendant is retried, a § 1983 suit concerning the earlier14

trial could not impeach the new trial’s result.  Smith v. Gonzalez, 222 F.3d 1220,

1222 (10th Cir. 2000).  A court “invalidate[s] the final judgment in [a] state

criminal trial when [it] vacate[s] [a] conviction.”  Id.  From that moment on, a

§ 1983 suit would not demonstrate the invalidity of the vacated conviction.  Id.  It

also would not impugn a retrial, which on its face could not replicate the

constitutional violations at issue (since the defendant must, by definition, have

been made aware of the Brady material before vacatur).  Id.  

Herein lies the district court’s error.  The district court treated Poventud’s

case as though it were a malicious prosecution claim.   It measured his15

 Judge Livingston ignores this distinction in arguing that Skinner v. Switzer, 13114

S. Ct. 1289, 1300 (2011), comprises a general prohibition on Brady-based § 1983 claims. 

Dissenting Op. of Judge Livingston, post, at 1.  Skinner, citing Amaker, notes that

prisoners bringing Brady claims “seek a judgment qualifying them for immediate or

speedier release from imprisonment,” and that such claims are “within the traditional

core of habeas corpus.”  Skinner, 131 S. Ct. at 1300 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Since Poventud, who is no longer incarcerated and has already won post-conviction

relief, does not seek release from imprisonment, the language that Judge Livingston

excerpts from Skinner is misleading and irrelevant to the issue now before us.     

 This is also the underlying premise of the dissents.15
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admission in the subsequent plea agreement against his claims in his Brady

submission.  Because his 2006 plea was at odds with his alibi defense at his 1998

trial, Judge Batts concluded that his recovery for a Brady claim would call his plea

into question.  That view misunderstands Brady and its correlation to § 1983

claims asserting only violations of the right to due process.  The district court’s

view incorrectly presumes that, on the facts of this case, the State could violate

Poventud’s Brady rights only if Poventud is an innocent man.  This last restriction

has no basis in the Brady case law; materiality does not depend on factual

innocence, but rather what would have been proven absent the violation. “[T]he

scope of a defendant’s [Brady-based] constitutional right[ ]is ultimately defined

retrospectively, by reference to the likely effect that the suppression of particular

evidence had on the outcome of the trial.”  United States v. Coppa, 267 F.3d 132, 140 (2d

Cir. 2001) (emphasis added) (citing Strickler, 527 U.S. at 281).   In this case,16

 Of course, there is a distinction between a victory at trial premised on the16

State’s failure to prove one’s guilt and a victory premised on the court’s

misapprehension of the law.  The dissents do not recognize this difference and therefore

misunderstand Lockhart v. Fretwell, 506 U.S. 364 (1993), in which the Court assumed that

counsel’s failure to object based on then-prevailing but later-overturned circuit law was

deficient and evaluated whether the defendant suffered prejudice with an awareness of

the later-established legal standard.  Failure to take advantage of the district court’s

likely application of the circuit court’s misapprehension of the law was not prejudicial

because a defendant has no right to benefit from a court’s erroneous view of the law. 
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Poventud has the right to argue to the jury that, with the main State witness

impeached, he would have been acquitted based on reasonable doubt or

convicted on a lesser charge.17

We find the First Circuit’s decision in Olsen v. Correiro analogous and

instructive.  189 F.3d 52, 55 (1st Cir. 1999).  Olsen, convicted in 1986 of first degree

murder, secured vacatur (based on the investigating officers’ failure to disclose

impeachment evidence) and in 1992 pled nolo contendere to the lesser charge of

However, neither is the State entitled to sustain a conviction predicated on something

less than proof beyond a reasonable doubt.  No defendant has the right to benefit from a

mistake of law; every defendant – even a guilty one – has the right to benefit from the

State’s heavy burden at a criminal trial.    

 The dissents ignore the important fact that Poventud’s guilty plea in 2006 was17

not to the same charges for which he was originally convicted and sentenced to prison. 

Judge Livingston’s reprisal of Judge Jacob’s lengthy dissent, in particular, ignores that

Poventud was lawfully convicted only of a class E felony and sentenced to one year’s

imprisonment.  Dissenting Op. of Judge Livingston, post, at 16-17.  Guilt of a lesser crime

is not inconsistent with the existence of reasonable doubt at an earlier trial for a more

serious crime.  Poventud’s later plea does confirm some criminal liability for the acts

that occurred in Duopo’s cab, but it does not reaffirm that he would indisputably have

been found guilty of attempted murder and sentenced to at least nine years’

imprisonment at his 1998 trial. 

Judge Livingston’s dissent also reveals an inability or unwillingness to

distinguish between an argument that Poventud is innocent and an argument that the

State did not carry its burden of proving him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.  This is

why she argues that Poventud’s later-established presence at the scene of the crime

precludes him from alleging that the State did not prove him guilty beyond a

reasonable doubt. Dissenting Op. of Judge Livingston, post, at 2-3.
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manslaughter, with the State’s agreement to recommend time served.  Id.  He was

sentenced to time served and released; he then sued under § 1983 “for damages

arising from the murder charge and conviction.”  Id.  He was awarded $1.5

million in compensatory damages based on his incarceration; that verdict was

overturned by the district court pursuant to Heck.  A second trial resulted in a

verdict again in his favor, but this time with a damages award of only $6,000.  

The First Circuit upheld the district court’s decisions.  To permit Olsen to

collect a considerable sum in “incarceration-based damages” would have

impugned the validity of his later manslaughter conviction, as Olsen did not

serve a day in prison over his lawful sentence for manslaughter, despite his

initial murder conviction.  Id. at 55, 69.  However, the court did not disturb that

portion of the jury’s award that was based on “evidence of other damages

associated with his murder trial and conviction.”  Id. at 55.  The question of

damages was left for the jury, which was free to award damages so long as it

confined its consideration to the harms that flowed from the Brady violation and

not to the imprisonment attributable to his lawful conviction for manslaughter. 

Id.

In other contexts, this Court has recognized procedural claims under
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§ 1983 even when the denial of due process did not result in concrete injury. 

Brody v. Village of Port Chester, 345 F.3d 103, 121 (2d Cir. 2003) (Sotomayor, Judge)

(“[Plaintiff] still may be entitled to declaratory relief and nominal damages in the

event a procedural due process violation is proven, even if the district court does

not find that [he] . . . would have prevailed” in the challenged proceeding).  18

“Because the right to procedural due process is ‘absolute’ in the sense that it does

not depend upon the merits of a claimant’s substantive assertions, and because of

the importance to organized society that procedural due process be observed, we

believe that the denial of procedural due process should be actionable for

nominal damages without proof of actual injury.”  Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247,

266 (1978) (internal citations omitted).  The Supreme Court has recognized the

availability of § 1983 actions for “damages for the deprivation of civil rights

resulting from the use of the allegedly unconstitutional procedures.”  Wolff, 418

U.S. at 553.  It is for the district court and the jury to determine “to what

 We should not be understood to imply that Poventud is entitled only to18

nominal damages.  As we explain below, the principal thrust of our comments

regarding nominal damages is that in light of their availability here, we need not

consider at this stage of the proceedings whether any of Poventud’s incarceration-based

damages are Heck-barred.  This is a matter for the district court to decide in the first

instance.  
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damages, if any, [such a plaintiff] is entitled.”  Brody v. Village of Port Chester, 434

F.3d 121, 132 n.8 (2d Cir. 2005).   

IV.  Poventud’s § 1983 Brady Claim Is Consistent with his Guilty Plea

Several of the foregoing principles circumscribe Poventud’s Brady-based

§ 1983 claim.  First, his claim must relate to his 1998 conviction and not to the

2006 conviction.   Amaker, 179 F.3d at 52.  Second, had Poventud’s complaint19

sounded in malicious prosecution, rather than in a procedural Brady-based claim,

that claim would have been barred because of the favorable termination element

of the malicious prosecution tort.  DiBlasio, 102 F.3d at 657.  Finally, Poventud

cannot seek to collect damages for the time that he served pursuant to his plea

agreement (that is, for the year-long term of imprisonment).  Olsen, 189 F.3d at 55. 

With these limitations in mind, we find that Poventud has stated a § 1983 claim.  

On its face, Poventud’s complaint alleges deficiencies in his 1998 trial that

are entirely independent of the proceedings related to his 2006 plea.  See Second

 Nothing in this analysis weighs on whether or not Poventud is precluded from19

challenging the validity of his 2006 conviction in a separate § 1983 action.  A Brady

claim cannot challenge a conviction obtained after disclosure of the Brady material;

Poventud’s claim therefore relates only to his 1998 conviction.  Having decided the

case on the narrower ground, we do not reach the broader issue on which the panel

rested its decision.  Poventud, 715 F.3d at 60.
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Amended Complaint at ¶¶ 1, 115-39.  The complaint alleges that the defendants

“caused [his] unconstitutional conviction and subsequent imprisonment by

deliberately suppressing exculpatory evidence, known as ‘Brady material,’ and

also lying to and misleading prosecutors.”  Id. ¶ 2.  Because Poventud was aware

of the undisclosed exculpatory material prior to his guilty plea, his plea could not

have implicated the constitutional violations at issue in his trial.  Following

vacatur of his conviction, a favorable judgment in this § 1983 action would not

render invalid any subsequent, plea-based judgment against Poventud.  Cf.

Smith, 222 F.3d at 1222.  Amaker (like Heck, essentially a Brady case) ensures that

Heck’s bar prevents Poventud from alleging a Brady violation with regard to any

valid conviction; however, unlike Amaker’s, Poventud’s complaint does not

challenge the conviction pursuant to which the State continues to view him a

felon.  The 2006 conviction is a “clean” conviction, untainted by the Brady

violation associated with the 1998 conviction.  Just as Poventud’s 1998 conviction

is expunged for future sentencing purposes, so, too, is it expunged for this § 1983

action. 

   Second, Poventud’s complaint states claims entirely distinct from malicious

prosecution.  The complaint never mentions malicious prosecution, does not
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allege most of the elements of malicious prosecution (including favorable

termination), and focuses heavily on the defendants’ failure to adhere to their

disclosure obligations.  See Second Amended Complaint.  Unlike DiBlasio’s

malicious prosecution claim, Poventud’s Brady claim is compatible with the

validity of his subsequent conviction.20

Poventud’s complaint seeks damages for his time in prison, but excludes

the time that he served pursuant to his unchallenged 2006 guilty plea.  See Second

Amended Complaint ¶ 1.  We need not decide what damages might be available

for Poventud, but we note that the Supreme Court has “recognized a § 1983 claim

for using the wrong procedures,” even where a plaintiff could not collect for the

court’s “reaching the wrong result.”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 482-83.  Although under

some circumstances, even a “challenge to the procedures could be such as

necessarily to imply the invalidity of the judgment,” Edwards v. Balisok, 520 U.S.

 Assuming arguendo that Poventud’s claims did sound in malicious prosecution,20

these claims would be barred.  DiBlasio, 102 F.3d at 659.  Specifically, claims that

undisclosed evidence included “evidence of innocence,” Second Amended Complaint

¶ 128, do suggest a malicious prosecution claim.  However, while Heck’s complaint

alleged destruction of “evidence which was exculpatory in nature and could have

proved [his] innocence,” Heck, 512 U.S. at 479 (quotation marks omitted), Poventud’s

complaint is less concerned with his innocence and instead focuses on “evidence that an

identifying witness was unreliable, and evidence impeaching the credibility of

significant prosecution witnesses.”  Second Amended Complaint ¶ 128.   
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641, 645 (1997), this logic applies only when the procedures resulted in a

judgment that has not been impugned.  Moreover, “the denial of procedural due

process should be actionable for nominal damages without proof of actual

injury.”  Carey, 435 U.S. at 266.  The extent of Poventud’s damages stemming

from the Brady violation that do not call into question the validity of his 2006

guilty plea is a fact-specific question that should be addressed first by the district

court.   However, the existence of a cause of action is clear.  21

Poventud’s allocution acknowledged his presence at the scene of the crime,

which was inconsistent with his alibi defense at trial.  However, this does not

defeat the viability of his Brady claim.  As explained above, Brady does not

require actual innocence, and even “‘[a] guilty man is entitled to a fair trial.’”

People v. Buchalter, 289 N.Y. 181, 225 (1942) (Lehman, Chief Judge, concurring).  In

 The dissents’ treatment of causation will startle those who regularly toil in the21

world of tort law.  The Restatement Third (which expressly says it will call proximate

cause “scope of liability”) is quite clear on the matter: “Duty is a question of law for the

court, see § 7, while scope of liability, although very much an evaluative matter, is

treated as a question of fact for the factfinder.”  RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: PHYS. &

EMOT. HARM § 29 (2010).  Ultimately, the problem here, as in much of the dissents, is the

dissents’ confusion between factors that may be appropriate – and even winning –

defenses to Poventud’s § 1983 claims, and factors that instead would lead to the

dismissal of the whole § 1983 action ab initio for violating the doctrine of Heck v.

Humphrey.
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Brady, the Court held that Maryland violated the defendant’s constitutional rights

by withholding evidence relevant to his sentencing, despite the fact “that nothing

in the suppressed confession could have reduced the appellant Brady’s offense

below murder in the first degree” or related to his guilt or innocence.  373 U.S. at

90 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Heck requires that “a § 1983 plaintiff must prove that the conviction or

sentence has been . . . declared invalid by a state tribunal authorized to make

such determination,” inter alia.  512 U.S. at 486-87.  In this case, Poventud’s

challenged conviction has been.  People v. Poventud, 802 N.Y.S.2d at 608.  Heck’s

core concern of finality would not be undercut by Poventud’s success at trial;

Poventud’s claim is premised on an unchallenged finding made in state court.  22

Were Poventud to win at trial – far from a foregone conclusion – the legal

status of his 2006 guilty plea would remain preserved.  No element of his § 1983

Brady claim requires Poventud to prove his absence from the scene of the crime; if

 As things stand in the New York courts, (1) Poventud successfully proved a22

Brady violation in his first trial, which the State elected not to appeal; and (2) Poventud

pled guilty to attempted robbery in the third degree.  We believe these two judgments

are logically consistent, and it is not clear why a third judgment, reaffirming the

existence of a Brady violation at the first trial, would suddenly impugn the second

conviction in a way that the outstanding judgment based on the same conviction does

not.   
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it did, his claim would be Heck-barred.  Poventud’s success at trial would mean

only that his 1998 conviction was the product of a constitutional violation; in this

case, a New York State court has already reached this determination and vacated

the conviction as a result.  See id.

Conclusion

Poventud’s claim is one of process.  He asserts that members of the New

York City Police Department willfully withheld exculpatory evidence that called

into question the testimony of the only witness to place him at the scene of the

crime.  Poventud’s claims are not the stuff of prison idleness or self-absorption;

he has proven his claims in state court and the State elected not to appeal his

victory.  Poventud’s conviction was vacated because it rested on a constitutional

infirmity.  Armed with the information previously denied him, Poventud

accepted an offer from the State to plead to a lesser offense.  He now seeks to

recover from those who violated his right to a fair trial.  He does not contest the

legitimacy of his plea (nor could he).  His claim is restricted to the acts of the

police officers before and during his trial in 1998.  Poventud’s victory in state

court, securing vacatur of his jury trial conviction, gave life to his claim and
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separated it from the criminal activity that took place in the Bronx on March 6,

1997.  Had Poventud claimed that the entire criminal process was one borne of

malice, then our decision would be different.  But his claims are circumscribed to

the misdeeds of the police prior to his jury trial, and nothing more.  

Judgment is VACATED and the case REMANDED to the district court for

further proceedings consistent with this opinion. 
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GERARD E. LYNCH, Circuit Judge, concurring:

I fully join in Judge Wesley’s thorough opinion for the Court.  I write

separately to explain in simple terms why the Court’s decision is consistent not

only with governing law, but also with the basic assumptions of our

jurisprudence.

The question before the Court is whether the rule of Heck v. Humphrey,

512 U.S. 477, 486-87 (1994), which prohibits a criminal defendant from obtaining

damages for wrongful prosecution, conviction or imprisonment until and unless

the conviction he complains of has been overturned, prevents the plaintiff

Marcos Poventud from suing the defendants for, as he alleges, obtaining a

conviction against him that led to his incarceration for almost nine years by

deliberately suppressing evidence that cast doubt on the critical identification

testimony of the victim.   The short answer is that it does not, because the1

criminal judgment against him was later vacated by the state court that entered it,

 Because this is an appeal from a grant of summary judgment dismissing1

Poventud’s civil complaint, the evidence must be construed in the light most favorable

to him drawing all reasonable inferences, and resolving all ambiguities in his favor. 

Colavito v. N.Y. Organ Donor Network, 438 F.3d 214, 217 (2d Cir. 2006).  In this case,

that is not simply a legal requirement; the findings of the state court on Poventud’s

post-conviction motion to vacate his conviction provide a strong reason to believe that

these allegations are in fact true.  When all of the evidence is heard at a civil trial, of

course, a jury may or may not agree with Poventud’s view of the evidence.
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because the court found that the police had indeed rendered his trial unfair by

suppressing exculpatory evidence.   The defendants argue, however, that we

should nevertheless forbid Poventud from seeking damages for that wrongful

conviction and sentence, because Poventud later, after the full facts were known

to both sides, pled guilty to a related but lesser offense, and was sentenced to one

year of imprisonment.

I

The fundamental complicating fact about this case is that Marcos Poventud

has been the subject of two efforts to adjudicate the charges against him, with

conflicting results.  First, he was tried and convicted of extremely serious crimes,

including attempted murder, stemming from the robbery of a cabdriver named

Younis Duopo, and sentenced to ten to twenty years of imprisonment.   It is that2

conviction that Poventud contends, and that the state court found, was

profoundly unfair.  

The principal evidence against Poventud was the testimony of the victim. 

It does no disrespect to Mr. Duopo to note that a single-witness identification of

 Poventud was convicted on four counts: attempted murder in the second2

degree, attempted robbery in the first degree, assault in the first degree, and criminal

possession of a weapon.  
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this sort is hardly unassailable proof of Poventud’s guilt.  Well-known scientific

evidence gives us sound reasons to believe that eyewitnesses generally, and

violent-crime victims specifically, are not always reliable observers or reporters. 

The trauma of a highly frightening and stressful event and subsequent life

experiences, including the confounding effects of potentially suggestive police

investigatory procedures, often distort the victim’s  recollection.   But it would3

disrespect Mr. Duopo to use our knowledge regarding the fallibility of human

memory to disqualify his testimony and require the dismissal of all charges

against a person that he, the crime victim, has positively identified as his

assailant.  Thus, although we cannot be certain that Mr. Duopo’s identification

was correct, the law permits him to testify and the defense to cross-examine him,

and allows jurors, acting as the conscience of the community, to decide whether

the information before them is sufficient to persuade them beyond a reasonable

doubt of the defendant’s guilt.  It is the role of the jury, fairly apprised of the facts

then known, to weigh the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence before them,

 See Young v. Conway, 698 F.3d 69, 88-89 (2d Cir. 2012) (collecting studies3

regarding the unreliability of eyewitness testimony), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 20 (2013);

see generally State v. Henderson, 208 N.J. 208 (2011) (reviewing various social science

research, laboratory experiments, and scientific evidence demonstrating that “an array

of variables can affect and dilute memory and lead to misidentifications”).
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bearing in mind the inherent limitations on the victim’s ability to observe,

remember, and report what he saw.  The jury at Poventud’s first trial, after

hearing the victim’s account and Poventud’s alibi defense, was persuaded

beyond a reasonable doubt of his guilt.

The justice of relying on the jury’s conclusion, however, depends critically

on the assumption that the jury knew all of the relevant facts about the reliability

of Mr. Duopo’s identification.  It turned out, however, that the jury had been

deceived – not by Mr. Duopo, but by the authorities who covered up important

evidence about how he came to identify Poventud.

When a codefendant also convicted of the robbery secured a new trial due

to a legal error, evidence fortuitously came to light that Poventud’s initial trial

had not been fair.  The rules had not been followed, and the result was not

reliable.  The breach was no mere technicality; it went directly to the truth-

seeking function of the trial.  The entire point of the first trial was to determine

the reliability of Mr. Duopo’s testimony, by fairly putting before the jury the facts

that would reasonably bear on whether his identification was accurate.  The state

court would eventually determine, however, that the police officers investigating

the case had deliberately hidden the fact that Mr. Duopo had earlier identified
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someone else.  Perhaps a jury that knew that fact would still have found Mr.

Duopo’s identification sufficiently accurate to return a guilty verdict, or perhaps

taken together with the fact, which they did know, that it was not until the fourth

time that the police had shown him Poventud’s picture that Mr. Duopo finally

identified Poventud, the additional information would have created a reasonable

doubt.  Surely, however, any reasonable juror would find this evidence highly

relevant, and significantly damaging to the identification’s reliability.  For that

reason, the Supreme Court has made crystal clear that such evidence must be

disclosed to the defense.  See Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963).  

Without question, covering up facts so damaging to the case against a

defendant violates the defendant’s legal rights.  This is not just a matter of the

rules of the road.  By failing to disclose evidence that would cast significant

doubt on the principal evidence of Poventud’s guilt, the police did something

tantamount to fabricating false evidence of guilt: they deceived the jury into

thinking that the evidence of guilt was stronger than it was.  When this

misconduct came to light, the state court did what the law, justice, and common

decency required, and vacated Poventud’s conviction.  At that point, the

presumption of innocence was restored.  Poventud was no longer legally guilty
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of the four offenses of conviction, and could no longer be punished.  By that time,

however, Poventud had already served nearly nine years in prison as

punishment for crimes of which he was then again presumed innocent.

The stage was now set for a second trial of the original charges.  Though

now presumed innocent, Poventud still faced the accusation that he was Mr.

Duopo’s assailant, and he could be tried again – fairly this time, with all the facts

known to the jury.  And perhaps, though it might seem unlikely, a new jury,

exposed to all the facts, might still have convicted him.  At that point, however,

another aspect of our system came into play, the institution of plea bargaining. 

Neither the prosecution nor the defense can predict the future, and both were

uncertain as to the likely outcome of a fair trial.  The prosecutors, no doubt in

good faith, believed that they had the right man, and that a trial should result in

another conviction.  But the chances of acquittal were obviously high.  Even

assuming that Mr. Duopo were alive and well and available to testify, and would

again identify Poventud as his assailant, nearly a decade had passed since the

crime; his memory would be less clear, and his ability to persuasively identify

anyone would be considerably less certain.  Moreover, the jury assessing his

testimony would now know, as the first jury had been prevented from knowing,
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that Mr. Duopo had first identified someone who everyone agreed was not

involved in the crime.  With the prosecution’s case significantly weakened,

Poventud’s alibi might look much more persuasive to the jury.

Poventud, however, could be no more confident than the prosecutors of

the outcome of a new trial.  Even assuming that he knew himself to be innocent,

he also knew that he had been convicted once before, and he had already spent

almost nine years in prison.  Indeed, he remained a prisoner, because he lacked

funds to pay his bail.  Moreover, the prosecutors could appeal the vacatur of his

conviction, and they successfully resisted his attempt to have his bail reduced so

that he could remain at liberty while facing a second trial.  

In these circumstances, the prosecutors offered Poventud an alternative to

trial: if he pled guilty to a lesser offense, they would agree to a sentence of one

year in prison – time he had long since served.  In effect, if he accepted the plea

bargain, he would be released from prison.  Poventud thus faced a stark choice:

he could continue to fight, risking the possibility that his sentence of up to twenty

years in prison would be restored against the hope of a complete acquittal.  Or,

he could accept the offer, plead guilty, and go free immediately.  Poventud accepted

the offer: he pled guilty to attempted robbery in the third degree, was sentenced
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to a fraction of the time he had already spent in prison, and walked out of the

courthouse a free man.4

To recapitulate the results of the two trials of Marcos Poventud: at the first

proceeding, corrupted by police misconduct, a jury that was ignorant of the truth

about the identification witness, convicted him of attempted murder and three

other crimes leading to nine years of imprisonment on a ten-to-twenty year

sentence; at the second, he was convicted on his plea of guilty to third-degree

attempted robbery and was sentenced to one year.

Now Poventud seeks damages from those who, in effect, fabricated

evidence of his guilt by suppressing evidence that would have shaken, perhaps

fatally, the identification testimony used to convict him.  The defendants seek to

have his suit dismissed, based on the same rule that would have prevented him

from suing while his initial conviction stood unchallenged, arguing that a fairly

obtained conviction by guilty plea (albeit to a lesser offense with sharply limited

 Poventud’s guilty plea is legally valid.  A defendant who is fully aware of the4

consequences of pleading guilty may enter a binding plea of guilty, notwithstanding

powerful inducements to do so.  At one point, Poventud sought to argue that his guilty

plea was not lawfully taken, by moving to withdraw his guilty plea as the product of

unfair deception by prosecutors – he claimed that the authorities had falsely told him

that they would appeal the vacatur of his conviction, even though they had already

decided not to.  He later withdrew that motion, so we must treat the plea as legally

binding.  
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consequences) prevents a suit seeking damages for the wrongful conduct that

resulted in his earlier, more serious, now-vacated conviction, with its resulting

drastically more serious punishments.  

It seems to me, as it does to a majority of the judges of this Court, that the

legal answer is simple.  As Judge Wesley’s opinion demonstrates, the Supreme

Court’s holding that a legally valid conviction prevents a suit “to recover

damages for allegedly unconstitutional conviction or imprisonment” explicitly

applies only until that “conviction or sentence has been reversed on direct appeal,

expunged by executive order, declared invalid by a state tribunal authorized to make

such determination, or called into question by a federal court’s issuance of a writ of

habeas corpus.”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 486-87 (emphasis added).  Poventud seeks to

recover damages for his initial conviction and for that portion of his lengthy

imprisonment that was attributable to that conviction.  That conviction exists no

longer; a state court declared it invalid, and we must accept the outcome of the

legal process that holds him not guilty of those offenses.  Heck thus does not bar

his suit.  

It seems to me that the answer is equally simple from the standpoint of

simple justice.  The state court decided that Poventud was not fairly tried, and
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that the police deliberately suppressed evidence helpful to the defense in order to

make the case against him appear stronger than it was.  His conviction of four

crimes including attempted murder, and sentence to 10 to 20 years in prison is a

legal and moral nullity, the result of a trial deliberately corrupted by the police. 

Whether or not prosecutors might have successfully appealed that judgment, or

obtained the same conviction again after a second, fair trial, they chose not to

take those risks; whether or not Poventud would have been acquitted at a second

trial, he too elected not to take his chances.  Our best – however imperfect –

approximation of the result that would have come from a fair trial is the result of

the plea bargain: conviction on a single, much less serious count, and a sentence

to only a year in prison.  

We must accept as binding the outcome of these criminal proceedings: that

Poventud, at an unfair trial, suffered a much more serious conviction and

punishment than he received from a fair proceeding, with all the facts known.  By

the same token, however, Poventud must accept the other outcome of the legal

process: his conviction, by plea of guilty, of the offense of attempted robbery in

the third degree, and his sentence to one year of imprisonment.  Irrespective of

the difficulty of his choice to plead guilty, Poventud is legally guilty of that
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offense.  He therefore may not argue that he was wrongly prosecuted or charged;

he cannot claim that he was unfairly convicted of a crime, or that he was wrongly

required to serve a year in prison.  But he certainly may argue that his initial,

more serious conviction was wrong, and wrongful, and that as a result of

deliberately unfair and corrupted processes he was forced to serve many

additional years in prison.   5

II 

There is thus a certain common sense, rough justice to the idea that

Poventud can seek damages for the difference between the outcomes of his first

and second processes, the first conducted outside the rules and the second within

them.  It is reasonable to ask, however, where is the truth in all of this.  I think

any fair-minded person will agree that the trial that led to Poventud’s initial

conviction was deeply – and intentionally – corrupted, and that its result is

unreliable.  But Poventud has now admitted, under oath (albeit under deeply

questionable circumstances) that he was indeed involved in the robbery.  Are we

 On these points, I believe that Judge Chin’s position is entirely consistent with5

that of the Court.  The difference between the majority’s position and Judge Chin’s is

not about what Poventud may or may not argue in his civil lawsuit, but only about

whether his complaint has sought to make arguments that go beyond what the Court

permits, and accordingly whether some portion of that complaint must be dismissed.
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to award damages, in effect, for the fact that Poventud lost the opportunity to be

acquitted of a crime that he may very well have committed because the rules

were not followed?  

I believe that we must.  As a matter of law, in order to prevent the horror

of convicting an innocent person, we insist that someone charged with a crime

may only be convicted and punished if the state can prove his or her guilt by a

very demanding standard of proof, beyond a reasonable doubt.  If a defendant

cannot be thus proven guilty – if the evidence, however suggestive of guilt it may

be, does not rise to a sufficient level of strength, that defendant must be declared

not legally guilty of the crime charged.  And certainly, if a defendant is found

legally guilty by a jury that has been deprived of the full story by government

misconduct, that conviction is void.  

But do we not now know that Poventud is guilty, as a matter of fact,

because of his plea?  I submit that we know no such thing.  Poventud is legally

guilty of the crimes he was convicted of by a putatively fair process.  That guilt is

as much a matter of legal convention as is his legal innocence of the more serious

charges of which he has never been fairly convicted.

No one who was not there will ever know for certain whether Marcos
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Poventud participated in the robbery of Younis Duopo on March 6, 1997.  Our

ignorance on that score is not a function of any weaknesses of our criminal justice

system; rather, it is a function of the limited scope of human knowledge.  Our

legal system searches for the truth, but humankind lacks the capacity to obtain

absolute knowledge of the truth about past events.  Cognizant of our limitations,

we nevertheless must act on the basis of the best information we can glean.  To

that end, we have devised a system of trials and proof, by which we attempt to

develop objective evidence in order to make the best judgments we can about the

facts.  As much as we strive to improve that system, so long as we remain

human, our legal system will remain imperfect.  Mistakes are inevitable.  The best

we can do is to follow our procedures, as imperfect as we know they are, and

accept and act upon the results that they produce. 

At the conclusion of Poventud’s first trial, on the then-valid assumption

that the jury had been able to make a full and fair judgment of the strength of the

evidence against him, society was justified in punishing Poventud.  Some might

well argue that we could and should devise better procedures for testing

identification evidence, but we must act under the rules we have been able to

agree on at present, and under those rules, the evidence was strong enough for a
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legal finding of guilt. 

It does not follow from the jury’s verdict that, in the eye of an omniscient

God, Poventud was actually guilty.  We know, to our sorrow, that there

remained some risk that Mr. Duopo was mistaken and that he identified the

wrong man.  If the trial was fair, however, it was the duty of the court to impose

punishment.  If at some later date, overpowering proof of his innocence were to

emerge, we would vacate his conviction, and a decent society would seek to

compensate him, in some necessarily inadequate way, for the tragic error.  But if

the trial was fair, and the witnesses honest, no one would have done Poventud a

legal wrong.  If everyone involved – the victim, the police, the prosecutor, the

judge and jury – acted honorably and justly, any resulting mistake would be

attributable simply to human imperfection.  At the end of his first trial, then,

Poventud was legally guilty of four offenses and was justly punished, whether or

not in actual fact he had committed those crimes.  So long as the result of his trial

stood unimpaired, Poventud’s four-count conviction and sentence of 10 to 20

years’ imprisonment was legally correct, and, as a matter of law, Poventud was

barred from suing anyone he believed did him wrong by acting dishonorably

within the process that led to his conviction.  
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Those legal consequences could not stand, however, once it became clear

that the trial was not fair, that the rules had not been followed, that some of the

authorities whose job was to collect and present the evidence fairly had not

behaved honorably, that even within the assumptions of our already fallible

system the result was not reliable.  Just as the jury’s verdict, premised on what

we erroneously thought was a fair trial, made it legally true that Poventud was

guilty, whether or not he had actually committed the crimes, vacatur of the

unfairly obtained conviction restored Poventud’s legal presumption of innocence,

but did not mean that Poventud did not commit the crime.  The newly discovered

evidence of police misconduct does not prove Poventud’s innocence; it only

makes it somewhat less likely that he is guilty.  Perhaps the police manipulation

of the evidence led to an innocent man’s conviction, but perhaps it unfairly

strengthened the case against the real robber.  

In principle, the stage was then set for a second, fairer trial, with all of the

evidence available now to be presented to a new, unbiased jury.  But the ability of

such a second trial to find the “real” truth had surely been compromised.  The

police misconduct had not only prevented a fair trial in the first place, but given

the lapse of time before that misconduct was discovered, it was no longer
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possible to replicate those original conditions.  Almost nine years later, Mr.

Duopo’s identification testimony would be undermined not only by the newly

discovered impeaching evidence, but by the sheer passage of time.  To that extent

(through no fault of his own, of course), Poventud’s chances of acquittal were

unfairly improved.  That is why the prosecutors were moved to offer their

compromise proposal, by which Poventud could obtain immediate freedom in

exchange for an admission of guilt to a lesser crime.

Critics of American criminal justice may decry the very existence of plea

bargaining.  But we permit such arrangements, in large part on the theory that, if

both sides are reasonably aware of the risks and likely outcomes of a trial, and of

the strength of the case against the defendant, a compromise outcome may well

be both procedurally fair and substantively just.  But whatever the general merits

and demerits of such a system, it too was corrupted by the initial wrong that

undermined Poventud’s first trial.  Just as the prosecutor’s case was weakened by

the passage of time, so was Poventud’s ability to make a fair choice between

alternatives.  The choice of freedom in exchange for an admission would be easy

for a guilty man, but even an innocent one would be hard pressed to decline the

prosecution’s offer.  A hero might resist the bargain and insist that he would not
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accept the ignominy of falsely admitting guilt.  One is reminded of John Proctor,

falsely accused of witchcraft in Arthur Miller’s play The Crucible, who goes to

the gallows rather than accept an offer that would let him go free in exchange for

a false confession.  It is difficult to expect such heroism of mere mortals.  Proctor,

though based on a historical figure, is after all a fictional character, and even he

first signed the false confession before having a change of heart.  Poventud did

what I suspect most ordinary human beings would do in his situation, even if

they were innocent.

Within the rules of our system, however, having pled guilty to a crime

connected to the robbery, Poventud is legally guilty of that crime.  We, and he,

must accept the outcome of the new, putatively fair, proceeding.  Assuming, as

we must, that Poventud’s guilty plea was legally taken, Poventud is now legally

guilty of attempted robbery in the third degree, and was fairly punished by one

year of imprisonment.  But we still do not know with certainty, any better than

we knew before his first trial, whether Poventud actually robbed Mr. Duopo.  A

confession in open court is ordinarily powerful evidence of guilt, but we know

that false confessions have been obtained by pressures much less imposing than
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those to which Poventud was subjected.  6

The legal process, as the dissenters correctly note, is a search for truth.  The

rule that the police violated here is one that is designed to make it more likely

that the truth will be found.  But the truth is elusive, and can never be known

with certainty.  Our legal procedures, even at their best, can only produce a

provisional truth, a legally accepted truth, an approximation of the truth that is

good enough to act upon, though known to be imperfect.  I understand, and

agree with the dissenters, that a defendant cannot disavow legal guilt for an

offense to which he has lawfully pled guilty, no matter how much he might

claim, and whether or not an impartial observer might believe, that his choice to

plead guilty was made under circumstances under which an innocent person

might well enter such a plea.  Poventud, as I have noted and as the Court

concludes, must accept the consequences of that plea.  

But the dissenters appear to insist that his guilty plea represents not just a

legal truth, but an existential one.  According to the dissenters, Poventud’s plea

 See, e.g., People v. Wise, 752 N.Y.S.2d 837, 850 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 2002)6

(vacating convictions of Central Park Five); see generally Steven A Drizin & Richard A.

Leo, The Problem of False Confessions in the Post-DNA World, 82 N.C. L. Rev. 891

(2004) (analyzing 125 cases in which “indisputably innocent individuals confessed to

crimes they did not commit”). 
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requires us to treat him not only as if he were guilty of the lesser offense of which

he is legally guilty, and justly subjected to the relatively short sentence that he

accepted, but also as if he had been fairly convicted of the far more serious

crimes, and fairly subjected to the drastically more stringent sentence, that

resulted when the authorities cheated and suppressed evidence that might have

led to his acquittal.   That version of “the truth,” however, has no basis in law:7

Poventud never pled guilty to those more serious offenses, and he was found

guilty of them only after a deliberately and tortiously flawed process.  Poventud

seeks to sue the defendants because they distorted the search for the truth and

obtained a conviction that cannot fairly stand.  As the dissenters correctly note,

the very purpose of the rules that the defendants violated is to “ensure that

[such] miscarriage[s] of justice do[] not occur.”  See Dissenting Op. of Judge

Jacobs, post, at 14-15.  

To hold that the legal system must stand by the results it fairly generates

 Judges Jacobs and Livingston both would exalt Poventud’s plea allocution by7

characterizing it as a “solemn admission.”  Dissenting Op. of Judge Jacobs, post, at 6;

see also Dissenting Op. of Judge Livingston, post, at 7.  But Poventud’s plea is no more

“solemn,” and no less self-serving than his sworn testimony at trial, which Judge

Livingston characterizes as perjurious.  Id. at 2.  In each case, Poventud was under oath;

in each case, he said what was in his interest to say at the time.  With respect, it seems to

me that it is the dissenters who are “pick[ing] and choos[ing],” id. at 12, which of

Poventud’s statements they prefer to believe.  
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according to its rules is not to espouse a “sporting theory of justice.”  Id. at 1.  We

seek accurate results, reached by fair procedures.  We do the best we can, and we

live with the results.  The result of the legal process here is that Poventud is

legally guilty only of a lesser offense and worthy of a lesser punishment, and that

he suffered drastically more serious consequences as a result of deliberate

wrongdoing.  It is no more a “sporting theory” to insist that society stand by the

part of the resulting criminal judgment that found Poventud not liable for that

portion of his punishment that was unfairly obtained than it is to deny him any

right to argue that he is innocent of the crime to which he pled guilty when

presented with an offer that perhaps only a hero could refuse.  It seems to me

deeply inconsistent for the dissenters to insist (rightly in my and the Court’s

view) that Poventud is bound by the legal fact of his guilty plea, despite the very

real possibility that he might have been factually innocent notwithstanding the

plea, but then to refuse to accept the legal fact that Poventud was unfairly

subjected to greater punishment because of the equally real possibility that he

might have been factually guilty notwithstanding the prosecution’s inability to

convict him of the greater crimes for which he suffered that punishment.  

To stand by the results that our system produces is simply to accept the
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limitations of our knowledge, and the inevitable separation between a truth that

we cannot fully know, and the judgments reached by inevitably flawed human

processes.  The dissenters would accept Poventud’s plea not merely as legal

truth, but as an absolute truth that frees the defendants from accountability for

having distorted the truth-seeking process to his detriment.  The Court correctly

treats all aspects of the outcome as specific legal judgments with very particular

legal consequences, but nothing more.  Poventud now seeks to argue to a jury

that he should be awarded damages for the difference between the consequences

that resulted from a legally conducted process and those he was forced to suffer

as a result of an unfair, distorted one, from the persons he claims are responsible

for the obstruction of the truth-seeking process.  The Court correctly permits him

the opportunity to make that argument.
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RAYMOND J. LOHIER, JR., Circuit Judge, concurring: 

I agree with the majority opinion.  Because the nature of Poventud’s claims 

lies at the heart of our in banc dispute, I write separately to address how we 

identify those claims and how the dissenting opinions misconstrue them.   

The Second Amended Complaint (the “Complaint”) alone properly frames 

our understanding of Poventud’s claims.  We ignore the extraneous assertions in 

Poventud’s summary judgment and other briefs in determining what claims he 

asserted.  Moreover, we construe the Complaint in the light most favorable to 

Poventud, the non-moving party, and draw all inferences and resolve all 

ambiguities in his favor.  See Gould v. Winstar Commc’ns, Inc., 692 F.3d 148, 157-58 

(2d Cir. 2012).    

The dissenting opinions view the Complaint as littered with assertions of 

Poventud’s actual innocence.  As a result, they construe the Complaint as 

ultimately alleging actual innocence as the basis for Poventud’s Brady claim, and 

they conclude that the claim “’sounds in’ malicious prosecution.”  Dissenting Op. 

of Judge Jacobs, post, at 31.  There are two problems with their reading.  First, 

even if the Complaint had contained a malicious prosecution claim, the dismissal 

of that claim on summary judgment would not require the dismissal of 
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Poventud’s Brady claim, which in no way depends on a showing of actual 

innocence.  Second, reading the Complaint broadly to claim malicious 

prosecution or actual innocence neglects our appellate obligation to read the 

Complaint in a manner – here, narrowly – that favors rather than maligns 

Poventud’s position.   

Indeed, under any reading of the Complaint I have trouble uncovering a 

claim of actual innocence.  The allegations concerning Poventud’s Brady claim are 

contained in paragraphs 115 to 125 of the Complaint and state that the officers 

“lied about, and otherwise failed to disclose the Brady material.”  See, e.g., Second 

Am. Compl. ¶ 118.  Paragraph 121 alleges that the officers’ “conduct operated to 

deprive Plaintiff of his rights . . . to timely disclosure of all material evidence 

favorable to the defense” “and to not be convicted or punished based upon the 

government’s knowing use of false or misleading testimony.”  Id. ¶ 121.  

Nowhere in these paragraphs does Poventud allege that he was actually 

innocent.  

In urging a contrary view, my dissenting colleagues point to paragraph 

128.  That paragraph states that the undisclosed material “included, but was not 

limited to, evidence of innocence, evidence that an identifying witness was 
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unreliable, and evidence impeaching the credibility of significant prosecution 

witnesses.”  Id. ¶ 128.  I grant that one might be able to read paragraph 128 as 

broadly as possible and conclude that it constitutes a claim of actual innocence.  

But such a reading again neglects our duty to construe the Complaint in the light 

most favorable to Poventud.  Gould, 692 F.3d at 157-58.  As a textual matter, the 

phrase “there is evidence of innocence” is not synonymous with the claim “I am 

innocent.”  Rather, the more natural reading of Poventud’s reference to 

“evidence of innocence” is simply that the withheld evidence was material for 

Brady purposes – in other words, that it would have tended to lead to a verdict of 

not guilty at trial.   

Confined by the allegations in the Complaint and read fairly and 

narrowly, as they should be, Poventud’s claims clearly concern “the misdeeds of 

the police prior to his jury trial, and nothing more.”  Maj. Op., ante, at 39.  So 

read, they neither sound in malicious prosecution nor proclaim Poventud’s 

actual innocence.   

To ensure that the relevant record is straight, I attach the Complaint in its 

entirety as an appendix. 
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12-1011-CV          

Poventud v. City of New York 

 

DENNY CHIN, Circuit Judge 

  I respectfully concur in part and dissent in part.  I believe the district 

court correctly held that plaintiff-appellant Marcos Poventud's claims were based 

on factual allegations that are inconsistent with his 2006 conviction for attempted 

robbery.  I agree, however, that the judgment should be vacated and the case 

remanded for further proceedings to the extent that Poventud's claims do not 

imply the invalidity of his 2006 conviction.   

I 

   The question presented is whether Poventud's claims under Brady v. 

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87 (1963), are barred by the Supreme Court's decision in 

Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477, 486-87 (1994).  Heck requires the district court to 

consider:  

[W]hether a judgment in favor of the plaintiff would necessarily 

imply the invalidity of his conviction or sentence; if it would, the 

complaint must be dismissed unless the plaintiff can demonstrate 

that the conviction or sentence has already been invalidated.  But if 

the district court determines that the plaintiff's action, even if 

successful, will not demonstrate the invalidity of any outstanding 

criminal judgment against the plaintiff, the action should be allowed 

to proceed, in the absence of some other bar to the suit.                 
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512 U.S. at 487 (footnotes omitted).  The en banc majority concludes that Heck 

does not bar Poventud's claims.  I disagree, in part. 

  The Second Amended Complaint (the "Complaint") asserts only one 

cause of action against the individual defendants, for denial of due process and a 

fair trial.  (Compl. ¶¶ 115-25) (Dkt. No. 52).  That one cause of action, however, is 

based on several factual claims, including Poventud's contentions that the police 

failed to disclose that the victim (Younis Duopo) identified Poventud's brother 

(Francisco) and thereafter covered up and lied about this evidence.   

  But there are other factual claims in the Complaint as well.  The 

Complaint alleges, at least implicitly, that one of the detectives planted 

Francisco's wallet in the backseat of the livery cab.  (Id. ¶¶ 13-17, 36-38).  It 

alleges that after Duopo incorrectly identified Francisco, the detectives targeted 

Poventud and manipulated Duopo into falsely identifying Poventud.  (Id. ¶¶ 22-

33, 45-46).  It asserts that three other men, one of whom resembled the 

description of the shooter provided by Duopo, were arrested approximately two 

weeks later in the same general vicinity for robbing a livery cab with the same 

weapon that had been used to shoot Duopo.  (Id. ¶¶ 42-44).  It alleges, at least 

implicitly, that Poventud was not at the scene of the robbery because he was at a 

neighbor's apartment playing video games when the crime occurred.  (Id. ¶ 40).   
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  All of these factual claims paint a picture of innocence, and thus they 

necessarily imply the invalidity of Poventud's 2006 conviction.  Indeed, the 

Complaint characterizes the purportedly exculpatory evidence as "evidence of 

innocence" (id. ¶ 128), and Poventud argued, in his opposition to defendants' 

summary judgment motion below, that he "is innocent."  (Pl.'s Mem. in Opp'n to 

Mot. for Summ. J., at 1 (Dkt. No. 68) (emphasis in original); see also id. (plaintiff 

"could continue to maintain his innocence . . . [o]r, he could admit a crime he had 

not committed and be released -- immediately") (emphasis in original)).1   

  Poventud is not, however, innocent, as his 2006 conviction makes 

clear.  He pled guilty to attempted robbery in the third degree, and admitted to a 

state court judge that he was present at the place and time of the robbery and 

that he attempted to steal personal property from another person by using force, 

i.e., a weapon.  Hence, the wallet was not planted, Duopo correctly identified 

Poventud, and Poventud was not at a neighbor's apartment playing video 

games. 

   The district court, of course, decided the case that was before it, and 

it recognized that Poventud's claims were centered on his claim of innocence.  It 

                                              
 1 On appeal, while Poventud argues that his claims are not dependent on his 

innocence (see Appellant En Banc Br., at 24 ("he does not, for the purpose of his claim, 

assert, or need to establish, that he is innocent")), he has continued to argue that he is in 
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concluded -- correctly, in my view -- that Poventud's factual assertions called into 

question the validity of his 2006 conviction.  See Poventud v. City of New York, No. 

07-civ-3998(DAB), 2012 WL 727802, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 6, 2012).   Hence, I do not 

believe that the district court erred, as the en banc majority suggests, in 

measuring Poventud's admissions in his guilty plea against the factual assertions 

of his Brady claim.  (See Maj. Op., ante, at 28-29).  

  The en banc majority observes that "Brady does not require actual 

innocence, and even "'[a] guilty man is entitled to a fair trial."'"  (Maj. Op., ante, at 

36 (quoting People v. Buchalter, 289 N.Y. 181, 225 (1942) (Lehman, Chief Judge, 

concurring))).  I do not disagree.  Moreover, I agree that Poventud was entitled to 

the disclosure of exculpatory evidence, regardless of whether he was guilty or 

innocent.  He was entitled to know that Duopo had identified Francisco, even 

though Francisco was undeniably the wrong man.  I have trouble, however, with 

the notion that Poventud can ask a jury for damages now based on the argument 

that he had the right to try to persuade the jury in 1998 that he was not present -- 

when he admitted in his guilty plea that he was present and participated in the 

robbery.  Indeed, I do not accept the proposition that Poventud should be able to 

argue to a jury now that had he known about Duopo's misidentification of 

                                                                                                                                                  
fact innocent (see, e.g., id., at 5 ("Poventud had sworn his innocence for nine years.")).   
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Francisco in 1998, he would have been able to persuade the jury then that he was 

not present at the robbery -- when he was in fact there.  

  Accordingly, I believe the district court correctly held that 

Poventud's claims, to the extent discussed above, call into question the validity of 

his 2006 conviction.     

II 

  I agree with the majority that there are claims in the case that 

Poventud may pursue that do not call into question the validity of his 2006 

conviction.  Where a conviction is set aside because of a Brady violation, a 

subsequent guilty plea will not necessarily foreclose all claims for damages, for 

there may be claims that do not impugn the integrity of the guilty plea.2  One 

could imagine such a situation, for example, where police officers withheld 

exculpatory information about the presence of a weapon at the scene in a 

                                              
 2 To establish a Brady violation, a claimant must show that "[t]he evidence at 

issue [is] favorable to the accused, either because it is exculpatory, or because it is 

impeaching; [the] evidence must have been suppressed by the State, either willfully or 

inadvertently; and prejudice must have ensued."  DiSimone v. Phillips, 461 F.3d 181, 192 

(2d Cir. 2006) (quoting Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-82 (1999)).  To establish 

prejudice a plaintiff must show materiality.  As the Supreme Court has explained, the 

"touchstone of materiality is a 'reasonable probability' of a different result, and the 

adjective is important.  The question is not whether the defendant would more likely 

than not have received a different verdict with the evidence, but whether in its absence 

he received a fair trial, understood as a trial resulting in a verdict worthy of confidence."  

Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 434 (1995).     
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burglary case.  If the defendant is convicted of burglary in the second degree and 

later discovers that the police failed to disclose exculpatory evidence about the 

presence of the weapon, the defendant could still pursue a § 1983 claim based on 

the Brady violation even if the conviction is vacated and he subsequently pleads 

guilty to burglary in the third degree.  Such a claim would not call into question 

the validity of the guilty plea, as the defendant could argue that the weapon was 

not his and that he was injured by the Brady violation as he was convicted of the 

more serious offense of burglary in the second degree. 

  Although Poventud's 2006 conviction forecloses arguments as to his 

innocence or his presence at the scene of the crime, he may still show that 

defendants' alleged actions caused him harm, as he asserts a number of claims 

that do not call into question the validity of his guilty plea.  The Complaint 

alleges, for example, that defendants "knew that Duopo's misidentification of 

Francisco Poventud was highly relevant to the Bronx District Attorney's 

evaluation of the strength of the evidence against [him]" and "to the court's 

decision whether to grant reasonable bail."  (Compl. ¶ 47; see also id. ¶ 53 ("the 

court was misled concerning the strength of the case against Plaintiff and set 

prohibitively high bail of $100,000, causing Plaintiff to be incarcerated until 

trial")).  Poventud may be able to prove that had the Brady evidence been 
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disclosed, his bail would have been set at a lower amount, he would have been 

able to make bail, and he would not have been imprisoned for the full nine years 

before pleading guilty to a lower level felony.    

  Furthermore, Poventud alleges that at least one of the defendants 

(Umlauft) continued to lie to and mislead prosecutors by denying that any 

undisclosed identification had occurred.   (Id. ¶¶ 2, 117, 120).  Poventud had a 

"right not to be deprived of liberty as a result of the fabrication of evidence by a 

government officer acting in an investigatory capacity."  Zahrey v. Coffey, 221 F.3d 

342, 344 (2d Cir. 2000).  The Complaint contends that after Poventud filed his 

motion to vacate his conviction based on the Brady violation, Umlauft lied to the 

new prosecutor (Shockett), stating he had indeed disclosed the misidentification 

to both the original prosecutor (Turkin) and defense attorneys at the time of trial.  

(Compl. ¶¶ 103-06).  Poventud also contends that Turkin informed Shockett that 

Umlauft never disclosed the Brady material, but Shockett did not share Turkin's 

account with the defense.  (Appellant En Banc Br., at 18-19).  Accordingly, the 

State opposed Poventud's motion by submitting Umlauft's false affidavit and 

relied on Umlauft's false testimony at an evidentiary hearing.  (Compl. ¶¶ 107-

10).  Moreover, Poventud argues that, based on Umlauft's continued lies, the 

State filed a notice of appeal of the trial court's finding that a Brady violation 
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occurred at Poventud's first trial and successfully opposed Poventud's bail 

motion.  (Appellant En Banc Br., at 15-16).  These are claims that Poventud could 

at least arguably pursue without impugning the integrity of his guilty plea.      

III 

  In sum, while I believe that the district court correctly held that 

Poventud's 2006 conviction forecloses any claims asserting that he was innocent 

or that he was not present at the scene of the crime, I agree that the Complaint 

sets forth claims that Poventud may pursue without necessarily impugning the 

validity of his guilty plea.  These claims, in my view, are not foreclosed by Heck.   
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DENNIS JACOBS, Circuit Judge, dissenting: 

In Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477 (1994), the Supreme Court ruled that a

proper respect for finality and consistency of judgments bars actions under 42

U.S.C. § 1983 that require “impugning” an extant conviction.  Id. at 486 n.5.  In

Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and its progeny, the prosecution’s

constitutional obligation to disclose information that is material to the defense

has been located in the truth‐seeking function of a trial, and not in any “sporting

theory of justice.”  Id. at 90.  The majority opinion undermines both the finality

premise of Heck and the truth‐seeking foundation of Brady.  It holds that Marcos

Poventud, who secured a new trial from the State of New York based on a police

officer’s failure to disclose information that might have impeached the victim’s

identification of Poventud as the armed robber of a livery cab, can sue for Brady

damages even though Poventud resolved the charges against him on remand by

entering a guilty plea (to a lesser offense) that made clear that the eyewitness

identification was sound, and that Poventud’s alibi defense at the first trial was

perjury.  

I respectfully dissent from this decision and write to explain why the

majority’s reasoning impairs the future application of Heck and Brady in this

1
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Circuit.  

I

On the evening of March 6, 1997, between Oliver Place and Marion Avenue

in the Bronx, a livery cab driver, Younis Duopo, was held up at gunpoint and

shot in the neck.  Poventud and a co‐defendant were indicted for the armed

robbery and attempted murder.  At Poventud’s trial, the central issue was

identity: Poventud and some of his friends testified that on the date and at the

time of the robbery, he was with them elsewhere, playing video games; Duopo,

the victim, identified Poventud as his assailant, both pretrial from a photo array

and again at the trial itself.  

Rejecting Poventud’s testimony and crediting the victim’s identification,

the jury convicted Poventud of attempted murder in the second degree,

attempted robbery in the first degree, assault in the first degree, and criminal

possession of a weapon in the first degree.  He was sentenced to serve an

indeterminate sentence of 10 to 20 years.  The conviction and sentence were

affirmed on appeal. See People v. Poventud, 300 A.D.2d 223, 224, 752 N.Y.S.2d

654 (1st Dep’t 2002).

In 2005, the New York Supreme Court, Bronx County, vacated the

2
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conviction and ordered a retrial on the ground that the prosecution had failed to

disclose impeachment evidence in violation of Brady.  Immediately after the

hold‐up, police found photo identification of Poventud’s brother, Francisco, in a

wallet found in Duopo’s cab.  From a photo array, Duopo selected a photograph

of Francisco, which he initialed and dated.  When it was ascertained that

Francisco had been in prison at the time of the crime, Marcos Poventud became a

suspect.  The state court vacated on the ground that Brady was violated by the

State’s failure to disclose Duopo’s initial identification of Francisco as the

assailant.  See People v. Poventud, 10 Misc. 3d 337, 341, 802 N.Y.S.2d 605 (N.Y.

Sup. Ct. 2005).  A new trial was ordered.

The vacatur afforded Poventud the opportunity to test the reliability of the

identification before a jury on retrial, but he chose instead to resolve the

outstanding charges by pleading guilty to the lesser included offense of

attempted robbery in the third degree.  At the ensuing guilty plea proceeding,

Poventud admitted his armed presence at the scene and his participation in the

robbery:

COURT: In this case it’s charged that on or about March

6, 1997, at approximately 8:40 in the evening, in the area

of Oliver Place and Marion, M‐A‐R‐I‐O‐N, Avenue here
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in the county of the Bronx, you did attempt to steal

personal property from another person by using force,

in that you used a weapon in your attempt to steal

personal property.  Are those charges true?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes.

This plea colloquy thus conclusively confirmed the jury’s key findings of fact:

that Duopo’s ultimate identification of Marcos Poventud was sound and that

Poventud’s trial testimony (and that of his friends) was false.  

Poventud was re‐sentenced to one year in prison and, having already

served nine years, was released.1  Soon after his release, Poventud filed this

action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 seeking money damages for alleged violation of his

Brady right.  He then obtained a stay of that action and filed (but later withdrew)

a motion challenging the voluntariness of his plea.  On defendants’ motion for

summary judgment in the § 1983 action, Judge Batts ruled that Poventud’s claims

were barred by Heck, and dismissed the case.  See Poventud v. City of New York,

No. 07 Civ. 3998 (DAB), 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 30763, 2012 WL 727802 (S.D.N.Y.

Mar. 6, 2012).  

     1 Judge Lynch argues that the one‐year sentence of the plea‐bargain here is an

“approximation of the result that would have come from a fair trial,” Concurring Op. of

Judge Lynch, ante, at 10, as though a prosecutor would not take account of the time

already served in negotiating a plea following vacatur.
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On Poventud’s appeal of Judge Batts’s ruling, the three‐judge panel of this

Court divided.  See Poventud v. City of New York, 715 F.3d 57 (2d Cir. 2013). 

The majority held that the Heck bar is subject to a gaping, unprecedented

exception: namely, that any person convicted of a crime can bring a § 1983 action

necessarily implying the invalidity of that conviction if he cannot currently bring

a habeas petition‐‐including any person released from prison after the service of

his sentence.  The dissent rejected that theory and concluded that Poventud did

not benefit from any exception to Heck (if one even exists). 

A majority of the active judges voted to decide in banc the scope of the

Heck bar and (if necessary) any exceptions to it.  The in banc majority again

reverses the district court’s dismissal.  In doing so, however, it abandons the

panel majority’s reasoning, relying instead on a point of law that received merely

passing reference in a footnote to the panel majority’s opinion.  See Poventud v.

City of New York, 715 F.3d 57, 61 n.2 (2d Cir. 2013) (expressing doubt that
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success on § 1983 claim would impugn Poventud’s guilty plea, but declining to

reach the issue).   

II

Poventud’s 2006 judgment was entered on his guilty plea, made in open

court and with the assistance of counsel, and has not been disturbed.2 

Poventud’s solemn admission of guilt, which places him at the scene of the crime,

armed, with the intent to commit robbery, “quite validly removes the issue of

factual guilt from the case,” Menna v. New York, 423 U.S. 61, 62 n.2 (1975) (per

curiam) (emphasis in original), and is admissible against Poventud for all

purposes, Mitchell v. United States, 526 U.S. 314, 324 (1999).  

The majority opinion does not dispute that, if the success of a § 1983 claim

would necessarily impugn a criminal conviction, the complaint must be

dismissed unless the plaintiff can “prove that the conviction . . . has been

reversed on direct appeal, expunged by executive order, declared invalid by a

     2 Judge Lynch is radically skeptical about the plea, even though it is the only fact

that is authoritatively settled; but he treats as true (and deplores) (1) findings of the

state court that were discredited by the plea, and that in any event do not bind any

defendant here, see infra at 17‐18 & n.5, (2) allegations of the Complaint, which we treat

as true solely as a tool of analysis, and (3) sworn statements made by Poventud for the

purpose of litigation.  Judge Lynch subjects only the plea itself to metaphysical tests of

knowability.
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state tribunal authorized to make such determination, or called into question by a

federal court’s issuance of a writ of habeas corpus.”  Heck, 512 U.S. at 486‐87; see

also Wallace v. Kato, 549 U.S. 384, 393 (2007)(noting that Heck bar applies where

§ 1983 claim would necessarily “impugn” an extant conviction).  None of those

things have happened here. 

The in banc majority nevertheless holds (1) that Poventud may sue for

damages pursuant to § 1983 on the theory that Poventud’s Brady‐based § 1983

claim does not impugn the (extant) judgment entered on his guilty plea, and (2)

that the (vacated) judgment entered on his 1998 conviction was favorably

terminated within the meaning of Heck.  I will take these two determinations one

by one, to show that Poventud’s claim‐‐as pled and as rewritten by the

majority‐‐impugns the 2006 judgment, see infra Points III, IV, V, and that the

vacatur of the 1998 judgment was not a favorable termination because it

culminated in the guilty plea, see infra Point VI.

III

Because Poventud’s guilty plea is central to the two‐part showing I have

just summarized, I begin with an overarching point: Poventud’s complaint

unambiguously impugns the validity of his guilty plea by asserting actual
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innocence.  The complaint does this, moreover, both as it is pled and as it is

presented on the motion for summary judgment.  

The Second Amended Complaint (the “Complaint”) alleges that the

prosecution’s evidence that Poventud was present at the crime scene was

inherently unreliable, and even insufficient itself to sustain a conviction.  See

Second Am. Compl. ¶¶ 36‐41, 69‐74, 128.  The Complaint characterizes the

withheld evidence as “evidence of innocence.”  Id. ¶ 128.  

Poventud’s sworn affidavit submitted in opposition to defendants’ motion

for summary judgment on Heck grounds declare his innocence in unequivocal

terms: “I did not commit the crime.  I am innocent.”  Aff. of Marcos Poventud, ¶

5 (July 19, 2011).  So too does his opposition briefing impugn his guilty plea

directly:  “Plaintiff knew that maintaining his innocence had resulted in spending

nine years in prison, and bowed to the pressure to ‘admit’ guilt because it would

result in his immediate release.”  Pl’s Resp. to Defs’ Rule 56.1 Statement and

Statement of Additional Facts, ¶ 269.  Finally, Poventud’s damages theory, as set

out in his summary judgment papers, is squarely premised on having served jail

time notwithstanding his innocence or, at best, on having served time in excess of

the one‐year sentence on his 2006 conviction.  
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Moreover, Poventud’s briefs to the three‐judge panel everywhere declare

his innocence and attack the reliability of his guilty plea.  So do his papers on

rehearing in banc: Poventud repeats the claim that his guilty plea was obtained

through coercion, and thus is entitled to no credence: “[Poventud’s] allocution to

the ‘facts’ consisted of answering ‘yes,’ unsworn, to the court’s summary of the

allegations against him.”  Appellant’s Br. 16‐17.   

Throughout this entire litigation, then, Poventud has categorically insisted

that he is innocent of any participation in the Duopo robbery and that his 2006

plea was obtained through coercion.  The majority opinion, for reasons easy to

understand, undertakes to recast Poventud’s claim as seeking damages only for

the procedural impairment of his original trial, and posits that Poventud might

just prevail if he follows the majority’s lead and seeks damages on different

allegations of fact for a different loss and on a different theory.  But Poventud, a

savvy and counseled litigant, is the “master of the complaint,” and his

allegations, submissions, and underlying theories of liability and damages

should be taken at face value.  Holmes Grp., Inc. v. Vornado Air Circulation Sys.,

Inc., 535 U.S. 826, 831 (2002) (internal quotation marks omitted).  Now, after two

amendments to Poventud’s complaint, a summary judgment motion on Heck
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grounds, a thorough district court opinion, a full appeal to a three‐judge panel

(complete with dissent), and consideration in banc after further briefing and oral

argument, it is not premature to decide this case on the consistently‐argued

allegations and theories of the plaintiff.  

Poventud’s guilty plea‐‐placing him at Duopo’s shooting, armed, with the

intent to commit robbery‐‐simply “c[an]not be reconciled with the claims of his

civil action,” VanGilder v. Baker, 435 F.3d 689, 692 (7th Cir. 2006): Poventud

swears that he “was nowhere near the crime scene at Oliver Place and Marion

Avenue.”  Poventud Aff. ¶ 6.  Thus, Heck plainly bars this action unless

Poventud can invoke some Heck exception, a proposition we foreclose.3  See infra

     3 As to Judge Chin’s opinion, we are in accord with his doctrinal analysis in Point

I, supra.  We respectfully differ with Judge Chin, however, as to the limited reversal he

proposes.  Judge Chin identifies the following surviving Brady “claims”: misleading the

district attorney when he gauged the strength of the case (pretrial and post‐vacatur);

and misleading the state court in the setting of bail.  See Concurring Op. of Judge Chin,

ante, at 6‐7.  However, Brady is a trial right, formulated to safeguard the fairness of trial

outcomes; it does not require disclosure of impeachment evidence during pretrial

events, however critical.  See United States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 633 (2002) (holding that

the failure to disclose impeachment evidence prior to a guilty plea does not amount to a

Brady violation); Friedman v. Rehal, 618 F.3d 142, 154 (2d Cir. 2010) (considering that

Ruiz’s reasoning likely also extends to exculpatory evidence) (citing 6 LaFave, et al.,

Criminal Procedure § 24.3(b), at 369 (3d ed. 2007)).  By the same token, the Brady

disclosure obligation is not (as Judge Chin assumes) a defendant’s right at the

preliminary evaluation by a prosecutor or in a bail hearing.  

In any event, the “claims” Judge Chin purports to uphold are not claims or

causes of action; they are theories of damages posited in aid of an impossible cause of
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Point VII. 

IV

But let us assume that Poventud is not the master of his Complaint, and

that he seeks § 1983 damages (as the majority would have it) only for the

procedural flaw in his 1998 trial.  The Heck bar still forestalls Poventud from

going forward.  

In urging otherwise, the majority maintains that neither Poventud’s extant

2006 conviction nor his vacated 1998 conviction erects a Heck bar to his pursuit of

Brady damages.  Specifically, the majority concludes that a damages award for a

Brady violation in connection with Poventud’s 1998 conviction (after trial) would

not impugn the integrity of the conviction in 2006 (based on the guilty plea). 

Further, the majority concludes that the vacatur of the 1998 conviction, even with

a remand for retrial, was sufficient to satisfy the favorable termination predicate

of Heck notwithstanding our holding in DiBlasio v. City of New York, 102 F.3d

654 (2d Cir. 1996), because Poventud’s Brady claim does not sound in malicious

action.  Whether a Brady violation occurred is a distinct inquiry from whether a

particular harm‐‐such as the denial of bail‐‐flowed from that violation.  And, as we

demonstrate below, the former, critical inquiry cannot be answered in Poventud’s case

without impugning his guilty plea.
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prosecution and is, in any event, more focused on withheld evidence than on

actual innocence.  

The majority’s analysis is premised on a fundamental distortion of Brady. 

The goal of Brady is to advance the truth at trial and to promote a result

consistent with underlying guilt or innocence; the evil of a Brady violation is that

it saps confidence in the verdict and impairs the fairness of the trial in terms of its

substantive outcome.  “Our Court and others have long recognized that Brady

violations obscure a trial’s truth‐seeking function . . . .”  United States v. Mahaffy,

693 F.3d 113, 134 (2d Cir. 2012).  “The message of Brady and its progeny is that a

trial is not a mere ‘sporting event’; it is a quest for truth in which the prosecutor,

by virtue of his office, must seek truth even as he seeks victory.”  Monroe v.

Blackburn, 476 U.S. 1145, 1148 (1986) (Marshall, J., dissenting from denial of

certiorari).  Brady was formulated to advance the search for truth, not to provide

a guilty defendant with a sporting chance at acquittal; for that reason, the Brady

Court expressly refused to raise a “sporting theory of justice” to “the dignity of a

constitutional right.”  373 U.S. at 90.  

Accordingly, there is no Brady deprivation absent a concern that the truth‐

finding function of the trial has been thwarted.  See infra Point V.A.  That is why
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prosecutors have no constitutional obligation to disclose “any information that

might affect the jury’s verdict”; as the Supreme Court has emphasized, such a

“constitutional standard of materiality approaches the ‘sporting theory of justice’

which the Court expressly rejected in Brady.”  United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97,

108 (1976); see also Brady, 373 U.S. at 90. 

The majority assumes that Brady is a rule of procedure detached from its

ultimate goal.  That leads the majority to allow § 1983 damages even though the

undisclosed evidence is (as we now know) not material to innocence or the

seriousness of the crime, and even though the evidence would have been helpful

only to strengthen Poventud’s perjurious alibi.  This error permeates the majority

opinion, turning all its meticulous analysis to error and subverting Brady itself.    

This is a mistake, and a serious one.  The majority reconceives Brady as a

device for preserving the defendant’s odds of winning an acquittal by any means,

and by perjury in particular.  The majority’s faulty premise thereby corrupts

Brady, and diminishes it.   

V

 The “truth‐finding function” of Brady inheres in the elements of a Brady‐

based § 1983 action‐‐namely, materiality, causation, and damages.  But none of
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these elements can be proven without impugning Poventud’s guilty plea, and

that tactic is blocked by Heck.  I take up each element in turn. 

A 

As to materiality: the constitutional right defined by Brady and its progeny

is the criminal defendant’s procedural due process right to the disclosure of

“evidence that is material to his guilt or punishment.”  Cone v. Bell, 556 U.S. 449,

469 (2009) (citing Brady, 373 U.S. at 87).  “[E]vidence is ‘material’ within the

meaning of Brady when there is a reasonable probability that, had the evidence

been disclosed, the result of the proceeding would have been different.”  Id. at

469‐70.  So, to establish a Brady violation at his civil trial, Poventud must show

not only that the impeachment evidence at issue is favorable to him and was

undisclosed, but that it is “material either to guilt or to punishment.”  Brady, 373

U.S. at 87.   

This is always a retrospective determination, as nondisclosure is material

only when “the favorable evidence could reasonably be taken to put the whole

case in such a different light as to undermine confidence in the verdict.”  Kyles v.

Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 435 (1995).  Brady’s materiality standard thus implements

the underlying purpose of Brady itself: to “ensure that a miscarriage of justice
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does not occur.”  See United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 675 (1985).  As the

Supreme Court has emphasized, “[t]he proper standard of [Brady] materiality

must reflect our overriding concern with the justice of the finding of guilt.” 

Agurs, 427 U.S. at 112 (1976); see also United States v. Coppa, 267 F.3d 132, 139

(2d Cir. 2001) (holding that the “essential purpose” of Brady is to “ensur[e] the

reliability of [a] criminal verdict”).  

Consistent with Brady’s focus on the reliability of criminal judgments, a

prosecutor’s failure to turn over exculpatory or impeachment evidence is a Brady

violation rising to the level of constitutional error only when this failure

“undermine[s] confidence in the outcome of the trial.”  Bagley, 473 U.S. at 682;

see also Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434 (citing Bagley, 473 U.S. at 678) (vacatur required

where verdict is not “worthy of confidence”).  The mere failure to disclose

favorable evidence is not enough, because such a rule “would impose an

impossible burden on the prosecutor and would undermine the interest in the

finality of judgments.”  Bagley, 473 U.S. at 675 n.7.  Moreover, if nondisclosure

alone were sufficient, independent of any concern about the reliability of the

ultimate outcome, Brady damages could be recovered even by a defendant who

was acquitted‐‐a proposition that several courts of appeals and district courts in
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our Circuit have rejected.4  

Accordingly, as the Supreme Court said in Strickler v. Greene, a Brady

claim is not made out by showing “any breach of the broad obligation to disclose

disculpatory evidence,” because “there is never a real ‘Brady violation’ unless the

nondisclosure was so serious that there is a reasonable probability that the

suppressed evidence would have produced a different verdict.”  527 U.S. 263, 281

(1999).  Thus, “[i]f there is no reasonable doubt about guilt whether or not the

additional evidence is considered,” the Supreme Court said in Agurs, “there is no

justification for a new trial.”  427 U.S. at 112‐13. 

The state court vacated Poventud’s 1998 conviction on the ground that the

     4 See Livers v. Schenck, 700 F.3d 340, 359 (8th Cir. 2012) (stating that “there was no

Brady violation because [the plaintiffs] were not convicted” where plaintiffs were

acquitted); accord Morgan v. Gertz, 166 F.3d 1307, 1310 (10th Cir. 1999); Cannistraci v.

Kirsopp, No. 1:10‐cv‐980, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 68399, 2012 WL 1801733 (N.D.N.Y. May

16, 2012); Ambrose v. City of New York, 623 F. Supp. 2d 454, 467‐71 (S.D.N.Y. 2009); see

also Flores v. Satz, 137 F.3d 1275, 1278 (11th Cir. 1998) (per curiam) (no Brady § 1983

claim following prosecution’s determination not to prosecute); McCune v. City of

Grand Rapids, 842 F.2d 903, 907 (6th Cir. 1988) (no Brady violation where charges were

dismissed before trial); Grenier v. Jonas, No. 1:09‐CV‐121, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20658,

2010 WL 883743 (D. Vt. Mar. 5, 2010) (same); cf. Mosley v. City of Chicago, 614 F.3d 391,

397 (7th Cir. 2010) (reviewing other circuits’ case law holding that “a trial that results in

an acquittal can never lead to a claim for a Brady violation because the trial produced a

fair result, even without the exculpatory evidence,” but not deciding the issue); Smith v.

Almada, 640 F.3d 931, 941‐42 (9th Cir. 2011) (Gwin, D.J., specially concurring).
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State’s failure to disclose Duopo’s initial identification of Poventud’s brother,

Francisco, eroded confidence in the verdict.  On the record before the state court,

confidence was impaired because the nondisclosure had bearing on the accuracy

of the critical identification made by the victim, and (reciprocally) on Poventud’s

alibi defense.  In short, the withheld information was material from that court’s

perspective in time.

Poventud, however, will be unable to rely on the materiality finding of the

state court in this § 1983 suit.  There can be no estoppel because none of the

defendants (the police officers, the district attorney, and the City) were parties in

the criminal appeal, and no defendant here is in privity with any litigant in the

criminal appeal.  See Brown v. New York, 60 N.Y.2d 897, 898‐99, 458 N.E.2d 1250

(1983) (concluding that issue preclusion did not apply against the defendant

municipality in a civil action for false arrest and assault based on dismissal of a

criminal charge because the district attorney and the municipality do not “stand

in sufficient relationship to apply the doctrine”); see also Stancuna v. Sherman,

563 F. Supp. 2d 349, 353‐54 (D. Conn. 2008) (“Although the Second Circuit does

not appear to have expressly so held, a number of other circuits have held that

government employees in their individual capacities are not in privity with their
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government employer.” (collecting cases)).5  

Poventud, therefore, will be required to prove by a preponderance that the

nondisclosure was material, i.e., that it caused a result that is wrong or unworthy

of confidence.  But his own guilty plea forecloses that possibility.  It

establishes‐‐beyond doubt‐‐that the undisclosed impeachment evidence could

only have been used at Poventud’s trial to insinuate falsely that Younis Duopo, a

truthful witness offering an accurate identification of Poventud as his robber,

should not be believed.  In short, the plea establishes that the supposed Brady

evidence is wholly immaterial.     

The plea gives the necessary assurance categorically, because the

nondisclosure that justified vacatur by the state court in 2005 no longer calls into

question the correct resolution of the only issue on which this nondisclosure had

bearing.  The victim’s identification of Poventud was sound.  The failure to

     5 Stancuna interpreted the preclusive effect of an earlier federal judgment. 

Although New York law determines the preclusive effect of a judgment entered in New

York, see Migra v. Warren City Sch. Dist. Bd. of Educ., 465 U.S. 75, 81 (1984), there is

“no significant difference between New York’s preclusion law and federal preclusion

law,” Pike v. Freeman, 266 F.3d 78, 90 n.14 (2d Cir. 2001); see also Marvel Characters,

Inc. v. Simon, 310 F.3d 280, 286 (2d Cir. 2002) (“The parties agree that there is no

discernible difference between federal and New York law concerning res judicata and

collateral estoppel.”).  
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provide Poventud with impeachment material with which to challenge that

identification, moreover, is shown to be immaterial by virtue of Poventud’s own

solemn admission.  Poventud cannot have it both ways: he cannot state that he is

guilty, that he was present on the day in question and participated in the crime,

but that he was nonetheless prejudiced at his trial by the nondisclosure of

evidence that could have helped him only by suggesting that the accurate

testimony of the victim should not be believed.  This conclusion flows from the

meaning and purpose of Brady.  

The majority disregards Poventud’s guilty plea and seeks to focus only on

the vacatur of the 1998 judgment.   The Supreme Court, however, has counseled

against such a blinkered approach.  Thus, in Lockhart v. Fretwell, 506 U.S. 364

(1993), a habeas petitioner alleged ineffective assistance because his counsel

failed to interpose an objection based on circuit precedent that was later

overruled.  Notably, the standard for ineffective assistance is the same

retrospective standard that is used to assess Brady materiality: namely, whether

there is a “reasonable probability” that but for the claimed error, the result would

have been different.  Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 694 (1984).  Fretwell,

like Brady, rejects the sporting chance approach to the criminal trial and focuses
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on the justice of the ultimate result.6  Fretwell concluded that the outcome of the

proceeding was correct despite counsel’s failure to object: the petitioner had not

been deprived of constitutionally effective assistance, only of “the chance to have

the state court make an error in his favor.”  506 U.S. at 371 (internal quotation

marks omitted).  The petitioner could not premise a constitutional claim, the

Court concluded, on “a windfall to which the law does not entitle him.”  Id. at

370.  The same retrospective look, under the same standard, yields the same

result for Poventud: he would receive an impermissible windfall if afforded

damages for the nondisclosure of impeachment material that he could only have

used to make accurate testimony appear unreliable.

  B

As to causation: Poventud must also satisfy the elements of the § 1983

action derived from the common law of torts‐‐specifically, causation.  See Smith

v. Wade, 461 U.S. 30, 34 (1983).  “The Supreme Court has made it crystal clear

that principles of causation borrowed from tort law are relevant to civil rights

     6 The majority’s discussion of Fretwell, tactically consigned to its footnote 16,

rejects my characterization of the majority’s approach as advancing a “sporting chance”

theory.  See Maj. Op., ante, at 29‐30 n.16.  However, the footnote forthrightly lays out

the majority’s approach in a way that adopts and implements the sporting chance

theory and demonstrates how it will operate on remand in this case.  See id.
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actions brought under section 1983.”  Warner v. Orange Cnty. Dep’t of Prob., 115

F.3d 1068, 1071 (2d Cir. 1996) (alteration and internal quotation marks omitted). 

Poventud’s claim therefore cannot be salvaged by recasting it (as the majority

does) as one potentially seeking nominal damages for no more than a violation of

procedural due process.  To recover money damages of even one dollar,

Poventud must prove that the undisclosed material was both the factual and the

proximate cause of the harm he has identified: wrongful imprisonment.  And

causation must be shown even on the majority’s theory that the harm Poventud

suffered was the mere inconvenience of standing trial.  Poventud cannot sustain

this burden without challenging his guilty plea and the resulting 2006 conviction,

which is barred by Heck.  

First, Poventud must show that the constitutional violation that he alleges

was an actual cause of his injury.  In the Brady context, the causation inquiry

“essentially replicates the materiality inquiry with a heightened burden of

proof”: that is, “[h]aving already shown a reasonable probability that he would

not have been convicted but for the withholding of evidence, a plaintiff must

then make the same showing by a preponderance of the evidence.”  Drumgold v.

Callahan, 707 F.3d 28, 49 (1st Cir. 2013).  Poventud, who cannot establish
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materiality without impugning his guilty plea, is likewise blocked from proving

factual causation.

Second, to prevail on his Brady claim, Poventud must prove that the failure

to give him impeachment material was a proximate cause of his harm, whether

the harm claimed is prison, separation from family and friends, the

inconvenience of sitting through his trial, or some sort of risk premium for the

increased chance of conviction or a longer sentence.  “[I]n all § 1983 cases, the

plaintiff must prove that the defendant’s action was a proximate cause of the

plaintiff’s injury.”  Gierlinger v. Gleason, 160 F.3d 858, 872 (2d Cir. 1998).  

Although proximate cause is generally a question to be determined by the

trier of fact, “where the actual cause of the injury is undisputed, . . . proximate

cause . . . is a question of law for the court.”  Caraballo v. United States, 830 F.2d

19, 22 (2d Cir. 1987) (citations omitted).  The proximate cause inquiry focuses on

“whether a cause is a substantial factor in bringing about the harm, or whether

the cause is too remotely or insignificantly related to the harm to be a legal basis

for liability.”  Henrietta D. v. Bloomberg, 331 F.3d 261, 278‐79 (2d Cir. 2003)

(citations and internal quotation marks omitted). 

This proximate cause determination has a moral dimension because
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proximate cause recognizes only those causal factors that society is prepared to

hold legally responsible for a given consequence.  See Anza v. Ideal Steel Supply

Corp., 547 U.S. 451, 467 (2006) (“That is, to recover, a plaintiff must show . . . that

his injury is sufficiently connected to the tort that ‘the moral judgment and

practical sense of mankind [will] recognize responsibility in the domain of morals

. . . .’”) (quoting Sutherland, Law of Damages 18 (1882)); Dobbs et al., The Law of

Torts § 185, at 622 (2d ed. 2011) (“[P]roximate cause is not about causation at all

but about the significance of the defendant’s conduct or the appropriate scope of

liability in light of moral and policy judgments about the very particular facts of

the case.”). 

Poventud cannot establish proximate cause in a § 1983 trial without

impugning his guilty plea.  That is because he must show that the State’s failure

to provide him with impeachment evidence was a substantial factor in causing

him injury, and a factor that renders damages appropriate as a matter of law.  But

as already established at some length, the undisclosed evidence here could only

have been useful to Poventud in one very particular way: to support an inference

that Poventud was elsewhere at the time of the crime.  Poventud has now

solemnly admitted that this inference is wholly false.  Moreover, Poventud’s
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theory of proximate causation ignores the obvious point that his alleged injury

was caused by his own participation in the crime.  To find proximate cause on

such facts would read moral judgment out of the proximate cause determination

just as a finding of materiality would embrace the “sporting chance” approach to

the criminal trial.  Brady, 373 U.S. at 90 (refusing to accord a trial strategy of this

sort “the dignity of a constitutional right”).  Accordingly, Poventud cannot prove

proximate cause without impugning his guilty plea and inviting the court to

disbelieve it.  

C

As to damages: the majority opinion appears to be the first to hold that

money damages may be awarded for an alleged Brady violation occurring at the

trial of a criminal defendant who thereafter pleads guilty (or is convicted at

retrial) of the same underlying crime (or any lesser included offense).7  Our Court

     7 One case approaches such a result.  In Olsen v. Correiro, 189 F.3d 52 (1st Cir.

1999), the plaintiff’s murder conviction was overturned due to the suppression of

evidence at his first trial, and he subsequently entered a plea of nolo contendere to

manslaughter.  Id. at 55.  The First Circuit rejected his request for incarceration‐based

damages, holding that this request was barred either because it went beyond “the limits

of § 1983 actions” or because it was prohibited by the doctrine of proximate cause.  Id.

at 67‐68.  The Court nevertheless permitted‐‐without much reasoning‐‐the recovery of

$6,000, which appears to be composed of an attorney’s fee and a small punitive

damages award.
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has twice considered whether § 1983 damages are available in analogous cases. 

We affirmed the dismissal of two § 1983 complaints claiming such damages:

when a vacated conviction was compromised by a subsisting guilty plea, and

when an initial charge was resolved by a plea to a lesser included offense.  In

both cases, we deemed that result sufficiently evident that we decided the issue

by summary order.  See McNeill v. People of City & State of N.Y., No. 06‐CV‐

4843, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 77085, 2006 WL 3050867, (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 24, 2006),

summarily aff’d, 242 F. App’x 777, 778‐79 (2d Cir. 2007) (“Although Appellant’s

state court conviction was vacated, his subsequent guilty plea stands as a bar,

under Heck, to a § 1983 action.”); Papeskov v. Brown, No. 97 Civ. 5351, 1998 WL

299892, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. June 8, 1998) (Sotomayor, J.) (“[A] plea of guilty, even to a

charge lesser than that for which the plaintiff was arrested, bars a § 1983

action.”), summarily aff’d, 173 F.3d 845 (2d Cir. 1999). 

The only district judge in this Circuit to deal with identical facts viewed it

as elementary that Heck would bar the entirety of the plaintiff’s Brady‐based §

1983 claim, however framed:  “Even if plaintiff seeks damages solely for any

‘extra’ time served, it nevertheless imputes an illegitimacy to her plea and

sentence.  We do not see any basis for, or find any authority supporting, the
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separation of these two periods of imprisonment for purposes of a § 1983 action.”

 Stein v. Cnty. of Westchester, 410 F. Supp. 2d 175, 179 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (Conner,

J.).  No authority for the majority’s position has materialized since Judge Conner

decided Stein. 

To claim damages based on imprisonment is inherently difficult given

Poventud’s guilty plea to holding up Mr. Duopo.  As a backup theory, the

majority opinion recognizes as valid Brady claims that “did not result in concrete

injury.”  Maj. Op., ante, at 32.  But Brady is not a pure process claim.  If it were,

criminal defendants could claim damages based on a monetization of the

increased probability of conviction they faced by reason of the suppression of the

evidence, regardless of whether the prosecution ended in acquittal or conviction. 

This, of course, would defy Heck, which was itself a Brady claim, as well as

Amaker v. Weiner, 179 F.3d 48, 51 (2d Cir. 1999), which the majority purports to

follow.  More importantly, this approach is incompatible with the purpose of

Brady, which is to ensure confidence in the outcome of criminal proceedings in

terms of guilt or innocence.  Brady’s materiality standard requires a showing of

prejudice that inherently looks to whether the defendant was, in fact, concretely
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injured.8

VI

Heck bars Poventud’s claim for the additional reason that there has been

no favorable outcome of the 1998 conviction within the meaning of that

precedent.  

The 1998 judgment was neither reversed nor “expunged.”  Maj. Op., ante,

at 34.  Reversal would mandate entry of an opposite judgment that dismisses the

indictment, and an expungement would obliterate, wipe out and annihilate the

conviction, whereas, in fact, Poventud’s 1998 conviction was “vacated” in

contemplation of a retrial.  That was a contingent rather than a final outcome. 

Vacatur is not necessarily an “outcome” if an outcome is how a proceeding

comes out at the end. 

As the majority concedes, vacatur of Poventud’s 1998 conviction with

remand for retrial is not a final favorable termination as that term was

     8 Thus, we disagree that the majority can successfully salvage Poventud’s

Complaint by recasting it as one for nominal damages.  See Maj. Op., ante, at 31‐32. 

Poventud’s Brady “injury” could only be the frustration of his ability to bolster

perjurious testimony, and thereby defeat the trial’s truth‐seeking function‐‐i.e., the

“sporting chance” that is not afforded by Brady and its progeny.  The line of cases cited

in footnote 4, supra, supports this conclusion that nominal damages are not available

for Brady violations (at least in this case).  See supra at 16 n.4.
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understood at common law, because at common law a final favorable

termination meant “that the proceeding cannot be brought again,” and no final

favorable termination is obtained when a prosecution is “abandoned pursuant to

a compromise with the accused.”  Maj. Op., ante, at 20; see also id. at 33.

Moreover, the vacatur of the 1998 judgment cannot be deemed a favorable

outcome under Heck without uncoupling the vacataur from the guilty plea to

which it led.  It would follow from that analysis‐‐as Poventud conceded at oral

argument and as the majority concedes‐‐that a vacatur is a favorable outcome for

Heck purposes even if it is followed by a plea to the very same offenses as the

vacated conviction (rather than to a lesser included offense), and even if it is

followed by conviction on the very same offenses after a retrial.  That is

counterintuitive.  Mere vacatur can develop into a favorable outcome if the

prosecution is abandoned and the charges against the defendant are dismissed. 

However, vacatur does not yield a favorable outcome when, as here, original

charges are compromised pursuant to a plea agreement that results in a

conviction for a lesser included crime.  In DiBlasio, this Court expressly held that

a conviction for a lesser included offense after vacatur does not constitute a

favorable termination for purposes of Heck.  I think most criminal defendants

would agree that a vacatur leading only to retrial or a plea is, generally speaking,
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an outcome that can be considered a complete victory only for defense counsel.

The majority recites that it complies with the favorable termination rule of

DiBlasio, but then tries to narrow the rule to the particular constitutional claim

there at issue: malicious prosecution.  This narrowing fails because Heck, itself

premised on Brady error, drew an analogy to malicious prosecution

requirements‐‐an analogy that, as the majority recognizes, was not coincidental

but “continues throughout Heck.”  Maj. Op., ante, at 19.  Heck explains that,

under common law, “a cause of action for malicious prosecution does not accrue

until the criminal proceedings have terminated in the plaintiff’s favor,” and

concluded that “so also a § 1983 cause of action for damages attributable to an

unconstitutional conviction or sentence does not accrue until the conviction or

sentence has been invalidated.”  512 U.S. at 489‐90.  Those terms‐‐“terminated in

plaintiff’s favor” and “invalidated”‐‐are synonymous, rather than distinct.  See

DiBlasio, 102 F.3d at 659 (“If interpreted literally, this sentence would seem to

mean that any time a conviction is overturned by a writ of habeas corpus there

has been a final determination in favor of the accused.  We are not convinced that

this is what the [Heck] Court intended.”); cf. Heck, 512 U.S. at 493 (Souter, J.,

concurring) (noting that the Heck majority “transplanted” the common law
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favorable termination requirement to § 1983 claims that impugn an extant

conviction).

To explain away incompatible precedents, a footnote in the majority

opinion suggests a division of Brady claims between (1) those involving withheld

exculpatory evidence that could have proved innocence and thus “do suggest a

malicious prosecution claim[,]” and (2) those that, like Poventud’s, are “less

concerned with . . . innocence and [that] instead focus[] on ‘evidence that an

identifying witness was unreliable, and evidence impeaching the credibility of

significant prosecution witnesses.’”  Maj. Op., ante, at 35 n.20 (quoting Second

Am. Compl. ¶ 128).  According to the majority, the first subset requires a final

favorable termination as understood by the common law and this Court in

DiBlasio, and the second does not.  Id.

The distinction that the majority draws does not favor its result.  The

majority thinks that the Complaint does not suggest malicious prosecution; but

the Complaint describes a nefarious “police cover‐up” leading to a “wrongful

attempted murder and robbery conviction.”  Second Am. Compl. ¶ 1.  Thus it is

alleged that the police targeted Poventud with no evidence of his guilt (much less

probable cause), id. ¶¶ 14‐17, 24, 35‐46, purposely failed to investigate leads that

would have exonerated him, and withheld evidence that would have impeached
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the victim’s identification.9  

The majority thinks that the Complaint is “less concerned with innocence”

and more concerned with witness impeachment.  But the Complaint flatly alleges

that the suppressed identification is “evidence of innocence.”  Second Am.

Compl. ¶ 128.  And it is alleged to be “evidence of innocence” because, “[a]t the

time of the crime, [Poventud] did not physically resemble his brother, nor did

[he] resemble [his brother] as he was depicted in the old photograph identified

by Duopo.”  Id. ¶ 25.  Thus, although the evidence that was withheld would have

been useful to impeach Duopo’s credibility, it is, at bottom, evidence that

Poventud was not Duopo’s assailant.  These allegations, which run throughout

the Complaint, certainly “sound in” malicious prosecution, though the claim is

ultimately brought under Brady.10

     9 For example, the police “did not investigate [Poventud’s] alibi, but simply

proceeded with processing [his] arrest.”  Second Am. Compl. ¶ 41.  And when the gun

used to shoot Duopo was linked to a later shooting, “[r]ather than take the risk that

Duopo would identify Martinez [the suspect in the later shooting] and undercut their

case against [Poventud], police did not show Martinez to Duopo in a photo array or a

lineup.”  Id. 

     10 The majority fails to suggest how district courts are to parse a complaint

allegation‐by‐allegation to determine which Brady‐based § 1983 claims are Heck‐barred

because they “sound in” malicious prosecution.  This doctrine is high‐maintenance as

well as novel, unnecessary, and erroneous.
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The majority’s distinction between Brady‐exculpatory claims and Brady‐

impeachment claims is, in any event, novel and unworkable.  It implies that a

defendant may bear a heavier Heck burden in pursuing a Brady claim if the

withheld evidence is actually exculpatory than if it is merely impeaching.  Even a

mediocre lawyer can blend one of these leaky categories into the other. 

Moreover, what can justify this curious distinction other than the “sporting

chance” view of Brady that has been expressly rejected by the Supreme Court?

The proper distinction to be drawn from Heck and its progeny is not

between malicious prosecution and Brady claims, much less between Brady‐

exculpatory and Brady‐impeachment claims.  Rather, it is between (1)

constitutional claims that impugn a conviction (whether because the plaintiff

claims he is innocent or because he claims the trial’s substantive outcome cannot

be trusted) and (2) constitutional claims that do not (of which excessive force

claims are the most obvious example).  When dealing with the former, as we do

here, we should faithfully apply our favorable termination precedent, which

avoids the pitfalls, inconsistences, and surprises of the majority’s approach.11 

     11 Judge Lynch’s concurrence does little else but impugn the 2006 judgment. 

(Judge Calabresi and Judge Sack laid siege to it in the majority opinion of the three‐

judge panel, so that makes three judges to have done so.)  To impugn the plea, Judge

Lynch attacks the plea‐bargaining process (as though pleas are not always the product
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Precedent compels us to conclude that the Heck bar blocks Poventud’s

claim.  Poventud’s criminal proceeding did not terminate until he pled guilty to a

lesser included offense.  DiBlasio, 102 F.3d at 658.  Therefore, Poventud’s Brady‐

based § 1983 claim “does indeed call into question the validity of his conviction.” 

Amaker, 179 F.3d at 51.

VII

Because we conclude that Poventud’s claim necessarily implies the

invalidity of his extant conviction, we reach the issues that launched this

rehearing in banc: whether the Heck bar applies only to persons in custody, as

the majority of the three‐judge panel held; whether there are any exceptions to

the Heck bar; and whether any exceptions that may exist would save Poventud’s

claim.  We reject the holding of the majority opinion issued by the three‐judge

panel, an opinion which has in any event been vacated.  Assuming arguendo that

there are some exceptions to Heck, we conclude that Poventud’s action could not

come within them.  

of pressure), observes the imperfect reliability of eyewitnesses, puts in doubt the ability

to know anything about human conduct, see Concurring Op. of Judge Lynch, ante, at 3,

17, and concedes the “legal[] valid[ity]” of the plea only in grudging and perfunctory

terms‐‐chiefly in a footnote, id. at 8 n.4. 
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On the basis of self‐described dicta signed by five Supreme Court Justices

(three of whom are no longer on the Court), a Circuit split has opened as to

whether some exceptions to Heck may be permitted.  In a nutshell, these Justices

posited that “a former prisoner, no longer ‘in custody,’ may bring a § 1983 action

establishing the unconstitutionality of a conviction or confinement without being

bound to satisfy a favorable‐termination requirement that it would be impossible

as a matter of law for him to satisfy.”  Spencer v. Kemna, 523 U.S. 1, 21 (1998)

(Souter, J., concurring) (emphasis added). 

Several Circuits have concluded that the Spencer concurrences cannot

override Heck’s binding precedent.  See, e.g., Entzi v. Redmann, 485 F.3d 998,

1003 (8th Cir. 2007); Gilles v. Davis, 427 F.3d 197, 209‐10 (3d Cir. 2005); Randell v.

Johnson, 227 F.3d 300, 301 (5th Cir. 2000) (per curiam); Figueroa v. Rivera, 147

F.3d 77, 80 (1st Cir. 1998).  These courts hold that Heck’s bar is absolute, heeding

the Supreme Court’s admonition that, even if binding precedent “appears to rest

on reasons rejected in some other line of decisions, the Court of Appeals should

follow the case which directly controls, leaving to [the Supreme] Court the

prerogative of overruling its own decisions.”  Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 237

(1997) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
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Other Circuits have nevertheless held that Spencer’s dicta allows courts to

recognize unusual and compelling circumstances in which Heck’s holding does

not absolutely foreclose a claim.  See, e.g., Burd v. Sessler, 702 F.3d 429, 435‐36

(7th Cir. 2012); Cohen v. Longshore, 621 F.3d 1311, 1317 (10th Cir. 2010); Wilson

v. Johnson, 535 F.3d 262, 267‐68 (4th Cir. 2008); Powers v. Hamilton Cnty. Pub.

Defender Comm’n, 501 F.3d 592, 603 (6th Cir. 2007); Guerrero v. Gates, 442 F.3d

697, 704 (9th Cir. 2006); Harden v. Pataki, 320 F.3d 1289, 1298 (11th Cir. 2003).

There is no need to choose a side in this split because the narrow exception

articulated by Justice Souter would be inapplicable here in any event.  The

motivating concern in the Spencer dicta was that circumstances beyond the

control of a criminal defendant might deprive him of the opportunity to

challenge a federal constitutional violation in federal court.  Poventud is not such

a person.

Poventud challenged his first conviction in state court and won‐‐making it

unnecessary for him to seek federal habeas relief.  At that point, Poventud had

the option of defending in an untainted trial or of pleading guilty to the same

crime on reduced charges and accepting a reduced sentence.  He chose to plead. 

Poventud then had the option of filing a motion to challenge the voluntariness of
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his plea‐‐and Poventud did so, but he withdrew it prior to an evidentiary

hearing.  It was therefore by no means “impossible as a matter of law,” Spencer,

523 U.S. at 21 (Souter, J., concurring), for Poventud to challenge his conviction

and thereby satisfy Heck’s favorable termination requirement; he simply decided

not to. 

On this one point, the full in banc court seems to be unanimous.  The

majority disclaims any occasion to “reach the broader issue on which the panel

rested its decision[,]” Maj. Op., ante, at 33 n.19, which is that the Heck bar does

not survive the release of the plaintiff from custody, see Poventud, 715 F.3d at 60. 

The majority opinion nevertheless acknowledges that, if Poventud’s Brady claim

were cast in terms of malicious prosecution, it would be barred by DiBlasio,

which is of course a Heck‐bar case.  That could not happen if (as the majority of

the three‐judge panel held in this case) the Heck bar operates only so long as a §

1983 plaintiff is in jail, and is removed when he is at liberty (as Poventud is and

has been).  In acknowledging that their analysis “circumscribe[s] Poventud’s

Brady‐based § 1983 claim” in several ways, the majority acknowledges the bar to

a civil claim challenging the subsisting 2006 judgment.  Thus, notwithstanding

that Poventud is as free as any of us, the majority’s footnote 20 reflects the
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holding that certain of his claims could well be “barred” by Heck.12  Maj. Op.,

ante, at 35 n.20.  Similarly, the majority’s footnote 22 is at pains to deny that a §

1983 judgment in favor of Poventud would impugn his 2006 conviction, see id. at

37 n.21‐‐a consideration that would be obviated but for the bar of Heck.  The

majority may say and claim passim that it does not decide whether release from

custody removes the Heck bar, see also id. at 6 n.1; id. at 12 n.7, but the text and

mandate of the majority opinion suggest otherwise.  It is useless to deny gravity

while falling. 

The majority opinion thus necessarily rejects the idea that, once a criminal

defendant is at liberty, Heck no longer bars § 1983 claims challenging subsisting

judgments‐‐the Heck analysis that we went in banc to reconsider. 

VIII

 The majority erodes Heck and corrupts Brady by adopting a deeply

flawed notion of due process‐‐due process as a “sporting chance.”  This holding

will have consequences, none of them salutary.

The moral force of a guilty plea will no longer “quite validly remove[] the

     12 Insofar as the majority endeavors to limit Heck’s bar to malicious prosecution

claims, I rely on this opinion’s discussion as to why that effort fails as a matter of

doctrine and as it relates to Poventud’s claims specifically.  See supra at 29‐33. 
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issue of factual guilt from the case,” Menna, 423 U.S. at 62 n.2 (emphasis

omitted), but will be merely an admission to be evaded in § 1983 lawsuits

impugning the results of extant state criminal proceedings.  Individuals who

have been fairly convicted of serious crimes will seek and receive damages for

being deprived of a better opportunity for perjury, while people who are actually

innocent and exonerated based on new evidence have no cause of action for

damages‐‐not to mention the victims of crime such as Mr. Duopo, shot in the

neck while on the job.  This case illustrates why the sporting chance theory of

criminal justice that was rejected by the Brady Court is beneath the dignity of a

constitutional right.   

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, I would affirm the decision of the district court. 
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DEBRA ANN LIVINGSTON, Circuit Judge, dissenting:

Until today, Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and its progeny represented

a safeguard against the miscarriage of justice.  In this Circuit – at least until such

time as today’s error is corrected – Brady now includes, with our imprimatur, the

right  to  recompense  for  a  denial  of  the  opportunity  to  commit  perjury more

successfully.

I concur fully in Judge Jacobs’s powerful dissent, which explains how the

majority effectively (but unjustifiably) inters Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477 (1994),

as it relates to convictions obtained after an earlier verdict is set aside for Brady error. 

I write separately to make the point that Poventud’s claim, apart from undermining

the  basic  premises  of Heck  v. Humphrey,  also  simultaneously  distorts  Brady  v.

Maryland and its progeny beyond recognition.  Disregarding the Supreme Court’s

recognition that Brady claims “have ranked within the traditional core of habeas

corpus and outside the province of § 1983,” Skinner v. Switzer, 131 S. Ct. 1289, 1300

(2011), the majority ignores the single fact that Poventud’s guilty plea necessarily

defeats his Brady claim on the merits by rendering implausible any contention that

the undisclosed impeachment evidence is material.  The undisclosed evidence (as

Poventud’s  guilty  plea  now  establishes)  could  only  have  been  used  at  trial  to
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support  a  perjurious  defense.    Today’s  startling  conclusion  –  that  in  such

circumstances, a defendant can nevertheless state a claim for recompense arising

from Brady v. Maryland – spells serious trouble for future applications of Brady in this

Circuit.

* * *

The  relevant  facts are simple, albeit elided  in  the majority’s presentation. 

First,  Poventud’s  2006  guilty  plea  admits  Poventud’s  presence  and  armed

participation in a crime that left Younis Duopo deprived of his money and shot in

the neck.  Second, this plea, as the majority acknowledges, is wholly and diametrically

“at odds with [the] alibi” Poventud presented at his 1998 trial, Maj. Op., ante, at 29

– a trial in which Poventud took the stand and introduced witnesses falsely to attest

that  he was  elsewhere  on  the  date  in  question,  playing  video  games.    Third,

Poventud’s  §  1983  action,  premised  on  Brady,  presses  but  one  complaint:  that

Poventud at his 1998 trial was deprived of impeachment evidence he could have

used to support his alibi defense by suggesting Duopo was mistaken in identifying

him as the robber.  Finally, in permitting this § 1983 claim to proceed, the majority

concludes  that  Poventud’s  guilty  plea  –  notwithstanding  that  this  plea  is

fundamentally at odds with his alibi defense – poses no obstacle to his Brady claim. 
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This is, indeed, a startling result.  A “counseled plea of guilty is an admission

of factual guilt so reliable,” the Supreme Court has said, “that, where voluntary and

intelligent, it quite validly removes the issue of factual guilt from the case.”  Menna

v. New York, 423 U.S. 61, 62 n.2  (1975)  (per curiam)  (emphasis  in original).   The

Supreme Court’s Brady  jurisprudence makes clear, moreover, that constitutional

error for Brady purposes is only present when, considering the undisclosed evidence

in light of the record as a whole, there is reasonable doubt.1   Thus, the Supreme

Court said  in United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 112 (1976), that, “if the omitted

evidence creates a reasonable doubt that did not otherwise exist, constitutional error

has been committed.”  But if this is not the case – “[i]f there is not reasonable doubt

about guilt whether or not the additional evidence is considered,” id. at 112‐13 – no

1 To be clear, the question in assessing Brady materiality is not whether it is more

likely than not that a defendant would have been acquitted if the undisclosed evidence had

been  revealed  (or  whether,  considering  this  evidence,  the  proof  would  have  been

sufficient).    Rather,  the  question  is whether,  considering  the  record  as  a whole,  the

undisclosed evidence “could reasonably be taken to put the whole case in such a different

light as to undermine confidence in the verdict.”  Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 290 (1999)

(internal quotation marks omitted); see also Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 434 (1995) (citing

United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 678 (1985)) (defining a “reasonable probability” of a

different  result  in  terms  of  “a  probability  sufficient  to  undermine  confidence  in  the

outcome”).    Such  is not  the  case  for  information  that might  simply  “affect  the  jury’s

verdict,” without sapping confidence in the result.  United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 108

(1976).
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constitutional  error  has  occurred.    The  majority  determines,  contrary  to  this

authority,  that Poventud can make out a Brady claim arising  from  the  failure  to

provide  him  with  impeachment  evidence  at  his  1998  trial  even  though  this

undisclosed evidence (as Poventud’s guilty plea now establishes) could only have

been used to support a perjurious defense.  The lack of significant authority in favor

of such a surprising result is an indication (and should have been a caution) that

something in the majority’s analysis is amiss.

That something is a basic fidelity to Brady.  The majority charges that it is the

district court that “misunderstands Brady” by “incorrectly presum[ing] that, on the

facts of this case, the State could violate Poventud’s Brady rights only if Poventud is

an innocent man.”  Maj. Op., ante, at 29.  To be sure, Brady can work in favor of the

guilty, as well as those wrongly accused, but it is the majority (and not the district

court)  that misapplies  the  Brady  rule.    Fashioned  as  a  safeguard  against  the

miscarriage of  justice,  see United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 675  (1985), Brady

imposes a fundamental obligation on the prosecution to disclose evidence for use

at  trial  that  is  “favorable  to  [the]  accused”  and  “material  either  to  guilt  or  to

punishment,” Brady, 373 U.S. at 87.  Where nondisclosure of such evidence occurs,

regardless whether  the  undisclosed  evidence was  intentionally  or  negligently
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withheld  (or,  indeed, withheld  in  the  absence  of  any  fault  on  the  part  of  the

prosecution team), there is constitutional error: as the Supreme Court has said, such

error occurs “because of  the  character of  the  evidence, not  the  character of  the

prosecutor.”  Agurs, 427 U.S. at 110.  The constitutional concern is thus with a guilty

verdict at trial in a circumstance in which the nondisclosure of favorable, material

evidence “undermines confidence in the outcome,” Bagley, 473 U.S. at 678, raising

the concern of a possible miscarriage of justice, see United States v. Coppa, 267 F.3d

132, 139 (2d Cir. 2001) (noting that the “essential purpose” of Brady and its progeny

“is to protect a defendant’s right to a fair trial by ensuring the reliability of any

criminal verdict against him”).

The majority  thus errs, and badly so,  in addressing  the question whether

Poventud may proceed with his § 1983 Brady claim without regard to an essential

element that Poventud must prove at his civil trial: namely, the materiality of the

undisclosed evidence.  For as the Supreme Court has repeatedly said, a Brady claim

is  not made  out  by  showing  “any  breach  of  the  broad  obligation  to  disclose

exculpatory evidence.”  See Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281 (1999); see also United

States v. Ruiz, 536 U.S. 622, 628 (2002) (noting that “the Constitution does not require

the prosecutor to share all useful information with the defendant”).   Brady error
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occurs only when favorable undisclosed evidence is material when considered in

light of the record as a whole.  For “[i]f there is no reasonable doubt about guilt

whether or not the additional evidence is considered, there is no justification for a

new trial,” and there is no constitutional error.  Agurs, 427 U.S. at 112‐13; see also Bagley,

473 U.S. at 678 (noting that “a constitutional error occurs . . . only if the evidence is

material in the sense that its suppression undermines confidence in the outcome of

the trial”). 

At  least until now, the character of the Brady right, focused as  it  is on the

central question of whether the nondisclosure of favorable, material evidence saps

confidence  in the ultimate determination of guilt at trial, has placed most Brady

claims “within the traditional core of habeas corpus and outside the province of

§ 1983.”  Skinner, 131 S. Ct. at 1300.2  The majority’s analysis, however, suggests that

§ 1983 will hereinafter be available  to any defendant whose  initial conviction  is

2 The majority states, erroneously, that I argue “that Skinner v. Switzer, 131 S. Ct.

1289, 1300 (2011), comprises a general prohibition on Brady‐based § 1983 claims.”  Maj. Op.,

ante,  at  28 n.14.    I do not.    Skinner  simply  recognizes,  accurately,  that  because Brady

evidence “is, by definition, always favorable to the defendant and material to his guilt or

punishment,” and because parties asserting Brady violations “generally do seek a judgment

qualifying them” for immediate or speedier release, 131 S. Ct. at 1300, Brady claims have

most often sounded in habeas.  My point is merely that the majority’s reformulation of the

Brady  right  –  a  reformulation  that  dispenses  with  Poventud’s  obligation  to  prove

materiality at his civil trial – changes this calculus for a not insignificant set of cases. 
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vacated for Brady error but who awaits retrial; or pleads guilty after vacatur; or is

even convicted of the very same crime upon retrial.  For in none of these cases, as the

majority puts  it, would “a  favorable  judgment  in  [the] § 1983 action  .  .  . render

invalid” any subsequent state court judgment.  Maj. Op., ante, at 34.  And favorable

termination,  in  the majority’s view,  is a hoary old  requirement associated with

malicious prosecution and not Brady claims, despite the fact that Heck itself involved

a Brady claim.  See Heck, 512 U.S. at 479 (stating that Heck’s pro se complaint alleged,

inter  alia,  that  the  defendants  had  “knowingly  destroyed  evidence which was

exculpatory  in  nature  and  could  have  proved  [Heck’s]  innocence”  (internal

quotation marks omitted)).

The Supreme Court has held that “impeachment  information  is special  in

relation  to  the  fairness  of  a  trial,”  so  that “the Constitution does not  require  the

Government to disclose material impeachment evidence prior to entering a plea

agreement with a  criminal defendant.”   Ruiz, 536 U.S. at 629, 633  (emphasis  in

original).  But the Court has not yet considered a case like this one – where a § 1983

plaintiff seeks Brady damages after being convicted at trial, having his conviction

vacated for the nondisclosure of impeachment evidence, and then pleading guilty,

now solemnly admitting to the very proposition that the undisclosed trial evidence
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could have been used to impeach.  It has long been understood, however, that “the

scope  of  the  government’s  constitutional  duty”  pursuant  to  Brady  –  “and,

concomitantly, the scope of a defendant’s constitutional right – is ultimately defined

retrospectively.”  Coppa, 267 F.3d at 140.  And this is enough to doom Poventud’s

§ 1983 claim.

Poventud’s  guilty  plea,  establishing  (as  it  does)  that  the  undisclosed

impeachment evidence about which Poventud complains could only have been used

by  him  at  trial  to  impeach Duopo’s  accurate  identification  of  Poventud  as  his

assailant, forecloses the possibility that Poventud’s Brady claim can succeed.  This

is not  to  excuse  the  conduct  of police  in  failing  to provide Poventud with  the

information at trial that Duopo, from his hospital bed, first identified Poventud’s

brother as the assailant, before Poventud was a suspect at all.3   Poventud’s trial

conviction was vacated on this ground, and properly so.  But Poventud has now

solemnly admitted that he committed the crime that on March 6, 1997, at about 8:40

in the evening, left Younis Duopo in the area of Oliver Place and Marion Avenue in

3 As Judge Jacobs’s dissent accurately states, Poventud’s brother became a suspect

when  police  recovered  his  photo  identification  from  a wallet  found  in Duopo’s  cab. 

Suspicion focused on Poventud when police learned that his brother was in prison on the

day of the crime.
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the Bronx, bleeding from a gunshot wound.  Poventud’s guilty plea establishes, as

a matter of law, that he was the armed assailant and that Duopo was not mistaken

in identifying him – in short, that the undisclosed impeachment evidence is utterly

immaterial.  Thus, even if Poventud’s § 1983 claim were not barred by Heck – and it

is – it should have been dismissed on the pleadings.  For Poventud, having admitted

in his guilty plea to the truth of what the undisclosed evidence could only have helped

him  falsely deny, cannot possibly allege  the elements of a cognizable Brady claim

under any pleading standard.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6); see also Conley v. Gibson,

355 U.S. 41, 45‐46 (stating that a complaint should be dismissed if “it appears beyond

doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would

entitle him to relief”), abrogated by Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007)

(rejecting Conley in favor of the plausibility standard).

The majority avoids  this conclusion by reading materiality out of a Brady

claim  –  by  suggesting,  inexplicably,  that  whenever  favorable  evidence  goes

undisclosed, and the defendant is convicted at trial, the State has ipso facto failed to

prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt and a Brady violation has been established.4 

4 The majority also obliquely suggests, without explanation, that materiality might

be shown here by virtue of the fact that Poventud pled guilty to a lesser included offense

and not to the same charges on which he was convicted at trial.  See Maj. Op., ante, at 30
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The  elements  of  a  Brady  claim,  however,  are well  settled  and  require  both  the

nondisclosure of favorable evidence and a showing that the undisclosed evidence

is material – that the undisclosed evidence creates a reasonable doubt as to guilt or

punishment, considering the record as a whole.  See, e.g., Alexander v. McKinney, 692

F.3d 553, 556  (7th Cir. 2012)  (“In order  to bring a Brady claim  [under § 1983], a

plaintiff must demonstrate that: (1) the prosecution suppressed evidence; (2) the

evidence was favorable to the accused; and (3) the evidence was material, that is,

there was a reasonable probability that prejudice ensued.”); accord Smith v. Almada,

640 F.3d 931, 939 (9th Cir. 2011); Ambrose v. City of New York, 623 F. Supp. 2d 454, 467

(S.D.N.Y. 2009).  Poventud, having admitted in his guilty plea that he was present

and that he participated  in the crime, cannot at his § 1983 trial contend that the

undisclosed impeachment evidence raises a question as to these very propositions. 

In short, he cannot establish materiality as a matter of law.      

Judge Lynch, in his concurrence, similarly disregards the element of Brady

materiality, asserting that Brady damages should be awarded to Poventud “for the

n.17.  The majority  is  correct  that  the  nondisclosure  of  favorable  evidence material  to

punishment constitutes Brady error. See Brady, 373 U.S. at 87.   But here, the undisclosed

impeachment evidence is not material to punishment: it goes solely to the question whether

Duopo’s identification of Poventud as one of the robbers was accurate – in short, to the

question whether Poventud committed the crime at all.
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fact that Poventud lost the opportunity to be acquitted of a crime that he may very

well have committed because the rules were not followed” at the trial that preceded

his guilty plea.  Concurring Op. of Judge Lynch, ante, at 12.  Poventud’s plea, he

argues, should not preclude such damages because “humankind lacks the capacity

to obtain absolute knowledge of the truth about past events.”  Id. at 13.  The truth,

he notes (in an observation perhaps made once or twice before), “is elusive, and can

never be known with certainty.”  Id. at 18.  Judge Lynch charges that the dissenters,

apparently forgetting “the limited scope of human knowledge,” “appear to insist

that [Poventud’s] guilty plea represents not just a legal truth, but an existential one.” 

Id. at 13, 18.

With respect, it is the majority that refuses to give Poventud’s guilty plea its

ordinary, legal effect.  Perhaps because cognizant of the limits of human knowledge,

the Supreme Court has cautioned that a guilty plea “is a grave and solemn act to be

accepted only with care and discernment.”  Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742, 748

(1970).  “Central to the plea,” the Court has said, “and the foundation for entering

judgment against the defendant is the defendant’s admission in open court that he

committed the [charged] acts . . . .  He thus stands as a witness against himself.”  Id.;

see also Tollet v. Henderson, 411 U.S. 258, 267 (1973) (noting that a criminal defendant
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who  has  solemnly  admitted  his  guilt  in  open  court  “may  not  thereafter  raise

independent claims relating to the deprivation of constitutional rights that occurred

prior to the entry of the guilty plea”).

Judge Lynch argues that Poventud’s guilty plea is no more reliable than his

alibi  testimony  at  trial.    But  he  cites  no  authority  (and  there  is  none)  for  the

proposition that judges may pick and choose which guilty pleas should be afforded

their ordinary legal effect.5  As a legal matter, moreover (and without any need to

claim omniscience), only one of Poventud’s conflicting accounts of where he was

and what he was doing on the night of March 6, 1997, is part of an outstanding

criminal judgment that is binding upon him in other proceedings – including for

purposes of collateral estoppel in a civil suit such as this.  See Allen v. McCurry, 449

U.S. 90, 102‐04 (1980) (holding that collateral estoppel precludes a § 1983 plaintiff

from relitigating facts established in a prior criminal conviction). 

In the circumstances of this case, in which Poventud’s guilty plea affirms the

truth of what the impeachment evidence could only have helped him deny at trial,

5  Ironically,  Judge Lynch’s concurrence also makes apparent what  the majority

refuses to admit in its disavowal of the Heck v. Humphrey bar: namely, that Poventud’s

effort to prove materiality at his § 1983 trial will, of necessity, involve the impugning of his

extant conviction.
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Poventud’s plea renders him unable to prove materiality at his § 1983 trial.  Because

a counseled guilty plea, where voluntary and  intelligent, “removes  the  issue of

factual guilt  from  the case,” Menna, 423 U.S. at 62 n.2,  the omitted evidence no

longer creates a reasonable doubt that did not otherwise exist.  See Agurs, 427 U.S.

at 112‐13 (noting that omitted evidence “must be evaluated in the context of the

entire record” and observing that where such evidence raises no reasonable doubt,

constitutional error has not occurred).  Poventud cannot establish materiality as a

matter of law.  And the majority avoids this conclusion only by dispensing with this

element of a Brady claim.

Judge Lynch argues that “simple justice” requires the “common sense, rough

justice” result the majority reaches here.  Concurring Op. of Judge Lynch, ante, at 9,

11.  Poventud obtained his rough justice, however, when the state court, on a record

that did not include Poventud’s subsequent admission to participation in the crime,

properly determined that the nondisclosure of Duopo’s initial misidentification of

Poventud’s brother required vacatur of Poventud’s trial conviction and remand for

a new  trial.   Poventud’s  indeterminate sentence of 10  to 20 years was set aside. 

Poventud, however, has now  solemnly admitted  that he was  the  robber –  that

Duopo’s trial identification was accurate and, in effect, that Poventud’s alibi defense
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was perjurious.    It  is neither  “common  sense” nor  “justice”  to  conclude  that  a

counseled  defendant who  negotiates  a  guilty  plea  after  the  vacatur  of  a  trial

conviction for Brady error, admitting the truth of what the undisclosed evidence

could only have been used at trial to deny, may thereafter impugn that negotiated

plea in a § 1983 suit in which he stridently asserts both his innocence and his right

to substantial compensation.  By refusing to afford Poventud’s plea its ordinary legal

effect,  the majority,  contrary  to Brady and  its progeny, adopts “a  constitutional

standard of materiality [that] approaches the ‘sporting theory of justice’ which the

Court expressly rejected in Brady.”  Agurs, 427 U.S. at 108. 

The majority charges that the dissenters “misunderstand” Lockhart v. Fretwell,

506 U.S. 364 (1993).  Maj. Op., ante, at 29 n.16.  In fact, it is the majority that refuses

to take the wise counsel of that case, which makes apparent that materiality must be

assessed retrospectively – and here, requires  taking Poventud’s guilty plea  into

account.  Fretwell involved an ineffective assistance claim.  As Judge Jacobs points

out,  the prejudice component of  such claims, as  first articulated  in Strickland v.

Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984), requires courts, in determining whether a defense

lawyer’s  conduct has deprived  a defendant of his  Sixth Amendment  rights,  to

undertake a retrospective inquiry – as with Brady – into whether an asserted error
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has produced an unreliable result at trial.  In Fretwell, the Supreme Court declined

to find constitutional error  in  trial counsel’s failure to raise an objection that, as

Justice O’Connor said in her concurrence, “very well may have been sustained had

it been raised at trial” but which, by the time the Court took up the question, was

“wholly meritless under current governing  law.”   Fretwell, 506 U.S. at 374.   The

Court determined that it was not appropriate to assess the effectiveness of counsel

“under the laws existing at the time of trial” because such an approach would “grant

the defendant a windfall to which the law does not entitle him” and be inconsistent

with the focus of Strickland’s prejudice component on the reliability and fairness of

the ultimate result.  Id. at 369‐71 (majority opinion).

Similarly here, Poventud’s guilty plea, attesting to the accuracy of Duopo’s

identification of Poventud as his assailant, forecloses Poventud’s Brady‐based § 1983

claim by establishing the immateriality of the undisclosed evidence as a matter of

law.    Vacatur  of  Poventud’s  trial  conviction  was  required  because,  prior  to

Poventud’s  plea,  the  nondisclosure  of  the  impeachment  material  created  a

reasonable doubt as to the accuracy of Duopo’s identification.  See Agurs, 427 U.S.

at 112 (“[I]f the omitted evidence creates a reasonable doubt that did not otherwise

exist, constitutional error has been committed.”).   Poventud’s subsequent guilty
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plea, however, establishes the immateriality of the nondisclosure categorically.  And

contrary  to  the  majority’s  position,  there  is  no  constitutional  error  from  the

nondisclosure  of  immaterial  evidence  –  evidence  that does  nothing more  than

increase a defendant’s odds at trial, irrespective of “our overriding concern with the

justice  of  the  finding  of  guilt.”    Id.    For,  once  again,  “[t]hat  statement  of  a 

constitutional standard of materiality approaches the  ‘sporting theory of  justice’

which the Court expressly rejected in Brady.”  Id. at 108.

* * *

As Judge Jacobs’s principal dissent makes clear, this case is easily resolved

with a faithful application of Heck.  For while the majority assures us that Heck does

not apply because “a favorable  judgment in this § 1983 action would not render

invalid” Poventud’s “plea‐based  judgment,” Maj. Op., ante, at 34, this  is wholly

beside the point.  Heck does not bar § 1983 actions that invalidate state convictions,

but those where success in a plaintiff’s damages suit would necessarily impugn his

extant state conviction, implying its invalidity.  See Wallace v. Kato, 549 U.S. 384, 393

(2007)  (noting  that  the Heck  bar  applies where  §  1983  claim would necessarily

“impugn” an extant conviction).  Poventud cannot prove the elements of his § 1983

claim – cannot prove, in Judge Lynch’s words, that the failure to provide Poventud
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with the omitted impeachment material corrupted the trial’s fact‐finding process –

without establishing that the nondisclosed impeachment evidence is material.  To do

this, Poventud must establish that considering the record as a whole, the omitted

impeachment material creates a reasonable doubt as to whether he was Duopo’s

assailant.  See Agurs, 427 U.S. at 112 (noting that materiality has been established “if

the  omitted  evidence  creates  a  reasonable doubt  that did not  otherwise  exist,”

considering the record as a whole).  In other words, he must draw into question –

impugn – the veracity of his own plea.  In such circumstances, the Heck bar clearly

applies.

Even if this were not the case, however (and it certainly is), Poventud’s Brady

claim still fails on the merits.  Judge Lynch says that “[n]o one who was not there

will ever know for certain whether Marcos Poventud participated in the robbery of

Younis Duopo.”   Concurring Op. of  Judge Lynch, ante, at 12‐13.   But affording

Poventud’s guilty plea its ordinary legal effect requires no such certitude (existential

or  otherwise),  but  only  that  we  take  Poventud  himself  at  his  solemn  word. 

Poventud has stated, in entering a guilty plea, that he committed the crime.  He

could have continued to deny  it and,  if successful  in his state court proceeding,

thereafter sued for damages pursuant to § 1983.  Having chosen to plead guilty,
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however, Poventud has also pled himself out of his Brady‐based § 1983 claim by

establishing  the utter  immateriality of  the  impeachment  evidence  that was not

produced at trial.  In holding otherwise – in permitting Poventud to have it both

ways – the majority adopts a “sporting chance” approach to Brady materiality that

the Supreme Court has expressly rejected.  See Brady, 373 U.S. at 90 (rejecting such

an approach as beneath “the dignity of a constitutional right”).

As  the majority  acknowledges,  this Court  convened  en  banc  to  decide  a

different issue from the one it reaches today.  With regret, I concur in Judge Jacobs’s

forecast that the majority’s effort here with respect to the issue we do decide will

prove  nearly  impossible  for  district  courts  faithfully  to  apply.    Our  Heck

jurisprudence will suffer.  So will our efforts to identify – and rectify – Brady error.

Until  today,  Brady  and  its  progeny  represented  a  safeguard,  however

imperfect, against the miscarriage of justice.  See Bagley, 473 U.S. at 675 (noting that

Brady’s purpose is “to ensure that a miscarriage of justice does not occur”); accord

Agurs,  427  U.S.  at  112  (observing  that materiality  standard  “must  reflect  our

overriding concern with the justice of the finding of guilt”).  In this Circuit – at least

until  such  time  as  today’s  error  is  corrected  –  Brady  is  instead  the  right  to

recompense for being denied the opportunity to commit perjury more successfully. 

18
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

 

RICARDO BENITEZ, 

 

Plaintiff, 

 

-against- 

 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, RAUL LOPEZ, 

FRANK LIBRETTO, SERGEANT BRIAN 

STAMM, AND TINA GRILLO,  

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

 

17 Civ. 03827 (SJ)(SJB) 

 

 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 

Plaintiff RICARDO BENITEZ (“Plaintiff” or “Benitez”), by his attorneys, the LAW 

OFFICES OF JOEL B. RUDIN, P.C., respectfully alleges, upon information and belief, as 

follows: 

NATURE OF ACTION 

1. This is a civil action, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 and 1988, seeking monetary 

damages for Plaintiff, RICARDO BENITEZ, arising from his malicious prosecution and 

unconstitutionally-obtained conviction for robbery, and his nearly six-year imprisonment.  

Plaintiff’s ordeal was caused by the misconduct of New York City Police Department (“NYPD”) 

officers RAUL LOPEZ, FRANK LIBRETTO, and SERGEANT BRIAN STAMM, and of TINA 

GRILLO, an employee of the Queens County District Attorney’s Office (“QDAO”) acting in an 

investigative capacity on behalf of the City of New York, as well as by the unconstitutional 

policies of THE CITY OF NEW YORK (“the City”), administered by the QDAO.       

2. This lawsuit seeks to hold the Individual Defendants liable for fabricating and 

withholding evidence, and for causing the initiation of Plaintiff’s malicious prosecution.  It 

further seeks to hold the City liable for the unlawful customs, policies and practices of the 
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Queens District Attorney, a New York City policymaking official, which caused Plaintiff to be 

wrongfully convicted at trial.  The above parties are liable under the federal civil rights statute, 

42 U.S.C. § 1983, and Monell v. Dept. Of Social Services, 436 U.S. 658 (1978).   

3. Plaintiff was arrested and prosecuted in 2009 for an armed robbery that he did not 

commit.  Plaintiff, at arrest, was a 54-year-old parolee suffering from a degenerative hip disease 

and COPD who couldn’t possibly have been the perpetrator described by the robbery witnesses 

as a young man they saw “running away” from the scene.  But as a parolee living near the scene 

of the crime, Plaintiff was an easy target for investigators eager to “close” a difficult case with no 

other suspects.  They did so by manufacturing false “identification” and other evidence, which 

they then used to arrest Plaintiff and to bring about his prosecution.   Employees of the QDAO 

then finished the job, bringing about a conviction by presenting, and failing to correct, what they 

knew to be false testimony, while withholding exculpatory evidence from the defense.  They 

were caused to do this by an office policy that was indifferent to misconduct and rewarded 

prosecutors for “winning” cases.    

4. Plaintiff’s conviction ultimately was reversed, and he was acquitted after a second 

trial, but not before he spent almost six years behind bars.  

JURISDICTION, VENUE, AND CONDITIONS PRECEDENT  

5. This action arises under 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 and 1988.  

6. Jurisdiction is conferred on this Court by 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343, and by the 

principles of pendent jurisdiction. 

7. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391.   

8. This action has been commenced within the applicable time period for each claim. 
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9. Plaintiff has duly complied with all conditions precedent to the commencement of 

this action. 

THE PARTIES 

10. Plaintiff, RICARDO BENITEZ, is a citizen and resident of the State of New York 

and of the United States, and resides within the Eastern District of New York. 

11. Defendant, RAUL LOPEZ (“LOPEZ”), was at all relevant times a detective 

employed by the NYPD, acting within the scope of his authority and under color of State law.  

He is named here in his individual capacity.  

12. Defendant, FRANK LIBRETTO (“LIBRETTO”), was at all relevant times an 

officer employed by the NYPD, acting within the scope of his authority and under color of State 

law.  He is named here in his individual capacity.  

13. Defendant, SERGEANT BRIAN STAMM (“STAMM”), was at all relevant times 

a sergeant employed by the NYPD, acting within the scope of his authority and under color of 

State law.  He is named here in his individual capacity.    

14. Defendant, TINA GRILLO (“GRILLO”), was at all relevant times an attorney 

employed by the QDAO and the City of New York, acting within the scope of her authority as a 

criminal investigator and under color of State law.  She is named here in her individual capacity.  

15. Defendant THE CITY OF NEW YORK, of which the County of Queens is a 

subdivision, is a municipal corporation of the State of New York and is a resident of the Eastern 

District of New York.  The QDAO is an agency of the City.  The District Attorney (“D.A.”), 

assistants district attorney (“ADAs”), and detective-investigators (“D.I.s”) employed by the 

QDAO are agents and employees of Defendant CITY, which is legally responsible for torts they 

commit within the scope of their employment and/or under color of law.  
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ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION 

 

The Radio Shack Robbery and Initial Investigation 

16. On June 24, 2009, at approximately 11 a.m., a Radio Shack store at 87-09 

Rockaway Beach Boulevard, in Rockaway Park, Queens (hereinafter referred to as “Radio 

Shack”), was robbed of approximately $400 (hereinafter “the Radio Shack robbery”). 

17. Two Radio Shack employees, Bernadette Johnson and Hazel Rodriguez, were 

present at the time of the crime and witnessed it. 

18. Johnson and Rodriguez reported the following information to the police:   

a. There was a single perpetrator, armed with a handgun; 

b. The perpetrator was wearing sunglasses, dark pants, and a hooded 

sweatshirt;  

c. The perpetrator was between 5’6”-5’8” tall;  

d. The perpetrator had a goatee; 

e. The perpetrator appeared to be a light-skinned, African-American or 

Hispanic male;  

f. The perpetrator was in his 20s or 30s; and 

g. After the robbery, the perpetrator ran out of and away from the store.  

19. The robbery was recorded on the Radio Shack’s store surveillance system, which 

showed the perpetrator: 

a. Moving about the store with no visible limp;  

b. Wearing a hooded sweatshirt with the hood pulled up; and 

c. Interacting with Ms. Johnson for no more than 30 seconds.  
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20. Based on Johnson’s and Rodriguez’s information, the NYPD officers who 

responded questioned other potential witnesses about, and searched the area for, a man who ran 

away from the store in the manner described by Johnson and Rodriguez.  

21. No arrest was made on June 24, 2009, for the robbery. 

22. Rather, on that date, Johnson and Rodriguez viewed photographs at the 100th 

Precinct with an NYPD officer, but did not identify anyone. 

23. On June 26, 2009, Johnson was shown additional photographs at the 100th 

precinct, but again did not select anyone. 

Ricardo Benitez’s Whereabouts on June 24, 2009 

24. When the Radio Shack robbery was committed, Plaintiff, RICARDO BENITEZ, 

was present at a rehabilitation center, located at 108-30 Sutphin Boulevard, in Queens.  

25. Plaintiff was 54 years old and was a parolee known to the NYPD.   

26. He was living across the street from the Radio Shack.     

27. The rehabilitation center is nearly 10 miles away from the location of the Radio 

Shack robbery. 

28. A month earlier, in May 2009, Plaintiff had been diagnosed with necrosis of the 

right hip and told he would need surgery.   

29. Plaintiff almost always walked with a cane, was unable to run, and walked with a 

pronounced limp.  

30. He lived with his mother, who was dying, spent much of his time tending to her, 

and was being careful to comply with the conditions of his parole. 
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The Continued Police Investigation into the Radio Shack Robbery  

31. Defendant RAUL LOPEZ was assigned by the NYPD to investigate the Radio 

Shack robbery about a week after it occurred.    

32. At the time Defendant LOPEZ was assigned, there were no known suspects in the 

robbery.  

33. Defendant LOPEZ learned, at the time he was assigned, the description of the 

perpetrator previously provided by Johnson and Rodriguez and contained in the surveillance 

video.   

34. Defendant LOPEZ, together with an NYPD Sergeant, Defendant BRIAN 

STAMM, conducted a database search to look for parolees in the 100th precinct who might have 

been responsible for the robbery.  

35. Plaintiff’s name and address close to the scene of the crime appeared.   

36. On July 3, 2009, Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM contacted the witness Johnson 

to arrange for her to view a photo array containing Plaintiff’s photograph, which they had 

obtained from the parolee database.  

37. NYPD procedures require that photo arrays be prepared in a non-suggestive 

manner so that no individual – especially the suspect – stands out.  The physical features of the 

fillers are required to match those of the suspect as closely as possible. 

38. Rather than follow proper procedure, Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM 

deliberately designed a photo array that would unlawfully suggest to the witness that Plaintiff 

was the perpetrator and result in his false identification.   
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39. They did so in the following ways:  

a. Knowing that Johnson had seen the perpetrator wearing a hooded 

sweatshirt and a goatee, they used a photograph of Plaintiff wearing a 

hooded sweatshirt and a goatee, while including no other photograph 

showing a man wearing a sweatshirt or a goatee; 

b. Making Plaintiff further stand out as the only man who was unshaven and 

the only man who had closely-cropped hair; and 

c. Using a photograph of Plaintiff looking gaunt and sickly, but no other 

similar photograph.    

40. Just as they had intended, Johnson falsely identified Plaintiff from his photograph 

as the perpetrator. 

41. After Johnson made her false identification of Plaintiff, Defendant LOPEZ 

created a police “follow up” report, known as a “DD5,” that purported to contain a summary of a 

confidential tip received by the “Crime Stoppers” tip line.   

42. In this DD5, Defendant LOPEZ falsely alleged that a “tipster” with personal 

knowledge of the crime had reported to the police that the Radio Shack robbery was committed: 

a. By a person named “Rick”; 

b. Who lived at building “82-01” on an unnamed street; and 

c. Whose apartment was on the sixth floor of that building, to the left of the 

elevator bank.   

43. Defendant LOPEZ created this false DD5 for the purpose of forwarding it to the 

prosecution to bolster what he knew was a weak case based on an obviously suggestive photo 

identification.  
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Plaintiff’s Arrest 

44. On July 3, 2009, Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM went to Plaintiff’s apartment 

building looking to arrest him based upon the false identification evidence they had 

manufactured. 

45. They knew that Rodriguez and Johnson had described a man in his 20s or 30s 

who ran out of the store.   

46. While at the building, LOPEZ interviewed a neighbor of Plaintiff’s who said that 

he (the neighbor) saw Plaintiff earlier that morning, walking with a cane.     

47. LOPEZ and STAMM later saw Plaintiff outside of his apartment building.  

Plaintiff had a cane, was limping, and was much older than the individual described by the 

eyewitnesses.   

48. Upon seeing Plaintiff, Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM discarded Plaintiff’s cane 

and handcuffed him.  

49. Following their arrest of Plaintiff, Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM learned that, 

in addition to using a cane and walking with a limp, Plaintiff had a degenerative and arthritic hip 

and suffered from the breathing disorders COPD and asthma. 

50. Based upon Plaintiff’s age and physical condition, Defendants LOPEZ and 

STAMM knew he could not be the Radio Shack robber described by the eyewitnesses.   

51. Also pointing to Plaintiff’s innocence was his consent to search his apartment, 

which resulted in Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM finding nothing related to the robbery:   no 

gun, no money, and none of the clothing or the sunglasses described by the eyewitnesses or 

appearing in the store video. 

52. In addition, the second eyewitness, Hazel Rodriguez, did not identify his photo. 
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53. Nevertheless, Defendants LOPEZ and STAMM continued to detain Plaintiff and 

held him in custody at the 100th Precinct in Rockaway, Queens.   

The Line Up, Formal Charges and Indictment of Plaintiff 

54. At the 100th precinct, Defendants LOPEZ and LIBRETTO, knowing Plaintiff did 

not fit the eyewitnesses’ descriptions and was innocent, placed him in a lineup anyway.  They 

did so in a manner that was designed to assure he would be falsely identified. 

55. Defendants LOPEZ and LIBRETTO selected and assembled “filler” individuals 

to stand alongside Plaintiff in the lineup.   

56. At the time the lineup was conducted, no decision to prosecute had been made, no 

criminal complaint had yet been filed with any court, and no grand jury proceeding had been 

conducted.    

57. Defendant GRILLO was present in an investigative capacity on behalf of the 

QDAO to supervise the lineup.   

58. Defendants LOPEZ, LIBRETTO and GRILLO knew that, under the Constitutions 

of the State of New York and the United States, as well as the announced policy of the NYPD, 

they were required to conduct a fair, non-suggestive lineup composed of a suspect and fillers 

who resembled the physical appearance of the suspect as closely as possible.    

59. Instead of following such procedures, Defendants LOPEZ, LIBRETTO and 

GRILLO conducted a lineup that maximized the likelihood that Plaintiff would be selected by 

having him stand out in the following ways: 

a. Plaintiff was the only person in the lineup whose photograph had been 

displayed to Johnson in the photo array; 
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b. Plaintiff, who was in his 50s, appeared to be 15 to 20 years older than the 

fillers;  

c. With the perpetrator having been described as black or Hispanic, Plaintiff 

appeared much darker than the fillers, who were light-skinned; 

d. Plaintiff was unshaven and looked disheveled, whereas the fillers were 

clean-cut policemen;  

e. Plaintiff was noticeably thinner than the fillers; and 

f. Plaintiff looked sickly, whereas the fillers looked in good health.  

60. After viewing this lineup, Johnson selected Plaintiff as the perpetrator.   

61. The Individual Defendants informed intake or screening prosecutors at the QDAO 

of the “identification,” knowing this would cause Plaintiff to be prosecuted, and in fact it did 

cause such a prosecution to be approved.     

62. A sworn Criminal Court complaint charging Plaintiff with first degree robbery 

and related charges was then drawn up by the QDAO, based upon the identification, and 

executed, under oath, by Defendant LOPEZ.  This document, when filed in court, formally 

initiated Plaintiff’s criminal prosecution.   

63. The prosecutor or prosecutors who approved Plaintiff’s prosecution were unaware 

of the discrepancy between Plaintiff’s physical condition, age, and appearance and that of the 

actual perpetrator of the robbery, as well as the manner in which the false identification 

“evidence” against Plaintiff had been manufactured.   

64. On July 4, 2009, Plaintiff was arraigned on the charges in the Complaint in the 

Criminal Court, Queens County.    
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65. At Plaintiff’s arraignment, based upon the lineup identification that the Individual 

Defendants had manufactured and their withholding from the prosecution of their knowledge that 

Plaintiff was not the perpetrator of the crime, the court set a high bail which Plaintiff could not 

make, and he was incarcerated.  He remained in jail through the conclusion of his trial.   

66. On or about October 21, 2009, Defendant LOPEZ testified in the grand jury and, 

through his fraud, perjury, suppression of evidence and other conduct undertaken in bad faith, 

caused Plaintiff to be wrongfully charged with a crime LOPEZ knew Plaintiff did not commit.   

67. Specifically, LOPEZ, knowing that Bernadette Johnson had identified Plaintiff as 

the man she had seen commit the robbery and then run away, withheld from the Grand Jury his 

knowledge that:  

a. Plaintiff walked with a limp, used a cane, had degenerative hip disease and 

arthritis, and suffered from asthma and COPD, and thus could not have 

been the person Johnson saw; 

b. Plaintiff did not fit the eyewitnesses’ description of a perpetrator in his 20s 

or 30s; 

c. Johnson’s identification of Plaintiff had resulted from extraordinarily 

suggestive photo and corporeal procedures that were designed to and did 

elicit false identifications; and 

d. Plaintiff had consented to the search of his apartment and no contraband 

from the robbery or clothing worn by the robber had been found. 

68. On or about October 21, 2009, the grand jury voted an indictment against 

Plaintiff, charging him with robbery in the first degree and related charges. 
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The Trial Proceedings 

 

69. Plaintiff’s jury trial commenced on October 13, 2010, before Justice John B. 

Latella in Queens County. 

70. During the trial, Johnson (but no other witness) identified Plaintiff as the 

perpetrator.  There was no other evidence that linked Plaintiff to the crime. 

71. Plaintiff was convicted of all charges against him on October 19, 2010.  

72. Plaintiff was sentenced to 22 years to life in prison, and was sent upstate to serve 

his sentence.  

73. On August 20, 2014, Plaintiff’s conviction was reversed on appeal by the 

Appellate Division, Second Judicial Department. 

74. Plaintiff remained in custody following the reversal of his conviction pending his 

retrial.  

75. Plaintiff was acquitted at his retrial and released from custody on or about March 

11, 2015.  

76. In total, Plaintiff spent five years, eight months, and eight days in custody.  

 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

(42 U.S.C. § 1983; Denial of Due Process and a Fair Trial 

Under the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments; the 

Individual Defendants) 

 

77. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in ¶¶ 1 through 

76 of this Complaint. 

78. As set forth above, the Individual Defendants, acting separately and in concert, 

knowingly, willfully, deliberately and/or recklessly manufactured false photo array and line up 
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identification evidence for the purpose of creating a basis to bring criminal charges against 

Plaintiff that otherwise didn’t exist.   

79. The Individual Defendants forwarded, or caused to be forwarded, this false 

evidence to the D.A.’s Office, knowing it was likely to influence that Office to bring criminal 

charges against Plaintiff and that it was likely to influence a jury at trial to convict.   

80. Defendant LOPEZ also manufactured the false DD5 concerning the “tip” 

information, and caused the DD5 to be forwarded to the D.A.’s Office, knowing such false 

evidence was likely to influence a jury at trial to convict.  

81. The evidence in fact was a substantial cause of the D.A.’s decision to initiate and 

continue Plaintiff’s criminal prosecution, and resulted in Plaintiff’s loss of liberty and other 

consequential damages.1    

82. The Individual Defendants are liable, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983, for the 

violation of Plaintiff’s rights to procedural and substantive due process and to a fair trial under 

the Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and for all 

resultant damages. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

 (42 U.S.C. § 1983; Malicious Prosecution Under 

Federal Law and Deprivation of Liberty Under the 

Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments; All 

Individual Defendants) 

 

83. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in ¶¶ 1 

through 82 of this Complaint.  

                                                 
1 Evidence need not be admitted, or admissible, at trial to be “likely to influence a jury.”  See Nnodimele v. 

Derienzo, No. 13CV3461ARRRLM, 2016 WL 337751, at *12 (E.D.N.Y. Jan. 27, 2016) (discussing Ricciuti v. 

N.Y.C. Transit Auth., 124 F.3d 123 (2d Cir. 1997)). 
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84. The Individual Defendants, acting in concert with each other, knowingly, 

willfully, and deliberately initiated, continued, or caused the initiation or continuation of, 

criminal proceedings against Plaintiff, and his loss of liberty.  

85. The criminal proceedings terminated in Plaintiff’s favor. 

86. There was no probable cause for the commencement or the continuation of the 

criminal proceedings, and the Individual Defendants knew this. 

87. The Individual Defendants acted with actual malice. 

88. By virtue of the foregoing, the Individual Defendants are liable under 42 U.S.C. § 

1983, for the violation of Plaintiff’s rights under the Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments 

to the United States Constitution, and for all resultant damages.  

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

 

(42 U.S.C. § 1983/Monell; Claim Against Defendant City of 

New York for Actions of the Queens County District 

Attorney’s Office) 

 

89. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each and every allegation contained in ¶¶ 1 

through 88 of this Complaint. 

90. On or about June 14, 2010, at a pretrial calendar call, the assigned prosecutor 

from the QDAO conceded that the lineup was too improperly suggestive to be offered into 

evidence at trial.  However, the prosecutor argued that the witness Johnson, based upon her 

original observation of Plaintiff at the time of the commission of the crime, had an “independent 

source” for her identification of Plaintiff in court.   

91. On or about August 9, 2010, a pretrial hearing was held in Supreme Court, 

Queens County, before Justice Joseph Grosso, concerning whether the court would permit 

Johnson to identify Plaintiff at trial based upon “independent source.”     
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92. During the preparation for this hearing, the prosecutor learned that at the time of 

the lineup, ADA GRILLO had accused LOPEZ of selecting inappropriate fillers and conducting 

an improperly suggestive lineup, that GRILLO had requested LOPEZ to select more suitable 

fillers, that LOPEZ had refused, and that LOPEZ and GRILLO had gone ahead with the lineup 

anyway.    

93. The fact that GRILLO, a prosecutor, accused LOPEZ, a detective, of acting 

improperly at the most critical point in the investigation of the case, that LOPEZ had refused to 

comply with her request to make the lineup fairer, and that they had proceeded with the lineup 

anyway, was favorable to the Plaintiff at his criminal trial because, among other things, it would 

have made Detective LOPEZ appear less credible to the jury and would have caused the jury to 

question the integrity and the reliability of the police investigation and the prosecution.   

94. The prosecutor had an obligation to disclose to the Plaintiff’s criminal defense 

counsel and to inform the court, under Brady and its progeny, that this disagreement had 

occurred and the lineup and the Detective and the D.A.’s Office had proceeded anyway, but 

never did so. 

95. Prior to the hearing, the prosecutor also caused Johnson, who had said the 

perpetrator was in his 20s and ran from the scene of the robbery, to change her testimony to 

conform to Plaintiff’s physical appearance and condition.   

96. Contrary to her prior statements and grand jury testimony, Johnson testified at the 

hearing, for the first time, that the perpetrator was in his 50s, had sunken cheeks, and had brown 

eyes – testimony that the prosecutor had helped Johnson contrive to match Plaintiff’s 

appearance.   
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97. In addition, the prosecutor, through improper, leading questioning, caused 

Johnson to testify that she had observed the perpetrator limping – something she had never told 

police or said in her grand jury testimony.    

98. At no time during the independent source hearing, or later at the trial, did the 

prosecution reveal the manner in which the prosecutor had caused Johnson to change her 

testimony. 

99. During the hearing, the prosecution also elicited false testimony from Johnson 

which it failed to correct:  that she had directly observed the perpetrator for five minutes, and that 

the entire incident took 30 minutes.  In fact, as a surveillance videotape showed, the perpetrator 

was in the store for less than five minutes, and Johnson’s personal interaction with him took no 

more than 30 seconds. 

100. In denying Plaintiff’s motion to suppress Johnson’s in-court identification of 

Plaintiff, the court relied on Johnson’s false testimony concerning the length of her observation 

and the appearance and behavior of the perpetrator.   

101. Meanwhile, the court was not presented with, and did not consider, the potential 

impact of the suggestive photo array procedure on Johnson’s “independent” ability to make an 

uncorrupted, in-court identification.   

102. In addition, the court was unaware that LOPEZ had been accused by ADA 

GRILLO of conducting an impermissibly suggestive lineup, had refused to change the fillers to 

make it less suggestive, and that he and GRILLO had gone forward with the improper lineup 

anyway.    

103. But for the prosecution’s improper conduct at the independent source hearing in 

presenting and failing to correct false testimony by Johnson, the court would have denied the 
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prosecution’s application to permit identification testimony at trial and the case would have been 

dismissed. 

104. Plaintiff’s jury trial commenced on or about October 13, 2010.  

105. LOPEZ, testifying for the prosecution, recounted the false information about the 

“tip” contained in his DD5. 

106. LOPEZ testified that he received a “tip” that led him to Plaintiff’s address, and to 

search for a person named “Rick” there.  

107. This testimony, consisting of a statement implicating Plaintiff in a crime by a non-

testifying, unnamed source, violated Plaintiff’s federal constitutional rights to confrontation and 

a fair trial under the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments.  See, e.g. Ryan v. Miller, 303 F.3d 

231, 250-51 (2d Cir. 2003) (granting habeas corpus relief where prosecutor introduced implicit 

accusation of defendant made by non-testifying third party).  

108. The prosecutor was aware that admitting this statement would violate Plaintiff’s 

constitutional rights, but the prosecutor elicited the testimony anyway.  

109. During the prosecutor’s summation, he made the following knowingly false or 

misleading statements to the jury about the alleged tip, which further unduly prejudiced Plaintiff: 

a. LOPEZ received the “tip” information personally, instead of through a 

third party; 

b. The “tipster” provided Plaintiff’s full address, instead of merely a street 

number without a street name;  

c. The tipster provided Plaintiff’s apartment number;  

d. The person the tipster identified as “Rick” was Ricardo Benitez. 
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110. The prosecutor also knowingly violated Plaintiff’s Confrontation Clause and Fair 

Trial rights by telling the jury that it could consider the hearsay information in the “tip” for the 

truth of the matter asserted: that “Rick” was Plaintiff and he was the robber.  

111. The only other evidence against Plaintiff at trial was in the in-court identification 

testimony of Johnson.   

112. Because of the prosecution’s concealment, the jury did not learn that the 

prosecution had improperly influenced Johnson to change her testimony to conform to Plaintiff’s 

physical appearance and disability, nor did it learn of the conduct of the detectives and ADA 

GRILLO in proceeding with a blatantly suggestive lineup procedure that they all knew was 

unlawful.   

113. The aforementioned conduct of Queens ADAs in knowingly presenting, and 

failing to correct, false testimony at the independent source hearing and at trial, in failing to 

disclose information favorable to the defense prior to or during such proceedings, in knowingly 

eliciting improper hearsay testimony, and in making false and misleading arguments during 

summation, violated Plaintiff’s constitutional rights to due process and a fair trial under the Fifth, 

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution.    

114. The foregoing violations of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights, and his resultant 

injuries, were directly, foreseeably, proximately, and substantially caused by conduct, chargeable 

to Defendant THE CITY OF NEW YORK, amounting to deliberate indifference to the 

constitutional rights of persons, including Plaintiff, subject to prosecution by the Queens District 

Attorney’s Office, namely: 
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a. The institution and implementation by the District Attorney of plainly 

inadequate or unlawful policies, procedures, regulations, practices and/or 

customs concerning: 

i. The duty not to create or to otherwise use false, misleading or 

unreliable evidence, testimony, statements or argument during 

criminal proceedings; 

ii. The obligation to correct false, inaccurate, incomplete or 

misleading evidence, testimony, statements and argument, 

whenever such misconduct is discovered to have occurred;  

iii. The obligation to refrain from introducing at trial evidence that the 

prosecutor knows will violate the defendant’s constitutional rights 

and cause him or her prejudice;  

iv. The continuing obligation to timely and fully disclose material 

favorable to the defense as set forth in Brady v. Maryland, 373 

U.S. 83 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 450 U.S. 150 (1972), and 

their progeny; and  

b. The District Attorney’s deliberate indifference to the need, and his failure, 

to adequately instruct, train, supervise, and/or discipline his employees 

with respect to such matters. 

115. The aforesaid deliberate or de facto policies, procedures, regulations, practices 

and/or customs, including the failure to properly instruct, train, supervise and/or discipline 

employees with regard thereto, were implemented or tolerated by policymaking officials for 
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Defendant CITY, including, but not limited to, the District Attorney of Queens County and his 

delegates, who knew: 

a. To a moral certainty that such policies, procedures, regulations, practices 

and/or customs concern issues that regularly arise in the investigation and 

prosecution of criminal cases; 

b. That such issues present employees with difficult choices of the sort that 

instruction, training, supervision, and discipline will make less difficult or 

will incentivize correct choices;  

c. That the wrong choice by municipal employees concerning such issues 

will frequently cause the deprivation of the constitutional rights of an 

accused and cause him constitutional injury; and 

d. That employees of the QDAO had a history of making wrong choices in 

such matters. 

116. The aforementioned policymaking officials had the knowledge and the notice 

alleged in the preceding paragraph, based upon: 

a. Numerous credible allegations, many substantiated by judicial decisions 

(some of which are listed in Exhibit A hereto and incorporated by 

reference) that Queens County ADAs had: 

i. Participated in the manufacturing of false testimony or evidence, 

including identification evidence; 

ii. Presented or failed to correct false or misleading testimony and 

argument;  
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iii. Failed to disclose information favorable to the defense that was 

required to be disclosed by the Constitutions and the laws of the 

United States and of the State of New York; 

iv. Made arguments at trial that were so false, misleading, or 

otherwise improper so as to deprive the defendant of due process 

and a fair trial; and 

b. The inherent obviousness of the need to train, supervise and discipline 

ADAs in their aforementioned constitutional obligations to counteract the 

inherent pressure on prosecutors to obtain convictions.  

117. At the time of Plaintiff’s trial, the Queens District Attorney’s indifference to the 

aforementioned types of prosecutorial misconduct was evidenced by his failure to conduct 

internal disciplinary investigations, or to discipline, the prosecutors who were known to engage 

in it, including the prosecutors responsible for the misconduct found in the judicial decisions 

listed in Exhibit A, or to refer such individuals for possible discipline by the Appellate Division’s 

Disciplinary or Grievance Committees.   

118. Instead of disciplining such prosecutors, the District Attorney’s policy, custom or 

practice was to give them raises, promotions and commendations, based in part on their record of 

winning at trial and extracting guilty pleas even in weak cases.   

119. Thus, prosecutors were incentivized to violate the constitutional rights of criminal 

defendants, since they knew they were likely to be rewarded for winning, but would suffer no 

negative consequence if they won by violating the rights of the defendants they were prosecuting 

in the unlikely event their misconduct was exposed.    
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120. Further encouraging prosecutors to win at any cost was their knowledge that the 

QDAO had no employee handbook or other published procedure for disciplining prosecutors 

who violated rules of behavior for criminal prosecutions. 

121. Indeed, prosecutors were emboldened to violate basic constitutional provisions 

protecting criminal defendants’ constitutional right to a fair trial by their knowledge that the 

District Attorney was willing to pursue or tolerate policies, customs and practices that brazenly 

violated criminal defendants’ fundamental constitutional rights.  These included a self-styled and 

blatantly unconstitutional “Chinese Wall” policy, under which impeachment material and 

information required to be disclosed by the Office under Brady was withheld from the trial 

prosecutors responsible to disclose it, a practice of illegally arresting and often secretly detaining 

witnesses indefinitely in defiance of a material witness statute that required such witnesses to be 

brought before a judge “forthwith,” and a policy of delaying arraignment for the purpose of 

conducting unlawful pre-arraignment interrogations in violation of defendants’ constitutional 

right to counsel.   

122. Evidence of the Queens District Attorney’s deliberate indifference to 

prosecutorial misconduct violative of a criminal defendant’s rights, including false or misleading 

argument to the jury and Brady violations, was uncovered during the civil rights litigation in Su 

v. City of New York, 06 Civ. 687 (EDNY) (RJD)(CLP), a case involving the wrongful conviction 

of a young man due to the knowing use of false evidence and argument and Brady violations.  

During that litigation, discovery of personnel records, together with deposition testimony, 

showed that in approximately 84 cases where courts had found prosecutorial misconduct, 

including the use of and failure to correct false or misleading testimony and Brady violations, the 

prosecutors were never disciplined, the Office had no formal or meaningful disciplinary policy, 
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procedure, training, or practice, and the Office trained prosecutors in a blatantly unlawful 

“Chinese Wall” policy to prevent disclosure of impeachment evidence under Brady.  The 

discovery obtained in that lawsuit is summarized in Joel B. Rudin, The Supreme Court Assumes 

Errant Prosecutors Will Be Disciplined by Their Offices or the Bar: Three Case Studies That 

Prove That Assumption Wrong, 80 Fordham L. Rev. 537, 559-566 (2011), a copy of which is 

attached as Exhibit B and is incorporated herein by reference.  That case settled on or about 

October 15, 2008, for $3.5 million.  See Corey Kilgannon, City Will Pay $3.5 Million To a Man 

Jailed 12 Years, N.Y. Times, Oct. 17, 2008, at A21, available at 

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/18/nyregion/18settle.html.  Notwithstanding that settlement, 

the District Attorney’s deliberately indifferent policies, customs or practices continued. 

123. The District Attorney’s policy, custom and/or practice of approval or ratification 

of, toleration or acquiescence in, or deliberate indifference to, violations of his Office’s 

constitutional obligations foreseeably encouraged such violations to continue and was a 

substantial cause of the violations of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights before and during his trial, 

his wrongful conviction, and the continuation thereafter of his wrongful imprisonment and 

prosecution.  

124. The aforesaid policies, procedures, regulations, practices and/or customs of 

Defendant CITY were collectively and individually a substantial factor in bringing about the 

aforesaid violations of Plaintiff’s rights under the Constitution and Laws of the United States and 

in causing his damages. 

125. Under the principles of municipal liability for federal civil rights violations, the 

District Attorney of Queens County (or his authorized delegates) has final managerial  

responsibility for training, instructing, supervising and disciplining attorneys and other 
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employees in his office regarding their conduct in the prosecution of criminal matters, including, 

but not limited to, their obligations not to coerce witnesses or manufacture false or unreliable 

“evidence,” to make timely disclosure of exculpatory or impeachment evidence to the defense, 

and to refrain from offering, and to correct, false or misleading evidence, testimony, and 

argument during pretrial and trial proceedings. 

126. The Queens County District Attorney, personally and/or through his authorized 

delegates, at all relevant times had final authority to promulgate and implement administrative 

and managerial policies and procedures, including policies and procedures as to personnel hiring, 

training, supervision and discipline, with respect to his Office’s performance of its duties. 

127. The District Attorney of Queens County, at all relevant times, was and is an 

elected officer of Queens County, one of the constituent counties of Defendant CITY; the Office 

was and is funded out of the CITY’s budget; and the Office was and is a New York City agency. 

128. The District Attorney was and is designated a “local officer,” rather than a “state 

officer,” under the New York Public Officers Law (§ 2); New York has provided by statute 

(N.Y. County Law §§ 53, 941) that Defendant CITY’s constituent counties (including Queens 

County), and hence Defendant CITY itself, has liability for torts committed by County officers 

and employees, such as the District Attorney and his assistants, and THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

represents such officers and employees in judicial proceedings and indemnifies them because 

they are CITY officials.    

129. The District Attorney of Queens County personally and/or through his authorized 

delegates, at all relevant times had final authority, and constituted a CITY policymaker for whom 

the CITY is liable, with respect to the above-mentioned areas. 
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130. During all times material to this Complaint, the CITY, through its policymakers, 

owed a duty to the public at large and to Plaintiff, which such policymakers knowingly and 

intentionally breached, or to which they were deliberately indifferent, to implement policies, 

procedures, customs and practices sufficient to prevent, deter, and avoid conduct by their 

subordinates violating the aforementioned constitutional rights of criminal suspects or defendants 

and of other members of the public. 

131. By virtue of the foregoing, Defendant CITY is liable for having substantially 

caused the foregoing violations of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights and his resultant injuries. 

 

DAMAGES DEMAND 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendants as follows:  

 

a. For compensatory damages of not less than $7.5 million; 

b. For punitive damages of not less than $7.5 million; 

c. For reasonable attorneys’ fees, together with costs and disbursements, 

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988 and to the inherent powers of this Court; 

d. For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; and 

e. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and 

proper.  
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LAW OFFICES OF JOEL B. RUDIN, P.C. 

 

 

  /s/    

    By:   JOEL B. RUDIN 

            HARAN TAE 

    Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin, P.C. 

    152 West 57th Street, 8th Floor 

    New York, New York 10019 

    (212) 752-7600 

 

Attorneys for the plaintiff 

 

Dated: New York, New York 

October 13, 2017 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

------- x

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Plaintiff,

-against-

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, RAUL LOPEZ, FRANK
LIBRETTO, SERGEANT STAMM, AND TTNA GRILLO,

Defendants.

DECLARATION OF
MICHAEL K. GERTZER

t7-cv-3827 (SJXSJB)

--------- x

MICHAEL K. GERTZER declares pursuant to 28 U.S.C. S 1746, under penalty

of perjury, that the following is true and correct:

l. I am an attorney in the office of Zachary W. Carter, Corporation Counsel of the

City of New York, attorney for defendants and I make this declaration in support

of defendants' motion to dismiss plaintiffs amended complaint pursuant to

Fed.R.Civ.Pro. I 2(b)(6).

2. Annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" are relevant excerpts from plaintiffs first

criminal trial held October 12-19,2010.

3. Annexed hereto as Exhibit *B' is a copy of the TIPS DD5

4. Annexed hereto as Exhibit *C' is a copy of the photo array shown to Bernadette

Johnson in which she identified plaintiff as the robber.

5. Annexed hereto as Exhibit "D'is a copy of the lineup report memorializing the

lineup shown to Bernadette Johnson.

6. Annexed hereto as Exhibit "8" are relevant excerpts from the independent source

hearing held on August 9,2010.
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7. Annexed hereto as Exhibit ftF' are relevant excerpts from plaintiff s second

criminal trial held on March 2-11,2015.

8. Annexed hereto as Exhibit "G" are relevant excerpts from the hearing held on

June 14,2010.

9. Annexed hereto as Exhibit "H" is a copy of lndictment No. 2429-09.

Dated: New York, New York
December 1,2017

MICHAEL K. GERTZER

-2-
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]. SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OT NEW YORK o
2 COUNTY OF OUEENS: CRIMINAL TERM : PART K-- 9

1

4 fHA PEOPLfl OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

5 -against-

6 RICARDO BENITNZ,

7 Defendant (s) 
"

f nclictinent:
2429-09

TRIAL

I

9

10

l-25-01 Queens Boulevard
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
October 12, 13' 14, 18, L9, 2010

.J
f ;lr1, i{fi:

.lr

LYNNETI'E Y. CRUZ, RPR, CRR

Senjor Court. Report,e::

11

t2

13

lq

1-5

16

t7

1B

L9

21,

22

24

BEFORE:

HONORABLE JOHN B. LATEI,],A,
.fTJS:TTCE

APPEA}i"AT$CE S ::

RICI"IARD A. BROWN, HSQ.
District Attorney, Queens County
BY: SCHLOMET MNTZ, ESQ.,
Assistant District Attorney
For the People

STEVEN BANKS, ESQ.,
BY: nLIZABETH NEWTON, ESQ.,
Att.y" For the Defendant

.ate" iP,{
1 '.,$.'!- ns

aq
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1. yc:
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Johnson - People - DirecL

L was standj-ng Lwo or Lhree feec from you?

2 A No.

3 Q, Physically, as you say nlay I help you, could you

4 physically reach out, and Louch him?

5 A Yes.

6 Q He was that close?

7 A Yes.

I Q Could you see anything under the shades?

9 A J could see his eyes.

10 0 What color were his eYes?

11 A Brovrn.

12 a Could you tell anything alroub his aqe or his heighcr

L3 A Five-eighl, fiwe-six to five*eight, rougthfy, his

184

How tal1 are You?

rm f ive-eight.

So -- if could you stand up, if you don't- mind' Stand

(Whereupon, the witness complies. )

Could you see him face-bo-face7

Yes.

Could^ you Le1l anything about his age?

He was an older gentleman-

When you say older, aboub what. age?

lrate 40's, 50's.

14

r_5

l_6

1"7

l-8

19

2A

2t

zt

z5

24

height.

a

A

a

for me-

u

A

o

A

a

A25
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"Totueson - People * Direct

I Q And anything about his face as you're looking aL him,

2 does he begin Lo talk to you?

3 MS. NEWTON: Objection.

4 THS COURT: Overruled.

5 A He said, Y€s, and he grabbed me.

5 MS. NEWTON: Can You repeat tLrat?

7 A He said yes and he grabbed me.

I Q When he grabbed you, whaL did he say to you?

9 e To Lurn around.

l-0 THE COURT: You can be seated.

LL (Whereupon, t'he witrress resurnes the stadd. )

L2 0 Before he said turn around, did you see anyLhing?

l-3 A He pointed a gn:n at mY stomach.

14 0 And when you say he pointed a gun at you.r st.omach,

1-5 coul"d you see the color of t-he gun?

16 A Yes.

77 0 What color was it,?

185

condition

18

19

20

Z;L

22

?))

24

H

a

A

a

of your

A

n

A

Black and brown.

Black and brown?

(Whereupon, the witness nods hea<1 up and down

And on ,June 24trh, 2009, what was Lhe physical

stomach?

I was five and a half months pregnant.

Were you showing or noL that daY?

I was showing.25

c-000307
lyc
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1_B 6
,fohnson - PeoPle - Direct

L Q When you saw Lhe grun, and he pointed j-t at your

2 stomach, and you said -- he Said. turn aror:rtd, what did you do?

3 A FirsL thing T grabbed my stomach.

4 Q You grabbed Your stomach?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And where did you go?

7 A He 1ed me over to the register.

I Q As this is happening, ju$t ri.ght before you turn, what,

9 if anyLhing, do you smel-l?

L0 A IsmeLledsmoke.

L1 A What. kind. of Fmokez

t2 A Cigaretce.

13 A Where is it coming from?

1"4 A Hirn.

L5 0 As you burn around, what, if anything, do you feel?

l-6 A I felt the gun pointed pt my back.

17 A Where in Your back:

LB A My lower hack.

1"9 a Your lower back?

20 A Yes.

21 0 Where are the two of you going, if anywhere?

22 A Ower lo the cagh regisLer.

23 A The first or the second cash register?

24 A The second.

25 A When you get to Lhe second cash register, what's f,he

c-000308
1yc
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Johnson - People - Direct

L nexE thing that, happens?

2 A lle said open the register.

0 And what did you do?

4 A I tol-d him I don'b have the key for bhe register.

5 Q And what did he say?

5 A He said, don'L play with me. I know the key's on Lhe

7 side.

B Q Now, again, f 'm qoing to ask you to st,op me from how

9 close I gel to you with respect to the counter, betw€en you and

1-0 him.

L1 A Right there.

12 MS. METZ: Indicating, for the record, about four

L3 or five feeE, your Honor.

1"4 THE COURT: the record will so reflect.

L5 a fs the counter between you now?

1-5 A Yes.

l7 A So physically, you actually are -- you walk around the

l-8 counter?

1"9 A Yes.

20 0 Where does he stand in respect to the counter?

2L A Behind f,he counLe::.

22 0 On bhe store side or the cash regisler side?

23 A On the store side.

24 0 As he's standing on the store side and you are on t,he

25 cash register side and this conversation is occurring, what are

L87
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l-8 B

Johnson - People * DirecL

l" the ligrht.ing conditions?

2 A It,'s stil1 lit.

3 Q And as he's talking Eo you and saying don't play with

4 me, I know where the key is, could you see his face?

5 A I was st,eady looking at his face.

6 Q What was he telling You?

7 A St,op looking at mY face.

B Q What did you do?

9 A I just, conEinued looking ae his face. I couldn't

l-0 believe this. I was in disbelief chis was happening.

l-l- a What's the next thing that happens?

L2 A H€ asked for all the money in the drawer and he asked

13 me to lift up the tray und€rneath and give him the money.

1"4 0 Did you do that?

L5 A Yes, Idid.

1-6 a And where was the key to the drawer?

L7 A It was on the right-hand side.

LB 0 Did you geu. Lhe key?

19 A Yes.

20 A And do you recall approximately how much money you gave

2L him?

22 A Roughly three to four hundred dollars.

23 0 As you are at the counler, do you turn and look

24 anlrwhere else?

25 A Yes.

c-000310
1yc
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189
.Tohnson - PeoPle - Direcu

l- Q What haPPens?

2 L I turned to look towards my associate in the rear doing

3 the inventory.

4 Q Coutd you physically see her from the qounter?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Arrd what is she doing and where is ghe when you say

7 doing inventorY?

I a She's in the back rear of the store'

9 Q And is there a doorway or is she like **

l-0 A Yes, ib's a doorwaY.

1L O Is she inside the doorway in the store room or outside?

L2 A Can you clarifY that?

L3 a Meaning the doorway, was it the door way to lhe store

tA room or is she outside doing inventory on shelves?

L5 A No, she's inside.

L6 A So the door was open?

I7 A Yes.

L8 0 And could You see her?

1-9 A Yes.

2A a AJ1d when you looked over to her, what did that persoll

2L te1l you?

ZZ A He said, don't rnake any sounds Lo alerL. her otherwise

23 I'11 shooL you and her.

24 A W}.en he said that lo you, where were you lookingl

25 A f was looking at him-

c-000311
1yc
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190
,fohnson - PeoPle - Direct

i- Q pid there come a point when you handed ower the money?

2 A Yes.

3 e Was Lhis before or after he said don't look at her or

4 T'lL shoot you?

5 A That was afterwards.

5 Q And what happens when he gets the money?

'] A He t.e1Ls me to come back from around" the counter and he

B points the gun again at my back and he pushes me towards the

9 rear.

L0 0 Where do You go?

Ll- A I go to the back and I t,ell- Hazel what occurred.

12 O What. did You say to her?

L3 A I said we jusr been robbed and I start locking up

74 ewerything in the back.

L5 0 Who taughb you to do that? What is that?

L5 A That's the procedure that f was taughb'

L7 a You were taught to do this in case of something like

L8 this?

19 A Yes. Yes.

2A 0 When you clo this locking up, closing up, where do you

2L go?

ZZ A I immediately return back to the floor because I have

23 b.o lock the obher door

24 a And as you burn and walk towards the other door, when

2rt you say the other door, is it ttre fronf, or the back of Che store?

c-000312
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19t
.Tohnson - Peopl-e - Direct

1 A The back of bhe store.

2 Q Do you l-ock up that door?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Do you go Lowards the front of the store?

5 A Yes, Ido.

5 Q What happens when you go to the front of the ntot'e?

7 A When I go back around Lo go to the front of the sLore,

B he's sbill in tlre sbore running ouL of the st-ore, limping run. I

9 wouldn'b call it a run,

10 A What do you lnean limping run?

l-I A Because he was running with a limp. It Wasn't, real **

L2 any other person would have been out the store.

L3 a And when you are looking, you had gone back. correcL,

14 and then you come forward and he's slill there?

L5 A Yes.

16 a Do you see him physically get out of the store?

3-7 A Yea.

1-B 0 AfLer he leaves the sLore, what happens? h/haL do you

19 do next?

20 A I lock bhe front door. f pull a1l" the sha<les and

2L everylhing down.

22 A And that's what's depicted in the photos 5 and 6 with

23 all the gates down, correct?

24 A Yes-

25 a And with respect to People's 1, lhe outside of the

c-000313 lyc
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Johnson * reoPle * Direct

I sLore, that's why the gates look down, right?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Before this day had you ever se{}fr Ehis person before?

4 A No, ma'am.

5 Q As you siL here today, do you r.emember what that person

6 looks like?

7 A f can never forget that face. 'Ihal face is embedded 1n

8 my mind. It will alwaYs be bhere.

9 Q Do you see -- do you actually see bhat person in this

t0 courLrooin here Coday? You have to answer foi the record yes or

LL no-

'I2 A Yes, rna'amu

l-3 a Where is chat Person'

!4 whaL he i s weari,ng?

please poi:rt, him out and describe

i.5 A That gent-leman sitting right Lhere, with the shades on

What on?

THE COURT: Compose yourself , Miss 'Johnson' Can

inclicate an article of clot'hing chat the person is

r-6 a

L7

1_8 you

1_9 wearing?

20 THE WfTNEIiS: A tan jackeL.

THE COURT; All- right. The record will reflect

identificaLion of Mr, tsenitez-

When yorr look at this defendant, whaL about him do you

2\

22 f.he

23 a

recognize?

}t

24

25 His face.

c-000314
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Johnson - PeoPle - Direct

1 begins to leave? How much time goes by?

2 A The way j.L felc? rt was a long ordeal- -

3 Q A long time. At each sLep of the way, as this

4 conversaLion was being had, from Lhe point that' you saw him t.o

5 the point, Lha;, you come around the regisler, and except obviously

6 for when your back was Lo him, when you are actually face-to-face

7 wiCh him, j-s t}.ere anything obstructing your view of his face

B during all of those times ai'rd the coriversations?

9 A No.

10 a I wanL bo bring you Lo Lhe conversations thal you have

L]_ with the detective. You speak to Detective Andreno?

1,2 A Yes.

13 0 You speak Lo Detective Marrone?

14 A Yes.

l-5 a Yor.r speak Lo DetecLive l,opez?

L6 A Yes.

L7 A Do you tell them al1 everything that" happened with thac

Lg defendanl?

J,9 A Yes.

20 A I want to bri.ng you to July 2nd, in the vicinity of

2I Beach 96th Street, between about 5 and 6 in fhe evening. Were

22 you there on that daee arrd at that Lime on Jul-y 2nd, 2009?

23 A Yes.

24 a V,i}ro do You see?

25 A f see hJ-m again-

c-000317
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Johnson - PeoPle * Direct

A lrrlhatr' s he doing?

A He's a Passenger inside of a car.

0 He's what.?

A He's a Passenger inside of a car.

a Do you recall whal kind of a car?

A An ImPala.

A Do you recaLL whaL color?

& No.

A But you were sure t'hat it was an Impirla?

A Yes, becauge of the insignia, Lhe reindeer ears'

0 Windows up or down?

A Dciwn.

0 And what are you doing at that area near 6each 96th,

where are you?

A I had just come from the parking l-ot with my mom'

0 Your mom with You?

A Not at that monent.

0 Did she eorne?

A Yes, later on.

0 And as she came later on *- we1l, fi:r:st when you were

there, where is the defendant physically in the ca::? I mean'

where is the car that he's a passengier i.n?

A lt's waiting at the stoPlight.

A When -- stop sign or stoPlighl?

A St,opl-ight,.
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.Tohnson - People - Direcb

1 Q Are you familiar with that light ab that corner?

2 A Yes.

3 Q WhaE corner is it sPecifi-callY?

4 A Right, on .95bh.

5 Q 95th and whal?

6 A RoekawaY Feach Boulevard.

7 Q In terms of lengLh, short, mediurn, long light', what

B kind of a light?

9 A Kind of a long tighl.

10 A When you see the defendant in the passenger of the car,

lt is his passenger side, meaning is it closer or further from where

L2 you ar€ standing?

L3 A ft's close lo where I'm sLariding.

14 O Did you take a l-ook at him?

l-5 A Yes.

l-6 0 Wtrat,

L7 A He's

1B

r-9

2A

2L

22

23

24

if anything,

looking at me

MS. NEWTON:

do you see the defendanb do?

A

a

A

a

n

THE COURT:

He .l.ooked at rne.

Could you see his

Objection

Overruled.

eyes look at, you?

Yes. And he froze.

$/hab do you mean fraze?

Like his whole face just froze, like he got stiff and

25 the same with me

c-000319
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Johnson * PeoPle - Direct

0 And you're both looking at each other?

A Yes.

MS. NSI,'iruON: 'Judge, I'IR going tcl object, She

doesn't know --

THE COIIRT: Overruled, Counsel.

A When you're Looking at him and he's looking at you,

your both frozen, right,, You say you ftoze, hltrat. do you

rdcogmize a"bout the defendanL?

A The face, the cheeks, thi-s.

0 And who is the guy in ttre car?

A The same man thaL did the incident Lo me'

0 And when you sa\^r him right af Ler he froze what's the

next thing bhat, he does?

A Looks uP aL the light.

0 How manY times does he do that?

A He keePs looking uP at the light-

A Does tre leave eventually?

A Yes.

a Vilhere do You go?

A f 'm siill standing there.

a How long does it, t'ake you before you leave?

A Unt.il my mom comes around Lhe corner '

0 And do You see Your morn?

A Yes.

O You don't know when she got, bhere, correct?

c-000320
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-n A

Johnson*PeoPle-Cross

'r Q Do you recall how many detectives interviewed you?

2 A It was two detectives.

3 Q okay. And these detectives, I believe it was

4 Detec[lve Andreno and -- one of them was Detective Andreno, and

5 the delectives interviewed you, right?

6 A Yes.

-l e And they asked you what happened and you t.old then whaL

8 happened, correct?

O I Voq

10 0 And they asked you for a deta-i"lecl description of the

11 perpetrator,' am I correct?

L2 A Yes.

13 a And when had you -- you gave them a description of the

74 perpetrat'or?

15 A Yes.

1"6 a And as you were giving them the description of the

l-? perpelrator they were writing that information dcrwn, am I

18 correct?

19 A Yes.

20 a Anrl you told tl:e deteclive, male Hispanic, five-.six t"o

21 five-eight, dark blue hoody, sunglasses, goatee, blue jearrs and

22 bJ.ack sneakers, did You not?

2'3 A Yes, I did.

24 a Anci on June 25th, you -- f rm sorry, .June 25th, the day

25 after, YOU met with Detective Marrone at the 100 Precinct', am I

c-000346
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Johnson - People Cross

1 correct?
nfi

0

same thing

A

,'1
\l

correct?

A

0 And as you gave him the description he was writing it

down, yes?

A Yes.

A And you gave him the same description, mal.e Hispanic,

five-six, five-eight, dark blue hoody, sunglasses, goatee, blue

jeans and black sneakers, am I correct?

A Yes.

0 Now, Miss Johnson, did you tell the detectives that

interviewed you on June 24th, that the individual that robbed you

was an older qentleman in his 50rs?

A I Lold them it- was an ofder genLleman, yes'

aDidyoutellthemthathewasinhi's50's?Didyr:u

tell them that he was in hi-s 50's?

A I totd him late 40's, Yeah.

a wel}, you testified on direct exami-nation by ADA Metz,

you said 40's cr 50's, so is it 50's?

A Late 40's, 50's, to 50's.

c-000347
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226
Johnson ". People * Cl:o'ss

1 Q Okay. Again, you testified at the hearing on August

2 9th, of 2AIO, this year, on August 9th, of 2010, you testified at

3 a hearing, and you swore t.o tel-I me the truth under oath, am I

4 correct?

A Thatrs correct, matam

0 Okay

MS. NEViTON: Judge, I'rl referrj-ng tcl Page L4 line

5

6

7

B

I

10

16.

0 "QUESTION: Were you able to tell the approximate

age of lhe individual?
UANSWER: ft was an older gentleman.

"QUflSTION: Approximately how old?

"ANSV{ER: 50's, "

Am I correct t.hat's what You said?

A Yes.

O "THE COURT: 50's or 60? Did you say 50's?

"THE WITNESS: Answer, 50's?

''THE COURT 50?

"THE WITNESS: Answer, Yes?

sn't that correct? Isnrt that correct?

7\ Va q

0 No mention about" 40's?

A You asked when I went to the detective. You asked when

I went to the detective,

a A11 right. Now, you Lold the detectives that. this

c-000348
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Johnson-People-Cross

1 individual had a sunken jaw line or cheeks?

Sunke n cheeks, y€s, I dj-d.

You told the detectives that?

Yes, I did. Yes, nla'am.

trvery intervieril ** every cietective that interviewed you

them that?

Yes, I did.

Older: gentleman in his 50's, sunken cheeks?

Yaq

You also told tire detectives that this individual

witl"r a limp, ran with a limp or both?

Ran with a li.mp.

You also totd lhe detectives that he spoke wit"h an

is Lhat correct?

L

3

4

3

6 you

-t

I

I

10

tol"d

A

a

A

O

A

a

A

0

L1

IZ A

0

L4 accent;

1tr
-LJ

16

A A litrle

O You did

accent,

tel l t.he

yes.

detecti-ve lhat,

walked

1? Now, isn't it a fact lhat when you spoke with

18 Detective Andreno at t"he l-00th Precinct you spr:ke Lo

19 Delect-ive Andreno aL the 100th Precinct ou June 24th, at

2A approximately 2:30 P.M. Ist'L't it a fact that ycr,r lold

27 Delective And::eno it's hard to notice him because he had on b-l"ue

22 hoodies and shacles? Didn't you tell Detective Dominic Andreno

23 that?

24 A I don't recall that.

25 a Okay. I have a police report" filled out- by

c-000349
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yet. Andreno - People - Cross 285

I A Do you have anythi ng that can recol 1 ect my

2 memory i f L spoke to her?

3 a well, 1- don't have any police reports,

4 nothi ng so that's why r'm aski ng you, di d you

5 A rf it's one of the DD-S's that 1 did, l vvould

6 i f you have i t, that l- can revi ew i t.
7 a okay. well let me ask you this, if you had

8 spoken to her on :u1y Znd, 2009, you would have put

9 that in your DD-s report, am 1 correct?

10 A rt all depends on what l- spoke to her about.

11 a okay. what if she told you she saw the

L2 individual for a second time, would that have been

13 somethi ng you woul d have put in your DD-s report?

!4 A rf she told me she saw the ind'ividual?

15 a yeah, saw the individual a second time, the

L6 individual that robbed the nadio shack.

L7 A r would have probably logged it in, yes.

1-8 a Yes. when you say logEed it, what do you

19 mean ?

20 Ms. METZ: Judge, objection.

21 THE couRT: r will sustain the objection.

22 sustai ned.

23 a You would have put it in a DD-5 report?

24 MS. MET : objection, Your Honor.

25 THE couRT: Sustained.

LYC c-000407
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Det. Lopez - eeop'l e - oi rect 300

1 Q end di d you meet wi th the compl ai nant agai n?

2 A yes.

3 a Do you leave the precinct again that day?

4 A r left the precinct a couple of times, yes-

5 a oid you ever return to that building?

6 A Later on that evening, Yes.

7 a wi thout te1 1 i ng us what was sai d, what caused

8 you to leave your squad again and go to that buildtng?

9 A r had obtained information that the

l-0 individual that L was looking for was stand-ing in

11 front of 82-0L Rockaway eeach eoulevard.

LZ A How di d you obtai n that i nformati on? t"teani ng

1-3 pol i ce radi o, phone , P€rson wa-l ki ng i n, how?

L4 A Yes. 1- received the radio call from Sergeant

15 Stan, who was the lntel sergeant, yes.

16 a so you got some information, correct?

a7 A Yes.

l-8 A Rnd what di d you do when you got that

19 information?
20 A r immediately responded to that location.

21, A who do you see?

22 A r see an individual that l- was looking for in

?3 regards to thi s case.

24 A what was that i ndi vi dual 's name?

25 A t-hat was Mr. nicardo eenitez.

LYC
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1Q

2A
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sQ
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L2A

r,3 0

LA register?

15A

16 Norrnal.

1,',1

LB

1,9

20

2L

22

23

24

a Okay. Then what d.id you do after you observed. this

gentleman and Miss Johnson?

A I just sEarted reading my checklist'.

a So yott went back co the stock room/ you wenc further

back into Lhe stock room?

A Yeah, f was just going, you know, counting my boxes,

going through the checklist. Couple of minules later BernadetLe

comes to the back room and locks herself inside Lhe office.

O Well, now, let me ask you this. You're in the back

c-000476

3s4
Rodriguez - Defendant - Direcb'

0kay. How was he wearing his hoodY?

Over his head, above hi-s glasses-

Can you demonsbrate like how far?

Like above his glasses down this way.

Can you describe the glasses that he was wearing?

They were dark and thick.

what do you mean by thicke

rt covered his who]-e -- al-most his whole face.

okay. At, what angle did you see hirn?

The sid.e.

Okay, So you never saw the front of his facez

Never saw the front of his face.

Vou just saw the side. Okay. Vftrat was he doing at Lhe

He was jusu standing there with hls hands dovrn"

1q
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355
Rodriguez * Defendant - Direct

I room and she comes in. Does she pass you?

2 A yeah, she passed me. she goes insj.de the office and

3 closes the door.

4 Q Did she say anYlhing to You?

5 A Nothing.

6 e Okay, Wtrat was her demeanor like when stre passed you

? and wenL inside the office and closecl the door? What was her

B d.emeanor like?

9 A She looked like normal, like she does everyday. She

f0 didn'L have no worries in her face or anything.

l-t 0 Okay. So then let me ask you this, what did you do

L2 when she went into the office, was iu an office?

f3 A Yeah, the office-

l-4 A Anci" closed the door?

15 A She closed the door. I said to myself, Iike' you know,

t6 rrrhy would she close the door. So f opened the door and she was

L7 just standing there. I asked her what's goingi on. She stafts

1.8 cryirtg and she sLarts saying oh, vte got robbed. We got robbed.

l-9 A Okay. What. diri do you at Lhat point?

20 A We1I, I panicked and I wenu straight to lhe front door

2I to close Lhe door.

22 0 Okay. Did there ever come a time wLren you told

23 Miss Johnson Eo lock the front door?

24 A No. She was too nervous"

25 O Okay. Did she try to prevenu you from locking the

c-aaa477
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356
Rodriguez - DefendanL - Direct

L front door?

2 A Yeah.

3 Q So when you locked the front door, what, if anything,

4 dicl you observe?

5 A What did : observe?

6 e When you went to the fronb of the store you locked the

7 door, right?

I A Correct.

9 a Did you see anYthing?

L0 A I saw t'he gnry running out the door to the left'

l-l- 0 And was this the same guy that you saw a couple of

12 minutes ago?

13 A At the register, 'y€s.

L4 A And you saw him what?

t5 A Running, fast.

L6 0 He'was running fast?

L7 A Yes.

LB a Was there anything that you noticed about the way that

19 he ran?

20 A No, f didn't notice anything- He was just running

2L fast, like a youlg guy.

22 0 Okay. Then what did You do?

23 A Then I called the precincb. T'he number they left me,

24 one of the patrolfers, in case an emergency they said call this

25 nurnber, but. I didn't krrow it was the preci.rrct that I called, so I
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Rodriguez - Defend.ant - Direct 
363

1 (Whereupon, People's Exhibit 9 in evidence is

2 played in open court. )

3 Q Miss Rodriguez, I'm going to ask you lo t,ake a look at

4 Ehj-s entir:e video and I'm going to ask you is that what you saw

5 two days later after the incident" rs this the wideo that he

6 showed you, Detective whoever it was?

7 (Whereupon, the witness complies. )

B A Yes.

9 Q How do you know that that was the video?

10 A Because she was standing in that corner when the gruy

l-L came in and she smiled aL him and the hoody on the guy's head was

12 the same.

13 a So, Miss Rodriguez, prior to abouE 20 minutei.r ago, did

1-4 anyone from the District Attorney's office call you or conLact

15 you and interview you about whab you observed?

16 A No.

L'l 0 Miss Rodriguez, I do have one last guestion'

l-8 You testified that you -- that you were in Detective

L9 Andreno's office, 1ron and Miss.fohnson were looking at photos and

?.A you were looking at photos of Hispanic males between 20 and 30?

2L A Correct.

22 0 ll.nd the phcto -- did you see the ptroto?

23 A Yes.

24 a And you looked at it? How o1d did he look t'o you?

25 A Younger than me.
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RodrS-guez - Defendant - DirecL/Cross

l- Q llow ol-d are You, ma'am?

2 A 34.

3 Q And was there anything about hisr face, his ha:r'-r or his

4 facial expression, anylhing that you recall?

5 A No. He -* actually he drew his hair because the

6 picture thab was in the computer he didn'b have no hair. '

7 Q Okay. What aboub his hair, was there anything irbout

B his hair?

9 A No.

10 0 His eyes?

1l A I didn't see his hair or his eyes. It was just --. he

12 just drew the glasses and a hoody over his head'

t3 0 But the photo that Bernadette picked out was of a 20

L4 year o1d?

15 A Yeah, a young person, between 20's and early 30's'

1-6 MS. NSWTON: Thank you, Miss Rodriguez'

1,7 THE I,{ITNESS : You're welcome.

1-8 THE COURTT Okay. You irtay cross-examirre,

l-9 Miss Metz.

2A CROSS EXAMINATION

2L BY MS. METZ:

22 a Mis$ Rodrigruez, when you spoke t-o trhe debectives when

23 this all happened, you were l-ess t-han cooperative, righcz

24 A Um hurn.

25 MS. NtrWTON: Objection'

c-000486
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395
Rodriguez - Defendant - Cross

1 Now continue. Remaj.n at Lhe podium.

2 MS. METZ: If I mighL, Your Honor.

3 THE COURT: No. We will have Ehe operator operaLe

4 ahe machine. You sLay at the podium.

5 MS. METZ: Yes/ Your Honor.

6 If I could ask Lhat it be played and paused al. the

7 location. Lhe second part of the clip, your Honor, where

I Miss Johnson is facing the defendanL. The second clip where

9 the defendant approaches, if you would stop ic f,here.

10 a Now, your besbimony is LhaL from the back of the sLore

11 room, passed the poles, passed the clisplay shelves you could see

L2 through ltriss Johnson whether or not thal person has a gun in

13 Eheir hands, is bhaE your Eestimony?

14 MS. NEWION: Objection.

15 THE COURT: Overruled.

l-6 A First of all, I never said that I saw this part of the

L7 video because I was irt the back doing my invenLor:y. The only

18 Lhing f saw was hirn st.anding at the regisLer: wif,h his hands dovrn.

Lg Wtratever happenecl over: here in the f:r:ont, I wasn'L ther:e becduse

20 I was no! even -- I didn't even think anything happene<l-

21 A You had indicated, correcE, aL no f,ime did you see Ehe

22 r:obber point a gun at the complainant and make her walk over: Lo

23 Lhe cash rcgister?

24 A I dj.dn't see anyuhing'

25 a You dicin't see anything, righL?

c-000517
-1 ,.^ryL
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.Iury Charge

THE COURT: AlI right. Then the jury may be

brought out.

THE COURT OFFICER: Jurors entering-

(l{hereupon, the sworn jurors enter the courtroom

and take their respective seats. )

THE COUR? CLERK; Counsel, do you stipulaLe jury

is present and properly seated?

MS. NEWTON: Yes.

MS- METZ: Yes.

THE COURT: All right. Ladies and gentlemen, I

have Mr. Ramratanrs note which indicat,es to the Court that

youtve reached a verdict. Is that correctr Mr- Ramratam?

THE FOREPERSON: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: I would ask if you would please stand

and I woul-d ask the clerk to record your verdict at Ehis

time,

THE COURT CLERK: Mr. foreman, a.s to count 1,

Robbery in the First Degree, what is your verdict?

THS FOREPERSON: Gui.J.tY.

' THE COURT CLERK: As to count 2. Robbery in the

Third Degree, what j"s your: verdiet,?

TEE FOREPERSON: Guilty.

THE COURT CLERK; Okay. Members of Lhe jury,

]isten to your verdict- as it sLancls r:ecor:ded- You slate

through your foreperson that you and each of you find the

lyc
c-aao722
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oate ofThls Roport
07/03/2000

Follow"Up No.
13

bject:
STOPPER TIP RECEIVED

of lnvoetigatlon:
Juno 30, 2009, at approxirnately 2300 HOURS, DETECTIVE 9ONROY OF THE 100 SQUAD DID RECEIVE A TIP FROM THE

REGARDS TO THE RADIO SHACK ARMED ROSBERY, UNKNOWN CALLER CALLED TO STATE THAT ASTOPPERS IN
"[IICK'UNKNOWN LAST NAME THAI'LIVE$ IN S?I{)1 ON THE 6TH FLOOR WAS RESPONSIBLE. HE FURTHER STATED THAT IF
YOU MAKE A LEFT OUT OF THE ELEVATOR, IT WOULO BE THE FIRST APARTMENT TO THE LEFT.

i2. INFORMATION RELAYED BY DETECTIVE RANDAZ CRIME STOPPERS,

3, CA$F ACTIVE,..

C'

Command

No.

COMPWNT- FOLLOW UP
INFORMATIONAL REPORT

CrlmalCondltlon
ROBBERY

Cmd Code
33f,

Date ofUF61
06/24/2009

I oate Cace Aeslgnod
I 
o6/2{/?000

Gomplaint No,
2{rSs-100.01 623

GaFs
(t

No,
i

Unlt Reportln0
,30uAD

JOHNSON. BERNAOETE
Name FIrst Allocl{amo,

'Tllophono

Reportlng Ofllcor: Rank
DI3 d

Nams
RAUL LOPEZ

larRqq.,tlo.EI[I&
Rovlewing Suporvlsor: Munner of Closing Oats Rovlowed

07t00t2000
Dato of l{ext Rsvlols Hamo

DONNA {rAnfolDus I

1-rP
---4 \L
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF QUEENS: CRIMINAL TERM, PART K=l-2
*:*:':--t---x

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEVI YORK,
Ind. No, 24291a9

-against*

RICARDO BENTTEZ,

TNDEPENDENT SOURCE HEARING

,nefendant.

t nt*
r 4/to

COPY

'l

]-O BEFORE:

tl_

L2

1-3 APPEARANCES.

L4 For the People:

L5 THE HONORABLE RICHARD A. BROWN,

District, Altorney, Queens County
1_6

L7
BY: RACI{EIJ BUCHTER, ESQ.

Assistant Districb Attorney

t_8

For the Defendant:
l-9

LEGAL AID SOCIETY
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B. ,Iohnson * People * Direct 17

0 Were you able to t,ell whaL direction or towards whom he

was facing at that time?

A He was facing Eowards me.

a And what was the lighEing like in that part of the

store?

A ft wae lit in that part,.

a And is that, part, of the store near t,he front door to

Lhe store or near the back of the store?

11-

A

0

A

Near t,he f ront door.

Are there windowe in the front of the store?

Yes, it was the wiew, you could see outside the

10

L2

L3

T4

L5

1-6

L7

18

19

store from right Lhere.

O What was ic, like outside at about 11 in t,he morning,

Lhe rishting 

;:;;;,"":::::1. *u,.".. rE was inside.

How long were you facing Lhis person?

IHE WfTNESS: Llke four or five minutes.

A Okay. Now, when you were face Lo face wiEh him, what

happened at, thac t,ime?

A f asked him, may I help him and he responded with yes.

He pointed the gun direct,ly at my stomach and he told me Co turn

around.

0 Okay. What was your physical condit,ion at the tlme

t.haL t.his happened?

A f was in shock. I rras in shock. I couldn't, believe

dc
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B. ,Johnson People - Direct l_9
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a And did you do so?

Yes.A

a Then what happened?

A He poinLed the gun directly at my back.

0 What happened next?

A And he slowly told me Lo go over Lo the regisler and

took me over to the register,

0 Did you do bhat?

A Yes.

0 Whab happened at Ehe register?

A I kept looking at his face and he kepu saying Lo me,

I'stop looking aL my face. $top looking at my face. ,'ust' give

me the money in che register'r.

0 And I want Lo ask you about LhaL, You kept looking at

hie face

Tell us abouu that. How were you looking at his face

and how long were you looking at his face?

A The whole lime f was looking at, his face because f

couldn't believe how someb.ody could do this.

a Arrd about how long did this Lransaclion t,ake while you

were looking at his face?

A A while because he wanted everything in t,he register'

He wanted everyLhing. He wanted to know if Lhere was a safe in

Ehe store.

dc
c-000834
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B. ,Johnson - People * DirecE 20

0 So you were --

A And he also Eold me because he saw my coworker in the

back to trdon't look in the back", He said, ildon't look or I'11

shoot her. Donrt get her attention, ot,herwise I will shoot

herr'.

A So during that bime did you give him what was in the

regisLer?

A Yes, mar am.

A What happened next?

A He told me to come back from around the counLer, and he

point.ed Lhe gun again at, my back, and he ushered me toward the

rear and puahed me, and he ran out the store. But when he ran

it was Like slow, a glo\^t run.

A Can you deecribe whaL you mean by Lhat.

A A young person would have been around at' the door. Ic

took him a whil-e t,o iTet out t.he door.

0 Did you notlce if he was running with any kind of a

disability or limp or anything?

A Yes, he had a limp when he ran out.

MS. NEWTON: Objection. Objection. This is

outrageous.

IHE COURT: ILrs not outrageous.

MS. NEW?ON: fLrs outrageous.

IHE COURT: It'e owerruled.

Werre done.

dc
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B. ,Johnson * PeoPle * Direct' 2'L

MS, NEWTON; She's leading the witness, .Tudge.

THE COURTT gxcuse me, it's an IndependenL Source

hearing.

MS. NEWTON: T undersEand this is an Independent

Souree hearing.

THE COURT; The objection is sustained. Done,

over and out, -- overruled raLher -- exguse me.

0 r.Tust a couple of follow-up questions,

Do you need a minute or are You okaY?

A I,m all right.

a Just, if you need a minube or two, YOU wiII let me know.

Okay?

A Okay.

a From the period of time when you first saw the

indlvidual- No the period of time when he slowly ran or limped

out of the sLore, how much time wenL by?

MS. NEWTON: Objection.

THE COURT: No.

You can anawer.

A U$1, I would say 30 minuEes.

a lrm sorrY?

A Thirty minutes.

0 And during that. 30-minute period, about how long was it

bhat, you had an opportunity to look ab him?

A A lot of bhe whole Lime period f was giving him t'he

dc
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B. ,Johnson People * DirecL 22

cash,

Udonrt

a

the conversation from ln fronl , and so he k-ept saying,

look at me, Don't Look aL me; f '11 shooL you".

okay. When he left the store did you see whaL

t_

z

5

4

5

6

I

B

9

direction he went in?

A Yes.

0 What direction waa that?

A He went lowards Beach 901,h Street.

0 f wanL to bring your attention ahead now to ."Tuly 2nd,

2oA9 at approximaLely --

THE COURT: Where is there need for that in an

fndependent Source hearing? :

MS. BUCHTER: well, your llonor, bhe witness

happened to see the defendant at' another time in her

neighborhood^ and had anoEher opportunity to observe him.

Thal's

IHE COURT: Okay, go ahead.

0 Let me bring your atLention back Lo 'fu1y 2nd, 2009 at

approximately 5 to 6 p.m, between 5 and 6.

Where were you and what were you doing aL thaL time?

A I was arriving back home. We came -- me and my mom

came from out shopping. We was putting the car in the parking

lot, an{ I turned around the corner, f was sbanding in front of

the by the bagel shop. Therers a traffic going across the

street. It wa$ a red light. I happened to look over and I saw

the slame person from the robbery. And f just froze stiff. And

dc
c-000837
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again,
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0

A

me and

me and

a

B. Johnson - People - Direct 23

my mom, rr Lhat's the guy. Thatrs the guy" .

Okay. and at the time Ehat you saw this individual

where was he and what was he doing?

ile was a passenger inside o"f a fmpala car.

irnd how far away were you from him?

r was standing in close distance because he looked at

f looked at him and he recognized me because he looked at

he froze and I froze.

. MS. NEWTON: ObjecEion.

THE COURT: Sustained ae to he recognized her.

Jusb tell us what you saw, what you observed. You

inside someone eLse's mind. Tell us what you

10

l-1

L4

16

1,',I

L2 cantt gec

observed,

A

t-3

f observed the same person that had robbed the sbore

l-5 while I was in it.

a About how far away were you from him at that time?

You can Lell us by car length or feet or whabever else

l-9 f would say five feeb away.

Okay. And at that. time were you able bo see Lhe front

f,ace, the side of his face or something else?

The front, of his face.

Okay.

THE COURT: How long did that observation lasl,

2L of his

22

23

24

18

A

020

A

0

maram?
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B. Johnson - People - Cross 43

A I spoke Lo quite a few detectives.

0 Okay. Did you give them a descripLion?

A Yes, I did.

0 And the description chac you gave vras light-skinned

male black or male Hispanj-ci arn f correct,?

MS . BUCI{TER ; Ob j ect ion .

THE COURT: No, bhat you can answer.

A I told him Hispanic male.

O You told them Hispanic male.

You never said light-skinned male black or male

Hi-spanic?

A No, I didn'L say rnale black.

0 And you never -- when you made t.he 9*L-L- phone call,

you never gave a descriplion of light-skinned male black or male

Hispanic?

Ie thaL your testimopy, maram?

A I donrt recaIl.

0 You donrt recall. Okay.

Would anything help you Lo remember?

A NO.

a Yes?

THE COURT: ff Lhere's anyEhing that will help you

remember?

THE WITNESS: No.

0 There's nolhing that would help you remember what you

dc
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B, .Johnson - People - Cross 44

1 told the police?

2 A No, maram.

3 Q What. about, a police report?

4 MS. BUCHTER: Objection.

5 THE COURT: She said no.

5 Suetained.

7 Next,

I Q So you Lold the police thaL it was that this

9 individual was wearing a blue hoodie; am I correct?

L0 A I said black hoodie.

1"1 0 Black hoodie.

L2 And you told the police that t'hat individual was

L3 wearj.ng dark sunglaosee; am f correct?

14 A Um-hum.

l-5 O I'm sorry?

1"6 A Yes.

77 A okay. And you t,old t,his individual that' thls pere'on

L8 was wearing dark blue jeansi am I correct?

L9 A Yes.

2A O And you said dark sneakers; am I cor.rect sneakers or

23- shoes; am I correct?

22 A He had on sneakers.

23 a Dark sneakers.

24 And you said he was five six -- between five six and

25 five eight, inches lall; am I correct?

dc

c-000859
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B. .fohnson - PeoPle - Crosg 45

A Height-wiee, yes.

0 and that's hthab you told the police; am I correct?

A Yes.

0 You never told the police about the sunken cheeks; am I

correcb?

MS. BUCHTER: Objecbion-

THE COURT: You can anghler '

A I told the det,ecLive au the Police Departrnent-

O You told which deLecbive about bhe sunken cheeks?

A There's so many detecbivee.

0 But you told a detective about sunken cheeks?

A Yeg, maran.

o on how many occasions did you te]l a detective about

the sunken cheeks?

MS . BUCHTER; Obj ect j-on.

THE COIIRT: Sustained. SuBtairied as to how many

occasions,

a You never t.old t,he police bhat this individual was in

his fifties; am I correct?

A Yes, I Eold them it was an older genEleman.

0 You tol-d them an older genlleman.

You never tol-d the potice Lhat t,his individuaf was

somewhere between 20 and 30 years o1d?

A I don't recall that.

a You don't recall thatli

dc
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B. Johneon - PeoPle - Cross

Would anything help you to remember?

Irm sorry?

Would anyt,hing help you Eo remember?

No.

46

1

2

?

4

tr

6

7

8

9

\
A

a

A

0

right?

A

1-0

Now, the hoodie, ib was pulted over his head; am I

Midway.

THE COIIRT: MidwaY.

Midway. Okay.

And so is it fair to say iE. was covering part of his

tz

0

1l- f ace?

L2

l-3

L4

1"5

\6

L7

18

1-9

20

2I

22

23

24

A No.

A No? Okay.

You could see his entire face?

A f could eee his faee, Yes.

O Okay. Can you describe the face bhab you saw?

A Um -.

0 Take your Eirne,

THE COI^IRT: If You can.

A Tf you can describe it, describe bhe face bhaL you saw-

Take your t,ime.

A Hispanic mafe, wltite Hispanic male, goabee and sunken

cheeks.

0 Anything else?

A And eye cofor. ThaL. was about ib.

dc
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B. .fohnson - PeoPle * Cross 47

And you eaw his eye color?

Yes.

And that eye color was brown.

He never removed the hoodie; am I correcL?

No.

Did you see his hair?

THE COURT: Did you say earg?

MS. NEWTONT lrm sorry, f said hair, H-A-I-R

Did you see his hair?

No, maram.

Did you see his earg?

Yes, I did.

You did? Okay.

You saw his noee?

Yes.

And you observed all of this for about four or five

am I correct?

Yes.

Now, after he got money, he Lold you Eo walk t,o the

the store?

A

0

l_0

L4

1_L

T2

IJ

l_5

15

L7

18

19

20

J1

zz

23

24

o

A

o

A

0

A

0

minuEee;

A

a

back of

A He Eotd me Eo turn around.

0 okay. And then did he te11 you to walk to the back of

the store?

A He pushed me towards the rear of the store,

a F{e pushed you towards the rear of t}re store-

dc
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B. Johnson - People * Cross 64

The complaining wiLness gave the police -- and 1

asked her the description that, she gave, and she gave the

police officers a general- descripLj-on, one Lhat could fit'

hundreds or even lhousands in Lhat area and in thj-s ciCy.My

position is t,hat. she does noL have an independenL image of

t,his individual,

Now she claime t'hat approximat,ely eight daye lat,er

she sees an indj-vidual sitting in the paasenger seaL of a

vehicle and thal she again sees this individual in a car.

Herg the passenger and he is sitt,ing in Lhis car siting at a

red light for five minules and she's staring at him and he's

staring at her and hers not wearing a hoodie and he's noL

wearing sunglasses, buL shers sure it's the same individual.

.Tudge, Yotr know, I think that the tesLimony is

j-ncredible. r know t.hat the baeis of this hearing is

determined on wheLher this indivldual had an inddpendent

image of t.he individual. There are things that came ouL of

f,his hearing Ehaf, was never Eold Lo Ehe police: The

limping, the sunken cheeks. None of t.hat ever came ouL- rt

was a very general description uhaL was given lo the police,

and I'm going to ask lhat the Court find therers no

independent source.

THE COI/RT: I want to thank each of you.

An independenL eource is kind of unique in ferms

of pret.rial hearings, memory perception, narration,

dc
' c-000879
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sincerity of the witness. Those are the factors that a

person -- a Judge reviewlng the testimony of a witness has

bo conslder in making'a decermination.

. fn my opinion, Ms. Bernadette Johnson had a fairly

good recollection of the event thab occurred on June 24t,h of

Lhe year 2009.

. Percept,ion. Did she have an ability to perceive

t,he ewent as it was occurring? Emphasis applied as j-t was

occurri-ng.

She testified that, from start Lo finish t.he t.ot,al

incident lasted about a half hour within the Radio Shack

store in the Rockaways.

Of t,hat. period of time of t,hat period of time

she testified as to an ability to have a face-to-face

viewlng wit,h uhe alleged perpeLrator of the criminal act in

a we}l-lit area aL a disLance of anywhere frcim -- t,he

face-Lo-face encounter was five feet Eo two feeL away.

That, ts what, she was describing. And she indicated that t,he

face-to-face encounter during that period of time lasted

four to five minubes. Four to five minuLes, well IiL, close

proximiEy and unobstrucLed view.

She was able t,o give a fairly debailed description

of the facial characLeristics, a fairly detailed description

of height, weight, complexion, facial hair. She struck me

as being sincere in the way she was testifying abouE the

dc
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event. f have no reason from what I just heard here a few

momente ago of her sincerity. She did not if she didn'b

know somebhing, she said I donrt remember Lhe names of the

detective.

There was a second viewing about eighL days after

a]ne 6/24 ineident. where she indicaLes the person who'g

alleged Eo have commiLLed the 6/24 robbery was riding as a

passenger ln an Impala, She didn't recollecL wheEher it was

two door or four door or whal the color of the car was, but

that the person waE sitting -- the person who committed the

6/24 robbery wae sitting in t,he passenger iseac of Lhe Impala

t,hat was ELoPPed at a sloPlight -

This encounEer occufred from a distance of about

five feec away unobetrucLed, an unobstructed facial view of

fhe alleged perpetrat,or of the criminal act'

Based on the complainant to observe the

perpetrator face to face, an unobstructed facial view --

face to face eight days lat,er, unobstrucLed facial view,

there,s a basis for the in-court identification, I'Rl finding

independent source for an in-court idenLification by

Ms . Johnson.

The cag.e goes to K-TRP -

What trial date?

Mg. NEWTON: ,Judge, I want to make note

Ms. Johnson bestified that she went to Lhe precinct on

dc
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a.

package;

A.

to that

0.

A,

0.

A.

ir..

0.

one-time

A.

0.

And each of Lhe items that you recover you say you

could you explain what a voucher is?

A voucher is, basically, the voucher number assigned

item.

And what is a voucher?

To what?

What is a voucher numberi an actual number?

Yeah, it starts with a letter and then has numbers on

And can you use a voucher number over again or is il a

deal?

ftrs just a one*time deal.

So is that a unigue number assigned to pieces of

Yes.

Did you have a swab that you lifted in this case?

evidence?

0. And when I talk about t'his

you had an opportunity to respond on

Rockaw;ly Beach Boulevard?

A. Yes.

0. And what precinct is that

A. ?hat's in the confines of

0. And what county is that?

A. Queens.

A

a

n

case f want to ask you if

,Iune 24, 2009 to 8709

in?

230
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Take a moment, Ms. Johnson, and lalking about a

robbery and what happened in that store, do you see anyone in

this courtroom that robbed you that day'?

(Pause in p::oceedings. )

0. If you need sland up you car-i?

(Wi [ness cornp]ies. )

A. Yes, I do.

0. Could you please describe an article of cl-othing that

he's wearing and point him out for t"he ladies and gentlemen of

the jury?

A. The green sweater; glasses.

THE COURT: Tne record will reflect an indicatiorr

of Mr. Benitez.

0. Let me know when it's okay.

{ Pause i-n p"roceecli. ngs . )

0. Ms. Johnson, when you look at the defendant is there

anyt.hing different about hirn from back then? Do you recall lhe

color of his eyes back then?

A. Yes.

A. Take a look.

(Witness complies. )

a. Are L.hose the saine'? I'rn sr:.rry to make you lock but I

need you to fet lhe jury kirow.

7\ Va- ma,am.rvul

a. Was he wearing those glasses that dayi)

s1e

c-00't784
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approximately, 4 to 5 feet.

O. And then what does he do next
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from the position of

and*a-half to
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THE COURT: The record should so reflect,

about 4 to 5 feet? How close does he get?

A. Closer.

(Counsel approaching the witness.)

0. You can stop me when, if that's okay.

A. RighL here.

MS. METZ: Approximately, a foot

two feet. from the witness.

face ?

THE COURT: The record will so refLect

0. And when he got close to you were the lighting

conditions the same or different?

A. The same.

0. And when he got close to you what were you focused cn?

A. The gun that he had in his hand.

A. And then did there come a point where you saw his

Yes, ma t am,

And when did you see his brown eyes?

I was looking clead at him.

So, at fi::st, you look at Lhe gun, is thaL correct?

Yes.

Anci then yor: look al- hj"s face'?

sle
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MS. JOHNSON

No, matam.

f want to bring you

Okay.

*- 2009 at about 5,

A

a
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to July 2nd -*

6 in the evening in the area of

Beach 95, I think, Cross Bay, do you

A. Rockaway Beach Boulevard.

A. Rockaway Beach Boulevard.

What were you doing at that

recal1 that?

Thank you.

location and who were you

and I walked around the

away from what I call the

standing ri.ght in front"

with?

A. Jrist had arri-ved back in a car with my mom and I was

on my way to go home "

O. And this was a July eveni-ng, correct?

A. Yes.

O. About 5 or 6 in the evening, correct?

A. Yes, matam.

0. Do you recall what the lighting conclj.tions !{ere Lrack

then?

A. It was the summerti-me so it was still lit.

A. And you said yoLl biere, I'm sorry, you said you were

wit.h your mom'?

A. Well, she

corner from L.here.

had parked Lhe car

I was a few steps

love to eat. I wasIbaqel shop where

of a phone booth

{ Case

waiting for her.

conl'd. by Sr. Court Reporter Doria Banks.)

sle
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D]RECT EXAMINATION (ConI' d)

BY MS. METZ:

a Okay. And could you describe that corner? What's

there besides Lhe bagel shop that you love?

A Wel1, there's a bus stop behind me from the phone

bootlr. It's a busy area, cars and everything. It's the

boulevard, buses come across.

0 And, by the way, what's your momrs name?

A Kim Johnson.

a And as you're waiting for your mom who, if anyone,

you see?

A Wel1, I was standing by t.he phone boot"h, I noticed

someone slaring at me so I turned and looked, and it was

Mr. Benitez in a car.

0 Anyt,hing different about him from when you saw him

June 24, 2009?

A Yes.

O What was differenL?

A Tan and he had a blue bandanna on his head.

O And what about any glasses or sunglasses, if you

reca11?

A I don' t. recal-l .

0 Anything obstrucling your view of his face?

A No.

a And you said he was different how?

drb
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to the photograph itself going into evidence other Lhan ttie

objection that you made before?

MR, MAZUR: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All- right Lhen, t.he photograph will be

received in evidence as People's exhibiL Number 11 subject

to any writing on the pholograph being redacted before iL's

displayed to the jury.

(Whereupon, the item referred to is marked a

People's exhibit in evidence. )

COURT OFFICER: People's 11 has been marked and

received into evidence.

MS. METZ: And if it could be shown to the

witness.

When you observed Mr. BeniLez and I'm saying Mr.

right? The person in that photo?

Yes.

1_0

t1

72

13

14

15

15

r'7

18

l-9

2U

2L

a.)

23

24

a

Hentcez,

n

0

co:rner?

A

I

A

Do you see that person here today that you saw at that

Yes.

And where is he today?

He's seated over there.

0 And with respect to that. photograph and how he looked

on ,July 2, 2AAg do you notice any differences between that

photograph and the defendant. today, other than the tan?

MR. MAZUR: Objection.

drb

z5
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went t,o t,he back of t.he store, you didn'L Lurn around, right?

A NO,

0 But you came back out from the back of the store,

Correcl?

A Yes.

0 And when you came back ouL from the back of the sLore

you could stil1 see the man who had just. robbed you in the

store, right?

A I could st.ill see Mr. Benitez, y€s.

O And you understand, though, that the defense disputes

that it was Mr. Benitez, right?

MS. METZ: ObjecLion.

THE COURTT Overruled.

0 You understand thaL, right?

A I know the man who did that is sitting in this

courtroom, sir. I know his name. I will never forget him.

0 I understand your t.estimony and I understand that

you've made that identification. What I'm asking you is do you

undersLand that the defense dispules that.?

A I understand thaL you're calling him a man and he has a

name and I know who he "i s.

zz 0 You learned the name from the police, is Lhat right.?

from the police?23 You learned the name of Mr'. Benitez

24 I pointed this man oul.

MR. MAZUR: Your Honor, I would just ask that the

dr"b
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tr.

V.

A.

nvr

doubt, do

A.

0.

A.

MS. JOHNSON

Ovr him.

And where did you

Filed 01/19/l-8 Page L0 of 10 PagelD #:246
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recognize the defendant from, ma'am?

That was the g'uy that roh,bed the store.

And as you sit here, today, beyond of a shadow of a

you know who robbed you on June 24, 2009?

Yes, ma'am.

And who is that person?

He's seated right there. That's him (indicating).

MR. MAZUR : Nothing f u.r:t-he::, you:: Honor .

?HE COURT: Anything further, Mr. Mazur?

MR. MAZUR: One moment.

(Pause in proceedings. )

MR. MAZUR: No further questions, your Honor.

THE COURT: All riqht.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson. You may step down.

(Witness exits lhe stand.)

THE COURT: All right, lad1es and gentlemen iC's

1 o'clock and we're about to take our lunch break. I will

ask you not to dj-scuss the case nor form

Report back at 2:00 o'clock to

direct case. I know the weat"her

wi 1l

any oplnron.

conti-nue with t"he

is still snowingPeoplers

out. We

have just

brief; so

early L.hi-s

I hope f"o

a f tc.rnoon

afternoon. We may

should be fai-rlv

on the way home

llut I will ask

one

not be gcing long L.lris

additional witness wh<>

get yor-r back in ancj

sLe
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COUNTY OF QUEENS

SUPREME COURT: CRIMINAL TERM: PART K-12

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

- against -

RTCARDO BENTTEZ,
Defendant.

ALAN BENISVY,
senior court Reporter

rnd. N0.
2429-09

calendar call

:une 14, 20L0

supreme court
125-01 queens Boulevard
Kew Gardens, N.Y. L1415

BEFORE: HONOMBLE JOSEPH GROSSO' JUSTICE

APPEARANCES:

FOR THE pEOPLq

RICHARD BROWN

District Attorney
0f Queens county
BY: RACI{EL BUCHTER'
nssistant District AttorneY

FOR THE DETEilPANI:

THE LEGAL AID SOCIETY
OFFICE Of STEVEN BANKS

BY: ELIZABETH NEWTON, ESQ.
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THE CLERK: ca] enda t 2 , i ndi ctment 2429

of '09, Ri cardo Beni tez.

Counsel, your appearance for the record.

MS. BUCHTER: nachel guchter'

Ms. NEwToN: El i zabeth Newton, offi ce of

Steven Banks.

THE COURT: When we get your client out,

we will put everything on the record.

(whereupon a brief pause was noted'at

thi s ti me. )

THE couRT: Mr. Benitez is present.

Ms. Buchter, go ahead.

M5. BUCHTER: YOUr HOnOr, I Spent

countless hours conferring with my boss Jim

Evangelou and r know Ms. Newton has

conf er red wi th hi m as wel"l .

Mr. Evangelou indicated he was prepared

today for us to go straight to the

i ndependent source. that i s sti I I the

case. He had asked me to come to court

today and try to establish independent

sou r ce in another way without having to

the complainant in todaY becausebri ng

had di ffi cul ti es comi ng. He asked me

she

to

c-000734
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try to make the argument that we were not

going to put forth the lineup but that
there was an independent source independent

from the lineup which could establish

THE CoURT: How i s the photo array

i ndependent of poi i ce conduct?

MS. BUCHTER: Okay. r am not saYing

this is my argument. r am telling you Mr.

Evangelou asked me to make the argument

that the fair photo array which occurred

prior to the lineup is an independent

source for an in court identification and

that i s the record r am maki ng, that r have

been asked to make. r just conferred with

him about the conversation here in court.

He indicated to me r should let Your Honor

know if you were not prepared to consider

an alternate means of proving independent

source wi thout i nvol vt ng the compJ ai nant

com'i ng that r shoul d si mpl y ad jou rn the

case and bring the complainant but he was

of the op-ini on that we coul d possi bI y argue

that the photo array identification which

occurred prior to the f ineup which we

c-000735
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be as st ra'ight forward as r possi b1y can .

THE COURT: You can telj Mr. EvangeJiou

that T saw the spin on the curve.

MS. BUCHTER: If my superior tells me to
make an argument, r make that argument.

THE COURT: You did and there are

several assumptions built into it, and at

some point in time, if you are not going to
use the lineup and any testimony about the

lineup at some point whether it be before

tri a'l or actua'l 1 y du ri ng tri al , Vou are

goi ng to have to rnake somebody i s goi ng

to make a determination. It could be me as

the finder of fact and 'law at a suppression

hearing or a jury making the finding of

fact whether or not the complainant has the

abi'l i ty to make an i denti f i cati on of
anyone,

MS . BUCHTER: At thi s poi nt You r Honor ,

all r have r have a photographic array

identification and r have the fact that the

complainant did see the defendant at a time

prior to his arrest but after the incident
and that was reported to the police and

c-000739
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i denti fi ed i n the DDs.

MS. NEWTON: Objection. we don't know

that it v{as the defendant that she saw. r
am objecting to that. t'le don't know that.

THE couRT: r am sustain'ing it. rt is
not evidence, If you want me to hear

testimony, I am happy to. If you want to
go straight to the jndependent source

basi ca11y to g'ive yoursel f an assurance of
whether or not the identification or the

conpl ai nant does have an ab'i 1i ty to make an

in-court fD at trial , that's fine but for
me to say that the photo array is fair and

therefore established independent source, I
am not really sure r want to go that far.
Yet to say that it established in-person

sou rce does not meet the requ'i rements of

independent source. rndependent source is
a source for the i n court identification
independent of any police activity or any

po'l i ce conduct . lnlhat you have he re i s a

lineup that you are conceding, r haven't

seen it yet but if you are saying you can't
use the lineup, something happened at the

c-000740
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Proceedi ngs

lineup procedure that would have been

suggestive in and of itself or would have

invoJved conduct that would have suggested

the i dentj fi cati on to the compl ai nant, r
don't know what happened . You fo'lks

apparently do and I can't hear that part of
the story yet.

What do you want to do?

M5. BUCHTER: Well, r just want to be

c1ear, are you indicating that under no

ci rcumstances can a photo array act as

independent source or are you saying

that
THE COURT: rt doe,sn't f i t wi thi n the

precise definition. When you get to an

independent source hearing, what

independent source is held to mean is that

it is a source for an in court

identification independent of police

conduct.

MS. BUCHTER: OKAY,

THE coURT: The photo array itseJf, I am

assuming that the complainant did not

prepare the photo array him or herself and
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Plaintiff was identified as the perpetrator of a robbery on sl.r separate occasions

by the sole eyewitness to the robbery-Bernadette Johnson. While it is true that another person

was physically present in the store at the time of the robbery (Hazel Rodriguez), she was in the

back of the store and did not get a good look at the perpetrator. Plaintiff uses this second

(irrelevant) individual to create smoke where none actually exists. Plaintiff s distractions are not

enough to overcome this motion to dismiss.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

On June 24,2009, at about 11:00 a.m. a Radio Shack store located at 87-09

Rockaway Beach Boulevard in Rockaway Park, Queens, was robbed by a single perpetrator who

fled with between $300-400 11't Trial Tr. at 188:20-22, relevant portions of this transcript are

annexed as Ehiffi). The robber approached and grabbed employee Bernadette Johnson

and, pointing his gun to the stomach of the pregnant Ms. Johnson, directed that she give him the

keytothecashregister (Id.atl85:l-187:7). Johnsonsteadilytookedathisface (Id.atl88:3-5).1

When Ms. Johnson looked towards the back of the store to see if her co-worker Hazel Rodriguez

was there, the robber threatened to shoot both employees if Ms. Johnson made any noise to alert

Ms. Rodriguez (Id. at 789:2-23). When the robber made this threat, Ms. Johnson was looking at

him (Id. at 189:24-25). After the robber received the money, he pointed his gun at Ms. Johnson

again and pushed her toward the rear of the store (1d. at 190:6-9). The robber then ran out of the

1 A second Radio Shack employee, Hazel Rodriguez, was in the back room at the time of the

robbery and did not get a good view of the robber or the incident 1l't Trial Tr. at 354:ll-355:18,
395:16-24). This is noteworthy because plaintiff repeatedly combines Ms. Johnson's and Ms.
Rodriguez's accounts to the police (see Amended Complaint at flfll7, 18,20, 33, 45) to provide
the false impression that Ms. Johnson had originally told the police that the perpetrator was
young , in his 20s or 30s and that he ran out of the store after the robbery. That information
came from Ms. Rodriguez, not Ms. Johnson, and Rodriguez so testified at the trial (Id. at 356:9-
21,363:24-364:2).
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store in a o'limping run" (Id. at 19l:6-12). After the robber left, Ms. Johnson locked the store and

called the police (Id. at 191:18-21). When the police arrived, Ms. Johnson was interviewed and

described the perpetrator as "male Hispanic, five-six to five-eight, dark blue hoody, sunglasses,

goatee, blue jeans and black sneakers" (Id. at224:20-23).

Subsequently, on or about June 30, 2009, the investigating detective, defendant

Raul Lopez, received information that someone calling the NYPD anonymous "TIPS" line had

stated that "'Rick' unknown last name that lives in 82-01 on the 6th floor was responsible," and

generated a DD5 report to memorialize this information ("TIPS DD5" annexed as Exhibit "B").

On July 2, 2009, eight days after the robbery, Bernadette Johnson was in the

vicinity of the intersection at Beach 96th Street and Rockaway Beach Boulevard when she saw

plaintiff again, this time he was the passenger in a car with the windows down (1't Trial Tr. at

195:20-196 12,2"d Trial Tr. at89:4-7,90:10-14). The car was waiting at a stoplight when:

Q: Did you take a look at him?
A: Yes.

Q: What, if anything, do you see the defendant do?
A: He's looking at me.

Q: Could you see his eyes look at you?
A: Yes. And he froze.

Q: What do you mean froze?
A: Like his whole face froze, like he got stiff and the
same with me.

Q: And you're both looking at each other?
A: Yes.

t ,t

tr

rl.

* *

Q: When you're looking at him and he's looking at
you, your [sic] both frozen, right you say you froze. What
do you recognize about the defendant?
A: The face, the cheeks, this.

Q: And who is the guy in the car?

A: The same man who did the incident to me.

2
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1l't Trial Tr. at 797:14-198:l l)

Detective Lopez apprehended plaintiff on July 3,2009. That same day, the day

after she saw plaintiff at the intersection, Ms. Johnson returned to the precinct and was shown a

photo array containing plaintiff and five others. She immediately identified plaintiff (see Array,

annexed as s[i!!!p). Later that day, she was shown a lineup that included plaintiff and five

other persons (Lineup report is annexed as s!i!!!..D'). She again pointed out plaintiff as the

robber. Due to the positive identifications of plaintiff as the perpetrator, plaintiff was formally

arrested and subsequently indicted on the charges of violating Penal Law 160.15-4 (Robbery in

the First Degree) and 160.05 (Robbery in the Third Degree).

The criminal court held an independent source hearing (the "Independent Source

Hearing") on August 10, 2010, to confirm whether Bernadette Johnson could identify plaintiff as

the robber. After hearing testimony from Johnson that (1) she faced the robber (Independent

SourceHearingTr.atl7:7-3,annexedasW),(2)shekeptlookingathisface

throughout the incident Qd. at 19:11-20), and (3) she saw the robber again on July 2,2009 (Id. at

22:17-23:l) the court found that Ms. Johnson had a good recollection of the incident and was a

suitable independent source for an in-court identification of plaintiff as the robber (Id. at 64:23-

66:23). Bernadette Johnson subsequently identified plaintiff as the robber at his first trial:

I can never forget that face. That face is embedded
in my mind. It will always be there. (1't Trial Tr. at
192:7-8).

Neither the lineup nor the array nor the DD5 was shown to the jury. Detective

Lopez testified concerning how he received the TIPS information, but, due to plaintiffs

counsel's objection, could not testifu concerning the substance of the TIPS information (1't Trial

Tr. at 295:7-296:2). He also testified concerning how he received additional information about

J
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plaintiff s whereabouts from the Intel Sergeant, Sgt. Stamm 1l't Trial at 300:7-17), and then

apprehended plaintiff. Plaintiff was convicted of Robbery in the I't Degree and Robbery in the

3'd Degree (l't Trial Tr. at 600:17-22). Plaintiff was sentenced to 22 years to life in prison

(Complaint at167).

On August 20, 2014, the New York State Appellate Division, Second

Departmento reversed plaintiff s conviction and ordered a new trial. The basis for the reversal

was unrelated to either the photo array or the lineup or Ms. Johnson's testimony.2 At the second

trial, the defense again raised the issue of the lineup to the Court, but the Court denied plaintiff s

application to reopen the independent source hearing from the first trial 12nd Trial Tr. at 18:13-

15, annexed.as [!i[!![).

Bernadette Johnson's testimony during the second criminal trial did not materially

change. Again she testified that she was looking straight at him during the incident (Id. at 72:20-

25), and she again identified plaintiff as the robber Qd. at 66:l-13;92:17-21; 127 15-16: 'oI know

the man who did that is sitting in this courtroom, sir. I know his name. I will never forget him,"

159:4-8). Ms. Johnson also again testified that she saw plaintiff at the intersection on Rockaway

Beach Boulevard on July 2,2009 (Id. at89:4-7,90:10-14). Despite Ms. Johnson's identification

of plaintiff as the robber, plaintiff was found not guilty.

Plaintiff now brings suit on the basis that (l) both the photo array and the line-up

shown to Bernadette Johnson were unfairly suggestive because none of the "fillers" in either the

2 The Second Department's reason for vacating the conviction was that the prosecution had
conflated the testimony of one of the investigating detectives to improperly suggest to the jury
that an anonymous TIPS caller, who could not be cross-examined, had also implicated plaintiff.
People v. Benitez,l20 A.D.3d 705 (2"d Dept.2014).
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affay or the lineup resembled plaintiff, or Ms. Johnson's 'odescription3" of the robber; (2) that

Detective Lopez fabricated the TIPS call and created a false DD5 designed to convince the

District Attomey's Office to prosecute plaintiff; and (3) a Monell claim against the City claiming

that the District Attorney's Office encourages, or is at least deliberately indifferent to

prosecutorial misconduct.

STANDARD OF'REVIEW

"[I]t is well established that a district court may rely on matters of public record in

deciding a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), including arrest reports, criminal complaints,

indictments, and criminal disposition data." Harris v. Howardo No. 08-cv-4837 (CM), 2009 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 105860, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 30,2009). The facts of the robbery have already been

litigated four times: (1) plaintiff s initial uiminal trial held between October 12-19,2010, at the

Criminal Term of the York Supreme Court, Queens County (Indictment No. 2429-09); (2)

plaintiff s appeal of his conviction; (3) plaintiffls second criminal trial held between March2-17,

2015; and (4) plaintiff s action in the Court of Claims against the State of New York for damages

arising from his incarceration (Claim No. 126521), which settled on the eve of trial on March l,

2017. Plaintiff is in possession of the transcripts of both criminal trials, as well as various police

documents generated by the incident, including most importantly the photo array and

photographs of the line-up, which forms the basis of plaintiffls action. Therefore, as there are no

questions of fact, this motion concerns only pure questions of law. A complaint may be

dismissed pursuant to Rule l2(bx6) where it fails to plead "enough facts to state a claim to relief

that is plausible on its face." See Bell Atlantic v. Twombly, 127 S. Ct. 1955, 1975 (2007). In

order to state a claim, the factual allegations contained in the pleading "must be enough to raise a

3 Again, this is false as plaintiff appears to be relying upon Ms. Rodriguez's account, not Ms
Johnson's. See fn. l, supra.
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right to relief above the speculative level." See Twombly, 127 S. Ct. at 1965; see also In re

Elevator Antitrust Litig.,502 F.3d 47, 50 (2d Cir.2007) ("While Twombly does not require

heightened fact pleading of specifics, it does require enough facts to 'nudge [plaintiff s] claims

across the line from conceivable to plausible.'o'). A complaint satisfies the plausibility standard

"when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference

that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." See Ashuoft v. Iqbal,l29 S. Ct.1937,

1949 (2009). To the extent that the Court determines otherwise defendants respectfully request

that this motion be converted to a summary judgment motion pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12(d).

ARGUMENT

POINT I

PLAINTIFF'S DENIAL OF A FAIR TRIAL CLAIM MUST
BE DISMISSED BECAUSE PLAINTIFF HAS NOT PLEAD
THAT ANY'FALSE' EVIDENCE CAUSED A VIOLATION
OF HIS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

Plaintiffls claim for denial of a fair trial rests upon two bases: first that defendants

manufactured an intentionally faulty photo array and line-up for the purpose of influencing Ms.

Johnson to identify plaintiff as the robber, and second that Detective Lopez created a false DD5

concerning the TIPS information for the purpose of influencing the QDAO into prosecuting

plaintiff. This claim must be dismissed because (1) plaintiff has not plead that any of the

evidence caused him to suffer harm, and (2) because superseding acts of the ADA who

prosecuted the first criminal case broke the chain of causation between defendants and the

alleged violation of plaintiffls constitutional rights.

A. Photo Array and Lineun

Plaintiffs relies on the allegation that defendants "manufactured" evidence by

showing the complaining victim, Bernadette Johnson, a suggestive photo array and lineup,

6
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thereby causing her to erroneously believe that plaintiff was the robber of the Radio Shack.

Under Wray v. City of New York, 490 F.3d 189, 193 (2d Cir. 2007), a suggestive lineup is not by

itself a constitutional violation. Rather, the constitutional violation exists when a plaintiff s right

to a fair trial o'is impaired by the admission of testimony regarding the unreliable identification."

1d Thus, if the unreliable evidence is not admitted at trial, then there is no constitutional

violation. Blair v. City of New York,03 CV 1485, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 29300 (E.D.N.Y. Mar.

31, 2009)("[t]he constitutional violation occurs when such evidence is admitted at trial and

impairs the truth-seeking function of the court proceedings"); Lee v. Corneil,l3-cv-8359,2016

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44660, at *14 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 1, 2016)(where complaining victim was unable

to identifu plaintiff until shown two questionable lineups, whereupon plaintiff was charged but

the charges were dismissed on the eve of the grand jury, plaintiff s Section 1983 claim dismissed

because "the lineups were never admitted as evidence in a proceeding against Lee").

In this matter, neither the photo array nor the lineup were introduced at either

criminal trial-indeed, the purpose behind the Independent Source Hearing was to determine

whether Bernadette Johnson could provide sufficient testimony to prosecute plaintiff.a Thus,

even if the photo anay and the lineup were unfairly suggestive, a jury never saw them and they

could not have caused plaintiff s conviction. See Townes v. City of New York,176F.3d,146 (2d

Cir. 1999)("A $1983 action, like its state tort analogs, employs the principle of proximate

causation") (citations omitted); see also Gierlinger v. Gleason, 160 F.3d 858, 872 (2d Cir.

a During a proceeding before the independent source hearing, held on June 14,2010 (the "June
14,2014 Hearing"), the ADA conceded that the lineup was suggestive and sought to use the
photo affay as the independent source. The court denied this request and insisted upon testimony
directly from Ms. Johnson (6114/10 Hearing at 2:14-3:14,7;7-9'.21, annexed as $!![j!p).
Thus, the record is clear that to the extent there were deficiencies in the lineup, the ADA's Office
was well aware of them.

7
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1998)("as in all $1983 cases, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant's action was the

proximate cause of the plaintifls injury").

Plaintifls claim should also be dismissed because it is well established that denial

of a right to a fair trial claim will not lie where superseding acts of the prosecutor or the judge

break the chain ofcausation between defendants' alleged conduct and the alleged constitutional

violation. V[ray,490 F. 3d at 193. See also Townes v. City of New York,176 F. 3d at 147 ("It is

well settled that the chain of causation between a police officer's unlawful arrest and a

subsequent conviction and incarceration is broken by the intervening exercise of independent

judgment"). It was the prosecutor's decision taken with full knowledge of the array and the

lineup, with any deficiencies thereof, to prosecute plaintiff. The criminal court, armed with the

same knowledge, decided to permit Johnson to testify attrial.

Hicks v. City of New York,232 F. Supp. 3d 480, 494 (S.D.N .Y .2017) is strikingly

similar to this action. In Hiclu, plaintiff, whose rape conviction had been overturned, alleged

that defendant officers had used a suggestive photo array to influence the complaining victim's

identification of him as the rapist. The court found that the ADA's prosecution of plaintiff,

coupled with the criminal judge's decision to permit the victim to testiff against plaintiff at the

independent source hearing constituted superseding acts that broke the chain of causation linking

defendants to the constitutional violation:

[T]he Prosecutors were well aware of the problems
with the identification procedures Defendants used
with [the victim], and despite these issues decided
to continue the proceeding... The Prosecutors were
not misled by the alleged suggestive identification
procedures.

* rf {.

Nor do the allegations support a finding that the
alleged suggestive procedures misled the judge who

8
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conducted the hearing. After to listening to the
IV'ade evidence, the judge declared the unpreserved
photo array suggestive as a matter of law, but
determined that there was an independent basis for
the admission of [the victim]'s in-court and line-up
identifications [citations omiffed]

The chain of causation between Defendants and any
alleged denial of fair trial based on suggestive
identification procedures does not survive the
independent decisions of the Prosecutors to
continue prosecution or the hearing judge to permit

[the victim]'s identifications at trial.

Hiclrs, 232 F. Supp. 3d at 494.

Here, as in Hicks,the question of whether the array or the lineup were improperly

suggestive were directly addressed at the Independent Source Hearing and both the ADA and the

judge were satisfied that Johnson herself could independently identify plaintiff as the robber.

Thus, the chain of causation was been broken and defendants cannot be liable to plaintiff.

Newton v. City of New York, 640 F. Supp. 2d 426,443 (S.D.N.Y. Jul. 31,2009); Vasquez v. City

of New York, 14 Civ. 491 (RMB), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 157259, at *28 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 6,

2014)(in the context of a malicious prosecution claim: "Here the trial court explicitly considered

the propriety of [the victim]'s photo-and lineup-identifications of fplaintiffJ at a Wade hearing

and denied [plaintiff]'s application to suppress the identifications"). These actions broke the

chain of causation and plaintiff cannot establish this claim.

B. Lonez DDS

The second aspect of plaintiff s denial of fair trial claim is that Detective Lopez

manufactured a false DD5 purporting to contain information from TIPS, which was forwarded to

the DA's Office "knowing such false evidence was likely to influence a jury at trial to convict"

(Amended Complaint at fl80). In order to state a claim for denial of right to a fair trial based

upon fabricated information plaintiff must show an "(1) investigating official (2) fabricates

9
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evidence (3) that is likely to influence a jury's decision, (4) forwards that information to

prosecutors, and (5) the plaintiff suffers a deprivation of liberty as a result." Jovanovic v. City of

New York,486 Fed. App'x 149, 152 (2d Cir.2012). The DD5 was never admitted into evidence

because it contained inadmissible hearsay. In order for plaintiff to prove the evidence is likely to

influence a jury, plaintiff has to also prove materiality. As plaintiff concedes, the heart of the

criminal case against plaintiff was Johnson's own testimony (Amended Complaint at fl70).

Plaintiff was tried twice without the TIPS DD5 information and thus it was not material to the

prosecution. The TIPS DD5 did not cause a deprivation of liberty because it was not admitted

and plaintiff was prosecuted because he was identified by Ms. Johnson as the perpetrator on

multiple occasions. The TIPS DD5 did not cause plaintiff to suffer a deprivation of liberty. The

identification by Ms. Johnson was the sole cause.

Plaintiffs allegation that the TIPS DD5 was fabricated for the purpose of

prosecuting plaintiff makes no sense in the context of the sequence of events. The TIPS DD5

was generated on June 30,2009, with the subsequent photo array and line-up conducted on July

3rd. Johnson testified repeatedly that the day before she had seen the perpetrator at an

intersection. It strains credulity that Detective Lopez could have randomly selected a target that

would have matched Bernadette Johnson's memory of the perpetrator, especially since Ms.

Johnson had just seen the plaintiff the day before. Indeed, the fact that Ms. Johnson reviewed

photographs at the precinct after the robbery and failed to identify the perpetrator (Amended

Complaint atlQ2) further suggests that she was not pressured into falsely identifying the robber.

Finally, since there is no allegation that any of the other defendants created the

TIPS DD5, they this claim should be dismissed against them.

l0
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POINT II

PLAINTIFF''S CLAIM FOR MALICIOUS PROSECUTION
SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE PLAINTIFF CANNOT
REBUT THE PRESUMPTION THAT PROBABLE CAUSE
EXISTED AND BECAUSE PLAINTIF'F' CANNOT SHOW
THAT ANY HARM WAS CAUSED BY DEF'ENDANTS

Even if malicious prosecution is a possible vehicle for relief, plaintiff cannot

possibly prevail because (l) plaintiff cannot rebut the presumption from his indictment that there

was probable cause to prosecute him; and (2) as with plaintifls denial of a fair trial claim,

superseding acts of the ADA and the trial judge break the chain of causation between

defendants' acts and plaintiffls conviction.

A. There Was Probable Cause to Prosecute Plaintiff

Probable cause is a complete defense to an allegation of malicious prosecution.

See Manganiello v. City of New York, 612 F.3d 149, 16l-62 (2d Cir. 2010); Savino v. City of

New York,331 F.3d 63,72 (2d Cir.2003). A grand jury indictment creates a presumption of

probable cause. This presumption can only be rebutted if the plaintiff can establish that "the

indictment was produced by fraud, perjury, the suppression of evidence or other police conduct

undertaken in bad faith." Fappiano v. City of New lorft, No. 15-260-cv,2016 U.S. App. LEXIS

4210, at *6-7 (2d Cir. Mar. 7, 2016); Rothstein v. Caruiere, 373 F.3d 275, 283 (2d Cir. 2004).

Plaintiff bears the burden of proof in rebutting the presumption of probable cause that arises

from an indictment. See Savino,331 F.3d at73. A plaintiff cannot meet this burden by offering

"mere 'conjecture' and 'surmise' that [an] indictment was procured as a result of conduct

undertaken by the defendants in bad faith." Savino,33l F.3d at73 (citation omiffed) see also

Bernard v. United States,25 F.3d 98, 104 (2d Cir. 1994) (plaintiffls claims of innocence did not

rebut the presumption of probable cause created by an indictment); Jffirson v. Javits, No. 06-

CV-6616, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 104987 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 30, 2010) (granting summary
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judgment for defendants despite plaintiffs unsupported allegation that his indictment was

procured by defendants' false grand jury testimony).

Plaintiff was indicted by a Grand Jury in connection with his July 3, 2009 arrest,

creating a presumption that probable cause existed for his prosecution (see Indictment, annexed

1984) (where a grand jury returned an indictment or information against plaintiff, the existence

of probable cause was primafacie established and negated an essential element of the malicious

prosecution cause of action). While plaintiff does not specifically allege that the indictment was

obtained fraudulently, plaintiff identifies five pieces of "evidence" that were not presented to the

grand jury: (1) that plaintiff walks with a limp and a cane, but that "eyewitnesses" (i.e. Ms.

Johnson as she was the sole witness to the incident) had seen the perpetrator run away; (2)

plaintiff did not fit the eyewitness description of a perpetrator in his 20s or 30s (again, only

Bernadette Johnson saw the perpetrator); (3) the lineup at which plaintiff was identified as the

perpetrator was unduly and impermissibly suggestive; (a) the photo array used to identify

plaintiff was also suggestive; and (5) plaintiff had consented to a search of his apartment and no

contraband or clothing wom by the robber was found (Amended Complaint at167). These five

pieces of "evidence" are irrelevant because there is no duty to present exculpatory items to the

Grand Jury. See Potn v. Cnty. of Suffulft, No. 09 CV 3081,2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41196, at *84

(E.D.N.Y. Mar. 23, 2012)(the Government does not have a "duty to present every item of

arguably exculpatory evidence in seeking an indictment"), citing Savino v. 331 F.3d at 75.

None of these are evidence of "fraudo perjury, the suppression of evidence or

other police conduct undertaken in bad faith." With respect to (l) through (4), Bernadette

Johnson had just seen plaintiff again for the second time the day before the photo anay and

t2
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lineup and thereafter repeatedly identified plaintiff as the robber. Indeed (1) and (2) were based

entirely upon Ms. Johnson's own alleged description to police afterthe incident. Even if true,

the fact that Ms. Johnson's account changed slightly is of no moment. Ms. Johnsonfour times

(The Grand Jury, the Independent Source Hearing and both trials) gave sworn testimony that

plaintiff was the robber and has never recanted her story. The question of Ms. Johnson's

identification was addressed at the independent source hearing, and the court found Ms. Johnson

to be credible. Finally, (5) is irrelevant because the fact that no contraband was found in his

apartment means nothing. The only thing stolen from the Radio Shack was easily disposable

cash, and the fact that no contraband was found in plaintifls apartment would not have given the

grand jury a reason one way or the other to refuse to indict plaintiff. Because the DA's office

was well aware of the photo array and the lineup prior to the first trial, plaintiff cannot show that

defendants withheld material information from the grand jury or the prosecutors. Plaintiff s

claim thus fails on the ground that his grand jury indictment creates a presumption of probable

cause which he cannot overcome.

Finally, even if plaintiff were to somehow rebut the presumption created by the

indictment, his claim for malicious prosecution must fail because probable cause, i.e. Ms.

Johnson's identification of him as the perpetrator, existed to prosecute him. See Nnodimele v.

Derienzo, l3-CV-3461 (ARRXRLM), 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9881, at *22 (S.D.N .Y. Ian. 27,

2016)("Even where a plaintiff can overcome the presumption of probable cause, defendants are

entitled to establish probable cause independent of the indictment" based upon the victim's

identification of plaintiff as the perpetrator).

B. The Individual Defendants Did Not Initiate PlaintifPs Prosecution

Plaintiff s malicious prosecution also fails because the actions of the prosecutor

and the criminal court are superseding causes that remove any potential liability from the

13
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individual defendants. A presumption exists that "[o]nce a criminal defendant has been formally

charged, the chain of causation between the officer's conduct and the claim of malicious

prosecution is broken by the intervening actions of the prosecutor, thereby abolishing the

officer's responsibility for the prosecution." Williams v. City of N.Y., No. 02-cv-3693 (CBM),

2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19078, at *19 (S.D.N.Y. Oct.23,2003), aff'd,2005 U.S. App. LEXIS

1207 (2d Cir. Jan. 21.2005). "To initiate at prosecution, a[n] [officer] must do more than report

the crime or give testimony. He must play an active role in the prosecution, such as giving advice

and encouragement or importuning the authorities to act." Manganiello v. City of New York,612

F.3d 149, 163 (2d Cir. 2010). Thus, courts routinely hold that liability for malicious prosecution

for the police is severed when officers provide information to the prosecutor who then

independently decides to initiate a criminal prosecution . See Jean v. City of New lorfr, No. 08-

cv-00157 (RER), 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98239, at *21-*24 (E.D.N.Y. Oct.22,2009), aff'd, 412

Fed. Appx. 352 (2d Cir. 20ll) (quoting Townes 176 F.3d at 147 ("[T]he chain of causation

between a[n] officer's unlawful arrest and a subsequent conviction and incarceration is broken

by the intervening exercise of independent judgment").

Moreover, "[e]ven where officers use suggestive identification procedures or

coercion, a prosecutor who fully manages the prosecution and investigates the witnesses, and

subsequently decides to bring charges, may be a superseding cause." Hicks v. City of New York,

No. 17-cv-04888 (PAC), 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17903, at *15-*16 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 7,2017)

(citing Bermudez v. City of New lorft, No. 11-cv-750 (LAP), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 185566, at

*22-*25 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 25, 2014), affd in relevant part, 790 F.3d 368, 377 (2d Cir. 2015)).

This, again, is because a prosecutor is presumed to exercise "independent judgment in deciding

whether to initiate and continue a criminal proceeding." See Jouthe v. City of New lorft, No. 05-
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cv-1374 (NGG) (VVP), 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18163, at *35 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 10, 2009) ("That

[the officer] provided the prosecutor with the version of the incident told to him by the alleged

victims does not demonstrate that he misled or otherwise pressured the prosecutor").

The Court's decision to permit Ms. Johnson to identifu plaintiff at trial and the

QDAO's decision to continue with the prosecution of plaintiff, after learning the facts adduced

regarding Ms. Johnson's identification of plaintiff, severs any liability on the part of the officers.

See Fappiano,2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 4210, at *8-9 (police officers not liable for prosecutor's

decision to pursue charges after serology results, obtained after grand jury indictment, failed to

link plaintiff to crime; summary judgment in favor of defendant officers on malicious

prosecution claim affirmed). Thus, plaintiff cannot maintain his malicious prosecution claim

against all defendants.

Finally, plaintiff cannot demonstrate that defendants Libretto, Stamm and Grillo

initiated the prosecution against him and thus the claim fails as to these defendants.

POINT III

EVEN IF PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT IS
SUFFICIENTLY PLED, THE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS
ARE ENTITLED TO OUALIF'IED IMMUNITY

"Qualified immunity protects officials from liability for civil damages as long as

their conduct does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a

reasonable person would have known." Taravella v. Town of Walcott,599 F.3d 129, 133 (2d

Cir. 2010). "The relevant inquiry in determining whether a right is clearly established is whether

it would be clear to a reasonable officer that his conduct was unlawful in the situation he

confronted." Saucierv.Katz,533U.S. l94,202(2001);seealsoWalczykv.Rio,496F.3dl39,

154 (2d Cir.2007) ("[T]his question is not answered by reference to how courts or lawyers might

have understood the state of the law.") Qualified immunity offers officials "breathing room to
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make reasonable but mistaken judgments, and protects all but the plainly incompetent or those

who knowingly violate the law." Messerschmidt v. Millender,l32 S. Ct. 1235, 1244 (2012).

"Because qualified immunity is 'an immunity from suit rather than a mere defense

to liability . . . it is effectively lost if a case is erroneously permitted to go to trial.'o' Pearson v.

Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 231 (2009). The Supreme Court has "repeatedly . . stressed the

importance of resolving immunity questions at the barliest possible stage in litigation." Wood v.

Moss, 134 S. Ct. 2056, 2065 (2014); see also Garcia v. Doe, 779 F.3d 84, 97 (2d Cir. 2015)

("[Q]ualified immunity . . . should be resolved when possible on a motion to dismiss.").

In a malicious prosecution claim, the existence of arguable probable cause "is

measured as of the time the judicial proceeding is commenced (e.g., the time of the arraignment),

not the time of the preceding warrantless anest." Mejia v. City of New York, 119 F. Supp. 2d232,

254 (E.D.N.Y. 2000). When a court determines that there was probable cause at the time of the

arrest, there can be no claim for malicious prosecution "in the absence of some indication that

the authorities became aware of exculpatory evidence between the time of the arrest and the

subsequent prosecution that would undermine the probable cause which supported the arrest."

Nzegwu v. Friedman, No. 10-CV-02994 (CBA) (RML), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44019, at *39

(E.D.N.Y. Mar.31, 2014). As discussed above, the evidence in the record establishes, at a

minimum, that officers of reasonable competence faced with the facts known to the defendants at

the time of the arrest could disagree on whether probable cause to arrest plaintiff existed.

Bernadette Johnson identified plaintiff in a photo anay and a lineup, stated she had gotten a good

look at the perpetrator and provided details of the robbery. Defendants are entitled to qualified

immunity with respect to the malicious prosecution and denial of fair trial claims because it was

reasonable for them to believe that their actions did not violate plaintiff s constitutional rights,
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and plaintiff has not alleged the existence of any exculpatory evidence that defendants became

aware of between the time of the arrest and the subsequent prosecution that would undermine the

probable cause which supported the underlying arrest.

POINT IV

DEFENDANT BRIAN STAMM SHOULD BE DISMISSEI)
FROM THIS ACTION BECAUSE THERE ARE NO
ALLEGATIONS THAT STAMM WAS PERSONALLY
INVOLVED IN THE PROSECUTION OF'PLAINTIFF

In addition to the reasons already stated, defendant Brian Stamm should be

dismissed from this action because there is no allegation that he either maliciously prosecuted

plaintiff or denied him a fair trial. The only allegations concerning Stamm are his involvement

in the investigation and arrest of plaintiff (Amended Complaint at flfl34, 36, 38, 44-51, 53).

Plaintiff does not assert a false arrest claim. There is no allegation that he played any part in

creating the lineup, or that he drafted the TIPS DD5, or that he provided any information to the

QDAO, or that he played any role in the prosecution of plaintiff.

POINT V

PLAINTIF'F''S MONEZZ CLAIM SHOULD BE DISMISSED

Plaintiff asserts a Monell claim that alleges the City of New York, through the

QDAO has a policy or practice of deliberate indifference to prosecutorial misconduct by its

ADAs and that as a result in plaintiff s criminal trial, the prosecuting ADA violated plaintiffs

rights by (l) failing to provide Brady information to plaintiff prior to the criminal trial; (2)

knowingly presenting, and failing to correct, false testimony at the independent source hearing

and trial; (3) knowingly eliciting improper hearsay testimony; and (4) making false and

misleading arguments during summation (Amended Complaint at flfl89-11a). As will be

discussed below, these allegations are insufficient to support a Monell claim.
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A. PlaintifPs MoneII Claim Should Be Dismissed Because Plaintiff Cannot Establish
An Underlvins Constitutional Violation

As a preliminary matter, plaintiff s Monell claim should be dismissed because, as

shown above, there is no underlying constitutional violation. See Fultonv. Felder,05 Civ. 3652

(PKC), 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56213, at *9 (S.DN.Y. Aug, 1,2007)("absent a constitutional

violation, any coffesponding claim against a governmental entity will fail")(citation omitted).

B. PlaintifPs Monell Claim Should Be Dismissed Because The City Cannot Be Liable
For The Allesed Instances Of Prosecutorial Misconduct

Plaintiffls Monell claim should also be dismissed because as a matter of law, the

City "cannot be liable for the Queens County District Attorney's Office decisions regarding

prosecutions." Bellamy v. City of New York,72 Civ. 1025 (AMD)(PK),2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

75306, at *105 (E.D.N.Y. May 17,2017),citing Pinaudv. City of Suffolk,52 F.3d 1139, 1153

(2d Cir. 1995). The reason for this is that "'[w]hen prosecuting a criminal matter, a district

attorney in New York State, acting in a quasi-judicial capacity, represents the State' and not the

municipality." Bellamy,2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 75306, at *105, quoting Baez v. Hennessy,853

F.2d73,77 (2d Cir. 1988).

While it is true that a DA may act as a municipal policymaker when he acts as the

manager of the office and not in a prosecutorial capacity, the Supreme Court has held that

'omatters of supervision and training related to the prosecutor's basic trial advocacy

responsibilities are prosecutorial and not administrative." Bellamy, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

75306, at *105, citingVande Kampv. Goldstein,555 U.S.335,345-348 (2009). OtherCourts

in this Circuit have thus found that the conduct at issue in this case could not be laid at the feet of

a municipality. Jones v. City of New York, 988 F. Supp. 2d 305, 314 (E.D.N.Y. 2013)(J.

Weinstein, dismissing Monell claim against the City: "While the City is a properly named

interested parly, it is not itself liable forthe conduct of the district attorney in failingto properly
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train his assistants with respect to specific aspects of prosecuting criminals. The City cannot

control or intervene in such training in any way"); Dettelis v. County of Cattarugas, l4-CV-

10964(5r), 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 57459 (W.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 2016)(finding that when district

attorney was acting as a representative of the state, not the county, when making decisions

concerning prosecution of plaintiff). Simply put, the conduct at issue is not municipal conduct

and the City cannot be held liable. Thus, if plaintiff believes that the QDAO violated his

constitutional rights, he should seek redress from the State, not the City. Indeed, plaintiff has

already sued the State of New York for the same allegations raised herein.

C. Plaintiffs MoneII Claim Should Be Dismissed Because None Of The Alleged
Instances of Prosecutorial Misconduct Are Sufficient To Support a MonellClaim

In the Amended Complaint ('lT'!T90-112), plaintiff cites to the following instances

of alleged prosecutorial misconduct:

The prosecutor's failure to inform the court or criminal defense counsel
that there had been a disagreement between Detective Lopez and ADA
Grillo concerning the composition of the lineup, which plaintiff considers
Brady material.
That at the independent source hearting the prosecutor caused Ms.
Johnson to change her testimony to conform to plaintiffs physical
appearance and condition.
That at the hearing, the prosecutor also used leading questioning to cause
Ms. Johnson to testify that she saw plaintiff limping;
That also during the hearing the prosecutor elicited false testimony from
Ms. Johnson and failed to correct it, namely that Johnson had observed the
perpetrator for 5 minutes and the entire incident took 30 minutes, whereas
the video evidence showed otherwise;
That during the criminal trial again elicited false testimony from Detective
Lopez and then referred to it at summation.

None of these acts violated plaintiff s constitutional rights.

Plaintiff claims that the disagreement between ADA Grillo and Detective Lopez

concerning whether or not the lineup was suggestive constituted Brady information that should

have been turned overto plaintiffs defense counsel. Putting aside the question of whetherthis
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information would even have fallen under Brady, plaintiff s claim should fail. To establish a

claim for a Brady violation, a plaintiff must show three elements: (l) that the evidence at issue be

favorable to the accused; (2) the evidence must have been willfully or inadvertently suppressed

by the State; and (3) prejudice must have ensued. Fappiano v. City of New York,07-CY-2476

(SLT), 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179584, at *43-44 (E.D.N.Y. Jan.7,2015). The suppressed

evidence must also be material. The question is not whether the trial would have had a different

result had the jury been exposed to the suppressed evidence, but "whether in its absence he

received a fair trial, understood as a trial resulting in a verdict worthy of confidence." McCaffrey

v. City of New York,ll Civ. 1636 (RJS),2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18815 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 7, 2013).

Thus, there must be a reasonable probability that the evidence would have "undermine[d]

confidence in the outcome of the trial." Fappiano,2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179584, at *44,

(quoting Kyles v. Witley,514 U.S. 419,434 (1995)).

Even if the disagreement between Detective Lopez and ADA Grillo somehow

constituted Brady material that should have been turned over to plaintiff during his criminal trial,

this disagreement did not prevent plaintiff from receiving a fair trial because, as set forth above,

the question of whether the lineup was suggestive or not was addressed by the criminal court

during the June 14,2010 Hearing and the Independent Source Hearing. At the June 14, 2010

Hearing the prosecution essentially conceded that the lineup was unduly suggestive and that it

would not be used at trial, while the court denied the prosecution's application to use the photo

anay at the independent source hearing instead of Ms. Johnson's in-person testimony (June 14,

2010 Hearing at 4:3-6:7). The defense and the court were well aware that the lineup was

deficient. An additional detail casting doubt against the lineup could not have been material

because the lineup was never used at trial.
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Moreover, Johnson repeatedly testified at the independent source hearing and the

two subsequent trials that plaintiff was the person who robbed the Radio Shack. The lineup

could not have unfairly influenced Johnson's opinion because she had just seen plaintiff the day

before the lineup at the intersection.

Plaintiff also bases his Monell claim a series of alleged missteps by the prosecutor

during the independent source hearing and her trial summation. In fact, plaintiff cannot show

that the prosecutor's summation denied him a constitutional right. "A prosecutor's improper

summation results in a denial of due process when the improper statements cause substantial

prejudice to the defendant [and] the existence of substantial prejudice involves three factors: the

severity of the misconduct; the measures adopted to cure the misconduct; and the certainty of

conviction absent the improper statements." United States v. Feliciano, 223 F.3d 102, 123 (2d

Cir. 2000) (citation omitted). "[Litigants] who contend that a prosecutor's remarks warrant

reversal face a heavy burden, because the misconduct alleged must be so severe and significant

as to result in the denial of their right to a fair trial." Id. (citation omitted). "[R]arely will an

improper summation meet the requisite level of prejudice." United States v. Mapp, 170 F.3d

328, 337 (2d Cir. 1999); see also Adams v. Artus, 09-CV-1941 (SLTXVVP),2012 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 45660, at *25 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 24, 2012) ("Remarks that are merely 'undesirable' or

'universally condemned' do not clear this hurdle.") (citation omitted), aff'd 2012 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 45656 (E.D.N.Y., Mar. 29, 2012).

During the prosecuting ADA's summation, she referred to the TIPS phone call

and conflated information obtained from the TIPS caller with later information obtained by

2t
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Detective Lopez concerning plaintiff s whereabouts (Trial at 542:4-20).s Plaintiff s counsel

objected twice to this portion of the summation and both times the Court ovemrled the objection.

Even though this ultimately formed the basis for the Second Circuit overturning plaintiffs

conviction, the ADA's summation could not have violated plaintiffs constitutional rights

because the Second Circuit specifically found that "we are satisfied that the verdict of guilt was

not against the weight of the evidence." Benitez,120 A.D. at 706. Thus, there could not have

been any certainty that plaintiff would have been convicted but for the TIPS reference and

plaintiff cannot satisfy his burden that the TIPS reference caused his conviction. Put another

way, Ms. Johnson's testimony by itself would have been enough to convict plaintiff.

Plaintiff s allegations concerning prosecutorial misconduct during the

Independent Source Hearing are even weaker. Plaintiff contends that the ADA, using leading

questioning, compelled Ms. Johnson to "change" her testimony and identiff plaintiff as the

robber. During these instances, plaintiffs counsel lodged objections to Ms. Johnson's

testimony, including an objection that the ADA was leading Johnson in her testimony that the

robber was limping. The Court overruled these objections (Independent Source Hearing at

20:10-21:7). Plaintiffs counsel subsequently had the opportunity to question Ms. Johnson on

these issues, including Ms. Johnson's description of the robber and the length of time she was

able to observe him (Independent Source Hearing at 43:4-47:18). Indeed, at trial plaintiffs

criminal counsel thoroughly cross-examined Johnson concerning her original description of the

robber, and her testimony that she told police that the robber ran with a limp 11't Trial Tr. at

t Howeve., it should be mentioned that during the trial when Detective Lopez was about to
testify as to the content of the TIPS call, plaintiff s counsel objected and the objection was
sustained by the Court 11't Trial Tr. at 295:16-296:8). Subsequently, when Detective Lopez
testified about his actions taken after receiving additional information obtained concerning
plaintiff s whereabouts, plaintiff s counsel failed to object 1l't Trial Tr. at300:7-25).
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224:20-227:12). Thus, plaintiff could not have suffered any prejudice. In any event, the

harmless error doctrine is applicable to prosecutorial misconduct involving statements to the

jury. Garofolo v. Coomb, 804 F.2d 201,206 (2d Cir.l986) (citation omitted).

Finally, plaintiff makes much of the fact that Bernadette Johnson testified at trial

that the entire incident took about 30 minutes and that she was staring at the robber for 5

minutes, which is not borne out by the video, and claims that it was prosecutorial misconduct for

the ADA to not have corrected this testimony. This discrepancy is not material and has nothing

to do with Johnson's identification of plaintiff as the robber. Defendants submit that this is not a

basis to hold the City liable. Taken as a whole in the context of the entire trial, it is clear no

substantial prej udice resulted.

D. PlaintifPs Monell Claim Should Be Dismissed Because Plaintiff Has Not Alleged
Suffi cient Sunnortins Facts

In support of his Monell claim, plaintiff attaches a list of 1 18 cases dating back to

1985 in which he alleges that the QDAO committed prosecutorial misconduct and a self-serving

law review article drafted by plaintifls own counsel. Essentially plaintiff has assembled a

laundry list of every single instance where a conviction obtained by QDAO was overturned and

used it as "evidence" of and unlawful policy. 85 of the 118 cases date from the 80s and 90s, and

another 12 for the period 2010-present, which post-date plaintiffs conviction. For the period

2007-2010, there are only five cases listed. Of these, People v. Bellamy,26 Misc.3d 1210 (A)

(Sup. Ct. Qns. Cty. 2010) (No. 107 on plaintiff s Exhibit A to the Amended Complaint) resulted

in a Section 1983 lawsuit alleging an extremely similar Monell claim, which was dismissed in

Bellamy v. City of New York, 12 Civ. 1025 (AMDXPK), 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 75306

(E.D.N.Y. May 17,2017). Another case, People v. Sayers,64 A.D.3d 728,732 (2nd Dept. 20Og),

appears to have mainly turned on the lower court's error in admitting evidence of prior criminal
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cases of a co-defendant without proper instruction ("Here, as a result of the trial court's failure to

parse the testimony and instructions relating to evidence of uncharged crimes, the overwhelming

majority of the evidence presented at the trial pertained to the prior bad acts of the codefendant,

rather than the instant offenses of which the defendant was convicted"). The remaining three

cases concem the prompt disclosure of Brady or Rosario information, but, as discussed above,

the allegation in plaintifPs Amended Complaint that QDAO failed to turn over Brady

information forms a minor part of his Monell claim. Defendants submit that these cases are

insufficient to establish that the City had unlawful practice or policy.6

Moreover, it is well established in this Circuit that citation to other lawsuits is

insufficient to support a Monell claim. See Jean-Laurent v. Wilkerson,09-1929-pr, 2012 U.S.

App. LEXIS 263 l, at *9 (2d Cir. 2012)("Jean-Laurent's citation to various lawsuits involving

inmate claims for the excessive use of force is not probative of the existence of an underlying

policy that could be relevant here"); Jones v. City of New York, l2-CY-3658, 2013 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 162235, at *37 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 14, 2013)('the existence of other lawsuits against the

City alleging similar violations of constitutional rights also does not establish a policy or custom

as necessary under Monell"). Accordingly, plaintiff s Monell claim should be dismissed.

E. In The Event This Court Determines That The MoneII Claim Should Survive,
Defendants Request That This Claim Be Bifurcated For Discoverv And Trial

6 Plaintiff also cites to a Fordham Law Review article drafted by his attorney as his other
evidence. This article discusses several cases handled by counsel's firm with similar allegations
to this case: Ramos v. City of New York,No.2ll70-93 (N.Y.Sup.Ct. Bronx Cty.1997, Poventud
v. City of New York,07 Civ. 3998 (S.D.N.Y. 2007), Maldonado v. City of New l/orft, No. 17568-
2004 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Bronx Cty.2004) and Sz v. City of New lorlr, No. 06 Civ. 687 (E.D.N.Y.
2006). Notably each of these cases settled before trial-there was no finding of liability against
the City. The article is rife with hearsay, including counsel's summaries of deposition transcripts
and other evidence, and has no value.
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"Courts in this Circuit favor bifurcating Monell claims." Mineo v. City of New

York, No. 09-cv-2261, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 46953, at *4 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 29, 2013)(case

omitted). Bifurcation "may be appropriate where ... the litigation of the first issue might

eliminate the need to litigate the second issue." Amato v. City of Saratoga Springs, 170 F.3d

3ll, 316 (2d Cir. 1999) (citation omitted). "This practice makes sense, because in order to

establish liability against municipal defendants in a Monell claim, a plaintiff must prove both that

he suffered a constitutional violation and that the constitutional harm suffered was a result of a

municipal policy or custom." Brownv. City of New York, l3-cv-6912 (TPG),2016 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 18670, at*4(S.D.N.Y.Feb. 16,2016),citingMonell,436U.S. at694-95. Thus,since

there is no finding of Monell liability without first finding a constitutional violation, in an effort

to promote convenience and economy, courts in this circuit have bifurcated Monell claims and

stayed their discovery until a plaintiff has succeeded in establishing liability on the part of the

individual defendants. Id. at *4. Thus, in the event the Court is unwilling to dismiss plaintiff s

Monell claim at this time, bifurcation is appropriate to potentially avoid this voluminous and

expensive discovery.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants City of New York, Raul Lopez, Frank

Libretto, Brian Stamm and Tina Grillo respectfully request that the Court dismiss plaintiffs

complaint with prejudice, convert this motion under Fed. R. Civ. P. l2(d) as necessary, and such

other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

New York, New York
December 1,2017

Dated:
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ZACHARY W. CARTER
Corporation Counsel of the City of New York
Attomey for Defendants City of New York, Raul
Lopez, Frank Libretto, Brian Stamm and Tina
Grillo
100 Church Street
New York, New York 10007
(2t2) 3s6-2654

By: /sl
Michael K. Gertzer
Senior Counsel
Special Federal Litigation Division
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I.]NITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

X

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Plaintiff,

-against-

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, RAUL LOPEZ, FRANK
LIBRETTO, SERGEANT STAMM, AND TINA GRILLO,

Defendants.

NOTICE OF MOTION

t7-cv-3827 (SJXSJB)

X

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the Declaration of Michael K. Gertzer,

dated December 1, 2017, and the exhibits annexed thereto, the accompanying Memorandum of

Law and upon all prior pleadings and proceedings had herein, defendants City of New York,

Raul Lopez, Frank Libretto, Brian Stamm (s/h/a "sergeant Stamm) and Tina Grillo will move

this Court, before the Honorable Sterling Johnson, Jr., United States District Judge, at the United

States Courthouse for the Eastem District of New York, located at 225 Cadman Plaza East,

Brooklyn, New York ll20l, for an order granting defendants' motion to dismiss plaintiffls

amended complaint pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.Pro. l2(bX6).
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Dated: New York, New York
December 1,2017

ZACHARY W. CARTER
Corporation Counsel of the City ofNew York
Attomey for Defendants Raul Lopez, Frank
Libretto, Brian Stamm and Tina Grillo
100 Church Street
New York, New York 10007
(212)3s6-2654

By: /s
Michael K. Gertzer
Senior Counsel
Special Federal Litigation Division

To: Joel B. Rudin, Esq.
Haran Tae, Esq.
Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin, P.C.
600 5th Avenue, lOth Floor
New York, NY 10020
(212)7s2-7600
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

On June 24,2009, a young man in his 20s or 30s, wearing a hooded sweatshirt and a

goatee, robbed a Radio Shack store in Far Rockaway, Queens, at gunpoint. Amended Complaint

("Am.Compl."), filed Oct. 13,2017, Dkt. 19, flfl 16, 18. The two victims saw him run from the

scene and escape. Id. n 18. Police searched unsuccessfully in the neighborhood for such a man,

and developed no suspect. Id. fln20-23,32.

After a week, the matter was reassigned to Det. Raul Lopez. Id. n3l. Lopez, along with

Sgt. Brian Stamm, checked the precinct's parolee database and learned that a recent parolee,

Plaintiff Ricardo Benitez, lived across the street from the Radio Shack. Id.nn34-35. Lopez and

Stamm created a grossly suggestive photo array designed to ensure that Benitez was identified:

knowing that the two eyewitnesses had described a perpetrator wearing a hoodie and a goatee,

the anay showed Benitez, but none of the fillers, wearing a hoodie and a goatee; he also jumped

out as the only one who was unshaven, had closely cropped hair, and appeared gaunt and sickly.

Id.nn36-39. When eyewitness Bernadeffe Johnson predictably selected Benitez, Lopez and his

colleagues had a basis-falsely contrived-to make an arrest. Id.nn 40, 44.

When Lopez and Stamm went to arrest Benitez,they found he could not possibly be the

perpetrator. The eyewitnesses had described a young man running from the scene, but Benitez

was much older, limped, used a cane, and suffered from hip necrosis, asthma, and chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease. Id.fln45-50. Further, upon searching Benitez's apartment,

Lopez and Stamm found no gun, money, or clothing worn by the perpetrator. Id. fl 5l. Yet this

did not deter Lopez and his colleagues from continuing to build a false case against Benitez.

Knowing Benitez was innocent,Lopez and Sgt. Frank Libretto created a lineup equally

calculated as the photo array to produce a false identification. Id. flfl 54-55. Benitez was the

only person in the lineup whose image Johnson had just viewed in the photo anay. Id. fl 59. He
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appeared l5-20 years older than the fillers and was much darker-skinned. Id. He was unshaven

and disheveled whereas the others were in fact, and appearance, clean-cut police officers. Id. He

was noticeably thinner than the fillers and, unlike them, appeared sickly. Id. ADA Tina Grillo

was present and permitted this lineup to take place even though she implored Lopez-who

refused-to make it less suggestive. Id.ln 59,92.

Knowing Johnson's identification was false, the Individual Defendants initiated Benitez's

prosecution anyway by forwarding their false evidence to prosecutors. Id fl 61. Lopez signed

the complaint. Id. n 62. At arraignment, Benitez was detained without bail. Id. fl 65. Convicted

at trial based upon Johnson's testimony, he spent more than 5 Yz years incarcerated until his

conviction was overturned on appeal and he was acquitted at his retrial. Id.ffi 69-76.

This civil rights action seeks to hold the three police officers and ADA Grillo personally

liable for their involvement in manufacturing the photo array and lineup "evidence" and causing

it to be used to initiate Benitez's prosecution. The action also seeks to hold the City of New

York liable, under Monell v. Dep't of Soc. Servs.,436 U.S. 658 (1978), because Benitez's

conviction also was caused by constitutional violations by prosecutors at trial-suppression of

Brady material, deliberate use of false or misleading testimony, and gross misconduct in

summation-which in turn resulted from the unlawful, office-wide policies of the Queens

County District Attorney's Office, a New York City agency.

Defendants, relying on Fed. R. Civ. P. l2(bX6), seek to dismiss this action on the basis

that the Amended Complaint fails to state a claim. But this Complaint, on its face, plainly states

valid claims. To overcome this, Defendants proffer factual material that is not even in the

Complaint, but which they rip out of context from the trial record.

Defendants' tactic violates hornbook law. Pre-answer Rule l2(bX6) motions are required

2
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to focus on the sufficiency and plausibility of the facts contained within the four comers of the

complaint, not material that a movant self-servingly selects from a complex trial record. Even

accepting Defendants' "facts," their motion, which repeatedly ignores or distorts Plaintiff s

actual claims, lacks any merit. Meanwhile, Defendant City of New York, in opposing Plaintiff s

Monell claim, ignores binding Second Circuit case law that squarely rejects their defenses. For

the reasons set forth below, Defendants' motion should be denied.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A Rule 12(bX6) motion concerns the contents of the pleadings. Benitez relies on the

facts alleged in his Amended Complaint.

STANDARD OF'REVIEW

A complaint must contain a "short and plain statement of the claim showing that the

pleader is entitled to relief." Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). "To survive a motion to dismiss, a

complaint must contain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to 'state a claim to relief that is

plausible on its face."' Ashuoft v. Iqbal,556 U.S. 662,678 (2009) (quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v.

Twombly,550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)). A Rule l2(bX6) motion "should be granted only when 'it

appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which

would entitle him to relief."' Fordv. Reynolds,326F. Supp.2d 392,397 (E.D.N.Y.2004)

(Johnson, D.J.) (quotingGreenv. Maraio,722F.2d 1013, l0l5-16 (2d Cir. 1983)).

Because "[a] motion brought under Rule l2(b)(6) challenges only the legal feasibility of

a complaint," Goel v. Bunge, Ltd.,820 F.3d 554, 558 (2d Cir. 2016) (internal quotation marks

omiffed), "the district court is normally required to look only to the allegations on the face of the

complaint," Roth v. Jennings,489 F.3d 499, 509 (2d Cir. 2007).

Under an exception to this rule, a court may consider documents that are attachedto or

are "ointegral' to the complaint"-that is, if "the complaint relies heavily upon [the documents']

J
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terms and effect." Goel, 820 F.3d at 559 (internal quotation marks omitted). This exception

generally applies only in contract or commercial fraud actions. See id.; Roth,489 F.3d at 509.

In such a rare case, the court may consider the documents "'only to determine what [they]

stated,' and 'not to prove the truth of their contents."' Id. at 509 (quoting Kramer v. Time

Warner, lnc.,937 F.2d767,774 (2d Cir. 1991)) (emphases in Roth). Referencing o'a separate

litigation" in a complaint "does not open the door to consideration, on a motion to dismiss, of

any and all documents filed in connection with that litigation." Goel,820 F.3d at 560.

If, on a Rule l2(b)(6) motion, a court decides to consider "matters outside the pleadings,"

then "the motion must be treated as one for summary judgment," and "[a]ll parties must be given

a reasonable opportunity to present all the material that is pertinent to the motion." Fed. R. Civ.

P. 12(d). However, "[o]nly in the rarest of cases may summary judgment be granted against a

plaintiff who has not been afforded the opportunity to conduct discovery." Miller v. Wolpoff &

Abramson, L. L. P., 321 F .3d 292, 303 -04 (2d Cir. 2003) (Sotomayor, then-C.J.) (quoting

Hellstrom v. US. Dep't of Veterans Affairs,20l F.3d 94,97 (2d Cir.2000)).

If the court decides to consider summary judgment based upon a Rule l2(b)(6) motion, it

should provide the plaintiff with the opportunity to submit evidence extrinsic to the complaint in

support of his claim . See Sahu v. Union Carbide Corp.,548 F.3d 59, 69 (2d Cir. 2008).

In this case, police reports and the trial transcript are not attached to the complaint and

are not integral to it. Nor is this a contract or commercial fraud action based upon the

construction of a single document. Rather, this is a wrongful conviction case that turns on the

credibility of witness testimony from a variety of sources. Moreover, Defendants rely on their

selective, extra-record evidence for the "truth," rather than simply for the non-hearsay fact that it

exists. For all of these reasons, this Court should decline to consider such evidence. Should the

4
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Court decide to do so anyway and treat this as a summary judgment motion, Plaintiff should be

afforded his right to submit his evidence supporting his claims.

ARGUMENT

POINT I

BENITEZ HAS STATED A PLAUSIBLE VIDRNCE-MANIIF'ACTIIRING CI,AIM

A. Benitez Has Alleged Plausible Facts Sufficient to Support His Claim

To state a legally sufficient fair trial claim based on evidence fabrication, a plaintiff must

plausibly allege that: (l) an investigating official (2) fabricated information (3) likely to

influence a jury's verdict and (4) forwarded it to prosecutors, (5) resulting in a deprivation of the

plaintiff s life, liberty, or property. Garnett v. Undercover Officer C0039,838 F.3d 265,279 (2d

Cir.20l6)(citing Ricciutiv.N.Y.C.TransitAuth.,l24F.3dl23,730 (2dCir. 1997)). An

evidence-fabrication claim is complete once the investigating official forwards the fabricated

evidence to prosecutors and the plaintiff is deprived of liberty-the false evidence need not be

admitted, or admissible, at trial to be "likely to influence a jury," nor does the claim require that

the evidence result in a conviction. Ricciuti, 124 F.3d at 127, 130; Garnett v. Undercover

Officer C0039,No. l:13-CV-7083-GHW,20l5 WL 1539044,at*8 (S.D.N.Y. Apr.6,2015),

aff'd,838F.3d265. However, conviction attrial and subsequent imprisonment are reasonably

foreseeable, consequential damages for which the defendant who fabricates evidence may be

held liable. See, e.9., Bermudez v. City of New York,790 F.3d 368, 376 (2d Cir. 2015) (dismissal

of evidence-fabrication claim not appropriate because defendants' fabrication and forwarding of

false evidence may have remained a proximate cause of the plaintiff s conviction and

incarceration); Shabazz v. Kailer,2Ol F. Supp. 3d 386, 398 (S.D.N.Y. 2016) (same).

As set forth above,pp.l-2, supra, and at Am. Compl. flfl 77-81, Plaintiff alleges that

Lopez, together with his three co-defendants, manufactured false photographic and corporeal

5
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identification evidence as well as a false DD5 claiming he had first received information about

Benitez via a"tip,o'handed this fabricated "evidence" to prosecutors knowing it contained the

type of information a reasonable jury would be likely to rely upon, and thereby caused Benitez to

be prosecuted and to lose his liberty at his arraignment. These facts make out all the elements of

Benitez's claim. Benitez then alleges further, consequential damages: his ongoing detention,

conviction, and further imprisonment. Am. Compl. flfl 81-82; see also id. nn70-76.

B. Defendants Misconstrue Benitez's Claim and Improperly Rely on Materials Outside
of the Pleadings

1. Benitez's Claim Is Based Upon the Fabrication, During the Investigative
Stage, of False Evidence and Its Use to Cause His Deprivation of Liberty
Following His Arraignmentl Whether Such Evidence Was Also Introduced
at Trial Is Irrelevant to His Claim

Defendants contend that Benitez 'ohas not plead that any of the evidence caused him to

suffer harm," since neither the fabricated identifications nor the fabricated tip were admitted at

trial, Defs. Mem. 6-7, 10. This is untrue. Benitez has pled that he was prosecuted and

incarcerated, long before trial, due to the fabricated evidence, and that this incarceration

continued for more than 5 Y, years. As for the trial, the tip evidence was admitted, and Johnson,

the witness whom Defendants improperly influenced to falsely identify Benitez, testified against

him. See Am. Compl.tTlT70, 105-l I l; People v. Benitez,l20 A.D.3d 705 (2d Dep't 2014)

(reversing Benitez's conviction due to prosecution's improper reliance on the tip evidence).

Defendants correctly point out that Benitez must plead that their wrongdoing proximately

caused his injuries, Defs. Mem .7,but Benitez has done so: he alleges that their wrongdoing

caused his conviction and his nearly six-year imprisonment. Am. Compl. nnl,7l-76,79-82.

See PaineWebber Inc. v. Bybyk,81 F.3d 1193, I197 (2d Cir. 1996) (on motion to dismiss, court

"must read the complaint liberally, drawing all inferences in favor of the pleader"); Fed. R. Civ.

P. 8(e) ("Pleadings must be construed so as to do justice."). Whether some superseding cause

6
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broke the chain of causation and cuts off Benitez's entitlement to damages at some point after his

arraignment involves a potential affirmative defense, which we discuss in the next section. If

Benitez has not adequately pled causation, leave to amend should be granted.l

2. Superseding Causation Is a Jury Question and,In Any Event, Defendants
Have Not Established It as a Matter of Law

The gravamen of Plaintiff s claim is that he was denied his right to a fair trial by the

manufacturing of false evidence that was used to initiate his prosecution and deprive him of his

liberty before any trialoccurred. This constitutional tort, long recognized by the Second Circuit,

seeZahreyv.Coffey,22lF.3d342,35l-52(2dCir.2000); Ricciuti,l24F.3datl30,isaimedat

punishing the government official for his act of fabrication. It is distinct from the due process

claim at issue in Wray v. City of New York, 490 F.3d 189 (2d Cir. 2007), and the other cases

upon which Defendants rely, see Defs. Mem. 7-9, which targets the use at trial of unduly

suggestive identification evidence. Defendants have not yet even pled, let alone proven, their

affirmative defense of superseding cause, which, in any event, would present a quintessential

jury issue. See Higazyv. Templeton,505 F.3d 161, 175 (2dCir.2007); Kermanv. City of New

York,374 F.3d 93, 127 (2d Cir. 2004).

In Wray, the Second Circuit held that a court's pretrial decision to admit identification

testimony may be a superseding cause of the damage done at trial. However, this is so only if

the court rules with complete knowledge of all the relevant circumstances and is uninfluenced by

the wrongdoer's misconduct. See Wray,490 F.3d at 195 (noting there was no evidence that

either the prosecution or judge were misled). 'tilray does not apply here for two reasons.

rsee Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a)(2) ("The court should freely give leave [to amend] when justice so requires.");
Ronzani v. Sanofi 5.A.,899 F.2d 195, 198 (2d Cir. 1990) (reversing district court's dismissal of the

complaint without leave to amend); Ricciuti v. N.Y.C. Transit Auth., 941F.2d 119,123 (2d Cir. 1991)
(following 12(bX6) dismissal, plaintiff s request to amend "should ordinarily be granted").

7
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First, as explained aboveo Benitez's claim is based not upon the use of identification

evidence at trial, but rather the fabrication ofsuch evidence, and the injury it caused, long before

the trial. Benitez's conviction and subsequent imprisonment constitute additional damages that

foreseeably resulted from the fabrication of evidence, but are not integral to his claim.

Second, unlike in Wray and Hicks v. City of New York,232 F. Supp. 3d 480 (S.D.N.Y.

2017), upon which Defendants also rely, the hearing judge here lacked full knowledge of the

salient facts; to the contrary, he was misled. He was told falsely that Johnson observed the

perpetrator forfive minuteso when she actually observed him for mere seconds. Am. Compl.

fl 99. The court was also unaware that prosecutors eager to win the hearing had improperly

induced Johnson to change her description of the robber from a young man who ran from the

store to an older man who fit Benitez's appearance and limped. Id.fln 95-98. Further, the court

did not consider the impact upon Johnson's "memory" of the suggestive photo anay and lineup.

See id. fl 101; Youngv. Conway,698 F.3d 69,78(2dCir.2012) (eyewitness's recollection must

be demonstrated to be 'ouninfluenced by the pretrial identifications"). Finally, the court did not

know that ADA Grillo, after viewing the lineup, had protested its unfairness to Det. Lopez, but

the two ofthem had proceeded with it unchanged. See Am. Compl. ffi92-93, 102. In short, the

hearing court did not make a fully-informed, "independent" decision to admit the identification

testimony at trial. The defense of superseding causation does not apply.

Defendants next contend that the decision by prosecutors to go forward with the case

based upon Bernadeffe Johnson's testimony also was an "independent," superseding cause. They

point to a hearing transcript dated June 14,2010, see Defs. Mem. 7 n.4 (citingEx. G, at 3),

which merely shows that a prosecutor had decided not to use the lineup and was aware of the

photo affay. This transcript, which the court should not consider anyway in deciding a Rule

8
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l2(bX6) motion, does not establish superseding cause.

First, the transcript does not prove that Johnson's certainty that she had identified the

right person, which led prosecutors to continue with the case, was uninfluenced by the two

highly-suggestive identification procedures. On this basis, the Second Circuit rejected a similar

proximate cause defense in Bermudez v. City of New York,790 F.3d 368, 375-76 (2d Cir. 2015).

Second, Defendants have not even identified the specific prosecutors who made any

'odecision" to continue with the case, let alone proven they had full knowledge of the fabrication

of the tip and identification evidence. ln Hicks, by contrast, prosecutors "were well aware of the

problems" with the identifications and were not misled. Hicks,232 F .Supp. 3d at 494.

Third, the chain of causation is not broken when a police officer "acts in concert with an

equally culpable ADA" who knows "the fabricated evidence to be so." Lopez v. City of New

York,105 F. Supp. 3d242,250 (E.D.N.Y. 2015) (Cogan, D.J.). It would be"bizaneo'to find that

an investigator who 'ofoists fabricated evidence on an unsuspecting ADA . . . can be liable . . . ,

but that if he acts in concert with an equally culpable ADA to put that evidence before the jury,

he cannot." Id. (citingZahrey,22l F.3d at352).

Fourth, even if the prosecutor is not an accomplice or co-conspirator, his passivity in

permitting a case to continue once the investigator's wrongdoing surfaces doesn't turn aside and

interupt the ordinary chain of events, but is a reasonably foreseeable, additional link in it, and

thus is not a superseding cause . See Zahrey,22l F.3d at 351-52; accord Kerman,374 F.3d at

127. Defendants who fabricate identification evidence o'cannot hide behind the decision of the

DA to prosecute." Blake v. Race,487 F. Supp. 2d l87,2ll (E.D.N.Y.2007) (Bianco, D.J.).

Plaintiff is entitled at this stage to the inference that Defendants could foresee that the strong

institutional pressure at the Queens D.A.'s Office to win would lead the office to continue this

9
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prosecution even knowing of theirmisconduct. See, e.9., Am. Compl. fltT 109-123.

Finally, Defendants contend that Benitez's o'allegation that the TIPS DD5 was

fabricated . . . makes no sense" because the DD5 "was generated on June 30, 2009, with the

subsequent photo array and line-up conducted on July 3rd." Defs. Mem. 10. However, the

premise of their plausibility challenge is factually incorrect. While Lopez claimed he received

the tip on June 30,2009, his DD5 documenting it is dated July 3-the same day that the photo-

array and lineup identifications occurred. See Defs. Mem., Ex. B. This fact adds to the

plausibility of Benitez's claim that Lopez fabricated the tip to shore up the weak identification

evidence he had helped to fabricate. That police officers sometimes fabricate evidence is an

unfortunate, and known, fact of life . See, e.g., Colon v. City of New Iorft, No. 09-CV-8, 2009

WL 4263362, at*2 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 25, 2009) (Weinstein, D.J.) (noting "evidence of repeated,

widespread falsification by arresting police officers of the New York City Police Department").

POINT II

BENITEZ HAS STATED A PLAUSIBLE MALICIOUS PROSECUTION CLAIM

To establish malicious prosecution, a plaintiff must show that: (1) the defendants initiated

a criminal proceeding, (2) the proceeding ended in the plaintiff s favor, (3) there was no probable

cause to bring charges, and (4) the defendants acted with actual malice. Cook v. Sheldon, 4l

F.3d73,79 (2dCir.1994). "A lack of probable cause generally creates an inference of malice."

Boydv. City of New York,336F.3d72,78 (2d Cir. 2003). For a federal claim, the plaintiff must

also have suffered a deprivation of liberty. See Kinzer v. Jackson,316 F.3d 139, 143 (2d Cir.

2003). In this case, Defendants appear to be contesting only probable cause and initiation.

A. Benitez Has Adequately Pled Lack of Probable Cause and Initiation

1. Lack of Probable Cause

The Amended Complaint easily makes out lack of probable cause. It alleges that the

l0
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entire case-the anonymous tip, as well as the photo anay and lineup identifications-was

fabricated. There was no additional evidence implicating Benitez, hence no probable cause.

Defendants contend that the indictment created a presumption of probable cause that the

Amended Complaint fails to rebut. Defs. Mem. 1l-13. This presumption "may be overcome by

evidence establishing that the police witnesses 'have not made a complete and full statement of

facts[,] that they have misrepresented or falsified evidence[,] or otherwise acted in bad faith."'

Boyd,336 F.3d at 76 (quotingColonv. City of New York,60 N.Y.2d 78,82-83 (1983)); see

Fappianov.CityofNew lorft,No.0l-CV-2476,2015 WL94190,at+ll (E.D.N.Y. Jan.7,

2015) (Townes, D.J.) ("[F]raud, perjury, the suppression of evidence or other police conduct

undertaken in bad faith . . . strip[] an indictment of its presumptive force[.]" (internal quotation

marks omitted)). Here, Defendants withheld from the grand jury that the identifications were

fabricated, that Benitez's physical condition and appearance ruled him out as the robber

described by the eyewitnesses, and that the consent search revealed no evidence to link Benitez

to the crime. Am. Compl.n67. These allegations, if proven, easily rebut the presumption.

Defendants argue the above allegations are ooirrelevant," because'othere is no duty to

present exculpatory items to the Grand Jury." Defs. Mem. 12. But the Amended Complaint

alleges not merely the withholding of exculpatory evidence, but also the knowing use of

fabricated evidence to deceive the grand jury. Moreover, the exculpatory evidence that was

withheld was not marginal, but decisive: it thoroughly negated probable cause. See, e.g.,

Manganiello v. City of New York,672 F.3d 149, 162 (2d Cir. 2010); Marshall v. Sullivan,105

F.3d 47, 55 (2d Cir. 1996); Colon,60 N.Y.2d at 83.2

2 The presumption ofprobable cause also is rebutted ifthe detective and the prosecutor "colluded" to
misleadthegrandjury. DaCostav.Tranchina,No. l5-CV-5174,2017WL6372710,at*5(E.D.N.Y
Dec. 12, 20 I 7) (Weinstein, D.J.).

ll
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Defendants suggest illogically that Johnson's claim that she saw the perpetrator in a car

the day before she first identified Benitez somehow makes her identifications reliable. ,See Defs.

Mem. 70,12,20. This allegation is outside the pleadings and not properly before this Court. It

also makes no sense. Johnson's identification of Benitez as the robber who she initially claimed

was in his 20s or 30s and ran from the store was not made more reliable by her identification of

Benitez as the man she saw in the car, an identification that was just as likely to be mistaken.

See, e.g., DaCosts v. Tranchinc, No. l5-CV-5174,2017 WL 6372710, at *8 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 12,

2017) (Weinstein, D.J.) ("Study after study demonstrates that eyewitness recollections are highly

susceptible to distortion by postevent information or social cues.o' (quoting Perry v. New

Hampshire,565 U.S. 228,264 (2012) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting))). Anyway, it is a jury

question whether the false identifications influenced Johnson or whether she would have

identified Benitez anyway.

Finally, Defendants argue that somehow Johnson's identification of Benitez four times-

from a photo, at the lineup, at the independent source hearing, and at trial-protects them from

liability for the first two procedures. See Defs. Mem. 12. But this is classic bootstrapping. The

repetition did not establish reliability but only that the two fabricated identifications corrupted

Johnson's memory. The reasons for these identifications are fact questions, not questions of law

subject to resolution through a motion to dismiss.

2. Initiation

A defendant initiates a criminal proceeding by forwarding evidence to-or withholding

evidence from-a prosecutor for that purpose, as well as by signing a criminal complaint. See

Ricciuti, l24F.3d at 130-31. Fabricating evidence knowing it will be used to initiate a

prosecution also establishes the element. See id.; Manganiello, 612 F .3d at 163.

Here, Plaintiff alleges that DefendantLopez manufactured the tip evidence, and
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Defendants Lopez, Stamm, Libretto, and Grillo manufactured the photo and/or the identification

evidence, knowing such evidence would be used to initiate Plaintiff s prosecution, and that it was

so used afterLopez and Grillo forwarded it to the prosecution. Am. Compl. fl"|T61, 63. Lopez

then signed the Criminal Court complaint. Id. n 62. Hence, initiation is made out.

B. No Superseding Cause Cut Off the Individual Defendants' Liability

Echoing their argument in the evidence-fabrication context, Defendants contend that the

trial judge and the prosecution exercised independentjudgment that broke the chain ofcausation

and cut off Defendants' liability for malicious prosecution. This argument fails as a matter of

law, as the tort was complete when the prosecution was initiated and Benitez lost his liberty;

again, this defense really relates to the extenl of the resulting damages. As shown above, a

superseding-cause defense is intensely factual and requires resolution by a jury. Nothing in the

Amended Complaint permits the court to decide this affirmative defense, which Defendants have

not yet even pled, as a matter of law. The selectiveo extraneous "evidence" that Defendants

proffer should not be considered and, in any event, fails to make out their asserted defense.

POINT III

THE DEFENDANTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO OUALIFIED IMMUNITY

A state actor oois entitled to qualified immunity where (1) his conduct does not violate

clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have

known, or (2) it was objectively reasonable for him to believe that his actions were lawful at the

time of the challenged act." Jenkins v. City of New York,478F.3d76,87 (2dCir.2007) (internal

quotation marks omitted). Here, Defendants do not dispute the first element. As for the second

prong, there is no qualified immunity where a detective oomisrepresented the evidence to the

prosecutors, or failed to pass on material information, or made statements that were false, and

engaged in such misconduct knowingly." Manganiello,6T2 F.3d at 165. "No defendant officer
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is entitled to qualified immunity when alleged fabrication of evidence is key to the case." Bailey

v. City of New York,79 F. Supp. 3d424,458 (E.D.N.Y.2015) (Weinstein, D.J.).

POINT IV

BENITEZ HAS STATED A PLAUSIBLE MUNICIPAL-LIABILITY CLAIM

The Amended Complaint alleges that Queens prosecutors substantially contributed to

Benitez's conviction by violating his constitutional right to a fair trial. They did so by coaching

Bernadette Johnson to change her original description of the robber (in his 20s, ran from store)

so that her later description (in his 50s, limping, sunken cheeks, brown eyes) matched Benitez,

Am. Compl. 'tTfl 95-97, ll2;by failing to correct her false hearing testimony that she had

observed the perpetrator for "five minutes," when they knew she had done so for mere seconds,

id. n99; by violating Brady by withholding that Det. Lopez had persisted with the blatantly

suggestive lineup over ADA Grillo's objections, id. nn92-94, l0l-103, ll2 and by making false

arguments in summation about the alleged anonymous tip, id. flfl 109-110. These prosecutors are

immune from personal suit, but no immunity protects the City of New York from liability to the

extent that the City's unlawful policies, customs, or practices concerning the training,

supervision, and discipline of prosecutors caused the prosecutors' misconduct in this case. This

Court should reject the City's contrary arguments, which ignore binding Circuit precedent.

A. The Law Governing Monell Liability

"[A] local government is liable under $ 1983 for its policies that cause constitutional

torts." McMillian v. Monroe Cty., 520 U.S. 781, 78a Q997); see Monell v. Dep't of Soc. Servs.,

436 U.S. 658,693 (1978). One way to establish Monell liability is to show that a policymaking

official was on notice of, but was deliberately indifferent to, constitutional violations caused by

subordinates; the policymaker's "acquiescence may be properly thought of as a city policy or

custom that is actionable under $ 1983." Cashv. Cty. of Erie, 654 F.3d 324,334 (2d Cir. 2011)
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(quoting Amnesty Am. v. Town of W. Hartford,361 F.3d 713,126 (2dCir.2004) (Sotomayor,

then-C.J.)); see Connick v. Thompson, 563 U.S. 51, 6l-62 (2011); City of Canton v. Hawis, 489

U.S. 378, 395 (1989). "Policymakers" are those "officials . . . who speak with final

policymaking authority" with respect to "the action alleged to have caused the particular

constitutional or statutory violation at issue." McMillian,520 U.S. at 785.

B. The City May Be Held Liable Under $ 1983 Based on the Queens D.A.'s Actions (or
Inaction) as a f inal Policymaking Official

The City argues that it may not be held liable for policies of the Queens D.A. that caused

the fair trial violations here because such policies are State, not municipal, functions. However,

binding Second Circuit authority-which the City ignores-is to the contrary.

In Walker v. City of New Yorh 974F.2d293 (2dCir.1992), the Second Circuit squarely

held that the City could be held liable for a Brady violation that resulted from the Brooklyn

D.A.'s deliberate indifference to the need to adequately train, supervise, and discipline

prosecutors regarding Brady compliance. The Court reasoned that, under New York law, while a

D.A. acts for the State in the prosecution of an individual case, he is a City policymaker when

acting in his administrative or managerial function to train, supervise, and discipline prosecutors

regarding Brady compliance; therefore, the City may be held liable if his policies cause a

criminal defendant to be denied his constitutional right to a fair trial. See id. at 301 (citing

Gentile v. Cty. of Suffolk, 926 F .2d 142, 752 n.5 (2d Cir. I 99 1)).

Following the Supreme Court's seminal decision in McMillian, the Second Circuit, in

Myers v. County of Orange,l5T F.3d 66 (2d Cir. 1998), reaffirmed and broadened its holding in

Walker. Under McMillian's analysis for determining whether a policymaker acts on behalf of a

State or a locality for Monell purposes, the law of the state in question largely controls,

consistent with principles of federalism. See McMillian,520 U.S. at 786,794-95. Applying
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McMillian,the Myers Court exhaustively analyzed New York law and explicitly reaffirmed that

New York's D.A.s "are generally presumed to be local county officers, not state offtcers," with

one "narrow exception": they are state policymakers when making "individual determinations

about whether to prosecute violations of state penal laws." Myers, 157 F.3d at 76-77 . The Court

went on to hold that Orange County had properly been held liable, not merely for a personnel

policy as in Wallcer, but for an ffice-wide prosecutorial policy not to pursue cross-complaints,

which violated cross-complainants' rights to equal protection.

Significantly, New York State's owll appellate courts have also held, after McMillian and

consistent with Wralker and Myers, that localities may be held liable for policies of their D.A.s

that cause constitutional violations, including Brady violations, see Ramos v. City of New York,

285 A.D.2d284,303 (1st Dep't 2001), and malicious prosecutions, see Johnsonv. Kings Cty.

Dist. Attorney's Office,308 A.D.2d 278,295-96 (2d Dep't 2003).

The above case law is binding upon this Court. A district court "must follow the law as

interpreted by the Court of Appeals." Isufi v. Prometal Constr., lnc.,927 F. Supp. 2d 50, 52

(E.D.N.Y. 2013) (Weinstein, D.J.). Only where an intervening decision of the U.S. Supreme

Court would ooalmost inevitably" require the Circuit Court to reverse its own precedent may a

district judge disregard it. United States v. Emmenegger, 329 F. Supp. 2d 416,429 (S.D.N.Y.

2004) (Lynch, then-D.J.). Even the Second Circuit may not "overrule" its own precedent unless

it sits en banc. Hutchison v. Deutsche Bank Sec. Inc., 647 F.3d 479,488 (2d Cir. 201 l).

The Supreme Court's decision in Van de Kamp v. Goldstein, 555 U.S. 335 (2009), does

not o'almost inevitably" require the Second Circuit to reverse its precedent. Van de Kamp

involves not the issue decide d in llalker and Myers-whether a municipality nay be held liable

for a D:A.'s office-wide policies-but rather the distinct question of whether a D.A. has
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individual immunity from suit for such policies. Municipalities, unlike individuals, do not enjoy

absolute, qualified, or any other immunity. See Owen v. City of Independence, 445 U.S. 622,

657 (1980). Significantly, Owen recognizes, based upon the legislative history of Section 1983

as well as policy reasons, that municipalities shouldbe liable for compensatory damages, even

while individual policymakers are immune. See id. at 650-56. The issue of municipal liability

decided in Walker and Myers (and McMillian) simply wasn't before the Court in Van de Kamp.

The district court's decision in Bellamy v. City of New lorfi No. 12 Civ . 1025, 2017 WL

2189528, at *38 (E.D.N.Y. May 17,2017) (Donnelly, D.J.), upon which the City relies, doesn't

explain how Van de Kamp "overrules" Walker and Myers. Indeed, it doesn't analyze these cases

at all.3

Significantly, in the Van de Kamp case itself, after the Supreme Court dismissed the

personal-capacity claims, the Ninth Circuit held that the City of Long Beach could still be held

Iiable. See Goldstein v. City of Long Beach,7l5 F.3d 750,762 (9th Cir. 2013). Pointing out the

distinction between individual immunity and municipal liability, the Court reasoned that Van de

Kamp's "prosecutorial immunity inquiry . . . is a federal question that will have a consistent

answer nationwide," while McMillian' s "state-local determination . . . depends on a careful and

thorough analysis of state constitutional and statutory provisions, and will vary from . . . State to

State." Id. at760 (internal quotation marks omitted). Several district courts agree. See, e.9,,

Jovanovic v. City of New lor&, No. 04 Civ. 8437,2010 WL 8500283, at *16 n.l2 (S.D.N.Y.

Sept. 28, 2010) ("Van de Kamp did not address Monell liability . . . ."); Johnson v. Louisiana,

3 The Bellamy decision is now on appeal to the Second Circuit, where the National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers, the New York State Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, the Innocence
Network, and the Innocence Project have filed an amicus brief urging the Court to correct the erroneous
opinion. See Bellamy,2017 WL2189528, appeal docketed, No. 17-1859 (2dCir. June 13, 2017).
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No. 09-55, 2010 WL 996475, at *l l-13 (W.D. La. Mar. 16,2010) (finding that Van de Kamp dld

not alter municipal-liability doctrine).

The City also relies on Jones v. City of New York,988 F. Supp. 2d 305 (E.D.N.Y. 2013)

(Weinstein, D.J.), but misconstrues it. Jones did not hold that Van de Kamp ovemrles Walker

and Myers. While the Jones court, in dictum, questioned the wisdom of the Second Circuit's

decisions, its holding dismissing the Monell claim turned on the narrower, entirely factual

ground thatthe pro se plainti# had failed to allege any "long and persistent history of feckless

training and discipline practices regarding personnel that might give rise to municipal liability."

Id. at 317 (emphasis added) (citing Gentile,926 F.2d at 152 n.5). Indeed, recognizing the

continuing viability of the Second Circuit case law he had questioned, Judge Weinstein later

upheld avirtually identical claim against the City. See Bailey,79 F. Supp. 3d at 453-54. This

time, Judge Weinstein ruled, the plaintiff had demonstrated "a possible pattern and practice by

the District Attorney . . . in violation of the Constitution" and, refusing to allow the Monell issue

to be "swept under the rug," he denied the City's motion. Id. at 454 (citing Collins v. City of

New York,923 F. Supp. 2d 462, 478 (E.D.N.Y. 2013) (Block, D.J.).t This Court should not let

a An attorney, Alan Nelson, was appointed to represent Jones for purposes of the motion to dismiss, but
the complaint itself was filed by the prisoner-plainliff pro se.

5 Judge Weinstein's chief reservation about the Walker line of cases is that, in his view, "[t]he City cannot
control or intervene in" its D.A.s' practices. Jones,988 F. Supp. 2d at3l4. However, as the final
policymaker for the management of a local D.A.'s office, the D.A. represents, and binds, "the City" just
as surely as the Mayor, the City Council, and a Borough President may do for other functions over which
they exercise authority as final policymakers. See, e.g.,Myers,157 F.3d at76;lMalker,974F.2d at 301.

Also, as this Court knows from personal experience, the five D.A.s in New York City, as well as the
Special Narcotics Prosecutor, receive virtually their entire budget from the City and must appear each
year before the City Council to defend their policies, priorities, and budgetary allocations. See Council of
the City of N.Y., Report to the Committee on Finance and the Committee on Public Safety on the Fiscal
2018 Executive Budgetsfor District Attorneys and Special Narcotics Prosecutor,May 22,2017,at3,
http://council.nyc.gov/budget/wp-content/uploads lsitesl54l20l7l03l90l-906-DA-and-OSNP-exec-l.pdf.
Through this process, the "City" exercises far more influence over the D.A.'s policies than does New
York State.
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an equally reprehensible paffern and practice of the Queens D.A. be "swept under the rug" either.

Just as Walker and Myers bound Judge Weinstein after Van de Kamp, they bind this Court.

C. Benitez Has Plausibly Pled an Underlying Fair Trial Violation

The City contends that Benitez has not adequately pled any constitutional violation that a

custom, policy, or practice of the Queens D.A. could have caused. But the Amended Complaint

makes legally sufficient, plausible factual allegations that Queens prosecutors violated Benitez's

constitutional right to a fair trial by suppressing Brady material, knowingly presenting or failing

to correct false evidence, and deliberating making false or misleading summation arguments.

To ensure that the accused receives a fair trial, Brady requires the prosecution to disclose

all evidence that is favorable to the defense, whether exculpatory or impeaching, and that is

'omaterial" to the conviction. Poventudv. City of New York,750 F.3d 121, 133 (2d Cir.2014) (en

banc). Evidence is material "when there is 'any reasonable likelihood' it could have 'affected

the judgment of the jury."' Wearry v. Cain,l36 S. Ct. 1002,1006 (2016) (quoting Giglio v.

United States, 405 U.S. 150, 154 (1972)). Materiality and causation are issues to be resolved by

the trier of fact. See United States v. Gaudin,5l5 U.S. 506, 512 (1995); Redd v. N.Y. Div. of

Parole,678 F.3d 166,178 (2d Cir. 2012).

A prosecutor also violates a defendant's constitutional fair trial rights by knowingly

presenting, failing to correct, or arguing false eviden ce. See Drake v. Portuondo, 553 F.3d 230,

240 (2d Cir. 2009) (citing Napue v. Illinois,360 U.S. 264,269 (1959)); Su v. Filion, 335 F.3d

ll9,126-27 (2d Cir. 2003). Prejudice to the accused is "readily shown" in such cases, and

"reversal is virtually automatic.'o 5u,335 F.3d at 127 (intemal quotation marks omitted).

Summation misconduct may deny due process when the prosecutor's improper

statements "cause substantial prejudice to the defendant"; this inquiry requires courts to assess

"the severity of the misconduct; the measures adopted to cure the misconduct; and the certainty
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of conviction absent the improper statements." United States v. Feliciano,223 F.3d 102, 123 (2d

Cir. 2000) (quoting United States v. Modica, 663 F.2d 1173, I l8l (2d Cir. 1981)). Prejudice

caused by summation and non-summation misconduct must be considered "cumulativefly]."

UnitedStatesv. CertifiedEnvtl. Servs., lnc.,753F.3d72,95 (2dCir.2014);see, e.g.,Jenkinsv.

Artu2,294F.3d284,294 (2dCir.2002) (Queens ADA's summation oosharpened the prejudice"

caused by Brady violation).

Benitez contends that Queens prosecutors violated his constitutional right to a fair trial by

using false testimony at the hearing on the admissibility of Johnson's in-court identification to

mislead the court into allowing that testimony. See p.8, supra; Am. Compl. t[fl 95-103. In

addition, the prosecution failed to disclose that Det. Lopez had insisted on going forward with

the lineup even after ADA Grillo told him it was blatantly suggestive. Am. CompI.ffi92,94.

This evidence was favorable to the defense because it showed that Lopez intentionally

influenced Johnson's identification testimony to enhance the "corrupting effect of the suggestive

confrontation." Brown v. Tracy,299 F . Supp. 2d 77,79 (E.D.N.Y. 2004) (Gershon, D.J.)

(internal quotation marks omitted); see Mansonv. Brsthwaite,432 U.S. 98, 114 (1977).

Defendant City argues that Benitez had the opportunity to cross-examine Johnson at trial,

see Defs. Mem. 22,butthis ignores Benitez's actual claim that, but for the false testimony at the

hearing that the prosecution elicited, the trial court would have suppressed Johnson's testimony

and there would have been no trial. See Am. Compl. flfl 100, 103. Moreovero the prosecution

withheld at both the hearing and the trial that Lopez had insisted on conducting an egregiously

suggestive lineup over the objection of an ADA. Even had the hearing judge not suppressed

Johnson's in-court testimony, this information was favorable to the defense under Brady because

it exposed Lopez's bias and o'underminefd] the ostensible integrity of the investigation." Kyles v.
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Witley,5l4 U.S. 419,448 (1995). Lopez, the case detective, handled key identification witness

Johnson and all the other evidence. See Am. Compl. fllT93, 102-03, 105-06. If his integrity

could not be trusted, the entire case was undermined.

Defendants counter that the lineup was not used at trial and the court "independently"

ruled that Johnson could identif,i Benitez despite the lineup's suggestiveness. ,See Defs. Mem.

20. But, again, the court's decision was not independent, as it resulted from the prosecutor's

corruption of the fact-finding process at the hearing. Moreover, had defense counsel known of

the Lopez-Grillo dispute, she could have decided to use the lineup (and the photo arcay) to show

how Lopez had intentionally corrupted Johnson's "memory" and thus, in effect, the entire case.

See Am. Compl. 193. Brady material must be disclosed so that defense counsel can make the

tactical decision about whether, and how, to use it. See DiSimone v. Phillips,46l F.3d 181, 195

(2d Cir. 2006) ("it was the prerogative of the defendant and his counsel-and not of the

prosecution-to exercise judgment in determining whether the defendant should make use" of

evidence favoring the defendant).

Benitez's fair trial claim also cites the trial prosecutor's misuse of the "tip" evidence.

This misconduct was severe: the prosecutor elicited this hearsay evidence to prejudice the jury

by suggesting that a second, anonymous witness had implicated Benitez; improperly argued in

summation that the jury should consider such anonymous hearsay for the "truth," even though at

most it could be legitimately considered only for its bearing on the course of the police

investigation; and then added numerous false, incriminating details to the "tip" that Lopez had

made up. See Am. Compl. flfl 105- I I I . The prejudice was compounded when the trial judge

ovemrled defense counsel's objections, thus "legitimiz[ing] the prosecutor's improper remarks"

in the eyes of the jury. Benitez,l20 A.D.3d at706.
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Defendants argue that the prosecutor's misconduct was harmless because the Appellate

Division did not second-guess the jury's verdict and dismiss the case outright under its rarely-

invoked weight-of-the evidence review, see Defs. Mem. 2l-22, but this is absurd. The Appellate

Division reversed the conviction precisely because the misconduct did cause prejudice, leaving

the guilt-or-innocence question to be decided by a second jury. Thatjury, free of the same

prosecutorial miscondu ct, ac quitte d Benitez.

D. Benitez Has Plausibly Pled that the Queens D.A. Was Deliberately Indifferent to the
Need to Traino Supervise, or Discipline Prosecutors in Their Constitutional
Obligations and that this Policy Caused Prosecutors to Violate Benitez's
Constitutional Right to a Fair Trial

Benitez makes a plausible case that prosecutors' violation of his constitutional right to a

fair trial was substantially caused by the Queens D.A.'s longstanding policy of deliberate

indifference to such violations. In fact, "plausible" is an understatement. The Amended

Complaint cites overwhelming evidence of the D.A.'s unlawful policy of deliberate indifference:

I I 8 reported cases of prior similar misconduct; the absence of any formal or known disciplinary

procedure for addressing such misconduct; a history of failing to discipline prosecutors for such

misconduct, indeed, a history of rewarding them for it; the promulgation of unlawful policies to

coerce witnesses and suppress impeachment evidence; and a "win-at-all-cost" culture that the

Office deliberately encouraged. See Am. Compl. fllJ 116-123 and Ex. A. The City's settlement

of a case involving identical allegations as this one for $3.5 million, following extensive

discovery that is documented in the cited Fordham Law Review article, further demonstrates the

plausibility of Benitez's allegations. See id.I122 and Ex. B; see also, e.g., Collins, 923 F. Supp.

2dat477-78 (denying motion to dismiss similar Monell claim involving the Brooklyn D.A.);

Bailey,79 F. Supp. 3d at 453-54 (same); Babi-Ali v. City of New York,979 F. Supp. 268,272-75

(S.D.N.Y. 1997) (denying motion to dismiss Monell claim involving Queens D.A.'s Brady
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compliance policies); Ramos,285 A.D.2d at 305-06 (denying dismissal of Brady-related Monell

claim involving Bronx D.A.).

Faced with an overwhelming list of I l8 cases in which courts have held that Queens

prosecutors violated criminal defendants' Brady and related fair trial rights, Defendant City

advances nitpicking arguments that, in the context of Plaintiff s overall showing, are an

embarrassment. For example, the City argues that one case on Benitez's list was decided only in

part based on prosecutorial misconduct (which Benitez acknowledged, see Am. Compl., Ex. A

fl 106), that another led to a lawsuit that was dismissed, and that some civil lawsuits cited in the

Fordham Law Review article settled before any fact-finding at trial. See Defs. Mem.23-24 &,

n.6.6 But the two cases the City challenges are among /18 decisions, many of which, as our case

summaries show, involved intentional misconduct, and none of which, according to Plaintifls

allegations, led to any discipline of the offending prosecutors.

"fD]eliberate indifference may be inferred where 'the need for more or better supervision

to protect against constitutional violations was obviotrs,"' Cash,654 F.3d at334 (quoting Vann

v. City of New York,72 F.3d 1040, 1049 (2d Cir. 1995)), "but the policymaker'fail[ed] to make

meaningful efforts to address the risk of harm to plaintiffs,"' id. (quoting Reynolds v. Giuliani,

506 F.3d 183,192 (2d Cir. 2007)). Such "[a]n obvious need may be demonstrated through proof

of repeated complaints of civil rights violations; deliberate indifference may be inferred if the

complaints are followed by no meaningful attempt on the part of the municipality to investigate

or to forestall further incidents." Vann,72 F.3d at 1049; see Amnesty Am.,36l F.3d at 128; see

also Fiacco v. City of Rensselaer, 783 F .2d 319, 328 (2d Cir. 1986) ("The fact that none of the

6 Defendants complain that the law review article contains hearsay. Defs. Mem. 24 n.6. But a complaint,
which need only make plausible factual allegations, may contain hearsay or other inadmissible evidence.

See Ricciuti v. N.Y.C. Transit Auth., 941F.2d 119, 123-24 (2d Cir. 1991).
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[reported complaints] ha[ve] yet been adjudicated in favor of the claimant [i]s not

material ....-).'

Defendants further protest that just five of the cases listed in Plaintiffls Exhibit A were

decided within four years of his 2010 trial, and that 12 post-date his conviction. See Defs. Mem.

23. But no case law requires that decisions documenting past misconduct be issued within four

years of the misconduct now alleged. To the contrary, the Second Circuit has stressed the

significance of a "long history" of a policymaker's deliberate indifference . Gentile,926 F .2d at

152 n.5 (cited by Joneso 988 F. Supp. 2d at 317); McCants v. City of Newburgh, No. 14 CV 556,

2014WL 6645987, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 21,2014) (past claims "removed in time from the

instant action . . . simply evidences the City has allegedly long condoned police misconduct").

Here, District Attorney Brown came into office in 1989 already presented with an

astounding history of 33 appellate reversals for similar misconduct in just four years. The

reversals continued at a disturbing pace thereafter, as Exhibit A shows. Yet he did nothing to

deter prosecutors from continuing such violations. This was a continuous policy of condonation,

despite ample notice, by the same District Attorney, over many years. That just five decisions

were handed down in the four years preceding Benitez's trial was a statistical anomaly: in the

following year, four occurred. And post-incident complaints are relevant too, as they ooshed

some light on what policies existed in the city on the date of an alleged deprivation of

constitutional right." Bordanarov. Mcleod,87lF.2d I l5l, I167 (lst Cir. 1989).

Even one documented instance may put a policymaker on notice of an inherently obvious

7 the City argues that lawsuits alone do not establish an unlawful policy or practice claim. Defs. Mem.
24 (citingcases). However, the cited cases concern the sufficiency of evidence to withstand summary
judgment, not the plausibility of a complaint sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss. Moreover, as we
have shown, our claim here is based on much more than a handful of unsubstantiated civil lawsuits.
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risk of injury. See Cash,654 F.3d at334-39; Amnesty Am.,36l F.3d at 129 (single "egregious"

incident enough); Disorbo v. Hoy,74 F. App'x l0l, 103-04 (2d Cir. 2003) (unpublished opinion)

(single incident). In Fiacco, the Court of Appeals upheld a verdict against a municipality based

on testimony about just five prior police incidents over five years, where there was additional

evidence of lack of discipline and police department indifference . See 783 F .2d at 329-330. In

Babi-Ali, the court upheld a Monell claim where plaintiff cited just nine Brady violations by

Queens prosecutors over many years, most of which postdated plaintiff s conviction. See 979

F. Supp. at 274; Complaint at fllJ 20, 49, Babi-A\i, 979 F. Supp. 268 (No. 92 CLV. 7957), 1992

WL 12653494, Benitez's allegations of the Queen's D.A.'s deliberate indifference are more than

adequate at this stage.

CONCLUSION

Defendants' Rule 12(bX6) motion should be denied. Should the Court decide to convert

the motion to one for summary judgment, Benitez should be granted leave to submit the factual

materials that prove his claims.

Respectfully submitted,

(1/
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JOHNSON, Senior District Judge: 

 

Plaintiff Ricardo Benitez brings this action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

against Defendants the City of New York (“the City”), as well as New York City 

Police Department (“NYPD”) officers Raul Lopez and Frank Libretto, Sergeant 

Brian Stamm and Queens County District Attorney (“QDAO”) employee Tina 

Grillo (collectively, the “Individual Defendants”).  Presently before the Court is 

Defendants’ motion to dismiss the Amended Complaint pursuant to Federal Rule of 

Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).  For the reasons that follow, Defendants’ motion to 

dismiss is DENIED in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

The following factual summary is generated from Plaintiff’s allegations in 

the Amended Complaint (“AC”).   

On June 24, 2009, a Radio Shack in Rockaway Park, Queens was robbed 

(the “Robbery”).  Radio Shack employees Bernadette Johnson and Hazel 

Rodriguez, present at the time of the Robbery, described the suspect as a light-

skinned African American or Hispanic male in his 20s or 30s.  Johnson and 

Rodriguez further reported that the perpetrator was between 5’6” and 5’8”, was 

wearing sunglasses, dark pants and had a goatee.  Johnson and Rodriguez reported 

that the perpetrator had a gun and ran out of the store.  Video surveillance showed 

the perpetrator moving around the store with no visible limp, wearing a sweatshirt 

with the hood pulled up and interacting with Johnson for no more than thirty 
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seconds.  Johnson and Rodriguez viewed photographs of potential suspects at the 

precinct on June 24 and June 26, 2009, but made no identifications.  NYPD officers 

searched the area for a man matching Johnson and Rodriguez’s description on the 

day of the Robbery but returned no suspects.   

On June 24, 2009, Plaintiff was 54 years old and lived across the street from 

the Radio Shack, but alleges that he was at a rehabilitation center, nearly ten miles 

away, on the day of the Robbery.  In May 2009, Plaintiff was diagnosed with 

necrosis of the hip and was told that he needed surgery.  Plaintiff ambulates with 

the help of a cane.   

About a week later, Lopez was assigned to investigate the Robbery.  Lopez 

knew that there were no suspects and was aware of both the surveillance video and 

the description provided by Johnson and Rodriguez.  Lopez and Stamm conducted 

a database search to look for parolees in the relevant precinct, and found Plaintiff’s 

(a parolee), name and address located close to the Radio Shack.  On July 3, 2009, 

Lopez and Stamm brought Johnson in to view a photo array that included 

Plaintiff’s photograph.  Plaintiff alleges that Lopez and Stamm deliberately 

designed a photo array that, contrary to NYPD procedure, unlawfully suggested 

that Plaintiff was the perpetrator of the Robbery.  Lopez and Stamm accomplished 

this by using a photo of Plaintiff in which he was the only man wearing a hooded 

sweatshirt and goatee, and was the only man unshaven, with short hair, looking 

gaunt and sickly.  Johnson identified Plaintiff as the perpetrator in the photo array. 
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After Johnson’s identification of Plaintiff, Lopez created a follow-up report 

known as a “DD5,” which contained a summary of purported confidential tip 

received by Crime Stoppers.  The tipster stated that he or she had personal 

knowledge of the Robbery and that a person named Rick committed it.  The tipster 

reported that Rick lived on the sixth floor, to the left of an elevator bank of building 

“82-01” on an unnamed street.  Plaintiff alleges that Lopez created this false DD5 

to bolster a weak case. 

On that same day, July 3, Lopez and Stamm went to Plaintiff’s apartment to 

arrest him.  Plaintiff was not there.  Lopez interviewed Plaintiff’s neighbor who 

said that he saw Plaintiff earlier that morning, walking with a cane.  Lopez and 

Stamm saw Plaintiff walking with a cane later that day and arrested him.  Nothing 

related to the Robbery was found at Plaintiff’s apartment.   

At the precinct, Lopez and Libretto, with Grillo supervising, placed Plaintiff 

in an allegedly suggestive lineup.  Plaintiff alleges that the lineup was suggestive 

because he: was the only person whose photo had been in the array shown to 

Johnson; appeared 15-20 years older than the “fillers”; had darker skin (compared 

to the lighter-skinned fillers); was unclean and disheveled (in contrast the clean-cut 

policemen fillers); was noticeably thinner than the fillers and appeared sickly 

(whereas the fillers appeared in good health).  Johnson identified Plaintiff from the 

lineup.  
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The QDAO subsequently drafted a complaint charging Plaintiff with 

robbery that Lopez executed under oath.  The complaint was filed in court and 

formally initiated Plaintiff’s criminal prosecution.  Plaintiff alleges that this 

complaint was created based upon the improper identifications, and that the 

prosecutors that approved Plaintiff’s prosecution were unaware of the discrepancy 

between the initial identifications of the perpetrator and the allegedly false 

identification evidence.  Plaintiff was denied bail on arraignment. 

On or about October 21, 2009, Lopez testified before the grand jury, and 

through alleged fraud, perjury, suppression of evidence and other misconduct, 

caused Plaintiff to be wrongfully charged with robbery.  Plaintiff was convicted of 

all charges on October 19, 2010 and was sentenced to 22 years to life in prison.  On 

August 20, 2014, Plaintiff’s conviction was reversed on appeal.  Plaintiff was 

acquitted on retrial and released from custody on March 11, 2015.  Plaintiff spent 

five years, eight months and eight days in custody.   

DISCUSSION 

A. Legal Standard 

When considering a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, the Court must determine 

whether or not a claim is legally sufficient.  See Goldman v. Belden, 754 F.2d 

1059, 1067 (2d Cir. 1985).  In order for a claim to stand, a plaintiff must allege 

sufficient factual matter to state a claim that can plausibly give rise to entitlement to 

relief.  See Harris v. Mills, 572 F.3d 66, 72 (2d Cir. 2009).  “Threadbare recitals of 
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the elements of a cause of action, supported by mere conclusory statements” are not 

legally sufficient to withstand a 12(b)(6) motion.  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 

678.  Instead, a plaintiff must offer “enough facts to state a claim to relief that is 

plausible on its face.”  Id. (quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 

(2007)).  However, the plaintiff need not set forth a multitude of facts to survive a 

motion to dismiss; rather, a “short and plain statement of the claim showing that the 

pleader is entitled to relief” will suffice.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2).  The Court must 

accept all of the allegations in the complaint as true, and construe all reasonable 

inferences in favor of the plaintiff.  See Reed v. Garden City Union Free Sch. Dist., 

987 F. Supp. 2d 260, 265 (E.D.N.Y. 2013).  

In considering a motion to dismiss, a court may consider the pleading itself, 

documents referenced in the complaint, documents that the plaintiff relied on in 

bringing the suit and matters of which judicial notice may be taken.  See Arrocha v. 

City Univ. of N.Y., 878 F. Supp. 2d 364, 368 (E.D.N.Y. 2012).  Courts routinely 

take judicial notice of transcripts at the motion to dismiss stage—including those of 

testimony provided in related criminal proceedings—when they are incorporated 

into the complaint by reference.  See, e.g., S.E.C. v. Siebel Sys., Inc., 384 F. Supp. 

2d 694, 699 n.6 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (taking judicial notice of transcripts relied upon 

by the complaint).  The Court therefore considers the exhibits appended by 

Defendants to their moving papers, consisting primarily of trial transcripts and 

police reports.  However, the Court will not entertain Defendants’ factual 
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challenges at this juncture because a substantial portion of Plaintiff’s allegations is 

that the Individual Defendants fabricated the evidence that was relied upon in those 

transcripts and police reports in a manner that violated his constitutional right to a 

fair trial and to be free from malicious prosecution.  Discovery is necessary to 

determine whether Plaintiff can prove those allegations.  Accordingly, the Court 

accepts Plaintiff’s allegations as true for the purposes of deciding the instant 

motion to dismiss.   

B. Plaintiff’s Claims Against the Individual Defendants 

1. Plaintiff’s Fair Trial Claim 

Plaintiff argues that the Individual Defendants violated his right to a fair 

trial by manufacturing false evidence that was then used to initiate his prosecution.  

This claim withstands a motion to dismiss. 

A person suffers a constitutional violation of his right to fair trial if “an (1) 

investigating official (2) fabricates evidence (3) that is likely to influence a jury’s 

decision, (4) forwards that information to prosecutors, and (5) the plaintiff suffers a 

deprivation of liberty as a result.”  Jovanovic v. City of New York, 486 F. App’x 

149, 152 (2d Cir. 2012).  “When a police officer creates false information likely to 

influence a jury’s decision and forwards that information to prosecutors, he violates 

the accused’s constitutional right to a fair trial, and the harm occasioned by such an 

unconscionable action is redressable in an action for damages under 42 U.S.C. § 
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1983.”  Garnett v. Undercover Officer C0039, 838 F.3d 265, 275 (2d Cir. 2016) 

(quoting Ricciuti v. N.Y.C. Transit Auth., 124 F.3d 123, 130 (2d Cir. 1997)). 

Defendants move to dismiss Plaintiff’s fair trial claim on the basis that 

Plaintiff did not, and cannot plead that any of the fabricated evidence caused him to 

suffer harm, as none of the evidence was admitted at trial.  This argument 

mischaracterizes Plaintiff’s claim and is unpersuasive.  The crux of Plaintiff’s fair 

trial claim is that the Individual Defendants denied him his right to a fair trial by 

manufacturing false evidence that was used to initiate the prosecution that resulted 

in his conviction and imprisonment.  In the Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges 

that the Individual Defendants manufactured false identification evidence, as well 

as a false DD5 tip sheet that recorded a fake anonymous call that identified Plaintiff 

as the perpetrator of the Robbery.  (See AC ¶¶ 34–43, 54–60.)  Plaintiff also alleges 

that the Individual Defendants gave this fabricated evidence to prosecutors, who 

then used this fabricated evidence to prosecute Plaintiff and secure a conviction.  

(Id. ¶¶ 61–76.)   

While it is true that in order to withstand a motion to dismiss Plaintiff must 

plead that the Individual Defendants’ wrongful acts proximately caused his injuries, 

Plaintiff has done so by pleading facts sufficient to support the inference that the 

Individual Defendants fabricated evidence that was likely to influence a jury’s 

decision.  See Lopez v. City of New York, 105 F. Supp. 3d 242, 247 (E.D.N.Y. 

2015); see also Zahrey v. Coffey, 221 F.3d 342, 352 (2d Cir. 2000) (“[I]t is not 
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readily apparent why the chain of causation should be considered broken where the 

initial wrongdoer can reasonably foresee that his misconduct will contribute to an 

independent decision that results in a deprivation of liberty.”) (quotation marks 

omitted).  Defendants argue that the prosecution’s decision to go forward with the 

case against Plaintiff based upon Johnson’s testimony was a superseding cause that 

defeats causation.  (See Defs.’ Reply Mem. at 3–6.)  But not only is this affirmative 

defense premature at this juncture, it is insufficient to sever the causal chain 

because Johnson’s testimony does not prove or disprove that the fabricated 

evidence caused Johnson to be certain that she had correctly identified Plaintiff as 

the perpetrator of the crime.  Accordingly, dismissal of Plaintiff’s fair trial claim is 

denied. 

2. Plaintiff’s Malicious Prosecution Claim 

Section 1983 claims for malicious prosecution draw its elements from the 

relevant state law.  Manganiello v. City of New York, 612 F.3d 149, 160–61 (2d 

Cir. 2010).  “To establish a malicious prosecution claim under New York law, a 

plaintiff must prove (1) the initiation or continuation of a criminal proceeding 

against plaintiff; (2) termination of the proceeding in plaintiff’s favor; (3) lack of 

probable cause for commencing the proceeding; and (4) actual malice as a 

motivation for defendant’s actions.”  Id. at 161 (citation and quotation marks 

omitted).  In their motion to dismiss, Defendants contend that Plaintiff has failed to 

plead the requisite lack of probable cause and initiation of proceedings elements of 
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a malicious prosecution claim.  The Court addresses these elements in turn and 

concludes that Plaintiff’s claim withstands a motion to dismiss. 

a. Probable Cause 

“[T]he existence of probable cause is a complete defense to a claim of 

malicious prosecution in New York.”  Savino v. City of New York, 331 F.3d 63, 72 

(2d Cir. 2003).  “[I]ndictment by a grand jury creates a presumption of probable 

cause that may only be rebutted by evidence that the indictment was procured by 

fraud, perjury, the suppression of evidence or other police conduct undertaken in 

bad faith.”  Savino, 331 F.3d at 72 (citing Colon v. City of New York, 468 

N.Y.S.2d 453, 456 (1983)).  A plaintiff can overcome this presumption of probable 

cause by a showing of “[e]vidence establishing that the police witnesses have not 

made a complete and full statement of facts either to the Grand Jury or to the 

District Attorney[.]”  Colon, 468 N.Y.S.2d at 455–56; see also Manganiello, 612 

F.3d at 162 (noting that the presumption of probable cause may be overcome if 

“there is some indication in the police records that, as to a fact crucial to the 

existence of probable cause, the arresting officers may have lied in order to secure 

an indictment”) (quotation marks and citation omitted). 

Here, Plaintiff alleges that all of the evidence used to secure his indictment 

was fabricated.  These allegations, taken as true, sufficiently rebut the presumption 

of probable cause created by a grand jury indictment.  See Ying Li v. City of New 

York, 246 F. Supp. 3d 578, 612–13 (E.D.N.Y. 2017) (collecting cases) (finding that 
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the plaintiff sufficiently rebutted the presumption of probable cause in connection 

to a motion to dismiss by alleging that defendants falsified and fabricated 

evidence).   

b. Initiation of Proceedings  

In the context of a malicious prosecution action, “a defendant could have 

initiated a prosecution by creating material, false information and forwarding that 

information to a prosecutor or by withholding material information from a 

prosecutor.”  Ying Li, 246 F. Supp. 3d at 605 (quotation marks and citation 

omitted).  A police officer can also initiate a prosecution by filing a criminal 

complaint or other accusatory instruments.  See Cameron v. City of New York, 598 

F.3d 50, 63 (2d Cir. 2010).  

Plaintiff has adequately alleged that Defendants initiated the prosecution 

against him, as the Amended Complaint alleges that the Individual Defendants 

manufactured the photo array and anonymous tip.  Plaintiff also alleges that 

Defendant Lopez signed the Criminal Court complaint.  (See AC ¶¶ 34–43, 54–76.)  

Defendants “cannot hide behind the decision of the DA to prosecute” when the 

Individual Defendants allegedly provided the fabricated evidence to prosecutors 

that became the basis of the prosecution against Plaintiff.  See Ying Li, 246 F. 

Supp. 3d at 606 (quoting Blake v. Race, 487 F. Supp. 2d 187, 211 (E.D.N.Y. 2007).  
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As with Plaintiff’s fair trial claim, dismissing Plaintiff’s malicious prosecution 

claim at this juncture is premature, and discovery should be allowed to proceed. 1    

3. Qualified Immunity 

The doctrine of qualified immunity is a defense that “shields public officials 

performing discretionary functions from [section 1983] liability insofar as their 

conduct does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of 

which a reasonable person would have known, or insofar as it was objectively 

reasonable for them to believe that their acts did not violate those rights.”  Bradway 

v. Gonzales, 26 F.3d 313, 317–18 (2d Cir. 1994) (citation and quotation marks 

omitted).   

A public official is not entitled to qualified immunity “when, at the time of 

the challenged conduct, the contours of a right are sufficiently clear that every 

reasonable official would have understood that what he is doing violates that right.”  

Terebesi v. Torreso, 764 F.3d 217, 230 (2d Cir. 2014) (citation and quotation marks 

omitted). 

As Plaintiff has adequately alleged that the Individual Defendants fabricated 

evidence in violation of his constitutional rights, they are not entitled to qualified 

immunity at this juncture.  See Ying Li, 246 F. Supp. 3d at 641; Bailey v. City of 

                                                           
1 Defendants’ motion to dismiss the action as to Defendant Stamm is similarly 

denied, as Plaintiff alleges that Stamm helped to create the suggestive photo array 

that became a basis for Plaintiff’s prosecution and conviction.  (See AC ¶¶ 34–43.)   
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New York, 79 F. Supp. 3d 424, 458 (E.D.N.Y. 2015) (“No defendant officer is 

entitled to qualified immunity when alleged fabrication of evidence is key to the 

case.”). 

C. Plaintiff’s Monell Claim against the City of New York 

Plaintiff alleges that the Queens County prosecutors violated his 

constitutional rights by coaching Johnson to change her identification of the 

perpetrator to one that matched Plaintiff; failing to correct false hearing testimony; 

withholding exculpatory evidence in violation of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 

(1963); and by making false statements in summation regarding the fabricated 

evidence.  (See AC ¶¶ 92–112.)  Plaintiff further alleges that these constitutional 

violations occurred because of the City of New York’s unlawful policies, customs 

or practices.  (Id. ¶¶ 114–24.)  The Court finds that Plaintiff’s allegations regarding 

the City of New York are sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss. 

Defendants argue that Van de Kamp v. Goldstein, 555 U.S. 335 (2009), 

precludes a Monell claim premised upon a DA’s failure to train, supervise or 

discipline its prosecutors on their fair trial obligations, because it classifies 

supervision and training regarding fair trial compliance as prosecutorial, rather than 

administrative.  In so doing, Defendants improperly extend the principles that 

govern individual liability to those that govern municipal liability.  Under Van de 

Kamp, prosecutors “enjoy[] absolute immunity even when doing an administrative 

act if the act is done in the performance of an advocacy function.”  Warney v. 
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Monroe County, 587 F.3d 113, 124 (2d Cir. 2009) (citing Van de Kamp, 555 U.S. 

at 342).  But in determining whether a municipality is liable under section 1983, a 

court “ask[s] whether governmental officials are final policymakers for the local 

government in a particular area, or on a particular issue, an inquiry that will 

necessarily be dependent on the definition of the official’s functions under relevant 

state law.”  Myers v. County of Orange, 157 F.3d 66, 76 (2d Cir. 1998) (quoting 

McMillian v. Monroe County, 520 U.S. 781, 785 (1997)) (quotation marks 

omitted).  Thus, the relevant inquiry in determining whether a municipality is 

subject to section 1983 liability is not whether the DA is acting in an administrative 

or prosecutorial role as is required in determining whether absolute immunity 

attaches, but whether the DA is functioning as a local or state actor under state law.   

Under New York law, DAs are presumed to be local officers, barring a 

“narrow exception” of when they make determinations as to whether to prosecute 

an individual case.  Myers, 157 F.3d at 76–77; see also Gentile v. County of 

Suffolk, 926 F.2d 142, 152 n.5 (2d Cir. 1991) (nothing that while a county cannot 

be liable for the ADA’s improper filing of an indictment, liability can be based on 

its “long history of negligent disciplinary practices regarding law enforcement 

personnel, which [gives] rise to . . . conduct . . . promoting malicious prosecution of 

plaintiffs”).  Courts in this circuit have recognized that a county can be liable under 

section 1983 for the DA’s management of the office, including “decision[s] not to 

supervise or train ADAs on Brady and perjury issues,” and other managerial 
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decisions that result in the implementation of unconstitutional policies.  Myers, 157 

F.3d at 77 (citing Walker, 974 F.2d at 301); see also Poux v. County of Suffolk, 

2010 WL 1849279, at *6 (E.D.N.Y. May 4, 2010) (citing cases).  This 

interpretation is borne out by New York State courts.  See, e.g., Ramos v. City of 

New York, 285 A.D.2d 284, 303 (1st Dep’t 2001); Johnson v. Kings Cnty. Dist. 

Attorney’s Office, 308 A.D.2d 278, 295–96 (2d Dep’t 2003). 

In this case, the conduct alleged by Plaintiff falls squarely within the bounds 

of a DA’s role as a local actor, and the City of New York can therefore be subject 

to section 1983 liability on this basis.  The Court next addresses whether Plaintiff 

has sufficiently pleaded a Monell claim.   

“For a Monell claim to survive a motion to dismiss, a plaintiff must allege 

sufficient factual detail and not mere boilerplate allegations that the violation of the 

plaintiff’s constitutional rights resulted from the municipality’s custom or official 

policy.”  Ying Li, 246 F. Supp. 3d at 636 (citation and quotation omitted).  Plaintiff 

must specifically plead: “(1) an official custom or policy that (2) causes the 

plaintiff to be subjected to (3) a denial of a constitutional right.”  McCrary v. 

County of Nassau, 493 F.Supp.2d 581, 588 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (citing Zahra v. Town 

of Southold, 48 F.3d 674, 685 (2d Cir. 1995)). 

A plaintiff can satisfy the policy requirement by alleging either “(1) a 

formal policy officially endorsed by the municipality; (2) actions taken by 

government officials responsible for establishing the municipal policies that caused 
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the particular deprivation in question; (3) a practice so consistent and widespread 

that, although not expressly authorized, constitutes a custom or usage of which a 

supervising policy-maker must have been aware; or (4) a failure by policymakers to 

provide adequate training or supervision to subordinates to such an extent that it 

amounts to deliberate indifference to the rights of those who come into contact with 

the municipal employees.”  Brandon v. City of New York, 705 F. Supp. 2d 261, 

276–77 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (citations omitted).   

Here, Plaintiff’s Monell claim is premised upon allegations that the QDAO 

was deliberately indifferent to the need to train, supervise, or discipline its 

prosecutors in their constitutional obligations to disclose exculpatory evidence, and 

otherwise ensure that criminal defendants have a fair trial.  Plaintiff also alleges 

that this deliberate indifference resulted in prosecutors violating Plaintiff’s 

constitutional right to a fair trial.  In support, Plaintiff cites a litany of cases where 

courts have found that Queens County prosecutors violated the fair trial rights of 

criminal defendants by withholding Brady and other material.  (See AC ¶¶ 89–

131.)  These allegations are sufficient to support an inference that the alleged policy 

and practice exists.  See Ogunkoya v. County of Monroe, 2017 WL 6419146, at 

*14 (E.D.N.Y. June 2, 2017) (collecting cases).  Because the Court finds that 

Plaintiff has plausibly pleaded underlying constitutional violations and a pattern 

and practice that resulted in those violations, dismissal of the Monell claim prior to 
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discovery is inappropriate, and Defendants’ motion to dismiss the Monell claim is 

denied. 

 

CONCLUSION 

For the aforementioned reasons, Defendants’ motion to dismiss is DENIED.  

Any of Defendants’ remaining arguments have been considered and are without 

merit.  The Court respectfully refers issues relating to discovery to Magistrate 

Judge Bulsara.   

 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: June 13, 2018    _______________/s/______________ 

 Brooklyn, New York          Sterling Johnson, Jr., U.S.D.J. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

RICARDO BENITEZ,

-agamst-

Plaintiff,

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, RAUL LOPEZ, FRANK
LIBRETTO, SERGEANT BRIAN STAMM, AND TINA
GRILLO,

Defendants.

DEFENDANTS'
RESPONSES AND
OBJECTIONS TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST
SET OF
INTERROGATORIES
AND REQUESTS FOR
THE PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS

17-CV-3827(SJ)(SJB)

Pursuant to Rules 26, 33, and 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,

defendants respond and object to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for the

Production of Documents as follows:

GENERAL STATEMENT

1 By responding to any request, defendants do not concede the materiality of the

subject to which it refers. Defendants' responses are made expressly subject to, and without

waiving or intending to waive, any questions, or objections as to the competency, relevancy,

materiality, privilege, or admissibility as evidence or for any other purpose, of any of the

documents produced, or of the subject matter thereof, in any proceeding including the trial of this

action or any subsequent proceeding.

2. Inadvertent production of any document, which is privileged, was prepared in

anticipation of litigation, or is otherwise immune from discovery, shall not constitute a waiver of

any privilege or of another ground for objecting to discovery with respect to that document or

any other document, or its subject matter, or the information contained therein, or of defendants'
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right to object to the use of any such document or the information contained therein during any

proceeding in this litigation or otherwise.

3. Defendants will provide, under separate cover, a privilege index, if

appropnate.

RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

Identify the names and current business addresses of the assistant district

attomey(s) assigned to each of the cases listed in Exhibit A of Plaintiff s Amended Complaint.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 1 on the grounds that it is overbroad, not

sufficiently limited in time or scope as it seeks infonnation for over 100 individuals, not relevant

as it seeks infonnation for people involved in cases that are not discoverable in this matter, to the

extent it seeks information outside the custody or control of defendants as not all of the people

sought are still employed by the Queens County District Attorney's Office, to the extent the

current employers of any of those individuals are publically available and therefore equally

available to plaintiff, to the extent this request is not proportional to the needs of the case, and to

the extent it invades the privacy rights ofnon-parties.

Notwithstanding, or in any way limiting these specific objections, defendants state

that the names of the assistant disbict attorneys ("ADAs") for cases defendants agree are relevant

and proportional to the needs of the case (see Objection and Response to Document Request No.

9):1

For clarity, defendants will use the numbers in Exhibit A of Plaintiff s Amended Complaint for
all cases referred to in this document.
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82. Peo 1c v. Rivera - ADA Lester Seidman

83. Peo Ie v. Alfaro - ADA Sal Spano

84. Peo Ie v. Robinson - ADA Kevin Fogarty

85. Peo Ie v. Lewis - ADA Adriana Vieco

86. Peo Ie v. Washin on - ADA Frank DeGeatano

87. Farakesh v. Artuz - ADA Claude Stuart

88. Peo Ie v. Smith - ADA Linda Michetti

90. Peo Ie v. Ni-ADA Frank DeGeatano

91. Jenkins v. Artuz - ADA Solomon Landa, ADA Theresa Lendino

92. Peo Ie v. Lauderdale - ADA Carmencita Gutierrez

93. Peo lev. Bhu sin - ADA Katherine Kane

94. Peo Ie v. Ramashwar - ADA Maryam Lipkansky

95. Peo Ie v. Jones - ADA Umberto Guide

96. Peo Ie v. Jamal - ADA Claude Stuart

97. Peo lev. Milli an - ADA Mitchel Weiss

98. Su v. Filion - ADA Linda Rosero

102. Peo Ie v. Brown - ADA Brad Leventhal

104. Peo Ie v. Bennett - ADA Claude Stuart, ADA Deborah Nathan

106. Peo lev. Sa ers - ADA Brian Lee

107. Peo lev. Bellam -ADA David Guy

INTERROGATORY NO. 2:

Identify all witnesses upon whose affidavit or testimony Defendants will rely to

controvert any matter alleged in Plaintiffs Complaint, substantiate any matter alleged in
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Defendants' Answer, or support any affirmative defenses Defendants have asserted or may

assert, and provide each witness' current address and telephone number.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2:

Defendants object to Interrogatory No. 2 on the grounds that is premature, and

further state that defendants will identify witnesses they intend to rely on for motion practice

and/or at trial at the appropriate time as required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
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RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO DOCUMENT RE UESTS

DOCUMENT RE UESTNO. l:

All documents that provide any of the information requested in the preceding

Interrogatories.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 1:

Upon infonnation and belief, all documents in this case currently in the

possession of defendants was produced during the previous New York State Court of Claims

case between the same parties, and therefore no additional documents need to be produced at this

time (see Objection and Response to Document Request No. 9). Defendants further state that

they will supplement this response, if necessary, once the parties have been able to confinn and

exchange the documents in their possession, and counsel has a reasonable opportunity to review

those documents.

DOCUMENT RE UESTN0. 2:

All documents upon which Defendants intend to rely, in their direct case or for

impeachment, at any trial for liability or damages, or for any purpose at any deposition or

hearing relating to this lawsuit, including any motion to dismiss or for summary judgment.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 2:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 2 on the grounds that it is overbroad,

burdensome to the extent it seeks documents already in plaintiffs custody or control, to the

extent it seeks information protected by the work product, attomey/client and/or other applicable

privileges as plaintiff requests information/documents relied upon by defendants in litigating this

case, and on the grounds that it is premature. Defendants further state that they will identify and
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produce the documents they intend to rely on for motion practice and/or at trial at the appropriate

time as required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

DOCUMENT RE UESTN0. 3:

All documents relating to any matter alleged in Plaintiffs Complaint or in

Defendants' Answer.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 3:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 3 on the grounds that it is overbroad,

not specifically limited in scope, it seeks documents not in defendants possession, custody or

control, burdensome as it seeks documents already in plaintiffs custody or control, and to the

extent the information sought is protected firom disclosure by the law enforcement, deliberative

process, work product, attomey/client and/or other applicable privileges.

Notwithstanding, or in any way limiting these specific objections, defendants state

that upon information and belief, all documents in this case currently in the possession of

defendants were produced during the previous New York State Court of Claims case between the

same parties, and therefore no additional documents need to be produced at this time (see

Objection and Response to Document Request No. 9). Defendants further state that they will

supplement this response, if necessary, once the parties have been able to confirm and exchange

the documents in their possession, and counsel has a reasonable opportunity to review those

documents.

DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 4:

The complete file or files of the New York City Police Department ("NYPD")

and the Queens County District Attorney's Office ("QDAO") concerning the investigation of the

robbery at Radio Shack on June 24, 2009, and/or the arrest and prosecution of Ricardo Benitez

under Ind. No. 2429/09, from June 24, 2009, through the present, including but not limited to:
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hearing and/or trial exhibits; Rosario and Brady material; records of disclosure, including

Voluntary Disclosure Form; transcripts; charging instruments; notes; memo book entries;

reports; e-mails; correspondence; faxes; press releases; teletypes; text messages; memoranda;

intake bureau reports; material witness applications, warrants, orders, and/or hearing ti-anscripts;

witness statements; witiiess relocation or protection records; records of any payments made to

any witness or on any witness' behalf for housing, meals, travel, or otherwise; orders to produce;

police reports; wanted posters; oral or video recordings; 911 tapes; Sprint reports; photographs;

drawings; physical evidence of any kind; requests for lab examinations; forensic reports;

subpoenas; receipts; returns on subpoenas; calendar entries and logs; Detective Investigator logs,

files, and records; documents concerning the investigation of any other suspects; documents

related to any post-trial investigation; and all other materials related to the investigation of the

Radio Shack robbery and/or Plaintiffs arrest and prosecution.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 4:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 4 on the grounds that it is not

sufficiently limited in time or scope, overbroad, compound, vague as to what plaintiff is referring

to as "all other materials, " to the extent it seeks documents already in plaintiffs custody and

control, and to the extent it violates the privacy rights of non-parties as it seeks "witness

relocation or protection records."

Notwithstanding, or in any way limiting these specific objections, defendants state

that upon information and belief, all documents in this case currently in the possession of

defendants were produced during the previous New York State Court of Claims case between the

same parties, and therefore no additional documents need to be produced at this time.

Defendants further state that they will supplement this response, if necessary, once the parties
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have been able to confinn and exchange the documents in their possession, and counsel has a

reasonable opportunity to review those documents.

DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 5:

The complete file or files of the NYPD and the QDAO for each arrest, complaint,

and domestic incident referenced in DD5 #4 ofNYPD Complaint #2009-100-01623, dated June

25, 2009.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 5:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 5 on the grounds that it invades the

privacy interests of a non-party as plaintiff is seeking personal criminal information regarding

non-party eyewitness Bemadette Johnson, to the extent it seeks information protected by the

sealing provisions of NY CPL §§ 160. 50 and/or 160. 55 as this request potentially seeks

information regarding the arrests of non-parties, and to the extent that this request seeks

information not relevant to any claims or defenses.

DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 6:

All documents concerning this lawsuit or Plaintiff obtained by Defendants

through subpoena or through use of the Plaintiffs HIPAA, CPL § 160.50, or other release.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 6:

See Objection and Response to Document Request No. 1.

DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 7:

All documents containing statements of Plaintiff in Defendants' possession,

custody, or conti-ol, whether oral, written, or otherwise recorded.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 7:

See Objection and Response to Document Request No. 1.
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DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 8:

All personnel files of the NYPD and QDAO, including but not limited to, hiring

records, training records, evaluations, assignments, complaints, records of disciplinary

investigation or action, promotions and demotions, and/or salary records, concerning Raul

Lopez, Frank Libretto, Brian Stamm, and Tina Gnllo.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 8:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 8 on the grounds that it is not

sufficiently limited in time, to the extent this request invades the privacy rights of the defendants,

and to the extent the information sought is protected from disclosure by the law enforcement,

official information and/or other applicable privileges. Moreover, to the extent plaintiff seeks

documents from any ongoing investigations, defendants object pursuant to the law enforcement

privilege. Defendants also object on the grounds that it seeks information/documents regarding

allegations that are not of a similar nature to the allegations in the complaint and predates the

incident by more than 10 years, or which occurred subsequent to the incident, seeks

information/documents regarding allegations of wrongdoing which were not substantiated or

which did not result in the finding of wrongdoing.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these specific

objections, defendants will produce appropriately redacted personnel files for the defendants up

to 2015 (the date of plaintiffs second trial) with personal information redacted, and once a

Stipulation of Confidentiality and Protective Order is fully executed by all parties and thereafter

endorsed by the Court.

DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 9:

All QDAO persoimel records, including but not limited to, hiring records, training

records, evaluations, complaints, records of disciplinary investigation or action, promotions and
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demotions, and/or salary records, for the assistant district attomey(s) assigned at trial to each of

the cases listed in Exhibit A of Plaintiff s Amended Complaint.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 9:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 9 on the grounds that it is overbroad,

unduly burdensome and not proportional to the needs of the case as plaintiff seeks documents

going back over 40 years, not appropriately limited in time or scope, to the extent it seeks

information not relevant to any claim or defense as it seeks records for cases that took place after

plaintiffs criminal trial had concluded and as it seeks records for cases that took place prior to

the current District Attorney being in office, and to the extent it violates the privacy interests of

non-parties whose personal information is contained therein.

Defendants further state that they will not produce any files for cases more than

10 years prior to plaintiffs arrest nor will they produce any files for cases subsequent to

plaintiffs criminal trial, as "contemporaneous or subsequent conduct cannot establish a pattern

of violations that would provide notice to the City and the opportunity to conform to

constihitional dictates. " Connick v. Thorn son, 563 U. S. 51, 63 n. 7, 131 S. Ct. 1350, 1360

(2011) (internal citations omitted).

Therefore, looking at this specific range of 1999 - 2010 (cases #82 - 107 in

Plaintiffs Exhibit A), defendants further object to produce files from the following cases, on the

grounds that the alleged Brady violation which resulted in the reversal does not meet the

similarity requirement established in Connick v. Thorn son, 563 U. S. 51, 131 S. Ct. 1350 (201 1),

and therefore is not relevant to any parties' claims or defenses: (89) Peo Ie v. Leav , (99) People

v. Thomas, (100) Turner v. Schriver, (101) Peo Ie v. Mitehell, (103) Peo Ie v. Kni t, and (105)

Peo Ie v. Frantz.
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Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these specific

objections, defendants will agree to produce the personnel files for the ADAs in the following

cases, 2 with appropriate redactions and after a Stipulation of Confidentiality and Protective Order

is fully executed by all parties and thereafter endorsed by the Court:

82. Peo Ie v. Rivera - ADA Lester Seidman

83. Peo Ie v. Alfaro - ADA Sal Spano

85. Peo Ie v. Lewis - ADA Adriana Vieco

86. Peo Ie v. Washin on / 90. Peo Ie v. Ni - ADA Frank DeGeatano

88. Peo lev. Smith-ADA Linda Michetti

93. Peo lev. Bhu sin - ADA Katherine Kane

94. Peo Ie v. Ramashwar - ADA Maryam Lipkansky

97. Peo lev. Milli an - ADA Mitchel Weiss

102. Peo lev. Brown-ADA Brad Leventhal

104. Peo Ie v. Bennett-ADA Deborah Nathan

106. Peo Ie v. Sa ers - ADA Brian Lee

107. Peo lev. Bellam -ADA David Guy

DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 10:

The appellate briefs filed in each of the cases listed in Exhibit A of Plaintiffs

Amended Complaint.

Defendants only agree to produce personnel files for ADAs which plaintiffs counsel is not
already in possession offirom the Su case, as detailed by counsel in their May 29, 2018 Memo.
Therefore, to the extent an ADA worked on multiple cases listed in plaintiffs Exhibit A, and
plaintiff is already in possession of their personnel file, defendants will not produce another copy
in this matter.
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OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 10:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 10 on the grounds that it is

overbroad, unduly burdensome, not proportional to the needs of the case, it seeks information not

in defendants' possession, custody and/or conti-ol, to the extent it seeks information equally or

more available to plaintiff, not relevant to any parties' claims or defenses, and vague as to which

parties' appellate brief plaintiff seeks.

DOCUMENT RE UESTNO. ll:

All QDAO written directives, memoranda, manuals, policies, or procedures in

effect, or distributed to ADAs, on or between January 1, 2004, and March 11, 2015, concerning:

a. The investigation and discipline of ADAs accused of misconduct in the

investigation or prosecution of a criminal suspect or defendant;

b. The duty not to create or to otherwise use false, misleading, or unreliable

evidence, testimony, statements, or arguments during criminal

proceedings;

c. The obligation to correct false, inaccurate, incomplete, or misleading

evidence, testimony, statements, and argument, where such misconduct is

discovered to have occurred;

d. The obligation to refrain from introducing at trial evidence that the

prosecutor knows will violate the defendant's constitutional rights and

cause him or her prejudice;

e. The obligation to disclose material favorable to the defense as set forth in

Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); Giglio v. United States, 450 U. S.

150 (1972), and their progeny;
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f. The "Chinese Wall" policy of withholding promises or benefits given to

witnesses with respect to their own arrests or prosecutions, or with respect

to their protection and relocations;

g. The arrest and detention of material witnesses pursuant to material witness

orders;

h. The involvement of ADAs in identification procedures and general

standards for said procedures; and

i. Note-taking by ADAs and Detective-Investigators with respect to

interviews of prospective grand jury or tna\ witnesses.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 11:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 11 on the grounds that it is

overbroad, compoimd, not sufficiently limited in time as it seeks documents subsequent to

plaintiffs trial in 2010 where the alleged violation occurred, not sufficiently limited in scope, not

proportional to the needs of the case, and to the extent that it is not a more practical method of

obtaining the information sought than a deposition, and to the extent plaintiff is seeking the

documents regarding duties of ADAs that are determined by case law and/or ethical guidelines

this information is equally or more available to plaintiff.

DOCUMENT RE UESTN0. 12:

All personnel or disciplinary records of the QDAO, which the defense intends to

rely upon in connection with any motion for summary judgment, at trial, or in any other

proceeding related to this matter.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 12:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 12 on the grounds that it is

overbroad, burdensome to the extent it seeks documents already in plaintiffs custody or control,
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to the extent it seeks information protected by the work product, attomey/client and/or other

applicable privileges as plaintiff requests information/documents relied upon by defendants in

litigating this case, and on the grounds that it is premature. Defendants further state that they

will identify and produce the documents they intend to rely on for motion practice and/or at trial

at the appropriate time as required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

DOCUMENT RE UESTN0. 13:

All written procedures, manuals, guidelines, and other documents stating any

procedure at the QDAO for the investigation, discipline, or correction of any type of misconduct

by individual prosecutors, which the defense intends to rely upon in connection with any motion

for summary judgment, at trial, or in any other proceeding related to this matter.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 13:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 13 on the grounds that it is

overbroad, burdensome to the extent it seeks documents already in plaintiffs custody or control,

to the extent it seeks information protected by the work product, attomey/client and/or other

applicable privileges as plaintiff requests information/documents relied upon by defendants in

litigating this case, and on the grounds that it is premature. Defendants further state that they

will identify and produce the documents they intend to rely on for motion practice and/or at trial

at the appropriate time as required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

DOCUMENT RE UESTN0. 14:

To the extent not covered by the previous requests, all documents concerning or

mentioning the Individual Defendants that relate to the Incident or the investigation of it.

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE TO DOCUMENT RE UEST NO. 14:

Defendants object to Discovery Request No. 14 on the grounds that it is

overbroad as it seeks "all documents" that mention or concern the individual defendants without
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limitation, not sufficiently limited in scope as the request is not limited to only documents in

control of defendants, not limited in time in any way, compound, to the extent it seeks

information not in the custody, possession and/or control of defendants, vague as to what

plaintiff is specifically requesting, and to the extent the information sought is protected by the

law enforcement, work product, official information and/or deliberate process privileges.

Moreover, to the extent plaintiff seeks documents from any ongoing investigations, defendants

object pursuant to the law enforcement privilege. Defendants further object on the grounds that

this request implicates privacy interests of the individuals concerned, and to the extent it

implicates the privacy interests ofnon-parties.

Dated: New York, New York
July 9, 2018

ZACHARY W. CARTER
Corporation Counsel of the
City of New York
Attorney for Defendants
100 Church Street, Room 3-308A
New York, New York 10007
(212) 356-5056

By:
ERW TERESA RYA
Assistant Corporatio ounsel

TO: Joel B. Rudin, Esq. (By First Class Mail)
Attorney for Plaintiff
152 West 57th Street, 8th Floor
New York, New York 10019
(212) 752-7600
Email: jbrudin@rudinlaw. com
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§ 1983. Civil action for deprivation of rights, 42 USCA § 1983

 © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1

United States Code Annotated
Title 42. The Public Health and Welfare

Chapter 21. Civil Rights (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter I. Generally

42 U.S.C.A. § 1983

§ 1983. Civil action for deprivation of rights

Effective: October 19, 1996
Currentness

<Notes of Decisions for 42 USCA § 1983 are displayed in six separate documents. Notes of Decisions for
subdivisions I to IX are contained in this document. For additional Notes of Decisions, see 42 § 1983, ante.>

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the
District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall
be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress, except that in any
action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief
shall not be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory relief was unavailable. For the purposes of
this section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District of Columbia shall be considered to be a statute
of the District of Columbia.

CREDIT(S)

(R.S. § 1979; Pub.L. 96-170, § 1, Dec. 29, 1979, 93 Stat. 1284; Pub.L. 104-317, Title III, § 309(c), Oct. 19, 1996, 110
Stat. 3853.)

42 U.S.C.A. § 1983, 42 USCA § 1983
Current through P.L. 115-281. Also includes P.L. 115-283 to 115-333, 115-335 to 115-389, 115-391 to 115-396, 115-398,
115-401 and 115-403. Title 26 current through P.L. 115-442.

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 1988. Proceedings in vindication of civil rights, 42 USCA § 1988

 © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1

United States Code Annotated
Title 42. The Public Health and Welfare

Chapter 21. Civil Rights (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter I. Generally

42 U.S.C.A. § 1988

§ 1988. Proceedings in vindication of civil rights

Effective: September 22, 2000
Currentness

(a) Applicability of statutory and common law

The jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters conferred on the district courts by the provisions of titles 13, 24, and 70 of
the Revised Statutes for the protection of all persons in the United States in their civil rights, and for their vindication,
shall be exercised and enforced in conformity with the laws of the United States, so far as such laws are suitable to
carry the same into effect; but in all cases where they are not adapted to the object, or are deficient in the provisions
necessary to furnish suitable remedies and punish offenses against law, the common law, as modified and changed by
the constitution and statutes of the State wherein the court having jurisdiction of such civil or criminal cause is held, so
far as the same is not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States, shall be extended to and govern
the said courts in the trial and disposition of the cause, and, if it is of a criminal nature, in the infliction of punishment
on the party found guilty.

(b) Attorney's fees

In any action or proceeding to enforce a provision of sections 1981, 1981a, 1982, 1983, 1985, and 1986 of this title, title
IX of Public Law 92-318, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized
Persons Act of 2000, title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, or section 12361 of Title 34, the court, in its discretion,
may allow the prevailing party, other than the United States, a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs, except
that in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity such
officer shall not be held liable for any costs, including attorney's fees, unless such action was clearly in excess of such
officer's jurisdiction.

(c) Expert fees

In awarding an attorney's fee under subsection (b) in any action or proceeding to enforce a provision of section 1981 or
1981a of this title, the court, in its discretion, may include expert fees as part of the attorney's fee.

CREDIT(S)

(R.S. § 722; Pub.L. 94-559, § 2, Oct. 19, 1976, 90 Stat. 2641; Pub.L. 96-481, Title II, § 205(c), Oct. 21, 1980, 94 Stat.
2330; Pub.L. 102-166, Title I, §§ 103, 113(a), Nov. 21, 1991, 105 Stat. 1074, 1079; Pub.L. 103-141, § 4(a), Nov. 16, 1993,
107 Stat. 1489; Pub.L. 103-322, Title IV, § 40303, Sept. 13, 1994, 108 Stat. 1942; Pub.L. 104-317, Title III, § 309(b), Oct.
19, 1996, 110 Stat. 3853; Pub.L. 106-274, § 4(d), Sept. 22, 2000, 114 Stat. 804.)
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§ 1988. Proceedings in vindication of civil rights, 42 USCA § 1988

 © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 2

42 U.S.C.A. § 1988, 42 USCA § 1988
Current through P.L. 115-281. Also includes P.L. 115-283 to 115-333, 115-335 to 115-389, 115-391 to 115-396, 115-398,
115-401 and 115-403. Title 26 current through P.L. 115-442.

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Law OrFtcES oF JoEl B. RuolN, p.C.
600 FIFTH AVENUE

IOTH FLOOR

NE\^r' YORK, NEW YORK IOO2O

TELEPHONE: lzl2t 752 -76oO
FACSIMILE: (21 2, 9BO- A96A

E - MArL : ¡brudin@rudinlôw.comJOEL B. RUDIN

AMANDA ROLAT
HARAN TAE

GEORGE R. GOLTZER
(OF CouNsEL)

June 29,2016

Federal Express
Clerk of Court
New York State Court of Claims
Robert Abrams Building for Law & Justice
P.O. Box 7344
Capitol Station
Albany, New York 12224

Re Benitez u. Støte of New Yorl¿
Claim No. 126521 (Scuccimarra)

Dear Sir/Nladam:

Enclosed please find for filing an original plus two copies of Claimant's
Note of Issue and Certifrcate of Readiness for Trial, along with proof of service
of same on the State. Thank you.

Very truly yours,

I B. Rudin

JBR/tp
EncI.

cc Honorable Thomas H. Scuccimarra
(By fax and regular mail)

Janet Polstein, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
(By e-mail and regular mail)

L
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COURT OF CLAIMS
HON. THOMAS H. SCUCCIMARRA, J.C.C.

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant,

-agarnst-
NOTE OF ISSUE

Claim No. 126521

TFIE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Defendant.

------ x

Calendar No.

Claim No. 126521

New York State Court of Claims, Albany, New york

Notice"for trial

Filed by artorney for Ricardo Benitez

Date Claim Filed July 30, 2015

Date Claim Served (on Attorney General) July 30, 2015

Nature of Action

Other Tort IJnjust Conviction and Imprisonment
Act, Court of Claims Act $ g_b
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Amount Demanded

Dated: June 28, 2016
New York, New york

TO: Clerk of Court
State of New york Court of Claims
P.O. Box 7344, Capitol Station
Albany, New york j,ZZ24

Janet Polstein, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General

$4,300,000

e
I B. Rudin, Esq

þr Claímant
Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin
600 Fifth Avenue, l0,h Floor
New York, NY I 0020
Tel: (212) 752-7600
Fax (212) 980-2968

cc:
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STATE OF NEV/ YORK
COURT OF CLAIMS
HON. THOMAS H. SCUCCIMARRA, J.C.C

X
RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant,

-agalnst

THE STATE OF NEV/ YORK,

CERTIFICATE OF
READINESS FOR

Claim No. 126521

Completed Waived Reouired

I All pleadings served
and filed.

Bill of particulars served
and filed.

Medical reports filed and
exchanged.

Physical examinations
completed.

Expert reports filed and
exchanged.

Discovery proceedings now
known to be necessary
completed.

X

X

2

*

,F

J

4.

5

6

*.

X

*Trial on tiability and damages will be bifurcated.
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9

7. There are no outstanding requests for discovery.

8. There has been reasonable opportunity to complete the foregoing
proceedings.

There has been compliance with any order issued pursuant to section 206.10
of this Part.

10. This action is ready for trial.

B. Rudin, Esq.

for Claimant
Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin
600 Fifth Avenue, l0,h Floor
New York, NY 10020
Tel: (212)752-7600
Fax: (212) 980-2968

Dated June 28, 2016
New York, New York

TO: Clerk of Court
State of New york Court of Claims
P.O. Box 7344, Capitol Station
Albany, New York IZ2Z4

cc Janet Polstein, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
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STATE OF NEW YORI(
COURT OF CLAIMS

-X

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant, AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

Claim No. 126521 (Scuccirnana, .T.)
THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

STATE OF NEW YORK )

couNry oF NEw yoRKl 
ss':

THERESA PETERS, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am employed at 600 Fifth Avenue, lOth Floor, New york, New york 10020, am not
aparty to this action and am over the age of 1g years.

on June 29, 2016,I served by E-mail, md by Regular Mail service, upon thefollowing party, a true and correcj .opy of the annexed NorE oF rssuE andCERTIFICATE OF READINESS FOR TRIAL, by placing a true and correcr copy
thereof, with sufficient postage, in a post-paid *rupp.r, uno oepãsiting same in an official
depository under the exclusive care and cuitody ofthe u.s. Postal service within New york
State:

Janet Polstein, Esq
Assistant Attorney'General
OffÏce of the Attorney General
State of New York
120 Broadway
New York, New York IO2jl

-against

t
PETERS

29th

Notary

to

c

me this

¡r ota,"y p,,flr F,f %f, 
t#11 

*, * ro n_ No.01RE6130705
_ Certified in 0ueens Countv
uommission Expires July n,2ws ¡.tf
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New York State Court of Claims - Filing by Fax Cover Sheet
(cornplete, print form, and fax with paper to be f,rled)

Date:
July 30, 2075

Claimant(s): RICARDO BENITEZ

Claim Number (if any):

PaperlìeingFiled: VERIFIED CLAIM, with Exhibits A-K

Name and Address of F'iling Party or Attorney:
Joel B. Rudin, Esq.
Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin, P.C
600 Fifth Avenue, 10th Floor
New York, New York 10020

Telephone Number of Filing Party or Attorney: ( 21,2 ) 7 52-7 600

Fax Number of Filing Party or Attorney: (ztz)geo-2s68
TotalNumber of Pages of this Transmission, including Cover Page: 45 

,

****{.,* FOR CLAIM FILINGS ONLY 'ß**r<**

If you are filing a claim, you must either pay the $50.00 filing fee by complcting
the credit card authorization, or make an application for a waivcr or rcduction

of the filing fee by submitting the appropriate affidavit.

CREDIT CARD AUTHORIZATION

Theresa Peters
, authorize the New York State Court of Claims

to charge my credit card for the $50.00 filing fee required for filing the above claim,

Ë Master Carcl D Discover Card

E Visa

Theresa Peters
,TRR ôff ir':es I

t,

Cardholder Name

s588280019741658
Cardholder Signature

L2/t5

7/30109

Expiration DateCredit Clarcl Number

FAX to: 866-413-1069 (toll-free)
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STATE OF NEW YORK

::_Yll:l::ïY: ......x

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant,

-against- VERIFIED CLAIM

THE STATE OF NEW YORK, Claim No

Defendant.

--------x

To the Clerk of the Court of Claims:

To the Attorney General of the State of New York:

RICARDO BENITEZ ("Claimant"), by and through his attorneys, LAV/ OFFICES OF

JOEL B. RUDIN,P.C., respectfully alleges as follows:

INTRODUCTION

1. This Claim is for damages pursuant to Section 8-b of the Court of Claims Act.

Claimant was unjustly convicted of one count of Robbery in the First Degree (Penal Law $

160.15(4) and one count of Robbery in the Third Degree (Penal Law $ 160.05), following a jury

trial, on October 19,2010. Claimant was sentenced to 22 years to life in prison, and judgment

was entered on December 14,2010. However, on August 20,2014, the Appellate Division,

Second Department, reversed Claimant's judgment of conviction due to the prosecutor's false

and misleading summation comments at Claimant's trial, and ordered a new trial. On March l l,

2015, following Claimant's re-trial, a jury fully acquitted Claimant. Claimant now seeks

damages for the approximately 54 months of imprisonment he suffered following his unjust

conviction.
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PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND AND PARTIES

2. The residence and post office address of Claimant is 127 West 25th Street, New

York, New York 10001.

3. The post office address of Claimant's attorney is Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin,

P.C., 600 Fifth Avenue, lOth Floor, New York 10020, telephone number 212-752-7600.

4. This Claim accrued on March I1,2015, the day a jury acquitted Claimant

following a re-trial.

5. This Claim is filed within two years of the date of accrual.

6. This Claim has not been assigned and has not been submitted to any other off,rcer

or tribunal for audit or determination.

RELEVANT BACKGROUND

A. The Crime and Claimant's Trials

7. The robbery for which Claimant was charged took place at approximately I l:00

a.m. on June 24,2009. At that time, a man walked into a Radio Shack store at 87 -09 Rockaway

Beach Boulevard in Queens, New York, pulled out a gun, pointed it at a store clerk, and

demanded money. The clerk complied, and the robber ran from the store with approximately

$350 from the cash register.

8. Claimant was arrested for the Radio Shack robbery on July 3,2009.

9. On October 21,2009, Claimant was indicted by the grand jury in People v.

Benitez, Queens County Ind. No. 242912009, for one count of Robbery in the First Degree and

one count of Robbery in the Second Degree. See Ex. A (Indictment).

10. Claimant was held in custody continuously from his arrest until his first trial,

which began on October 12,2010.

2
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11. On October 19,2010, Claimant was convicted of Robbery in the First Degree and

Robbery in the Third Degree. Thereafter, on December 14,2010, the Supreme Court, Queens

County, sentenced Claimant to concurrent prison terms of 22 yearc to life for f,rrst-degree

robbery and 3 Yzto 7 years for third-degree robbery. See Ex. B (Sentence and Commitment

Order).

12. Claimant was then transferred to State prison.

13. On August 20,2014, the Appellate Division, Second Department, reversed

Claimant's conviction and ordered a new trial. The Appellate Division held that Claimant was

entitled to a new trial because of false arguments the prosecutor had made in her summation.

See Ex. C (Decision and Order).

14. Claimant's re-trial began on March 4,2015.

15. On March 1I,2015, after deliberating for less than a day, the jury returned its

verdict acquitting Claimant of all charges in the indictment . See Ex. D (Transcript of Jury

Verdict). Claimant was released from custody on April 7,2015, after having spent nearly 54

months incarcerated following his initial conviction.

B. Evidence of Claimant's Innocence

16. There is clear and convincing evidence of Claimant's innocence. At the time of

the robbery, Claimant was at a rehabilitation center at 108-30 Sutphin Boulevard in Queens,

New York - approximately ten miles from the Radio Shack Claimant was convicted of robbing.

Claimant's counselor, Daisy Morales, saw Claimant arrive at the center at 10:45 a.m., where he

remained until approximately 12:05 p.m. See Ex. E (Morales Affidavit).

17 . Moreover, just after the robbery took place, the two eyewitnesses to the crime

told police and an investigator that the perpetrator had "run" out of the store after robbing it. See

aJ
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Ex. F (DD5 No. 3); Ex. G (DD5 No. 5); Ex. H (Radio Shack Investigation Report). However,

approximately one month before the robbery, Claimant was diagnosed with necrosis of his right

hip, which caused Claimant significant, constant pain; gave Claimant a limp; and required

Claimant to walk with the assistance of a cane. See Ex. I (Guillaume Affidavit). Because of this

condition, Claimant was unable to run or walk quickly. Id. Atthe time, Claimant also suffered

from arthritis, asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. These ailments, too, inhibited

Claimant's ability to walk quickly and fully prevented him from running. Thus, Claimant could

not have been the person who ran from the Radio Shack after robbing it.

18. Additionally, after the Radis Shack robbery, the NYPD's Evidence Collection

Team responded to the scene and recovered one fingerprint ofvalue from the store's front door,

which the robber touched as he fled the scene. The NYPD later compared this fingerprint with

Claimant's and found the two did not match. See Ex. J (Fingerprint Report).

19. Also, shortly Claimant was arrested, Claimant gave police written consent to

search his apartment. The police then searched Claimant's apartment and recovered no evidence

that connected Claimant to the Radio Shack robbery in any way. The police found no cash, gun,

hooded sweatshirt, sunglasses, or any contraband. See Ex. K (Excerpt from Det. Raul Lopez

Trial Testimony).

20. Finally, on the day of the robbery, an eyewitness told police the robber was in his

20s or 30s. At the time of the robbery, however, Claimant was 54 years old.

CAUSE FOR RELIEF
Unjust Conviction (N.Y. Ct. Claims Act $8-b)

2t. Claimant repeats and incorporates herein paragraphs l-20 by reference.

Claimant was convicted of two separate felonies against the State in connection

4

22.
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with People v. Benitez, Queens County Ind. No. 242912009.

23. Claimant was sentenced to two concurrent terms of imprisonment in connection

with these convictions.

24. Claimant served a portion of his sentence.

25. Claimant's judgment of conviction was reversed by the Appellate Division,

Second Department, on the basis of the prosecutor's misrepresentations or fraud, and Claimant

was thereafter acquitted, following a re-trial, of all charges in Ind. No.242912009. See lvey v.

State,80 N.Y.2d 474 (1992); Courr of Claims Act $ 8-b(3).

26. Claimant did not commit any of the acts charged in the accusatory instrument.

27. Claimant did not by his own conduct cause or bring about his own conviction.

28. This Claim is not time-barred.

29. Claimant has attached the following documentary evidence in support of his

Claim:

Exhibit A: Indictment in People v. Benitez,No.242912009;

Exhibit B: Sentence and Commitment Order in People v. Benitez;

Exhibit C: Decision and Order of the Appellate Division, Second Department,
dated August 20,2014, reversing Claimant's conviction;

Exhibit D: Transcript of Jury Verdict in Claimant's second trial;

Affidavit of Daisy Morales;

DD5 No. 3, dated June25,2009;

DD5 No. , dated June 25, 2009;

Radio Shack After Action Report, dated June24,2009;

Aff,rdavit of Louis Guillaume;

Exhibit E:

Exhibit F:

Exhibit G

Exhibit H:

5

Exhibit I:
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Exhibit J: NYPD Fingerprint Report, dated October 13, 2010; and

Exhibit K: Excerpt from DetectiveLopez Testimony at Claimant's first trial.

INJURIES AND DAMAGES

30. During the period (approximately 54 months) Claimant was suffering under his

unjust conviction, he was confined in State prison for a crime that he did not commit.

31. In addition to his loss of liberty, Claimant suffered the following injuries and

damages as a result of his wrongful conviction, which continue to this date, and will continue

into the future: personal injuries; pain and suffering; severe mental anguish; emotional distress;

loss of family relationships; psychological damages; infliction of physical illness; inadequate

medical care; humiliation; indignities and embarrassment; degradation; permanent delay of

psychological development; and restrictions on all forms of personal freedom including but not

limited to diet, sleep, personal contact, athletic opportunity, personal fulfillment, sexual activity,

family relations, reading, television, movies, travel, enjoyment, and expression, for which he is

entitled to monetary relief.

32. By reason of the foregoing, Claimant is entitled to reasonable and fair damages,

the particulars of which are set forth in the following schedule:

Damages for loss of liberty and mental and emotional suffering, and physical
illness and injury, caused by his unjust conviction and wrongful
imprisonment............. ............$4,300,000

Total Damages C1aimed.............. .............$4,300,000.

6
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WHEREFORE, Claimant was damaged in the amount of $4,300,000 and demands

judgment against the Defendant for said amount.

b
B. RUDIN, ESQ.

of Joel B. Rudin, P.C
Avenue, Tenth Floor

N York, New York 10020
(212)752-7600 (tel.)
(2t2) 980-2968 (fax)
E-mail : j brudin@rudinlaw.com

For the Claimant Ricardo Benitez

Dated: New York, New York
Jtrly 28,2015

7
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VERIFICATION

STATE OFNEW YORK )
ss

couNTY oF NEW YORK)

zuCARDO BENITEZ, being duly sworn, hereby states the following is true:

I am the Claimant herein and have read the foregoing Claim. The same is true according

to my knowledge, except as to matters stated therein to be made upon information and beliet

which I believe to be true.

Sworn to before me this
day of July,2015

8
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SUPREME

/-\&rl
INDICTMENT

COURT OF THE STATE

couNTY 0F 0UEENS

OF NEf4 YORK

\S Crolzù g

160,15-4
150.05

THE ['EOPÍ,E OF T¡18 STÀTE OF NEW YORX

ÀGAINSl

xJ, RÍCARDO BENTTEZ - ÀFO,VEO
DEFENDÀNÎ

äoo9e¡rogooze
NYSID# 032497892

FrLED: oCT 2*'?00s
TNDTCTMENT ñO, 2429/2009

DISTRICT ATTORNAY

ROBBERY TN THE FTRST DECREE (1.)
ROBBERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE (2)

BTI,L

A
FOREMAN
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EIRST COUNT

THE GRAND 
']URY 

OF THE COUNTY 0F QUEEN9 BY THIS

INDICTMENT, ACCUSE THE DEFENDAN? OF THE CÉ]ME OF ROBBERY IN THE

FIRSÎ DEGREE COMMIÎTED ÀS E'OI,LOWS

T!18 DE¡'ENDANT, QN OR ABOUT JUNE 24' 2009, f,N ÍHE

COUNTY O!' OUEENS, FORCIBÍ,Y STOI,E CERTAIN PROPERTY, TO WTT: A SUM

OE ONllED STÀTES CURRENCY Í'ROM BERNADETTE JOHNSON, AND IN THE

COURSE OF lHE COMMISSION OP THE CRIME OR OF IMMEDIATE ELI'GIIT

THEREFROM flE DISPI,AYED ÍiHÂT APPEARED TO BE A PTSÍOI' OR REVOLVER'

TtlE SUB,JECT MATTER OF THIS COUNT BEING AN ARMED FELONY

AS THÀT TÉRM IS DEFTNED TÑ SECTION ]..20 OF THE CRÍTICINÀI' PROCEDURE

t At'¡ .

SËCOND COUNT

lHE GRANÞ 'IURY OF THE COUNTY 0E QUEDNS By TEIS

INDICTMENT, ACCUSE'THE DEFENDANT OF ÎIIE CRIME OF ROBBERY IN THE

THIRD DEGREE COMMITTED AS FOLLOÍ'IS I

TIIE DEEENDANTI ON OR ASQUT ,]UNE 24, 2009, IN THE

COUNIY OE QUEEN8' EORCIBLY STOÍJE CERTÀIN PROPERTY' TO V'llTr À gUM

OE ÛNÎTED SÎATES CURRENCY FROM BERNÀDETTE JO}iNSON '

DISTRlCl ATIORNEY
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Øu#rrmt $.s\rl uf tt¡r åtutr ¡f Nrru flnrh
Apprltutr lBiuiøiun: Þrmnù lJuùirtut iBrpurtrnrnt

D42606
W/nl

Argued - June 10,2014

RUTH C. BALKTN, J.P.

JOHN M. LEVENTHAL
JOSEPH J. MALTESE
HECTOR D. LASALLE, JJ

20lt-00429 DECISION & ORDER

The People, etc., respondent,
v Ricardo Benitez, appellant.

(Ind. No. 2429109)

Dechert LLP, New York, N.Y. (Andrew J. Levander, James M. McGuire, Matthew
L.Mazw, and K. Keely Rankin of counsel), for appellant.

Richard A. Brown, District Attorney, Kew Gardens, N.Y. (John M. Castellano,
Johnnette Traill, and Laura T. Ross of counsel), for respondent.

Appeal by the defendant from a judgment of the Supreme Court, Queens County
(Latella, J.), rendered December l4,2010,convicting him ofrobbery in the first degree and robbery
in third degree, upon a jury verdict, and imposing sentence.

ORDERED that the judgment is reversed, on the law and as a matter of discretion in
the interest ofjustice, and a new trial is ordered.

In fulfilling our responsibility to conduct an independent review of the weight of the
evidence (see CPL a70.15[5]; People v Danielson, 9 NY3d 342),we nevertheless accord great
deference to the jury's opportunity to view the witnesses, hear the testimony, and observe demeanor

þee People v Mateo,2 NY3d 383; People v Bleakley,69 NY2d 490, 495). Upon reviewing the
record here, we are satisfied that the verdict of guilt was not against the weight ofthe evidence (see
People v Romero, T NY3d 633).

The defendant's contention that he was deprived of his right to effective assistance
of counsel at the independent source hearing and at trial is without merit (see People v Baldi, 54
NY2d 137, 146-147).

August 20,2014
PEOPLE v BENITEZ, RICARDO

Page l.
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Nonetheless, we conclude that a new trial is necessary. The defendant was charged
with crimes related to a robbery of a Radio Shack store. A detective testifÏed during the People's
case that he had received information through the "Crime Tips Ofïïce" and that, after further
investigation, he began looking for a "White male Hispanic, with the possible name of Rick." The
detective went to an apaftment on the sixth floor of a building located at 82-01 Rockaway Beach
Boulevard in Queens, but did not frnd a person fitting that description. Later that day, however, the
detective was provided with information that the person for whom he was looking was in front of
that building. Upon arriving there, the detective arrested the defendant, Ricardo Benitez. The
detective also testifred that the defendant, in providing pedigree information, gave his address as 82-
0l Rockaway Beach Boulevard, Apartment 68.

During summation, the prosecutor strongly implied that whoever had provided the
tip had implicated the defendant: "Someone calls 577-TIPS [The detective] gets this
information and where does he go? 82-01 Rockaway Beach Boulevard, make a left out of the
elevator. I'm looking for a guy named Rick who lives on the sixth floor. Ricardo Benitez." After
defense counsel 's objection to this remark was ovem¡led, the prosecutor continued: "Gave Detective
Lopezthe following address. 82-01 Rockaway Beach Boulevard, 68. Rick. Ladies and gentlemen,
I introduce you to Rick." Defense counsel again objected, but the Supreme Court again overruled
the objection.

The only purpose ofthe prosecutor's improper comments was to suggest to the jury,
in this one-witness identification case, that the complainant was not the only person who had
implicated the defendant in the commission of the robbery (see People v Mendez,22 AD3d 688,
689). Moreover, in overruling defense counsel's objections, the Supreme Court "legitimized" the
prosecutor's improper remarks (People v Lloyd,l 15 AD3d 766,769). The defendant, ofcourse, was
given no opportunityto cross-examine the unnamed witness who had allegedly provided thetip (see

People v McEaddy, 4l AD3d 877,879-880; cf. Crawþrd v I4/ashington, 541 US 36). The evidence
againstthe defendant was not overwhelming, so there is no basis forthe application ofharmless error
analysis (see People v Crimmins, 36 NY2d 230,237; People v Brown,26 AD3d392,393). To the
extent that the defendant failed to preserve the claim by specific objection, we reach the issue in the
exercise of our interest ofjustice jurisdiction, and reverse the judgment (see CPL 470.l5t6ltal).

In light of our determination, we need not address the defendant's remaining
contentions.

BALKIN, J.P., LEVENTHAL, MALTESE and LASALLE, JJ., concur

ENTER:

Aprilanne Agostino
Clerk of the Court

August 20,2014
PEOPLE v BENITEZ, RICARDO
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Proceedings

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

::ït:_:t_3Y:ï : :-_ _:i1Y1Y:_l:iY_ __ __ _*PAR' 
K- e

THE PEOPLE OE THE STATE OF NEW YORK/

, -against-

RICARDO BENTTEZ,

_______:lîl31tl_____ _____x

fnd. No.
2429 / 2009

ROBl

.]URY TRTAL

March 17, 201,5
Queens Supreme Court
125-01 Queens Boulevard
Kew Gardens, New York 114L5

10
BEFORE:

l-1

L2

13 APPEARANCES

1,4 For the People:

1_5

L6

1.7

18 For the Defendant:

1,9

20

27

22

-23

24

THE HONORABLE .IOHN LATELLA,
Justice, Supreme Court

RTCHARD A. BROWN, ESQ.
Distríct Attorney, Queens County
BY: SHLOMIT METZ, ESQ.

ANISH PATEL, ESQ.
Assistant District Attorneys

Dechert LLP (PVT)
1095 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
BY: MATTHEW L. MASUR, ESQ.

AMANDA TUMINELLI, ESQ.

DORIA R. BANKS
SHAVONN EASON
Official- Court Reporters
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484
PROCEEDINGS

should send out a note indicating that they have reached or

have not reached a verdict and the verdict sheet was left

back in the jury room.

I, then, haver now, received as the next note

from the jury Court Exhibít Number V, which does indicate

that thcy'vc reached a verdict.

MR. MAZUR: Irm not questioning the Court's

recitation of what occurred, your Honor. I was not

consulted before the clerk instructed the jury to send out

a note. So we just object to that procedure.

THE COURT: OkaY.

Then are we ready to have the jury and alternates

brought out?

MS, METZ: Yes' Your Honor.

MR. MAZUR: Yes, Your Honor.

COURT OFFÍCER: ReadY for the jurY?

THE COURT: Yes.

COURT OFFICER: .IurY entering.

(At this tíme, the jury enters the courtroom and

upon taking their respective seats the following occurred: )

(At this time, the alternates enter the courtroom

and the foll-owing occurred: )

THE CLERK: Counsel, do you stipulate that the

jury is present and properly seated?

MS. METZ: Yes' Your Honor.25

s l-e
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PROCEEDINGS

MR. MAZUR: Yes, Judge.

THE COURT: Al-I right, l-adies and gentlemen, I

have Mr. Siesto's note which indicates to the Court that

you've reached a verdict.

Is that correct, Mr. Siesto?

FOREPERSON: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: I'lI ask if you would please stand.

( ForePerson compl-ies . )

THE COURT: And I'1I ask the clerk to record your

verdict at this time.

THE CLERK: As to count one, Robbery in the First

Degree, what is Your verdict?

FOREPERSON: Not guiltY.

THE CLERK: As to count two, Robbery in the Third

Degree, what is yoLtr verdict?

FOREPERSON: Not guil[Y.

THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated.

Members of the )ury, Iisten to your verdict as it

stands recorded.

You say through your foreman that you and each of

Robbery in theyou find the defendant as to count one,

t'rrst Degree;

As

not guilty.

to count two, Robbery in the Third Degree; not

25

guilty.

And so say you all?

sle
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PROCEEDINGS

.JURY PANEL: YES .

THE COURT: Your Honor, the verdict has been

recorded.

COURT: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.

Mazur, do you wish the iury Polled?

MAZUR: No, Your Honor.

COURT: Ms. MeLz, do You wish the jury

poJ- Ied?

concludes your

METZ: No, your Honor.

COURT: Then, Iadies and gentlemen, that

service as jurors in this matter. I'm going

to discharge al-l of you, incl-uding our alternates, with the

thanks of the Court for your service in this matter.

You served under some difficult conditions. We

went from freezing weather and a blizzard to a beautiful-

6O-degree day this afternoon and I want to thank you all

for your continued efforts to come to court, everyday, and

to perform your service as jurors in this matter.

I hope that, particularly, for those of you who

are servíng in court as jurors for the first time, that you

can, now, appreciate the ímportance and seriousness of the

service that you perform aS jurors in a criminal case such

as this. It's never an easy task to be asked to sit in

judgment on the facts of a case such as this but we

observed that you all paid very careful attention to the

THE

Mr.

MR.

THE

MS.

THE

25
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the witnesses; that you worked through thattestimony of

testimony in

performed your

fashion.

arriving at

serv]-ce 1n

your verdict and you have all

this matter in a commendable

T want to thank our

wiJ-lingness to serve in

that we have individuals

to bring matters such as

and you have our thanks

that

who

this

for that.

you wish to speak to

free to do that. If

from the courthouse

alternates, for your

capacity. It is important

serve as alternates in order

to a successful conclusion

I ' Il- also advise you that it's my feelíng that

with the exceptj-on of military service that service on a

jury is the highest form of service that citizens are

call-ed upon to perform under our system of law' Itrs a

very great responsibíJ-ity, which you've aII underLaken, and

you have our thanks for having done Bhat.

I'l-I advise you bhat my earlier warnings that you

not discuss the case with family members or friends are now

tifted. Yourre free to di-scuss the matter wÍth whomever

you wish. If

trlal; you're

free to depart

thanks anci the thanks of your fellow citizens in Queens

County for your service in this matter.

Ycu ¿¡re discharged. You may steP

alternates may jcin the regular jurors, ãL

out. And the

the attorneys about the

not, you're, certainly,

this afternoon with our

25 the time.
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(At this

the courtroom and

THE

applications,

MR.

COURT: AII right.

at this time?

MAZUR: I ask that Mr. Benitez be released.

4BB

PROCEEDINGS

time, the alternates and the jury exits

the fol-Iowing occurred: )

Are there any

Mr

THE COURT: All right. The record in this matter

will be seal-ed. Unless there are any other holds on

he will be released.Benitez,

And

which f an not a\^Iare'

I want to thank counsel for both of your work

and it wasin this matter. I think

a pleasure working with

j-t's a hard fought case

all of you.

MR. MAZUR: Thank you, .Tudge. I feel the same

way'

* * * * *

Certified to be a true and accurate record of the

above proceedings.

Shavonn Eason
Senior Court RePorter

****

Certi fie to be a true and accurate record of the

above proceedings

Doria Banks
Senior Court RePorter

*

25
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COURT OF CLAIMS

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant,

-against- AFFIDAVIT

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Defendant.

STATE OF NEW YORK )
SS:

couNTY oF KrNGS )

DAISY MORALES, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says:

L I am a drug and alcohol addiction counselor in Brooklyn, New York. I have

been working as a counselor for approximately eight years. I am certified as a drug and

alcohol addiction counselor by the New York State Office of Alcoholism and Substance

Abuse Services.

2. I met Ricardo Benitez in 2008, when Mr. Benitezbegan attending a

program at a rehabilitation center called 820 River Street, Inc., which was located 108-30

Sutphin Boulevard in Jamaica, Queens. I was Mr. Benitezprimary counselor at the

rehabilitation center.

3. Mr. Benitez's program held meetings flrve days a week, starting at l0:30

a.m. I was leading one of these meetings on June 24,2009. That day, at approximately

I
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10:45 a.m., Mr. Benitez arrived at the rehabilitation center. Mr. Benitez remained at the

rehabilitation center until his daily meeting ended at 12:00 p.m.

4. I remember this because I later learned that Mr. Benitez had been arrested

for a robbery that took place at a Radio Shack on June 24,2009, at the same time when

Mr. Benitezwas in the meeting with me. Thus, I knew Mr. Benitez could not have

committed this crime.

DAISY M

Dated: New York, New York
July 10, 2015

Sworn to before me this l0th day
of July,20l5

IC

2
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COURT OF CLAIMS

-----x

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant,

-against-

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Defendant.

AFFIDAVIT

X

STATE OF NEW YORK )
SS

COUNTYOF QUEENS )

LGF'Æ

1

LOUIS GUILLAUME, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says:

I am medical doctor from abroad and a board-certified surgical assistant in

orthopedics. I have specialized in orthopedics for more than 25 years. I am licenced to practice

as a specialist assistant in orthopedics in the State ofNew York. I currently practice full-time in

the New York City area.

2. In approximately May of 2009,I began seeing Ricardo Benitez as a patient. Mr.

Benitez came into my office complaining of pain in his hip. When I first saw Mr. Benitez, he

was walking with a noticeable limp. I ordered an x-ray and an MRI, which revealed that Mr.

Berutezwas suffering from avascular necrosis and arthritis in his right hip. I prescribed Mr.

Benitez a cane to assist with walking.

3. Avascular necrosis is the death of bone tissue due to a lack of blood supply. It is

a terrible syndrome that causes substantial, constant pain and forces individuals suffering from it

to walk with a limp. Necrosis makes walking, even for short distances, difficult. It is doubtful

434



that aperson suffering from necrosis could run for any more than a short distance without having

to stop due to excruciating pain. The condition is irreversible and becomes worse over time.

4. I continue to see Mr. Benitez for his arthritis. His conditions have

deteriorated to the point where a hip replacement is

GUILLAUME
L

L

'n li'
t tJ oÈ

þ fi*;,&+rt
J¿or/É)¿ e JDated: New York, New York

July!{,2015

Sworn to before me this ftduy
of July,2015

Y

2
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1 SUPRN,IE COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVü YORK

2 COUNTY OF QUEENS: CRIMINAL TERM : PART K-9

3 - -------x

r_3 0

4 THE PEOP],E OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

5 -against-

6 RTCARDO BENTTEZ,

7 Defendant (s) .

Indictment:
2429-09

TRIAI

9 1,25-0L Queens Boulevard
Kew Gardens, Nf l-141-5
October l-3, 20L0

BEFORE:

HONORÄ,BLE iTOHN B. LAITIELLA,
.fUSTTCE

A P P E A R A N C E S:

RICHARD A. BROI^IN, ESQ.
District Attorney, Queens County
BY: SCHLOMET METZ,
Assistant District Attorney
For the People

ELIZABETH NEVVTON, ESQ. ,
Atty. For the Defendant

10

l_ l_

L2

l_3

1,4

t_5

L6

1-7

1B

l_9

20

2T

22

23

24
L]NüNETTE Y. CRUZ, RPR, CRR
Senior Court Reporter

25
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yet. Lopez - People - Cross 311_

1 A No, ma'am.

2 a But you do know that he there was some

3 information about him us'ing a cane?

4 A YeS.

5 0 Now, when you interviewed Mr. Benitez, isn't

6 it a fact that he signed a consent form for you to go

7 to hi s apartment?

8 A Yes, he did. Yes.

9 a okay. He sìgned that consent form and when

1-0 he s-igned that consent form, djd you or another

1-1 officer go to his apartment?

L2 A r did.

13 a okay. So the he signed the consent form

L4 say'ing go to my apartment, search whatever you want to

15 do just

1-6 MS. METZ: objecti on, you r Honor.

L7 THE COURT: Sustained.

1-8 O He signed the consent form so you can go to

L9 hi s apartment and search?

20 A Yes.

2t a end you did exactly that?

22 A yes.

23 a Rnd you recovered absolutely nothjng; is that

24 correct?
25 A Nothing, ma'am. No contraband, nothing.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

L0

11

L2

13

t4

1_5

1_6

a7

1_8

19

20

2L

22

23

24

25

Det. Lopez - People - Cross 3L2

a You did not recover any weapons, nothìng?

A No, ma'am.

a Now, when you filled out the arrest report,

ADA Metz indicated, talked about, you testified about

pedigree i nformation.

A YES.

a on the arrest report, in that pedigree, in

the arrest report, there's a section for accent, âff L

co r rect?
A For accent?

a yeah, like, you know, you speak with an

accent -

A YES.

a And in that area you indicated ho, am 1-

co r rect?
A I would have to take a look at the on-lìne,

but...

a Yeah, can you take a look to see if that will
refresh your memory?

A YCS.

(whereupon, the witness complies. )
A No accent.

a okay. you filled in an â9ê, am 1- correct?

A That's computer generated by the date of
birth that's provìded to me.
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STATE OF NEW YORK

::Y:l:I::11* .. ........x

RICARDO BENITEZ,

Claimant, AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
BY CERTIFIED MAIL/

-against-

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,

Defendant.

STATE OF NEV/ YORK

cotrNTY oF NEW YORK)

THERESA PETERS, being duly sworn, deposes and says

I am employed at 600 Fifth Avenue, lOth Floor, New York, New York 10020, am not

a party to this action and am over the age of l8 years.

On July 30, 2015,I served by Certified Mail/Return Receipt Requested, upon the

Attorney General, State ofNew York, Off,rce ofthe Attorney General, The Capitol, Albany,

New York, New York 12224-0341, atrue and correct copy of the annexed Verified Claim'

with Exhibits A-K, by placing a true and correct copy thereof, with sufficient postage, in a

post-paid wrapper, and depositing same in an official depository under the exclusive care and

custody of the U.S. Postal Service within New York State.

)
) SS.

b

THERESA PETERS

Sworn to before me this
30th day

N

ofJ 15
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

  

 

                                                   Claimant, 

 -against- 

 

THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

 

                                                   Defendants. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 
 

 

 

Claim#:  
 

 

 

CLAIMANT’S VERIFIED 

BILL OF PARTICULARS 

& RESPONSE TO COMBINED 

DEMANDS FOR DISCOVERY 

  

VERIFIED BILL OF PARTICULARS 

 

 The Claimant, through their attorney, COHEN & FITCH, LLP, responds to the 

defendant’s demand for verified Bill of Particulars as follows: 

 1. The Claimant’s is  years old. Pursuant to 22 NYCRR 202.5(e) [Omission or 

Redaction of Confidential Personal Information] the Claimant’s year of birth is ; 

his full date of birth will be provided under separate cover.  

 2. , Bronx, New York 10473. 

 3. N/A 

 4.  2010 

 5. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, the first 

trial ended or about  and the re-trial ended on or about , 

 

 6. P.L. § 110/125.25 Attempted Murder in the Second Degree; P.L. § 120.10(1) Assault 

in the First Degree; P.L. § 265.03(1)(b) Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the 
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Second Degree; P.L. § 265.03(3) Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the Second 

Degree; P.L. § 120.05(1) Assault in the Second Degree; P.L. § 120.05(2) Assault in 

the Second Degree; P.L. § 120.00(1) Assault in the Third Degree; P.L. § 120.14(1) 

Menacing in the Second Degree; P.L. § 265.01(1) Criminal Possession of a Weapon 

in the Fourth Degree. 

 7. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, the re-

trial ended on or about  when claimant was acquitted of all 

charges against him. 

 8. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, the date 

of the conviction was on or about . 

 9. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, the date 

claimant was sentenced was on or about . 

 10. N/A 

 11. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, 
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claimant’s records were sealed on or about  by the Honorable 

Justice  of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, Bronx County. Upon 

information and belief, claimant’s records have not been unsealed.  

 12. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant 

was convicted of Assault in the First Degree on or about . The 

conviction was reversed and vacated on or about  by the Appellate 

Division, First Department and remanded the matter for a new trial. The grounds for 

dismissal were: 1) that admission of hearsay testimony violated claimant’s rights 

under the Confrontation Clause; 2) that claimant was deprived of his right to fair trial 

by the prosecutor’s improper statements during summation; and, 3) the totality of the 

circumstances supported the inference that the jury was improperly coerced into 

returning a compromise verdict.  

 13. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant 

was remanded pending sentence.  

 14. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, 

ambiguous, overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from 

another source.  

 15. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, 
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ambiguous, overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from 

another source.  

 16. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, upon 

information and belief, a bail hearing was held prior to retrial but did not occur until 

several weeks after the reversal of claimant’s conviction, during which time 

Claimant remained incarcerated at Rikers Island for several weeks.  

 17. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant 

was incarcerated for approximately two and half years.  

 18. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and 

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this 

objection, claimant endured years of pain and suffering, suffered from shame, 

degradation, and physical deprivations, was unable to be in the workforce, was 

separated from his family and friends, inter alia. Claimant reserves the right to 

supplement this response through testimony regarding all the ways his reputation and 

character were harmed as a result of this unjust conviction at his deposition.  

 19.  Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and 

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this 

objection, claimant suffered the loss of his liberty, physical injuries, and emotional 
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distress. He was illegally searched and seized. He was falsely arrested and 

wrongfully convicted, rear handcuffed, subjected to invasive strip searches, and had 

an assault/battery committed to his person, and denied the opportunity to pursue a 

career and to earn a living commensurate with his intelligence, abilities, 

industriousness, and dedication, among other things. All injuries are believed to be 

permanent. Claimant reserves the right to supplement this response through 

testimony regarding all of his injures claimed as a result of this unjust conviction, at 

his deposition. 

 20. N/A 

 21. N/A  

 22. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and 

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this 

objection, claimant was denied the opportunity to pursue a career and to earn a living 

commensurate with his intelligence, abilities, industriousness, and dedication; was 

separated from his family and friends for over two and a half (2.5) years and has 

been deprived of the benefits of those relationships; and, was physically and 

emotionally deprived of his freedom while an innocent man, a circumstance which 

has resulted in an unwanted permanent alteration of his lifestyle, his outlook and his 

emotions, among other things. Claimant reserves the right to supplement this 

response through testimony at his deposition. 

 23. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and 

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this 
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objection, claimant was unable to work during the time he was incarcerated and was 

denied the opportunity to pursue a career and to earn a living commensurate with his 

intelligence, abilities, industriousness, and dedication as a result of this unjust 

conviction. Claimant reserves the right to supplement this response through 

testimony at his deposition. 

 24. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, prior to 

his arrest on    claimant was employed by the   

 for approximately six (6) years where  

 and worked in the warehouse, among other things. Claimant reserves 

the right to supplement this response through testimony at his deposition. 

 25. Pursuant to 22 NYCRR 202.5(e) [Omission or Redaction of Confidential Personal 

Information] claimant’s social security number is improper for a bill of particulars; 

claimant’s SSN will be provided under separate cover on the attached HIPAA 

Authorizations. With respect to claimant’s DIN number(s), claimant objects to this 

request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, ambiguous, overbroad, unduly 

burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. Notwithstanding, and 

without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant’s DIN number(s) 

were . 

 26. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, 

ambiguous, overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from 
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another source. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this 

objection, claimant’s DIN number(s) were  and 

claimant’s NYSID number is  

 27. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, unduly 

burdensome, and overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way 

limiting this objection, claimant was unable to work during the time he was 

incarcerated and was denied the opportunity to pursue a career and to earn a living 

commensurate with his intelligence, abilities, industriousness, and dedication as a 

result of this unjust conviction. Claimant reserves the right to supplement this 

response through testimony at his deposition. 

 28. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, unduly 

burdensome, and overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way 

limiting this objection, claimant suffered emotion injuries as a result of being 

unjustly convicted. Claimant reserves the right to, and will, supplement this response 

through testimony at his deposition. 

 29. N/A 

 30. N/A 

RESPONSE TO DEMANDS FOR DISCOVERY 

 The Claimants, through their attorney, COHEN & FITCH, LLP, responds to the defendant 

demand for Discovery as follows: 

1. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 
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Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto is a C.P.L. § 160.50(1)(d) authorization. 

2. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto are all of the transcripts in claimant’s possession.  

3. See response to #2 

4. See response to #2 

5. See response to #2 

6. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto are all of the reports in claimant’s possession.  

7. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto are copies of the accusatory instrument and indictment.  

8. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant 

sought treatment with  and attended psychiatric 

therapy at . In addition, claimant sought treatment while 
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incarcerated at  Correctional Facility. Claimant is not in possession of any 

medical reports at this time and will supplement this response on a future date. In 

addition, claimant will provide any expert disclosures pursuant to the CPLR. Claimant 

has attached HIPAA compliant medical releases related to same.  

9. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto are HIPAA compliant medical releases.  

10. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant 

will provide any expert disclosures pursuant to the CPLR.  

11. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, claimant 

identified any and all members of NYPD involved in the investigation of the events 

which led to claimant’s arrest, any and all members of NYPD involved in claimant’s 

arrest and/or prosecution in any way, a representative of the Bronx County District 

Attorney’s Office, any all mental health providers/clinicians that claimant was treated 

with, any and all witnesses that testified at claimant’s trial and/or retrial,  

, and . Claimant is not aware of any additional 

witnesses at this time except for those to be identified during pre-trial testimony or 
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those indicated in documents exchanged by the parties. The claimant reserves the right 

to call any individual identified by any of the parties or any individual indicated in an 

exchanged document. 

12. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto are all of the Appellate briefs in claimant’s possession.  

13. N/A 

14. N/A 

15. See response to request # 26 of claimant’s Verified Bill of Particulars 

16. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source.  

17. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, attached 

hereto are video and audio records of questioning of claimant incident to claimant’s 

arrest.  

18. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source.  

19. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source.  

20. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 
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unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source.  

21. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, overbroad, 

unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another source. 

22. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, 

ambiguous, overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another 

source. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection, 

attached hereto is a releases for claimant’s New York State Department of Correctional 

Services file.  

23. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, 

ambiguous, overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another 

source.  

24. Claimant objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant, vague, 

ambiguous, overbroad, unduly burdensome, and more readily obtainable from another 

source.  

25. See response to #1 

26. N/A 

RESPONSE TO MEDICARE DEMAND 

  Upon information and belief, claimant is not presently nor has he ever been enrolled 

in Medicare benefits. Claimant will supplement this response to the extent the response to 

this demand changes.  
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Dated: New York, New York 

 October 24, 2017 

 

      Yours, etc. 

      COHEN & FITCH, LLP and 

      IRVING COHEN 
    

 

      BY: __________/S___________________ 

       GERALD M. COHEN 

       JOSHUA P. FITCH 

ILYSSA FUCHS 

       233 BROADWAY, SUITE 1800 

       NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10279 

       (212) 374-9115 

       gcohen@cohenfitch.com 

       jfitch@cohenfitch.com 

       ifuchs@cohenfitch.com 

 

       IRVING COHEN 

       233 BROADWAY, SUITE 1800 

       NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10279 

       (212) 964-2544 

 

 

TO: ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 

 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

, 

 

                                                   Claimant, 

 

-against- 

 

THE STATE OF NEW YORK  

 

                                                   Defendants. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

 

 

Claim#:  

 

 

 

 

 

VERIFICATION 

 

 I, Ilyssa Fuchs, an attorney admitted to practice in the courts of New York State, 

state that I am a member of the firm of COHEN & FITCH, LLP, the attorneys of record for 

Claimant(s) in the within action; I have read the foregoing and know the contents thereof; 

the same is true to my own knowledge, except as to the matters therein stated to be alleged 

on information and belief, and as to those matters I believe it to be true.  The reason this 

verification is made by me and not by Claimant(s) is because Claimant(s) resides outside the 

county where deponent maintains his office. 

 

 I affirm that the foregoing statements are true under the penalties of perjury. 

 

Dated:  New York, New York 

  October 24, 2017 

 

                     __________/S__________               

 

         Ilyssa Fuchs 
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AFFIRMATION OF SERVICE 
  

 Ilyssa Fuchs, an attorney admitted to practice in the State of New York, deposes and says, 

under the penalties of perjury, that deponent is not a party to this action, is over 18 years of age and 

resides at New York County, New York.  That on November 18, 2016, deponent served the within 
VERIFIED BILL OF PARTICULARS & RESPONSE TO DEMANDS FOR DISCOVERY AND 

CLAIMANT’S COMBINED DEMANDS by depositing same in a U.S. Postal depository addressed 

to: 

  

 ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 

 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 

 

 

 

DATED: New York, New York 

    October 24, 2017 

  

________/S_________ 

     Ilyssa Fuchs 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- x 

JABBAR COLLINS, 

  Plaintiff,

-against- 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, et al., 

Defendants.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- x 

 

 

 

11-CV-00766 (FB) (RML) 

 

 

 

DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT 
OF THEIR MOTION TO DISMISS THE COMPLAINT, IN PART 

 
 
 
 
 

MICHAEL A. CARDOZO 
Corporation Counsel of the City of New York 

Attorney for Defendants 
100 Church Street 

New York, New York 10007 
(212) 788-1599 

 

Of Counsel: 
 

Arthur G. Larkin 
Elizabeth N. Krasnow 
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Preliminary Statement 

Plaintiff brings this civil rights action following his release from custody after serving 

fifteen (15) years of twenty-five (25) years to life sentence for murder.  He was released by order 

of Hon. Dora L. Irrizary after a habeas proceeding where the court heard testimony from one 

witness – a civilian who, at Collins’ criminal trial, had identified him as the person he saw 

fleeing the murder scene, but who recanted at the hearing.  At the habeas proceeding, the DA’s 

office also conceded that Brady material consisting of a recantation by another key witness, 

Edwin Oliva, was not disclosed prior to Collins’ criminal trial.  Granting the petition, the court 

rebuked the DA’s office even though it was not established through evidence that any surviving 

ADA knew about the recantation.  The complaint asserts civil rights and common law tort claims 

against seven individual ADA’s, two detectives, DA Charles Hynes and the City.  

There is more to this case than the complaint suggests, however.  Prior to his release, 

Collins appears to have engaged in questionable conduct in an attempt to gather what he now 

claims is “exculpatory” evidence.  In November, 2005, Collins paid an attorney, Roland 

Acevedo, three hundred dollars ($300), and after receiving the payment Acevedo agreed to 

undertake representation of Oliva, who had testified at Collins’ criminal trial that he overheard 

Collins planning the murder.  See People v. Collins, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6162, *8-9 (copy 

attached).  Collins then procured an affidavit from Oliva recanting his incriminating trial 

testimony, which was purportedly witnessed by Acevedo as Oliva’s “attorney.”  Moreover, 

Collins and Oliva were incarcerated at the same prison when these events took place. 

Collins also perpetrated a series of “frauds” (as the court described them) in an effort to 

overturn his conviction.  Collins, at *15-18.  First, Collins impersonated a law enforcement 

officer and duped one of the People’s witnesses, Adrian Diaz, into giving him a statement.  
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Second, in August, 2002, Collins filed a motion in a separate criminal matter involving Diaz 

(Index # 12753/93), seeking a copy of Diaz’s pre-sentence report and representing in his papers 

that he was Diaz.  The court found that the motion “is a forgery created by defendant Collins and 

that it was filed with the Court at the direction of defendant Collins.”  Id. at *17. 

While Collins vehemently alleges that defendants violated his civil rights – often in gross, 

inflammatory language, and with an irresponsible lack of attention to the facts – we submit that 

the complaint should largely be dismissed.  As shown below, all of the ADA’s and the two DA 

detective investigators are entitled to absolute immunity, and plaintiff’s Monell claims against 

the City, purportedly based on “policies” of the NYPD and DA Hynes, should also be dismissed.  

The only claims that should proceed are those asserted against the two NYPD detectives. 

Argument 

I.   Governing Standards 

Under Rule 12(b)(6), the complaint should be dismissed where it fails to plead “enough 

facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”  Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 

U.S. 544, 570 (2007).  “A claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content 

that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the 

misconduct alleged.”  Ashcroft v. Iqbal, --- U.S. ---, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009).  The facts 

pleaded “must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level.”  Twombly, 550 

U.S. at 555.  The defense of immunity, if raised by one or more parties, should be resolved as 

early as possible in order “to spare a defendant not only unwarranted liability, but unwarranted 

demands customarily imposed upon those defending a long drawn out lawsuit.”  Siegert v. 

Gilley, 500 U.S. 226, 232-33 (1991).  As shown below, all but one of plaintiff’s claims should be 

dismissed in whole or in part, based on immunity and other grounds.  
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II.   First Cause of Action – Malicious Prosecution 
 
Plaintiff’s First Cause of Action asserts a common law malicious prosecution claim 

against “all” defendants, including Vecchione (the ADA who tried Collins in 1995), Twersky, 

D’Angelo, Marmer, Dennehy, Modest and Mandel (the ADA’s who signed responses to Collins’ 

post-conviction Freedom of Information Law (“FOIL”) requests), and Bondor and Maher (the 

DA investigators).  This claim should be dismissed as against all of these defendants. 

A.   Absolute and Qualified Immunity – Generally 

The doctrine of absolute immunity protects prosecutors against “claims brought under 

state law,” as well as those brought under Section 1983.  Shmueli v. City of New York, 434 F.3d 

231, 238 (2d Cir. 2005); see Van de Kamp v. Goldstein, 555 U.S. 335, 129 S. Ct. 855, 860 (2009) 

(noting that historically, “the law had also granted prosecutors absolute immunity from common-

law tort actions”).1  Absolute immunity extends to “prosecutorial actions that are ‘intimately 

associated with the judicial phase of the criminal process.’”  Van de Kamp, 129 S. Ct. at 860 

(quoting Imbler, 424 U.S. at 430).  “The public trust of the prosecutor's office would suffer if he 

were constrained in making every decision by the consequences in terms of his own potential 

liability in a suit for damages.”  Imbler, 424 U.S. at 424-25.  Fear of litigation “is no small 

concern, given the frequency with which criminal defendants bring such suits.”  Van de Kamp, 

129 S. Ct. at 860 (noting that “a defendant often will transform his resentment at being 

prosecuted into the ascription of improper and malicious actions to the State's advocate”). 

                                                 
 1  See also Burns v. Reed, 500 U.S. 478, 486 (1991) (“at common law prosecutors were immune from suits 
for malicious prosecution and for defamation”) (citing Imbler v. Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409, 421-24, 426 & n.23 
(1976)).  This historical common law immunity is the foundation for absolute immunity under Section 1983.  Id. at 
484-85 (citations omitted). 
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Moreover, in civil suits against prosecutors, “complex, close, fair-trial questions often 

would require a virtual retrial of the criminal offense in a new forum, and the resolution of some 

technical issues by the lay jury.”  Id.  “A prosecutor . . . inevitably makes many decisions that 

could engender colorable claims of constitutional deprivation.  Defending these decisions, often 

years after they were made, could impose unique and intolerable burdens upon a prosecutor 

responsible annually for hundreds of indictments and trials.”  Id. (quoting Imbler, 424 U.S. at 

425-26).  These considerations, among others, counsel against the lesser protection of qualified 

immunity and in favor of absolute immunity for prosecutors.  See id.  “It is the interest in 

protecting the proper functioning of the office, rather than the interest in protecting its occupant, 

that is of primary importance.”  Id. at 862 (citation omitted). 

“[A]bsolute immunity protects a prosecutor from . . . liability for virtually all acts, 

regardless of motivation, associated with his function as an advocate.”  Dory v. Ryan, 25 F.3d 81, 

83 (2d Cir. 1994) (section 1983 case).  Immunity extends to allegations that a prosecutor 

suborned perjury, suppressed evidence required to be disclosed under Brady, knowingly 

introduced false or misleading trial exhibits, Van de Kamp, 129 S. Ct. at 862 (citing Imbler, 424 

U.S. at 416), elicited false testimony at a pre-trial hearing, Burns, 500 U.S. at 490-91, 

“knowing[ly] use[d] . . . false testimony before the grand jury,” id. at 485, commenced a 

prosecution to carry out a personal vendetta, Shmueli, 421 F.3d at 236-38, or withheld post-

conviction, exculpatory DNA test results.  Warney v. Monroe County, 587 F.3d 113, 123-25 (2d 

Cir. 2009).  In Van de Kamp, the Court granted immunity to supervising prosecutors for claims 

that they failed to train assistants or to ensure information-sharing within the office concerning 

informants, holding that these responsibilities are “directly connected with the prosecutor’s basic 

trial advocacy duties.”  Van de Kamp, 129 S. Ct. at 861-63.  
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Qualified immunity, on the other hand, protects government officials when their conduct 

“does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable 

person should have known.”  Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 (1992).  Where reasonably 

competent officials could disagree as to whether the conduct at issue would violate clearly 

established rights, the defendant is entitled to qualified immunity.  Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 

335, 341 (1986).  “The protection of qualified immunity applies regardless of whether the 

government official's error is a mistake of law, a mistake of fact, or a mistake based on mixed 

questions of law and fact.”  Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 231 (2009) (citation omitted). 

Courts have said that when a prosecutor acts as “investigator” or “administrator,” he is 

entitled to qualified rather than absolute immunity.  Zahrey v. Coffey, 221 F.3d 342, 346-47 (2d 

Cir. 2000) (citations omitted); see also Buckley v. Fitzsimmons, 509 U.S. 259, 273 (1993) 

(qualified immunity applies “[w]hen a prosecutor performs the investigative functions normally 

performed by a detective or police officer”) (citation omitted).  But as the Circuit has recognized, 

“[t]he line between a prosecutor’s advocacy and investigating roles might sometimes be difficult 

to draw.”  Zahrey, 221 F.3d at 347 (citations omitted); see Warney, 587 F.3d at 121-22 (the “line 

between ‘advocacy’ and ‘investigative’ functions is vexed”).  Drawing these distinctions, 

therefore, is often “unhelpful” in determining whether absolute or qualified immunity applies.  

Warney, 587 F.3d at 123; cf. Van de Kamp, 129 S. Ct. at 862 (absolute immunity applies to 

“administrative” functions “directly connected with the conduct of a trial”). 

B. The Malicious Prosecution Claim Against  
ADA Vecchione Should be Dismissed 
 

Accepting as true the facts pleaded in the complaint, ADA Vecchione is entitled to 

absolute immunity on all of plaintiff’s claims because, with a few exceptions, the pleaded facts 

concern Vecchione’s alleged conduct after Collins was arrested, i.e., during the time when 
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criminal proceedings were pending against Collins.  Cf. Warney, 587 F.3d at 123 (immunity 

applies when “there is pending or in preparation a court proceeding in which the prosecutor acts 

as an advocate”).  With regard to the few facts alleged that concern Vecchione’s pre-arrest 

conduct, he would also be entitled to absolute – or at a minimum, qualified – immunity, and in 

any event these facts cannot satisfy the elements of a malicious prosecution claim. 

Plaintiff alleges – in gross, inflammatory language – that probable cause had 

“evaporated” by early 1995, and that Vecchione used “blatantly illegal investigative tactics to 

manufacture probable cause” thereafter.  (DE 1, ¶ 92)2  Aware of the absolute immunity 

doctrine, Collins alleges that Vecchione’s conduct was “investigative” (id., ¶ 92, 415), or that he 

acted “in the complete absence of any authority” (id., ¶ 145), or acted as a “witness” (id.,

However, every single “fact” alleged (with a few exceptions) describes purported conduct by 

Vecchione during the time that plaintiff’s criminal case, post-conviction appeals or collateral 

attacks on his conviction were pending, when Vecchione was clearly acting as advocate for the 

state.  Accordingly, he is entitled to absolute immunity.   

 ¶ 415).  

                                                

In Warney, the Second Circuit held that prosecutors who withheld exculpatory DNA test 

results for seventy-two (72) days during the pendency of post-conviction proceedings were 

entitled to absolute immunity.  Recognizing that the prosecutors’ conduct could be classified as 

advocacy, investigative or administrative, the court found that “it is unhelpful to ascertain the 

 
 2  In summary, plaintiff alleges that Vecchione (i) filed affidavits with the courts in his name that were signed 
by someone else (id., ¶¶ 96, 132, 170); (ii) filed and/or directed others to file affidavits containing false 
representations (id., ¶¶ 93-97, 109-14, 131-35, 167-74); (iii) threatened witnesses into giving false testimony (id., ¶¶ 
116-18, 127, 146-49); (iv) obtained material witness warrants or other court orders by submitting false, misleading 
motion papers (id., ¶¶ 136-38, 167, 179); (v) suppressed exculpatory evidence (id., ¶¶ 139-40, 217-22); (vi) created, 
or directed others to create, false documents suggesting that Collins or others associated with him had threatened a 
witness, and falsely represented to the trial court that the witness had reported such threats (id., ¶¶ 150-63); and (vii) 
made promises to witnesses and intervened on their behalf with other governmental authorities, but never disclosed 
those actions (id., ¶¶ 187-98, 223-26).  Plaintiff also alleges that, during post-conviction proceedings, Vecchione 
made false statements in affidavits filed with the courts.  (Id., ¶¶ 293-323)  
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prosecutors' functional role by isolating each specific act done or not done.”  Warney, 587 F.3d 

at 123.  Rather, “a prosecutor’s function depends chiefly on whether there is pending or in 

preparation a court proceeding in which the prosecutor acts as an advocate.”  Id.  The DNA tests 

“were integral to and subsumed in the advocacy functions being performed in connection with 

[plaintiff’s] post-conviction initiatives,” and for this reason absolute immunity for non-disclosure 

of the test results applied.  Id.  Under Warney, immunity depends on the prosecutor’s “role and 

function in an ongoing proceeding,” id., and when the prosecutor acts as advocate in any 

“ongoing proceeding,” he is entitled to absolute immunity.  Id. at 124-25.  

All of Vecchione’s alleged conduct occurred while “there [was] pending or in preparation 

a court proceeding in which [he] act[ed] as an advocate,” see Warney, 587 F.3d at 123, and he is 

therefore entitled to absolute immunity.  Here, as in Warney, it would be “unhelpful to . . . 

isolat[e] each specific act done or not done” by Vecchione in order to fit those acts into the 

framework of advocacy, on the one hand, or “investigative” or “administrative” conduct, on the 

other.  See id.  Courts addressing allegations similar to those made here, such as the improper 

procuring of a material witness warrant, Betts v. Richard, 726 F.2d 79, 81 (2d Cir. 1984), or the 

“solicitation and subornation of perjured testimony, the withholding of evidence, or the 

introduction of illegally-seized evidence at trial,” Taylor v. Kavanaugh, 640 F.2d 450, 452 (2d 

Cir. 1981), have found that absolute immunity applies (see Point I-A, supra).3  Plaintiff’s 

allegation that Vecchione supposedly acted as a “witness” during the post-conviction 

proceedings – while dubious, given his undisputed role as the trial prosecutor – would not 

                                                 
 3  See also Buckley, 509 U.S. at 272-73 (prosecutor’s “out-of-court ‘effort to control the presentation of a 
witness' testimony’ [is] entitled to absolute immunity because it [is] ‘fairly within the prosecutor's function as an 
advocate’”) (quoting Imbler, 424 U.S. at 430 n.32). 
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overcome absolute immunity, which also applies to testifying witnesses.  Rolon v. Henneman, 

517 F.3d 140, 145 (2d Cir. 2008). 

Vecchione is also entitled to absolute or qualified immunity with regard to the only pre-

arrest conduct in which he supposedly engaged.  Plaintiff alleges that two detectives fabricated a 

statement by a witness, Edwin Oliva, implicating Collins in the crime after Oliva was arrested 

for an armed robbery.  (DE 1, ¶¶ 54-61)  Plaintiff further alleges that, before Collins was 

arrested, unnamed prosecutors in the KCDA rewarded Oliva for his alleged “cooperation” by, 

among other things, allowing him to plead guilty to far more lenient charges than he otherwise 

would have faced.  (Id., ¶¶ 62-65)  Finally, plaintiff alleges that Vecchione “personally turned 

down” a request by Oliva’s attorney for more leniency at that time, but “held open the possibility 

of future benefits if Oliva’s cooperation was needed later.”  (Id., ¶ 66)  It is undisputed that Oliva 

did not testify in the grand jury proceedings that led to Collins’ indictment.  (Id.) 

Viewed liberally, the well-pleaded facts show that Vecchione stated, or suggested, to 

Oliva or his agents that he might “possibly” entertain a request for leniency in the future if Oliva 

would testify against Collins at trial.  It is not alleged that Vecchione himself fabricated or 

coerced the initial statement by Oliva implicating Collins, but rather that NYPD detectives 

supposedly did so.  This case is therefore distinguishable from Zahrey, where immunity was 

denied to a prosecutor alleged to have fabricated evidence pre-arrest.  Cf. Zahrey, 221 F.3d at 

356-57.  Even if Vecchione had authorized a plea agreement with Oliva at that time, he would be 

entitled to absolute immunity because “a prosecutor’s conduct in the plea bargaining negotiations 

is protected by the doctrine of absolute prosecutorial immunity.”  Schloss v. Bouse, 876 F.2d 

287, 291 (2d Cir. 1989) (citation omitted).  At a minimum, Vecchione is entitled to qualified 

immunity for offering the possibility of leniency to Oliva.  See Buckley, 509 U.S. at 273-75.  
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Apart from the foregoing, Vecchione’s alleged pre-arrest conduct cannot support a 

malicious prosecution claim.  The pleaded facts do not establish that Vecchione initiated or 

continued the criminal proceeding against Collins by holding out the promise of future benefits 

to Oliva, especially since Oliva did not testify in the grand jury.  See, e.g., Jocks v. Tavernier, 

316 F.3d 128, 136 (2d Cir. 2003) (elements of malicious prosecution under New York law 

include “the initiation or continuation of a criminal proceeding”).  

C.   The Malicious Prosecution Claim Against 
the Other ADA Defendants Should be Dismissed 
 

ADA’s Twersky, D’Angelo, Marmer, Dennehy, Modest and Mandel are also entitled to 

absolute immunity.  Each of these ADA’s is alleged to have made false representations to Collins 

in response to his post-conviction FOIL requests, and/or to have filed in court documents 

containing such false representations.  (DE 1, ¶¶ 237-82)  Some or all of the material Collins 

sought through FOIL is alleged to have constituted Brady or Rosario material.  (Id., ¶ 282)  

Prosecutors are absolutely immune from claims that they failed to disclose Brady or Rosario 

material, however.  Warney, 587 F.3d at 125 (“a prosecutor’s non-disclosure of exculpatory 

information is certainly entitled to absolute immunity” because “the disclosure of evidence to 

opposing counsel is an advocacy function”).  Collins filed requests under FOIL for the purpose 

of collaterally attacking his conviction, and the ADA’s responses to those requests were sent to 

Collins or filed in court as part of their advocacy duties.  See id.   

Even if immunity did not apply, plaintiff has not alleged facts showing that these ADA 

defendants “continued” the prosecution.  See Jocks, 316 F.3d at 136.  Rather, plaintiff 

acknowledges that he was convicted and sentenced on April 3, 1995 (DE 1, ¶¶ 231-33), and that 

all of his FOIL requests post-dated his conviction.  New York courts give preclusive effect to a 

judgment of conviction, even if an appeal is pending.  See, e.g., People v. Goodman, 69 N.Y.2d 
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32, 37 (1986).  Under any fair reading of the law, the prosecution of Collins ended when he was 

convicted and sentenced, and government officers involved in post-conviction proceedings 

cannot be said to have “continued” the case against him. 

D.   The Malicious Prosecution Claim Against the  
KCDA Investigators Should be Dismissed 
 

Non-lawyer employees of a district attorney’s office “are entitled to the same degree of 

immunity as [the district attorney] himself for their activities while assisting with the 

investigation and prosecution” of a case.  Hill v. City of New York, 45 F.3d 653, 660 (2d Cir. 

1995).  Maher’s and Bondor’s involvement in the case against Collins began sometime after the 

criminal proceedings were commenced, and both are entitled to absolute immunity to the same 

extent as the ADA’s.  Cf. Goncalves v. Reynolds, 198 F. Supp. 2d 278 (W.D.N.Y. 2001) 

(immunity granted to criminal investigator who acted at direction of DA’s office).   

E.  The Malicious Prosecution Claim Against the City Should be Dismissed 

Because all of the ADA’s are entitled to absolute immunity, the City is likewise entitled 

to immunity on plaintiff’s state law malicious prosecution claim.  Sher v. Pellicano, 203 A.D.2d 

273, 274 (2d Dept. 1994) (where ADA was absolutely immune from suit, county was also 

immune); Calderon v. County of Westchester, 111 A.D.2d 208 (2d Dept. 1985) (same); 

Minicozzi v. City of Glen Cove, 97 A.D.2d 815 (2d Dept. 1983) (same). 

III.   Second Cause of Action – Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 

This claim, also asserted against “all” defendants, should be dismissed as against the DA 

defendants because they are entitled to absolute immunity (see Point II, above), and as against 

the City as well (see Point II-E, above).  Moreover, the Court of Appeals has “questioned 

whether the doctrine of liability for intentional infliction of extreme emotional distress should be 

applicable where the conduct complained of falls well within the ambit of other traditional tort 
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liability.”  Fischer v. Maloney, 43 N.Y.2d 553, 558 (1978).  Here, of course, the conduct of 

which plaintiff complains falls within other well-recognized torts.   

IV.   Third Cause of Action – Abuse of Process 

This claim is asserted against Vecchione, the City, and KCDA investigators Maher and 

Bondor.  All are entitled to absolute immunity, as more fully set forth above, and the City 

likewise is entitled to dismissal of this claim to the extent it is based on their conduct.  Moreover, 

in order to plead the claim, plaintiff must allege “factual matter” showing that these defendants 

“employ[ed] regularly issued legal process to compel performance or forbearance of some act  

. . . with intent to do harm without excuse or justification, . . . in order to obtain a collateral 

objective that is outside the legitimate ends of the process.”  Savino v City of New York, 331 F.3d 

63, 76 (2d Cir. 2003).  “The crux of a malicious abuse of process claim is the collateral objective 

element.”  Douglas v. City of New York, 595 F. Supp. 2d 333, 344 (S.D.N.Y. 2009).  

“[C]ollateral objectives typically associated with abuse of criminal process are extortion, 

blackmail, or retribution; and those objectives are usually characterized by personal animus.”  

Oathout v. Decker, No. 99 Civ. 5868 (KNF), 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12001, at *20 (S.D.N.Y. 

Aug. 21, 2000).  Plaintiff has not pleaded facts showing that defendants employed process for 

any “collateral objective,” but rather, that they employed process in furtherance of the criminal 

case against plaintiff (see, e.g., DE 1, ¶ 380). 

V.   Fourth Cause of Action – Actual and Constructive Fraud 

 To the extent this claim is asserted against the ADA defendants, or the City based on the 

conduct of the ADA defendants, it should be dismissed on the grounds of immunity as argued 

above.  See, e.g., In re NYSE Securities Specialists Litigation, 503 F.3d 89, 101 (2d Cir. 2007) 

(“courts have applied the absolute immunity doctrine without carving out a fraud exception even 
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in cases alleging fraud”) (citing Imbler, 424 U.S. at 416).  Moreover, New York courts generally 

apply the common law fraud doctrine in commercial cases, and have limited damages to “the 

actual pecuniary loss sustained as the direct result of the wrong,” i.e., “the difference between the 

value of the bargain which a plaintiff was induced by fraud to make and the amount or value of 

the consideration exacted as the price of the bargain.”  Lama Holding Co. v. Smith Barney, Inc., 

88 N.Y.2d 413, 421 (1996) (citations omitted).  This doctrine would appear inapplicable to 

claims arising out of a criminal prosecution, and we have not found case law to the contrary. 

VI.   Fifth Cause of Action – Negligent Misrepresentation 

This claim is asserted only against the ADA defendants and the City, and should be 

dismissed on immunity grounds as set forth above.  Even in the absence of immunity, plaintiff 

cannot establish this claim because (i) the governmental actors’ duties at issue are discretionary 

rather than “ministerial,” and (ii) even if the duties were ministerial, plaintiff cannot show that 

the named defendants breached a “special duty” owed to him. 

Under New York law, “[a] public employee's discretionary acts – meaning conduct 

involving the exercise of reasoned judgment – may not result in the municipality's liability even 

when the conduct is negligent.”  Lauer v. City of New York, 95 N.Y.2d 95, 99 (2000).  The acts 

Collins alleges as the bases for this claim – the ADA’s purportedly “false” responses to Collins’ 

FOIL requests, or Vecchione’s alleged non-disclosure of Brady or Rosario material – involve 

some exercise of “reasoned judgment” and are therefore discretionary, not ministerial.  Cf. 

Lauer, 95 N.Y.2d at 99 (ministerial acts “requir[e] adherence to a governing rule, with a 

compulsory result”).  Collins therefore has no negligence claim here. 

Even if the prosecutors’ duties were considered “ministerial,” however, plaintiff cannot 

possibly demonstrate the breach of a “special duty” or “special relationship.”  See id. at 99.  In 
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order to prove a special duty, plaintiff must show “(1) an assumption by the municipality, 

through promises or actions, of an affirmative duty to act on behalf of the party who was injured; 

(2) knowledge on the part of the municipality’s agents that inaction could lead to harm; (3) some 

form of direct contact between the municipality’s agents and the injured party; and (4) that 

party’s justifiable reliance on the municipality's affirmative undertaking.”  McLean v. City of 

New York, 12 N.Y.3d 194, 201 (2009).  Here, plaintiff cannot show (i) any voluntary assumption 

of duty by municipal actors because the ADA’s were required to undertake efforts to find 

documents and other materials under FOIL, or (ii) justifiable reliance, because the alleged 

actions or omissions did not cause plaintiff to change position, i.e., “to relax his own vigilance or 

to forego other available avenues of protection,” but rather, those alleged actions or omissions 

only continued plaintiff’s incarceration which had been caused by other factors.  See Newton v. 

City of New York, 07-CV-6211 (SAS), 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 112737, *7-11 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 22, 

2010) (citing cases).  No negligence claim lies on these facts. 

VII.   Seventh Cause of Action – Section 1983 

Plaintiff asserts federal civil rights claims based on violations of the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth 

and Fourteenth Amendments, viz., malicious prosecution, denial of due process, abuse of process 

and “deprivation of liberty.”  These claims are asserted against the ADA’s and KCDA 

investigators Maher and Bondor, and should be dismissed on immunity grounds (see Point II).   

These claims also should be dismissed against the ADA’s who responded to plaintiff’s 

FOIL requests (Twersky, D’Angelo, Marmer, Dennehy, Modest and Mandel), because the 

pleaded facts only describe post-conviction conduct by these individuals, but the constitutional 

provisions under which plaintiff sues relate solely to pre-trial conduct.  “Section 1983 claims of 

deprivations of liberty related to criminal prosecutions implicate the Fourth Amendment right to 
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be free of unreasonable seizure of the person.”  Burg v. Gosselin, 591 F.3d 95, 97 (2d Cir. 2010) 

(citing Albright v. Oliver, 510 U.S. 266, 271 (1994)).  The Fourth Amendment only applies to 

pre-trial seizures.  See Albright, 510 U.S. at 274 (“The Framers considered the matter of pretrial 

deprivations of liberty and drafted the Fourth Amendment to address it”) (emphasis added); 

Singer v. Fulton County Sheriff, 63 F.3d 110, 115 (2d Cir. 1995) (Fourth Amendment is the 

“source of constitutional protections” that implicate individual’s “pretrial” liberty interests).  

Similarly, plaintiff’s due process and fair trial claims implicate pre-trial (and trial) rights 

under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, not post-conviction rights.  E.g., Ricciuti v. New 

York City Transit Auth., 124 F.3d 123, 130 (2d Cir. 1997) (fair trial claim may be asserted 

against an officer who “creates false information likely to influence a jury’s decision and . . . 

forwards that information to prosecutors”) (emphasis added).  The Sixth Amendment also 

concerns plaintiff’s right to a jury trial, which is not implicated by these defendants’ alleged 

post-trial conduct.  Finally, although plaintiff denominates one claim as “abuse of process,” he 

has not pleaded facts establishing the elements of this claim (see Point IV, above).  

VIII.   Eighth Cause of Action – Monell Claim (NYPD) 

Plaintiff also brings a Monell claim based on the purportedly unconstitutional policies or 

practices of the NYPD, alleging that various “policymaking officials” exhibited deliberate 

indifference to the constitutional rights of criminal defendants by failing to train, supervise, and 

discipline officers regarding the use of unduly coercive interrogation techniques with 

“vulnerable” potential witnesses, the determination of probable cause to arrest, and the obligation 

to disclose Brady material to the district attorney.  (DE 1, ¶ 428).  Plaintiff then annexes a list of 

court decisions and civil settlements that, he alleges, should have put policymakers on notice of a 
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history of misconduct by NYPD officers.  (Id., ¶ 431, Exh. F, G).  These allegations are 

insufficient to support the claim as a matter of law.   

As set forth in Part IX, infra, a claim of supervisory indifference must be supported by 

facts suggesting a pattern of acquiescence in prior, similar misconduct in order to cross the line 

from conceivable to plausible.  The fifteen (15) decisions cited by plaintiff are incapable of 

contributing to the requisite pattern as they are either outside the relevant timeframe, i.e, they 

were issued after Collins was convicted, or are factually inapposite.  With respect to the relevant 

timeframe, seven (7) of the decisions post-date Collins’ conviction, and therefore could not have 

provided notice to the City that more training or supervision was necessary to avoid plaintiff’s 

alleged constitutional deprivation, nor could they have caused Gerecitano or Hernandez to 

believe that they could engage in the misconduct alleged by plaintiff without consequence.4  Of 

the remaining decisions, five (5) involve witness statements that should have been disclosed 

under Rosario – an obligation that, as explained in Part IX, below, is not of constitutional 

                                                 
4 People v. Joseph, 86 N.Y.2d 565 (Oct. 31, 1995); People v. Anderson, 222 A.D.2d 442 (2nd Dep’t 

Dec. 4, 1995); People v. White, 232 A.D.2d 436 (2d Dep’t 1996); People v. Gallman, 240 A.D.2d 512 (2d Dep’t 
1997); People v. Jackson, 237 A.D.2d 179 (1st Dep’t 1997); People v. Branch, 175 Misc.2d 933 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 
1998); People v. Cannon, 191 Misc.2d 136 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 2002). 
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dimens

 

lice, 

 by 

obtaine

’s 

l, the 

ion.5  Yet another decision involves an error of law by the trial judge, which is 

irrelevant.6 

Although the two (2) remaining decisions involve reversals on the basis of Brady, neither 

one is based on an express finding of misconduct by a police officer (although the facts as recited

in the opinions indicate that the defendants obtained the Brady material directly from the po

not the prosecutors).  See People v. Clausell, 182 A.D.2d 132 (1992) (police report obtained

subpoena to NYPD) (Queens case); People v. White, 200 A.D.2d 351 (1994) (police report 

d through FOIL request to NYPD) (Bronx case).  These two decisions, even if they 

involved non-disclosure by the police, are plainly insufficient to show a Monell “pattern.”   

The list of fifty (50) settlements annexed to plaintiff’s complaint are similarly incapable 

of contributing the pattern of misconduct required to support a plausible inference of supervisory 

indifference in the areas of police responsibilities relevant to his Monell claim.  All of the City

settlement stipulations provide that the settlement “shall not be admissible in, nor is it related to, 

any other litigation or settlement negotiations,” and further provide that “[n]othing contained 

herein shall be deemed to constitute a policy or practice of the City of New York or any agency 

thereof.”  (Larkin Dec., Exh. B)  These terms are material to every settlement and, in genera

                                                 
5 People v. Cortez, 564 N.Y.S.2d 963 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 1990) (Finding Rosario violatio

on officers’ destruction of radio transmissions between arresting officer and command); People v. Moss, 17
826 (2d Dep’t 1991) (Finding Rosario violation based on officers’ failure to preserve notes containing a physical 
description of the narcotics seller); People v. Nikollaj, 589 N.Y.S.2d 1013 (Sup. Co. Bronx Co. 1992) (Finding 

paperwork); People v. Dunn, 185 A.D.2d 54 (1st Dep’t 1993) (Finding Rosario violation based on officer’s fa
to preserve scratch notes from investigation that were used to prepare his formal reports); People v. Brogdon, 21
A.D.2d 418 (2d Dep’t 1995) (Finding Rosario violation based on officer’s failure to preserve notes of a description 
of the narcotics seller which were used to prepare his formal report). 

6 People v. Morrow, 204 A.D.2d 356 (2d Dep’t 1994

n based 
6 A.D.2d 

Rosario violation based on prosecutor’s failure to produce tape recordings of witness interviews and police 
ilure 

3 

) (Trial court erred in admitting a “sprint” 
report into evidence as a business record where the police technician who testified at trial did not know the source of 
the information imparted to the dispatcher).  
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City wo ve 

t 

this type of 

ed 

. 

uld not enter into a settlement unless the plaintiff agreed to them.  In addition, forty-fi

(45) settlements post-date plaintiff’s conviction, and therefore are irrelevant to the issue of 

notice.  One of the cited cases is actually a decision upholding a jury’s verdict that the defendan

officer knowingly provided false testimony to the Grand Jury, resulting in the plaintiff’s 

indictment.  Hart v. City of New York, 186 A.D.2d 398 (1st Dep’t 1992).  Not only is 

alleged misconduct irrelevant to plaintiff’s Monell claim, but even if general allegations of 

misconduct could support a claim of supervisory indifference, one (1) decision clearly does not 

constitute a “pattern” for purposes of notice to the City.   

With respect to the remaining four (4) lawsuits,7 although they were filed and settl

during relevant time-frame, the filing of a complaint, which merely contains allegations (which 

may be self-serving or unsubstantiated), does not put the City on notice of a need for training.  

Cf. Rasmussen v. City of New York, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10089, at *27-28 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 2, 

2011) (Cogan, J.) (“some number of CCRB complaints that do not in fact amount to 

constitutional violations are highly likely to be filed . . . even with regard to the many § 1983 

complaints involving police conduct filed in federal court, some number have no merit at all”)

IX.   Ninth Cause of Action – Monell Claim (KCDA) 

Plaintiff alleges that DA Charles Hynes, a City policymaker, exhibited deliberate

indifference to the constitutional rights of criminal defendants by failing to train, supervi

discipline ADA’s regarding their duties not to use false or misleading evidence, to refrain fro

abusing court process, to refrain from coercing witnesses and to disclose Brady material.  (DE 

 

se, and 

m 

1, 

                                                 
7  Gallo v. New York City Police Dep’t, 93 CV 2105 (E.D.N.Y., settled 7/06/1994); Gallion v. 

Detective Pereira, et al., 93 CV 5180 (S.D.N.Y., settled 7/19/1994); Lopez and Ravitz v. City of New York, 93 CV 
6516 (S.D.N.Y., settled 3/01/1993); Nakajima and Fancis v. Alamo Rent-a-Car, Inc., et al., 94 CV 0857 (E.D.N.Y., 
settled 3/08/1995). 
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¶¶ 438, 512).  Plaintiff cites fifty-six (56) reported decisions which, he alleges, reflect a pattern 

of misconduct by prosecutors who “wrongfully failed to disclose evidence.”  (Id., ¶ 449, E

These allegations are insufficient as a matter of law under the strict standards for supervisory 

indifference.  See generally Connick v. Thompson, --- U.S. ---, 131 S. Ct. 1350 (2011).   

xh. H)  

First, to the extent plaintiff alleges a failure to train or supervise claim based on 

intentionally unlawful conduct, such as “manufacturing false evidence or testimony” or 

“perjury,” the claim should be dismissed.  In order to prove a deliberate indifference claim, 

plaintiff must show that the City’s alleged failure to train or supervise proximately caused his 

injury.  

lly 

ricate 

See, e.g., Connick, 129 S. Ct. at 1359-60.  But, “[w]here the proper response – to follow 

one’s oath, not to commit the crime of perjury, and to avoid prosecuting the innocent – is 

obvious to all without training or supervision, then the failure to train or supervise is genera

not ‘so likely’ to produce a wrong decision as to support an inference of deliberate indifference 

by city policymakers to the need to train or supervise.”  Walker v. City of New York, 974 F.2d 

293, 299-300 (2d Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 507 U.S. 961 (1993).  For this reason, plaintiff’s claim 

based on the City’s alleged failure to train or supervise ADAs to ensure that they do not fab

evidence, commit or suborn perjury, fails as a matter of law.8 

Second, to the extent plaintiff alleges a Monell claim arising out of a purported failure to 

train, supervise, or discipline prosecutors that amounts to deliberate indifference, the claim 

likewise should be dismissed.  Recently, in Connick, the U.S. Supreme Court clarified the 

                                                 
 8  Walker recognizes that if plaintiff alleges a “practice of condoning perjury (evidenced perhaps by a failure 
to discipline for perjury)” or a pattern of misconduct “sufficient to require the [city] to train and supervise” its 
employees to ensure that they testify truthfully, or make truthful representations, then a failure to train, supervise or 
discipline claim can survive a motion to dismiss.  Walker, 974 F.2d at 300.  As shown below, however, the cases 
plaintiff cites as evidence of a “pattern” involve diverse fact patterns and are dissimilar to the instant case.  For this 
reason, plaintiff cannot allege a Monell “pattern” of similar constitutional violations as required by Connick.   
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parameters of this “stringent standard” of municipal liability, first recognized in City of Canton v. 

Harris, 489 U.S. 378 (1989).  While a municipality may be liable under § 1983 for its official 

policies, only “[i]n limited circumstances [can] a local government’s decision not to train certain

employees about their legal duty to avoid violating citizens’ rights [] rise to the level of an 

official government policy for purposes of § 1983.”  Connick, 129 S. Ct. at 1359.  To proce

such a theory, a plaintiff mu

 

ed on 

st show that “city policymakers are on actual or constructive notice 

that a p

 

 of 

 

 

ity 

ach, 

nce”).  

Althou  rise 

 

articular omission in their training program causes city employees to violate citizens’ 

constitutional rights,” but nevertheless “choose to retain that program.”  Id. at 1360.  In other

words, the plaintiff must show “deliberate indifference,” through proof of either (1) “a pattern

similar constitutional violations by untrained employees,” or (2) that his specific constitutional 

deprivation “was the obvious consequence” of the failure to provide necessary training, i.e., the

“single incident” theory of liability hypothesized in Canton.  Id.  Connick expressly rejects the

“single incident” theory, however, with regard to claims that a prosecutor’s office violated 

Brady.  See id. at 1361-63. 

While Connick dealt with a failure to train claim, “the stringent causation and culpabil

requirements,” first established in Canton and affirmed in Connick, “have been applied to a 

broad range of supervisory liability claims,” including claims for failure to supervise and/or 

discipline.  Reynolds v. Giuliani, 506 F.3d 183, 192 (2d Cir. 2007); see also Thomas v. Ro

165 F.3d 137 (2d Cir. 1999) (“A municipality may be liable under § 1983 . . . where the City’s 

failure to supervise or discipline its officers amounts to a policy of deliberate indiffere

gh the “persistent failure to discipline subordinates who violate civil rights could give

to an inference of an unlawful municipal policy,” Batista v. Rodriguez, 702 F.2d 393, 397 (2d

Cir. 1983) (emphasis added), “absent more evidence of supervisory indifference . . . a policy 
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[can] not ordinarily be inferred from a single incident of illegality.”  Turpin v. Mailet, 619 F.2d 

196, 202 (2d Cir. 1980) (refusing to find a policy of indifference where the defendant officer was 

promoted rather than disciplined shortly after he was found liable for violating § 1983).  

Accordingly, in order to cross the line from “conceivable” to “plausible,” a claim of supervisory

indifference must be supported by 

 

facts suggesting a “pattern” of prior misconduct.   

In the complaint, plaintiff lists fifty-six (56) court decisions, allegedly showing that 

“prosecutors had wrongfully failed to disclose evidence . . . that should have been disclosed 

under Brady, Rosario . . . or otherwise had engaged in conduct that misled the court, jury and/or 

defense.”  (DE 1, ¶ 449).  These allegations of blanket misconduct are far too broad to satisfy the 

requirement that plaintiff allege and prove a “pattern of similar constitutional violations” to th

at issue in his case.  Connick, 129 S. Ct. at 1360 (emphasis a

ose 

dded).  A claim of supervisory 

indiffer , or 

ce 

t 

The foregoing standards require dismissal of plaintiff’s Monell claim because the 

decisio he ci

ence requires more than a list of all reversals of convictions obtained by the KCDA

even a list of all Brady violations that occurred prior to the claimed violations in his case.  

Rather, plaintiff must show a pattern of “similar” violations involving the same type of eviden

at issue in his case.  For example, Connick involved the prosecutor’s failure to disclose a lab 

report that reflected potentially exculpatory blood test results.  The Court rejected the notion tha

four Brady reversals during the preceding ten (10) years could constitute evidence of a “pattern” 

where “[n]one of those [prior] cases involved failure to disclose blood evidence, a crime lab 

report, or physical or scientific evidence of any kind.”  Id.   

ns tes are either (1) outside the relevant timeframe, i.e., they were handed down 

before Mr. Hynes was elected or after Collins was convicted, or (2) factually dissimilar, an

therefore inapposite to his claims of a “pattern” of misconduct.  With respect to the

d 

 relevant 
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timeframe, six (6) decisions pre-date Mr. Hynes’ election as DA in 1990,9 and therefore do not 

reflect practices that he allegedly implemented and/or condoned.  Additionally, thirty (30) of t

remaining decisions post-date plaintiff’s conviction on March 13, 1995, and therefore could no

have provided notice to the City that more training or supervision was required to avoid the 

constitutional violations alleged in his case.

he 

t 

at 

uct during plaintiff’s prosecution 

would b , 

                                                

10  Cf. Connick, 129 S. Ct. at 1360 n.7 (holding th

(“contemporaneous or subsequent conduct cannot establish a pattern of violations that would 

provide notice to the city and the opportunity to conform to constitutional dictates”) (internal 

quotation omitted).  Nor could these decisions, or any failure to discipline the ADAs involved, 

have caused Vecchione to believe that the alleged miscond

e accepted with impunity.  Anderson v. City of New York, 657 F. Supp. 1571, 1575-76

1581 (S.D.N.Y. 1987) (A plaintiff “must link the behavior in question to the policy of failure to 

discipline – for example, the [employee] must have known of the policy [and relied on it] at the 

time he allegedly committed the civil rights violations”). 

 

 
2 

A.D.2d 638 (2d Dep’t 2001), Leka v. Portoundo, 257 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2001), People v. Maddery, 282 A.D.2d 761 
(2d Dep’ , 

ople 

. 

9 People v. Murphy, 109 A.D.2d 895 (2d Dep’t 1985), People v. Perez, 65 N.Y.2d 154 (1985), 
People v. Gairy, 116 A.D.2d 733 (2d Dep’t 1986), People v. Ranghelle, 69 N.Y.2d 56 (1988), People v. Lugo, 153 
A.D.2d 761 (2d Dep’t 1989).  Plaintiff also cites the Second Circuit’s decision in Walker as evidence of the 
unconstitutional policies and practices allegedly implemented by Hynes, (DE 1, Exh. H, p. 1-2); however, Mr. 
Walker’s conviction, entered in October 1971, was vacated in January 1990.  See 974 F.2d at 295. 

10 People v. Ramos, 630 N.Y.S.2d 1014 (Sup. Ct. June 15, 1995), People v. Scott, 216 A.D.2d 592
(2d Dep’t June 26, 1995), People v. Rahman, 231 A.D.2d 745 (2d Dep’t 1996), People v. Perkins, 227 A.D.2d 57
(2d Dep’t 1996), People v. Scott, 88 N.Y.2d 888 (1996), People v. Callendar, 227 A.D.2d 499 (2d Dep’t 1996), 
People v. Bruce, 224 A.D.2d 438 (2d Dep’t 1996), People v. Dupont, Indictment No. 6287/97 (2005), People v. 
LaSalle, 243 A.D.2d 490 (2d Dep’t 1997), People v. Gourgue, 239 A.D.2d 357 (2d Dep’t 1997), People v. Hill, 244 
A.D.2d 572, People v. Gramby, 251 A.D.3d 346 (2d Dep’t 1998), People v. Green, N.Y. Law J., 10/19/1999, p. 30, 
People v. Bond, 95 N.Y.2d 840 (2000), People v. Davis, 709 N.Y.S.2d 345 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 2000), People v. 
Campbell, 269 A.D.2d 460 (2d Dep’t 2000), People v. Calabria, 94 N.Y.2d 519 (2000), People v. Campos, 281 

t 2001) Boyette v. LeFevre, 246 F.3d 78 (2d Cir. 2001), People v. Cannon, 743 N.Y.S.2d 224 (Sup. Ct. 
Kings Co. 2002), People v. King, 298 A.D.2d 530 (2d Dep’t 2002), People v. Jenkins, 98 N.Y.2d 280 (2002), Pe
v. Vielman, 31 A.D.3d 674 (2d Dep’t 2006), People v. Jones, 31 A.D.3d 666 (2d Dep’t 2006), People v. Thompson, 
54 A.D.3d 975 (2d Dep’t 2008), Watson v. Greene, 06 CV 2212 (CBA), 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 121287 (Dec. 30, 
2009), People v. Malik, 901 N.Y.S.2d 909 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 2009), People v. Fuentes, 12 N.Y.3d 259 (2010)
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Moreover, the twenty (20) decisions handed down within the relevant time frame are 

fundamentally dissimilar to this case.  In eight (8) decisions, the Second Department affirmed

defendant’s conviction and found that, even if the prosecutor had failed to disclose evidence as

alleged, the defendant was afforded a fair trial.

 the 

 

 

t 

 claim, 

namely ’t 

 

but 

itness 

t 

probative of a “pattern” of constitutional violations for various reasons.  Five (5) decisions 

11  Another decision, People v. Hughes, 181 

A.D.2d 912 (2d Dep’t 1992), found no constitutional violation whatsoever, but only remanded

the case for a hearing on whether an undisclosed, purportedly exculpatory police report was 

genuine or was falsified.  On remand, the trial court found that the report was “counterfeit,” a 

finding left undisturbed by the Appellate Division.  People v. Hughes, 223 A.D.2d 654 (2d Dep’

1996).  One other decision concerns misconduct wholly unrelated to plaintiff’s Monell

, improper comments on summation, see People v. Brazzeal, 569 N.Y.S.2d 746 (2d Dep

1991).  One additional decision, People v. Neptune, 615 N.Y.S.2d 265 (2d Dep’t 1994), concerns

an arguably relevant area, viz., the improper use of subpoena power (see DE 1, ¶¶ 122-23), 

this lone decision cannot possibly support the inference of a “pattern” of misconduct. 

Only nine (9) of the fifty-six (56) cited decisions involve the non-disclosure of w

statements within the timeframe relevant to plaintiff’s Monell claim, but these decisions are no

                                                 
11 People v. Anderson, 160 A.D.2d 806 (2d Dep’t 1990) (Even if the prosecutor’s failure to disclo

that the complainant had previously brought a lawsuit violated Brady, reversal was not warranted because the
defendant was able to use this fact at trial); People v. Nedrick, 166 A.D.2d 725 (2d Dep’t 1990) (Belated disclosure 
of purportedly exculpatory statement by a witness was inconsequential due to the overwhelming evidence of guilt)
People v. Faison, 574 N.Y.S.2d 977 (1991) (Belated disclosure of police reports allegedly containing Rosario 
material did not warrant reversal); People v. Crespo, 591 N.Y.2d 57

se 
 

; 

 (1992) (Belated disclosure of police reports 
allegedly ntaining Brady material did not warrant reversal); People v. Brown, 590 N.Y.S.2d 732 (1992) 
(Defenda s n

 co
nt wa ot denied a fair trial by virtue of alleged Brady violation since he was given a meaningful 

opportunity to use the exculpatory evidence); People v. Inswood, 580 N.Y.S.2d 39 (1992) (Any harm caused by 
Brady violation was eradicated when trial court permitted defense to reopen its case); People v. Stevens, 608 
N.Y.S.2d 83 (1993) (Allegedly withheld Rosario material had no significant impeachment value and the jury’s 
verdict was unaffected by any purported Brady violation); People v. Barnes, 607 N.Y.S.2d 92 (1994) (Assuming, 
arguendo, that a witness’ statement constituted Brady material, the defendant had the opportunity to question the 
witness during trial regarding the allegedly exculpatory evidence). 
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concern statements by law enforcement or expert witnesses – as opposed to civilian witnesse

and moreover, involve facts fundamentally dissimilar to those alleged here such as the 

destruction of audiotapes of radio transmissions.

s – 

 e.g., People v. Machado, 90 N.Y.2d 187, 192 (1997), 

which d f 

t 

duct 

12  Of the four (4) decisions remaining, not a 

single one deals with suppression of a witness’ recantation of his or her identification of the 

defendant.13  Moreover, three (3) of those decisions – Giddings, Khadaihi, and Alvarado – 

involve statements that should have been disclosed under the state Court of Appeals’ Rosario 

decision, exclusively a state law rule, see,

oes not implicate rights that can be vindicated in this Section 1983 lawsuit.  Only one o

plaintiff’s fifty-six (56) listed decisions, therefore, reflects a reversal based on Brady within the 

timeframe relevant to his Monell claim.   

In addition to the fifty-six (56) decisions listed in Exhibit H, the body of the complain

sets forth six (6) cases which plaintiff alleges demonstrate “policies and patterns” of miscon

                                                 
12 People v. Cortez, 564 N.Y.S.2d 963 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 1990) (Finding Rosario violation based 

on destruction of audiotape of radio transmissions between arresting officer and his command during pursuit of the 
defendant); People v. Young, 155 Misc. 2d 878 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 1992) (In prosecution for murder, finding 
potential Rosario violation where a detective witness could not be excluded as the author of a belatedly-disclosed 

 had the defendant under observation prior to the crime); People v. 
Jackson, 198 A.D.2d 301 (2d Dep’t 1992) (In prosecution for arson, finding Rosario and Brady violations based on 
failure to .D.2d 

le v. 

t 
le v. 

orts, one of which concerned an interview with the complainant and contained 
information that was inconsistent with “certain trial testimony” by the complainant and a police officer); People v. 
Roberts,

 

report describing the victim’s injuries), People v. Cecora, 587 N.Y.S.2d 748 (2d Dep’t 1992) (In prosecution for 
robbery, finding Rosario violation based on failure to produce notes taken by an ADA during an interview of the 
arresting officer who testified at trial that he

 disclose statements by expert witnesses questioning the cause of the fire); People v. Bramble, 207 A
407 (2d Dep’t 1994) (Finding Rosario violation based on destruction of audiotape of radio transmissions between 
arresting officer and police headquarters). 

13 People v. Giddings, 2/21/91 N.Y. Law J. 25 (col. 1) (reversal due to prosecutor’s failure to 
disclose witnesses’ inconsistent statements, but finding “no proof whatsoever of intentional wrongdoing”); Peop
Khadaihi, 201 A.D.2d 585 (2d Dep’t 1994) (ordering new trial where prosecution failed to turn over Rosario 
material consisting of a page of notes taken during interview with the complainant which indicated that complainan
may have telephoned more than one person from the defendant’s house on the night of the alleged rape); Peop
Alvarado, 201 A.D.2d 486 (2d Dep’t 1994) (ordering new trial where the prosecution failed to produce Rosario 
material consisting of two police rep

 203 A.D.2d 600 (2d Dep’t 1994) (ordering new trial where the prosecution failed to turn over Brady 
material consisting of a statement from a second eyewitness which contradicted the testimony of the first eyewitness 
as to the flight path of the shooter). 
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at the K

 v. 

 were 

s” 

 

 of 

simply a § 1983 case 

 

directed at Vecchione that plaintiff claims put Hynes “on notice” of Vecchione’s alleged 

CDA.  (DE 1, ¶ 450).  However, five (5) of these decisions post-date plaintiff’s 

conviction and therefore are incapable of providing notice to the City that more training was 

required to avoid plaintiff’s alleged constitutional deprivation or contributing to a belief by 

Vecchione that his alleged misconduct during plaintiff’s prosecution would be tolerated.14   

Moreover, two (2) of these decisions involve the same defendant’s effort to attack his 

conviction on the basis of a purported recantation by a witness, and neither decision supports 

plaintiff’s allegation of “policies and patterns” of misconduct.  In the first decision, People

Quezada, the court denied the defendant’s § 440.10 motion, finding that no coercive tactics

used to obtain the witness’ initial identification and that the subsequent “recantation affidavit

had been presented to him, fully composed, by the defendant’s family.  In the second, Quezada 

v. Smith, the Second Circuit merely held that Mr. Quezada made the prima facie showing 

required to file a second habeas petition, “emphasiz[ing] that in upholding his prima facie 

showing, we are not ruling on the ultimate factual or legal validity of his claim based on the

[eyewitness’] recantation.”  Quezada, 624 F.3d at 522.  Finally, another case, Zahrey v. City

New York, involves no finding of misconduct by an appellate court, and is 

brought by Mr. Rudin that survived summary judgment only with respect to the allegations 

concerning one witness, Sidney Quick, and subsequently settled.  The remaining decision,

People v. Russ, 79 N.Y.2d 173 (1992), involves misconduct irrelevant to plaintiff’s Monell 

claim, namely, misuse of two recanting witnesses’ grand jury testimony.   

 Finally, the complaint lists seven (7) decisions which reflect allegations of misconduct 

                                                 
14            People v. Bond, 95 N.Y.2d 840 (2000); Leka v. Portuondo, 257 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2001); People v. 

Quezada, 847 N.Y.S.2d 898 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 2007); Zahrey v. City of New York, 98 Civ. 4546 (DCP)(JCF), 2009 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8177 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 8, 2009); Quezada v. Smith, 624 F.3d 514 (2d Cir. 2010). 
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propensity for such conduct.  (DE, ¶ 468)  Five (5) of these decisions involve allegations of 

misconduct wholly irrelevant to plaintiff’s Monell claim, such as improper commentary on 

summation15 or breach of an agreement to provide a defendant immunity from prosecution in 

exchange for cooperation during an interview.16  With respect to the remaining two cases, 

People v. Ruiz and People v. Marshall, plaintiff has not cited any judicial decisions or findings 

except for one alleged statement by Judge Kriendler concerning the DA’s Office’s use of 

subpoenas (DE 1, ¶¶ 470) in Ruiz.  For this reason alone, it is highly questionable whether these

cases could reasonably support notice to the City policymaker of constitutional violations.  

Moreover, even if these two cases are considered relevant to the purported “pattern” claim, 

plaintiff has only cited – at most – about five (5) relevant cases between 1990 and 1995.  Given 

the thousands of felony and misdemeanor dispo

 

sitions that occurred in Kings County during that 

ersistent or time period, plaintiff has fallen far short of alleging “a practice that was so p

widespread as to constitute a custom or usage with the force of law.”  See Green v. City of New 

York, 465 F.3d 65, 80 (2d Cir. 2006) (citations and internal quotes omitted).  

X.   Tenth Cause of Action – Negligent Hiring/Training/Supervision 

 “It is well settled under New York law that a claim for negligent hiring or supervisi

only proceed against an employer for an employee acting outside the scope of her empl

on can 

oyment.”  

                                                 
15  People v. Rodriguez, Ind. No. 9893/92 (Appellate brief filed in February 1995 accusing Vecchione 

of improperly vouching for and/or denigrating witnesses during the defendant’s cross and on summation); People v. 
Smith, 267 A.D.2d 483 (2d Dep’t 1999) (“Although some of the comments made by the prosecutor may have been 
excessive and improper, in light of the overwhelming evidence of the defendant’s guilt . . . any error was harmless”); 
People v. Rodriguez, 28 A.D.3d 496 (2d Dep’t 2006) (“[A]lthough certain of the prosecutor’s comments were 
improper, . . . the errors were harmless in light of the overwhelming evidence of the defendant’s guilt”) (internal 
citations omitted); People v. Norman, 40 A.D.3d 1130 (2d Dep’t 2007) (“[T]he prosecutor’s remarks were either fair 
comment on the evidence, . . . fair response to the remarks made by the defense counsel on summation, . . . or not so 
egregious as to have denied the defendant a fair trial”). 

16  People v. Lestigmann, (DE, ¶ 486) (Dismissal of indictment in March 2000 because Vecchione 
had given defendant immunity for prosecution in exchange for cooperation during officer interview). 
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Newton v. City of New York, 681 F. Supp. 2d 473, 488 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (citation and internal 

quotes omitted).  Plaintiff alleges that all of the defendants acted within the scope of their 

employment (see, e.g., DE 1, ¶¶ 20-30), which precludes this claim as a matter of law. 
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UConclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, defendants’ motion should be granted and the first, second, 

third, fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth causes of action should be dismissed to the 

extent set forth above.  

Dated: New York, New York 
October 6, 2011  

Respectfully submitted, 

MICHAEL A. CARDOZO 
Corporation Counsel of the City of New York 
Attorney for Defendants 
100 Church Street 
New York, New York 10007 
(212) 788-1599 

By:   /s/ 
Arthur G. Larkin (AL 9059) 
Elizabeth N. Krasnow (EK 2411) 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Jabbar Collns spent 16 years in prison for a heinous murder he did not commit.

Brooklyn ADA Michael Vecchione caused Collns to be convicted by ilegally coercing

witnesses, suppressing devastating impeachment material, and presenting false testimony and

argument concerning every key witness. Aided by colleagues, he perpetuated Collins's

wrongful conviction by falsely denying - for 15 years - that any specifically-requested Brady

material existed. Only the determination of Federal Judge Dora Irizar brought the full truth to

light. She compelled the D.A.'s Office to disgorge the very information the Offce had denied.

The Offce then consented, not just to vacate Collins's conviction, but to a virtually uneard-of

dismissal of the underlying indictment, with prejudice. This lawsuit followed.

The Complaint contains claims under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and State law, against New

York City and various individuals. Two defendants, homicide detectives Vincent Gerecitano

and Jose R. Hernandez, have answered and do not challenge the Complaint. The other

defendants move to dismiss, contending that the Complaint fails to state a cause of action, is

factually implausible, or is barred by prosecutorial immunity. After summarizing the relevant

facts, we address whether the Complaint states valid claims, then address the immunity issues.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Collns was prosecuted for the Februar 6, 1994, robbery-murder of a Brooklyn

landlord. cmpt., ir 33. The two assigned detectives, Gerecitano and Hernandez, caused Collins

to be charged with this crime, without probable cause, by coercing a false statement from a

heroin addict, Edwin Oliva, and knowingly swearing to a false complaint. They did so even

though they knew the perpetrator was wounded but Collns was not, Collns had a strong alibi,

and several witnesses gave statements pointing to an alternate suspect. irir 35-61, 69-77.

After Collns was indicted, the case fell apar. Oliva recanted his coerced statement. A

911 tape proved that the prospective testimony of another witness, Angel Santos, a drug addict,
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was false. A third witness, Adrian Diaz, another drug user who had come forward seeking a

financial reward, had absconded from his own probation and moved to Puerto Rico. irir 88-91.

To force Oliva to give false testimony notwithstanding his recantation, Vecchione

arranged with State authorities to ilegally revoke Oliva's work release on his robbery

conviction and to send him back to State prison. Vecchione then used ADA Posner's fraudulent

"affrmation," falsely signed and "sworn" to by someone else, to obtain a court order allowing

the D.A.'s Office to take custody of Oliva, conditioned on Oliva's written consent. When Oliva

refused, Vecchione defied the order and had him brought to his office anyway. Vecchione then

threatened Oliva with physical harm and to keep him imprisoned ifhe did not cooperate, but

promised to restore his work release if he did. Oliva testified. In less than a week, his work

release was restored. irir 98-119.

Vecchione had defendants Maher and Bondor ilegally take Santos into custody and

bring him to Vecchione's office. Vecchione threatened Santos with physical har and

imprisonment ifhe would not testify. When Santos refused, Vecchione submitted a fraudulent

"affidavit," signed by someone else in Vecchione's name and falsely notarized, to obtain a

material witness order. Vecchione did not bring Santos to court "forthwith," for appointment of

counsel and a bail hearing, as the material witness order and underlying statute required, but

brought him directly to jaiL. He kept Santos ilegally imprisoned for two weeks, one week in the

jail, the second under armed guard at a hoteL. irir 120-143,336-39. When Santos finally agreed

to testify to "facts" Vecchione knew were false, Vecchione covered up his coercion of Santos by

causing false complaints to be filed with the D.A.'s office and the NYPD accusing Collins and

his family of threatening to kil Santos. He then anounced at trial that Santos was in

"protective" custody. Although the threat allegations were extraordinarily serious, the

defendants, knowing the allegations were fabricated, never investigated them. irir 148-162,340.

Vecchione, Maher and Bondor located Diaz in Puerto Rico. He tried to flee, fearng
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arrest, but they promised to "take care" of his probation violation ifhe would return to testify,

which he did. Afterwards, Vecchione repeatedly interceded with the Probation Department to

not proceed with its plans to violate Diaz. Vecchione filed documents falsely claiming that

Diaz had fled to Puerto Rico because he had been threatened by Collns. irir 164-200.

At trial, Vecchione did not disclose his coercion of Oliva and Santos, his promises to

Oliva and Diaz, Oliva's recantation, various impeaching statements, or the 911 tape refuting

Santos. irir 201-30. Vecchione falsely represented to the jur that these witnesses were

voluntarily testifying simply because they had been asked to and had no conceivable reason to

lie. irir 222, 226, 229.

Following trial, Collns filed many requests with the D.A.'s Offce, under the Freedom

of Information Law ("FOIL"), for specific documents constituting Brady materiaL. Defendants

Twersky, D'Angelo, Marmer, Dennehy, Modest, and Mandel ("the FOIL defendants") were

assigned the administrative task, as FOIL Records Access Officers, of responding to these

requests. They falsely represented to Collins and to various courts, many times under oath, that

the D.A.'s Office did not possess the requested materials, and also relied on Vecchione's false

wrtten complaints claiming threats to oppose any disclosure. irir 163, 199, 242-282.

In 2006, Collins moved to vacate his conviction. Vecchione, now Chief of Rackets, had

not handled the Collns case since 1995 and was no longer assigned to it. ir 234. Acting purely

as a "fact" witness, ir 293, he knowingly lied that no witness had been coerced or had received

any promise, no witness had recanted, and there was no undisclosed Brady materiaL. Based

upon these false representations, which Vecchione repeated in an affirmation, the Offce

opposed Collns' motion. Prosecutors contended the motion was "fraudulent," and convinced

the cour to deny it without a hearing. i irir 283-86,293-306.

IDefendants complained then, and, in the introduction to their memorandum, they complain now,

that Collns used a ruse to interview Diaz. But, in posing as an investigator for the D.A.'s Office, Collins
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Ultimately, Judge Irizar forced the D.A.'s Office to reveal much ofthe evidence

Collns had been seeking. The habeas hearing resulted in Santos's remarkable testimony that

Vecchione had threatened him with physical violence, ilegally imprisoned him for two weeks,

and suppressed the 911 tapes contradicting his story. irir 307-52. In crediting Collins'

allegations concerning Santos and the other two witnesses, Judge Irizar condemned as

"shameful" Vecchione's behavior as well as the Office's continuing defense of it even as it

conceded habeas relief. irir 353-59. Hynes issued statements fully approving of Vecchione's

conduct even after Judge Irizarr's findings deploring it. irir 348-52,360. On June 9, 2010,

after 16 years in prison, Collins finally was released. ir 361.

ARGUMENT

POINT I

PLAINTIFF STATES VALID, PLAUSIBLE FEDERAL CLAIMS

A. Introduction

A pleading must contain a "short and concise statement of the claim showing that the

pleader is entitled to relief." F. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). Under this rule, "a complaint must contain

suffcient factual matter, accepted as true ... (to support) 'a claim to relief that is plausible on its

face.''' Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (quoting Bell Atlantic

used a ruse that was calculated to obtain the truth, and did so. Diaz later gave an affdavit confirming his
statements to Collns. Cmpt., ir 189. Collns, in his desperation, also used a ruse to try to obtain Diaz' s pre-
sentence report, a tactic that was unsuccessful and has no bearing on this case. Defendants complain that
Collns paid $300 to retain an attorney for Oliva. But there is absolutely nothing wrong, legally or ethically,
with such a payment, which Collins made at the request of Oliva, who was indigent, so Oliva could be
assisted by counsel in obtaining the release to Collins of Oliva's records. (Defendants' Memorandum, p.l,
alsofalsely asserts, with no citation, that Collins and Oliva were assigned to the same prison.) Everyhing
that Oliva then said in his affdavit was proven true. irir 286,324-26. Knowing that Collins had obtained
truthful evidence, the D.A. ' s Office smeared him with false claims of fraud in order to divert the State court
from focusing on the Office's own despicable misconduct. It is astounding that defendants would rely even
now on the discredited State court decision which their lies brought about.
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Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)). The factual content must be suffcient for the

cour, based upon "its judicial experience and common sense," to "draw the reasonable

inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Iqbal, at 1949-50. In

evaluating the plausibility of the complaint, the cour must give the plaintiff the benefit of all

reasonable inferences from the pleaded facts, which must be accepted as true. Id.; Katzman v.

Essex Waterfront Owners LLC, _ F.3d _,2011 WL 5252614, *2 (2d Cir. Nov. 4, 2011).

B. The Causes of Action (Sixth and Seventh) Against The Individuals

Defendants do not challenge the Sixth Cause of Action, which contains a § 1983 claim

against Gerecitano and Hernandez. Defendants Vecchione, Maher and Bondor do not challenge

the Seventh Cause of Action (except on immunity grounds, addressed below). Only the FOIL

defendants challenge the Seventh Cause of Action. They argue their conduct was post-trial but

only pre-verdict conduct is actionable under § 1983. See Defts. Mem. 13-14. They are wrong.

Governent officials have a continuing, post-conviction, due process obligation to

disclose Brady material to correct "the taint on the trial" caused by the unlawful withholding at

triaL. Steidl v. Fermon, 494 F.3d 623, 630 (7th Cir. 2007) (Brady material discovered by police

but wrongfully withheld 13 years after trial); Houston v. Partee, 978 F.2d 362 (7th Cir. 1992)

(police and prosecutor liable for withholding Brady material discovered several years after

trial). Defendants cite no contrary case.2

The FOIL defendants also are liable under a malicious prosecution theory for acting in

concert with Vecchione to falsely deny the Office's possession of exculpatory materials

2Ricciuti v. New York City Transit Auth., 124 F.3d 123, 130 (2d Cir. 1997), upholds a due process

claim against police who fabricate evidence pretrial, but does not address the question here. Dist. Atty 's
Offce for the Third Jud Dist. v. Osborne, 129 S.Ct. 2308 (2009), holds that Brady disclosure rules do not

apply to exculpatory DNA evidence created after trial, but does not affect the existing, continuing duty to
disclose evidence that existed and should have been disclosed at triaL. Steidl v. City of Paris, 2010 WL
5125807, at *4 (C.D. IlL. Dec. 8, 2010).
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negating probable cause, and thereby prolonging the unlawfl seizure of Collns' person, in

violation of his Fourth Amendment rights. See Cmpt., irir 420-21; Tilman v. Burge, 2011 WL

2975671, at *27 (N.D. IlL. July 20,2011) (defendants "continued (plaintiffs) prosecution after

becoming aware of facts ... that would have seriously undermined ..,the probable cause for

Plaintiffs arest and prosecution"); Orange v. Burge, 2005 WL 742641, at *13 (N.D. Il. Mar.

30,2005) (same); Patterson v. Burge, 328 F. Supp.2d 878, 899-901 (N.D. IlL. 2004) (post-

conviction cover-up of exculpatory evidence continued the malicious prosecution), citing

Houston v. Partee, 978 F.2d 362, 368 (7th Cir. 1992; Point II.A, infra. Defendants do not cite a

single case holding that malicious prosecution cannot be based upon post-trial behavior.3

C. The Monell Claims Involving The NYPD (Eighth) and
Brooklyn D.A. (Ninth) Are 'Plausible'

1. The Applicable Law

The City challenges the plausibilty of Plaintiff s factual claims that it is liable for the

individual defendants' violations of Collins' constitutional rights under a Monell theory. But

defendant's papers read like a summary judgment motion, not a pre-discovery motion to dismiss

under Rule 12(b)(6). The facts alleged in the Complaint need not be admissible at trial, see

Ricciuti v. NYC. Transit Auth., 941 F.2d 119, 123-24 (2d Cir. 1991), and need not suffice to

prove Plaintiffs claim, but need merely show Plaintiffs claim is plausible.

In the Second Circuit, due to the inherent difficulty of obtaining municipal policy

evidence, a Monell claim based upon a municipality's failure to train, supervise, or discipline its

employees is not required to "identify a specific deficiency.,. or to establish a causal link

between (such deficiency) and the misconduct." Amnesty America v. Town of West Hartford,

3Defendants (p. 14) cite Burg v. Gosselin, 591 F 3d 95, 97 (2d Cir. 2010), but it concerns whether

the issuance ofa summons constitutes a Fourth Amendment "seizure." Albright v. Oliver, 510 U.S. 266,
271 (1994) (plurality opinion) decides only that a malicious prosecution claim may not be based upon a
substantive due process theory. Singer v. Fulton County Sherif 63 F 3d 110, 1 15 (2d Cir. 1995), analyzes
a wrongful prosecution claim based upon pretrial misconduct only.
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361 F.3d 113, 130 n.l0 (2d Cir. 2004). The Second Circuit has not had occasion to reexamine

this rule after Iqbal and Twombly, but many cours in this Circuit continue to apply it,4 and so

do other courts.5 Under any approach, the Complaint suffices.

Under Monell, a municipality may be held liable under § 1983 for an unlawful policy, or

condoned unlawfl custom or practice, which causes an employee to violate a person's

constitutional rights. See Cash v. County of Erie, 654 F.3d 324, 334 (2d cir. 2011); Amnesty

America, 361 F.3d at 125-26. The existence of an unlawful policy or condoned custom or

practice may be shown with evidence that an agency's policymaker ratifed the misbehavior,

either by directly approving the employee's actions or "consciously cho(osing) to ignore them

..." Amnesty America, 361 F.3d at 126. Ratification "corroborates that the individual...

misconduct was the result of an established practice or policy." Gentile v. County of Sufolk,

926 F.2d 142, 151 (2d Cir. 1991). Even where other incidents are insuffcient to establish an

unlawful "custom," a policymaker's failure to investigate them,6 or its deficient disciplinary

4See Castilla v. City of New York, 2011 WL 4345934, *4 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 22, 2011 (Stein, D.J.),
citing Ferrari v. County of Suffolk, 2011 WL 2297125, at *9 (E.D.N.Y. June 7, 2011) (Seybert, D.J.);
Wiliams v. City of New York, 690 F. Supp.2d 338, 346 (S.D.N.Y. 2010 (Chin, OJ.). But see Simms v. The
City of New York, 2011 WL 4543051, *4 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 28, 2011) (Garaufis, D.J.) (holding that under
Iqbal plaintiffmust "plead facts suffcient for a court to reasonably infer that some type of municipal policy,
practice, or custom" caused plaintiff to be injured).

5See Haley v. City of Boston, 657 F.3d 39,52-53 (lSI Cir. 2011) (upholding complaint alleging

police intentionally withheld Brady material because of court's awareness that suppression of exculpatory
evidence is a serious problem in the criminal justice system and likely could not occur without official
toleration); Taylor v. RED Dev., LLC, 2011 WL 3880881, *3 (D. Kan. Aug. 3 1,2011) (because a plaintiff
rarely has access to "internal policies or training procedures prior to discovery ... only minimal factual
allegations should be required at the motion to dismiss stage"); Padila v. City of Chicago, 201 i WL
379413, *5 (N.D. IlL. Aug. 24,2011) ("conclusory allegations ... are sufficient").

6 See Ricciuti v. NY. C. Transit Authority, 941 F .2d 119, 123 (2d Cir. 1991) ("municipality had

notice of but repeatedly failed to make any meaningful investigation into charges that police offcers ...
(acted) in violation of the complainants' civil rights"); Gentile v. County of Suffolk, 926 F.2d 142, 153 (2d
Cir. 1991) (authorities "consistently ignore ( d) evidence of misconduct"); Fiacco v. City of Rensselaer, 783
F.2d 319,331 (2d Cir. 1986) (city's failure to investigate prior incidents "would have been viewed by the
offcers ... as reflecting an indifference").
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system,7 may create liability by encouraging violations.

In Walker v. City of New York, 974 F.2d 293,300 (2d Cir. 1992), the Second Circuit

upheld the plaintiffs claim that New York City was liable for a Brady violation, even without a

history of similar misconduct, where it had been highly foreseeable that such a constitutional

violation would occur absent appropriate training or supervision. See Canton v. Harris, 489

U.S. 378,388-90 & n.l0 (1989). Connick v. Thompson, 131 S.Ct. 1350 (2011), by a razor-thin

5-4 vote, overrled this aspect of Walker as to a D.A. 's Offce - requiring a history of prior

similar misconduct to put the policymaker on notice of a need for particular training for law

school-educated professionals - but it did not overrle Walker as applied to police deparments.

Courts have upheld municipal liability for failing to train police officers concerning their Brady

obligations even in the absence of known prior violations.8

Significantly, Connick, upon which the City bases its entire argument, is not an

insufficient pleading case at all: it involved the sufficiency of a plaintiffs evidence at trial. It

only considered the requisites of afailure-to-train claim, but did not address any other theory of

recovery under Monell. The City's suggestion that Connick imposes pleading requirements at

all, let alone in a non-training case, is wrong. Following Connick, the First Circuit, noting

Iqbal's requirement that "the reviewing cour ... draw on its judicial experience and common

sense," 129 S.Ct. at 1950, upheld as "plausible" a complaint alleging municipal liability for

police Brady violations because "( dJisclosure abuses are a recurring problem in criminal cases,"

7Vineyardv. County 
of Murray, Georgia, 990 F.2d 1207,1211-12 (lith Cir. 1993)(no disciplinary

manual, policies, or procedures); Gutierrez-Rodriguez v. Cartagena, 882 F.2d 553, 566 (l st Cir. 1989)
(deficient disciplinary system "made it highly likely that the police officers ... would engage in
(unconstitutional) conduct").

8See Moldowan v. City of 
Warren, 578 F.3d 351, 394 (6th Cir. 2009); Gregoryv. City of Louisvile,

444 F.3d 725, 753-54 (6th Cir. 2005). See also Vineyard v. County of Murray, Georgia, 990 F.2d 1207,
1212 (11 th Cir. 1993) (single-incident liability where the incident was attributable to the sheriffs failure

to have any policy manual or procedures for disciplining officers).
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the non-disclosure was "wholly unexplained," and experienced detectives would not have

engaged in such misbehavior if they did not believe that "their conduct was encouraged, or at

least tolerated, by the (Police Deparment)" Haley v. City of Boston, 657 F.3d 39, 52-53 (l st

Cir. 2011). No specific prior violations were noted or apparently pled.

Defendant's various arguments (Mem., pp. 18-25), which minimize the probative value

of the specific cases upon which Plaintiff bases his claim of notice, are incorrect:

(1) Even in an inadequate training case, the prior violations need not be identical
with those in the plaintiffs case. In Connick, a blood-evidence-withholding
case, the Court merely required that the prior violations involve withholding of
"physical or scientific evidence of any kind," 131 S. Ct. at 1360 (emphasis
added). Other cases also define "similarity" by general categories.9

(2) There is no minimum number of prior inçidents required to prove a valid Monell
claim of deliberate indifference to the need to supervise or discipline; even one
may suffce. io

(3) Post-incident violations are relevant, not to demonstrate notice, but to "shed
some light on what policies existed in the city on the date of an alleged
deprivation of constitutional right." Bordanaro v. McLeod, 871 F .2d 1151,
1166-67 (lstCir. 1989); see Grandstaffv. City of Borger, 767F.2d 161, 171 (5th
Cir. 1985). See also Gentile v. County of Suffolk, 926 F.2d at 151 (post-incident
ratification permits inference that unlawful policy existed at the time of the
violation of the plaintiffs rights); Henry v. County of Shasta, 132 F.3d 512, 520
(9th Cir. 1997), amended, 137 F.3d 13 72 (1998) ("failure even after being sued to
correct a blatantly unconstitutional course of (conduct)..." is evidence of the
prior policy).

(4) The authorities' failure to investigate officers involved in settled civil lawsuits is
relevant to show deliberate indifference to validated claims, regardless of pro

9See, e.g., Cash v. County of Erie, 654 F.3d 324, 329 (2d Cir. 2011) (relying, in a prison sexual

assault case, on prior incident of invited sexual contact between a prisoner and guards to "support(J ajury
inference that defendants were not committed ... to protect prisoners from sexual exploitation"); Vann v.
City of New York, 72 F.3d 1040, 1050 (2d Cir. 1995) (upholding reliance, in a police brutality case, on
"evidence of the Department's general methods of dealing with problem policemen ...") (emphasis added);
Gentile v. County of Suffolk, 926 F.2d 142, 146 (2d Cir. 1991) (plaintiff properly relied, in police brutality
case, on "employee misconduct ... in several diferent areas of criminal law" (emphasis added)).

¡OSee Cash v. County of 
Erie, 654 F.3d at 339 (one incident where the risk of injury was inherently

obvious); Amnesty America, 361 F.3d at 129 (single "egregious" incident); Disorbo v. Hoy, 74 Fed. Appx.
101,2003 WL 22037275, *3 (2d Cir. 2003) (unpublished opinion) (one prior incident); Fiacco, 783 F.2d
at 329-32 (five incidents in a two-year period); Babi-Ali v. City of New York, 979 F. Supp. 268, 274
(S.D.N.Y. 1997) (Batts, J.) (nine Brady violations by prosecutors over many years).
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forma disclaimers of liability. See Fiacco v. City of Rensselaer, 783 F.2d 319,
328 (2d cir. 1986) ("( w )hether or not the claims had validity, the very assertion
of a number of such claims put the City on notice") (emphasis added); Vann, 72
F.3d at 1049 (mere complaints "followed by no meaningful attempt on the par
of the municipality to investigate or to forestall further incidents").

2. The D.A. Claim

The City bases its argument on Connick, even though the tye of Monell claim at issue

there - inadequate training - is not the principal claim Collins advances here. Collins alleges

that Vecchione and his colleagues applied the policy of the Office, or its condoned custom or

practice, to coerce witnesses, to suppress Brady material, to rely at trial on false or misleading

evidence and argument, and to cover-up such misconduct after triaL. See Cmpt., irir 438-49 &

n.15. The Complaint cites admissions by the Office, see irir 104-05 & n.5, 441(d) & n.13, 449 &

n.15, express ratifcations of such misconduct by Hynes, see irir 348-352,360,451,462,467,

501,506-11, and Hynes's indifference to a pattern of similar violations, including by Vecchione.

See irir 442, 447-89. Contrar to defendant's inaccurate assumption, see Deft. Mem. 9-10, the

constitutional violations in this case did not endwith Collns' conviction at trial in 1995, but

continued through his exoneration in 2010. irir 244-282,293-347,353-58. During this period,

employees of the Office lied to Collins, to each other, and to the courts that the Brady material

that Collins sought did not exist. Id. It is disingenuous for the City to make this look like

nothing more than a failure-to-train claim as to which only pre-1995 events are materiaL.

It is well-established that Monell liability may be based upon the unlawfl managerial or

administrative policies of county District Attorneys on behalf ofthe municipalities they

represent. 
II Here, the overall plausibility of Collns' claims involving the policies of the

lISee, e.g., Walker v. City of New York, 974 F.2d 293 (2d Cir. 1992) (upholding claim of deliberate
indifference to need to train, supervise, or discipline Brooklyn ADAs regarding their Brady obligations);
Myers v. County of Orange, 157 F.3d 66 (2d Cir. 1998) (upholding jury verdict that a D.A.'s unlawful
cross-complaint policy resulted in plaintiff's wrongful prosecution); Gentile v. County of Suffolk, 926 F.2d
142, 153 (2d Cir. 1991) (upholding verdict againstthe county for the D.A.'s policy offailing to investigate,
sanctioning, and covering up misconduct by local police).
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Brooklyn D.A.'s Office is demonstrated by the City's history of agreeing to substantial

settlements of similar lawsuits, beginning with Walker, in 1993, for $3.5 milion, Leka v. City of

New York, 04 Civ. 8784 (S.D.N.Y.) (DAB), for $3.1 milion, and Zahrey v. City of New York,

98 Civ. 4546 (S.D.N.Y.) (DcP), for $750,001 plus counsel fees. See Complaint, irir 449, n.15,

467 n.18, 514(d), and Ex. H, No. 14; Dkt. Entry #28, Stipulation and Order, Walker v. City of

New York, No. 91-cv-02327-JSM (S.D.N.Y. fied June 10, 1993). In Zahrey, judgment under

Rule 68 (with the usual disclaimer ofliability) was entered against not just the City but also the

Chief of Hynes' Civil Rights Bureau and another supervisor on claims of evidence

manufacturing, coercion, and malicious prosecution. Cmpt., ir 449 n.15.

The City makes two essential arguments as to why Plaintiff s claims are insufficient.

First, it contends that Walker precludes liability for failing to train ADAs not to fabricate

evidence or suborn perjury. Defts. Mem. 18. However, in a footnote, the City acknowledges

that Walker points out that there could be liability upon a showing of a "practice of condoning"

such misconduct. Defts. Mem. 18, n. 8 (quoting Walker, 974 F.2d at 300 (emphasis added)).

But this is Collins's claim. See cmpt., irir 438-41,451-66. Indeed, the Complaint alleges that

Hynes ratifed Vecchione's conduct in this case after Judge Irizar found that Vecchione had

coerced apparently false testimony from Angel Santos and had forced Edwin Oliva to testify

falsely after he had recanted his statement to police. See irir 332-60, 506-11.

Second, the City, relying entirely on its misconstruction of Connick, argues that the 56

cases listed in Exhibit H to the Complaint do not establish the plausibility of plaintiffs claim

that the City was indifferent to a need to supervise or discipline ADAs in connection with the

constitutional violations alleged in this case. See Deft. Mem. 18-25. But defendant overlooks

huge sections of the Complaint in making this argument, including the following:

1. The Complaint's detailed factual allegations that Hynes's office
affirmatively promulgated or tolerated policies, customs, or practices to
coerce witnesses, mislead cours, defendants, and juries, withhold Brady
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material, and cover all this up. Cmpt. irir 105,438-516 & nn.5, 13, 17.

2. Hynes's history of indifference to misconduct by Vecchione himself together
with his endorsement of Vecchione's behavior with praise and promotions. See
Cmpt, irir 468-511; Vann v. City of New York, 72 F.3d at 1050-51 (liability for
failure to monitor or supervise offcer with history of civilian complaints);
Hogan v. City of Easton, 2006 WL 3702637, at *10 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 12,2006)
("municipal liability may be imposed under § 1983 if that same officer had a
history of ( similar) misconduct"), citing Beck v. City of Pittsburgh, 89 F.3d 966,
973 (3d Cir. 1996); Davis v. Lynbrook Police Dep't., 224 F. Supp.2d 463,478-
79 (E.D.N.Y. 2002) (Spatt, D.J.) (upholding inadequate supervision claim where
agency had received but failed to investigate repeated complaints against the
same officer). Vecchione, it may be inferred, would not have engaged in such
misconduct, as Chief of the Homicide Bureau and then Chief of Rackets, unless
he knew that Hynes agreed with, condoned, or would at least tolerate, his
misbehavior. See Haley v. City of Boston, supra.

3. Hynes's failure, since taking office in 1990, to institute any disciplinary manual,
policies, standards, or procedures, or to ever investigate, let alone discipline,
prosecutors accused of misconduct. See Cmpt, ir 447-49,512-16 & n.15; Vann,
72 F.3d at 1050-51 (liability may be based upon inadequate supervisory
procedures for problem police offcers); Vineyard v. County of Murray, Georgia,
990 F.2d 1207, 1212 (11 th Cir. 1993) (basing liability on "inadequate procedures
for recording and following up complaints... (and) no policies and procedures
manual"); Fiacco, 783 F.2d at 330-32 (basing liability on a history of
"uninterested and superficial" responses to complaints).

Moreover, as we have shown, other instances of misconduct need not be identical to the

misconduct in plaintiffs case, or have occurred prior to the verdict, see p. 9, supra, particularly

where, as here, the misconduct was ongoing for 16 years and included a post-trial cover-up.

The incidents listed in Exhibit H to the Complaint involved similar "kinds" of misconduct to

those in this case: failure to disclose impeachment material, including prior inconsistent

statements, recantation evidence, 911 tapes, and/or information bearing on motives to lie;

reliance on false or misleading testimony and argument; and misuse of material witness orders

and subpoenas to coerce testimony. Hynes' complete failure to ever investigate or discipline

prosecutorial misconduct, of any and every kind, fostered an "atmosphere of lawlessness."

Smith v. City of Fontana, 818 F.2d 1411, 1420 n.13 (9th Cir. 1987), overruled on other grounds

by Hodgers-Durgin v. de la Vina, 199 F.3d 1037 (9th Cir. 1999). For pleading puroses, there
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was no need for Plaintiff to cite any other misconduct case. Plausibilty is all that he need show

at this stage of the case.

3. The NYPD Claim

Collins' Complaint, under Canton and Walker, alleges that NYPD policymakers were

deliberately indifferent to an obvious need to train, supervise and discipline officers regarding

the interrogation of witnesses, Brady disclosure obligations, and the Fourth Amendment's

probable cause requirement. irir 427-31, 434. Prior to plaintiffs arest in 1994, the NYPD

provided no training concerning proper interrogation methods with cooperating witnesses and

offcers' Brady obligations. ir 429 & n.12 (basing allegation on depositions and document

discovery in Zahrey v. City of New York, et a/., 98 Civ. 4546 ((DLP) (S.D.N.Y.). But the

Complaint does not rely solely on a CantonI alker theory of an inherently obvious but ignored

need to train, supervise, and discipline offcers - it also cites the notice provided by the court

decisions, lawsuit settlements, and official reports detailed in ir 431 of the Complaint and in the

attached Exhibits F and G. The cases listed in Exhibit F involve the failure, as in this case, to

disclose impeachment materiaL. The civil settlements listed in Exhibit G involved, as in

Plaintiffs case, allegations that police manufactured or withheld evidence, gave false testimony,

or initiated arrests or prosecutions without probable cause.

The Complaint also relies on the coercive conduct ofInternal Affairs supervisors (acting

jointly with the Brooklyn D.A.'s Office) in the Zahrey case in 1994-95. See Cmpt., irir 463-65.

In upholding Zahrey's claim, the district court cited numerous other decisions upholding witness

coercion claims against N.Y.C. detectives. Zahrey v. City of New York, 2009 WL 54495, at *10-

12 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 7,2009) (Pogue, D.J.). The plausibility of the Complaint is stil further

supported by the Mollen Commission findings in 1994 - the year of Jabbar Collns's arest-

that the NYPD was indifferent to widespread police perjury, falsification of documents, and

manufacturng of probable cause. The City of New York Commission to Investigate Allegations
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of Police Corruption and the Anti-Corruption Procedures of the Police Department, pp. 36-43

(http://ww.parc.info/client_ files/Special %20Reports/ 4 %20-%20Mollen%20Commission%20-

%20NYPD.pdf) (last visited November 16,2011).

POINT II

THE STATE LAW CLAIMS ARE LEGALLY SUFFICIENT12

Under New York law, a pleading need only provide notice of the transactions and the

material elements of each claim. CPLR 3013. Pleadings are liberally construed, the facts are

accepted as true, and plaintiff is accorded "every possible favorable inference." ABN AMRO

Bank, N V. v. MBIA Inc., 17 N.Y.3d 208, 227 (2011). See Siegel, N.Y. Prac. § 208 (4th ed.).

A. First Cause of Action - Malicious Prosecution

The FOIL Defendants argue they cannot be held liable for continuing Collins's malicious

prosecution after Collins was convicted at trial, essentially contending that the tort was complete

at that point. Defts. Mem. 9-10. However, malicious prosecution is a continuing tort until there

has been a "favorable termination of the proceeding." Jocks v. Tavernier, 316 F.3d 128, 136 (2d

Cir. 2003) (emphasis added). An official may be held liable for continuing a malicious

prosecution after probable cause has dissipated or by withholding knowledge of evidence that

. would negate probable cause. See Kinge v. State, 79 A.D.3d 1473, 1479-80 (3d Dept. 2010);

Putnam v. County of Steuben, 61 A.D.3d 1369, 1371 (4th Dept. 2009); Kemp v. Lynch, 275

A.D.2d 1024, 1025-26 (4th Dept. 2000). Although there does not appear to be any New York

case on point,13 other courts have held officials liable for causing the continuation of a

12Plaintiff is voluntarily discontinuing his Fifth Cause of Action (Negligent Misrepresentation).

13Defendants, at pp. 9-10 of 
their Memorandum, cite Jocks v. Tavernier, 316 F.3d 128, 136 (2d Cir.

2003), but it deals with whether there was probable cause to initiate a prosecution, and People v. Goodman,
69 N.Y.2d 32, 37 (1986), but it is purely a collateral estoppel case. Contrary to defendants' apparent
contention, where a conviction was unconstitutionally obtained or continued through fraud or other
misconduct, and later vacated, the defendants may not "use their own misconduct as a shield." Limone v.
United States, 497 F. Supp.2d 143,215 (D. Mass. 2007, aff'd on other grounds, 579 F.3d 79 (1 sl Cir. 2009).
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prosecution during the post-conviction stage, such as by wrongfully withholding evidence

tending to negate guilt. See pp. 5-6, supra.

The City (p. 10) contends that if the malicious prosecution claim is dismissed as to the

FOIL defendants, there would be no respondeat superior liability for the City. However, such

liability would continue in relation to police defendants Gerecitano and Hernandez.

B. Second Cause of Action - Intentional Inflction of Emotional Distress ("lIED")

The sole basis of defendants' motion is that the New York Court of Appeals, 33 years

ago, in dictum, "questioned" the availability of an IIED claim where other traditional tort claims

may be asserted. Defts. Mem. 10-11, citing Fischer v. Maloney, 43 N. Y.2d 553, 558 (1978).

But see Limone v. United States, 579 F.3d 79, 93- i 00 (1 st Cir. 2009) (upholding common law

IIED claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act for agents' withholding before and after trial of

exonerating evidence). However, the proper course is to deny dismissal or summary judgment

and submit lIED claims to the jury with instructions to avoid awarding duplicative damages. See

Wahhab v. City of New York, 386 F. Supp.2d 277,292-93 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (Motley, Senior D.J.)

(citing Bender v. City of New York, 78 F.3d 787, 793 (2d Cir. 1996)); Sylvester v. City of New

York, 385 F. Supp.2d 431, 443-44 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (Koehl, D.J.).

C. Third Cause of Action - Abuse of Process

Defendants contend that the Complaint fails to plead facts showing that defendants

employed process for any "collateral objective." Deft. Mem. 11. They are wrong. The '''gist of

the action for abuse of process ... is 'the improper use of the process after it is issued.'" Curiano

v. Suozzi, 63 N.Y.2d 113, 117 (1984) (internal citations omitted). "Collateral objective" means

using the process for a purose not permitted by the law. WIL.D. WA. TE.R.S., Ltd. v.

Martinez, 152 A.D.2d 799,799 (3d Dept. 1989). The fact finder must "compare the purpose for

which (the process) is intended with the purose for which it was in fact used." New York

Pattern Jur Instructions 3:51 (2010). The non-recipient ofthe process may sue provided he was
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the target and the victim of the perversion of process. Bd. of Ed. Of Farmingdale Union Free

School Dist. v. Farmingdale Classroom Teachers Ass'n, Inc., 38 N.Y.2d 397 (1975).

A wrongdoer abuses process when he misuses a cour procedure to improperly "coerce

action," Hauser v. Bartow, 273 N.Y. 370, 374 (1937), such as improperly using a subpoena to

compel a witness's appearance for interrogation at a D.A.'s Office, see Rodrigues v. City of New

York, 193 A.D.2d 79, 86-87 (l st Dept. 1993), or at a police precinct, see Drake v. City of

Rochester, 96 Misc.2d 86, 89-90, 100 (Sup. Ct., Monroe Co. 1978). See also Foy v. Barry, 87

A.D. 291,292-93 (1 st Dept. 1903) (improperly obtaining and executing an arest warrant to

obtain an advantage in a private dispute); TADCO Const. Corp. v. Dormitory Auth. of State of

New York, 700 F. Supp.2d 253, 272 (E.D.N.Y. 2010) (Trager, D.J.) (same).

Here, the Complaint contends defendants improperly used "office" subpoenas and a

material witness order for the improper "collateral objective" of forcing Santos and Oliva to

appear at the District Attorney's Offce against their wil and without counsel and, in Santos's

case, to ilegally imprison him, and improperly used an "order to produce" to force Oliva to

appear involuntarily. Cmpt., irir 93-118, 121-148,376-80. This states a valid claim.

D. Fourth Cause of Action - Actual and Constructive Fraud

Plaintiffs principal fraud claim is that the FOIL defendants, acting in concert with

Vecchione, misled Collins concerning the existence of documents necessary for him to proceed

with a motion to vacate his conviction. irir 385-392. Deliberate misrepresentations which induce

detrimental reliance in connection with cour proceedings are actionable; fraud claims are not

limited to commercial transactions. See Sargiss v. Magarell, 12 N.Y.3d 527 (2009)

(misrepresentation of net worth during a divorce proceeding); Parks v. Greenberg, 194 A.D.2d

484,485 (1 st Dept. 1993) (improper notarzation of filed affidavit); Guardian Life Ins. Co. of

America v. Handel, 190 A.D.2d 57,61 (lst Dept. 1993) (misleading, and witholding

information from, a court); Lawrence v. Houston, 172 A.D.2d 923 (3d Dept. 1991) (fraudulent
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inducement of a par to defer or forego a legal claim). See generally 60A N.Y. Jur. 2d Fraud

and Deceit § 58 (Thompson West 2011) ("the range of false representations or statements which

wil support a claim of fraud is virtually limitless"). Defendants, who have the burden, cite no

case suggesting a fraud claim is untenable simply because it relates to a criminal proceeding.

E. Tenth Cause of Action - Negligent Hiring, Training, And Supervision

Contrary to Newton v. City of New York, 681 F. Supp.2d 473,488 (S.D.N.Y. 2010)

(Scheindlin, D.J.), the City may be held liable for negligent retention or supervision even if the

employee was not acting outside the scope of his employment. See Hall v. Smathers, 240 N.Y.

486, 490 (1925) (upholding claims against employee acting "within the scope of his

employment" and an employer for negligent hiring); Kinge v. State of New York, 79 A.D.3d

1473, 1478 (3d Dept. 2010) (emphasis added) (upholding plaintiffs verdict on both malicious

prosecution and negligent supervision claims). This misconception arose from cases holding

that a negligent hiring claim was superfluous because there already was respondeat superior

liability for an employee's negligence. See, e.g., Eifert v. Bush, 27 A.D.2d 950,951 (2d Dept.

1967). Here, however, the defendants are raising absolute immunity and other defenses. If they

are successful, therè will be no respondeat superior liability. Thus, Plaintiffs negligent hiring

claim is not superfluous. He would be unfairly prejudiced ifthe claim were dismissed now.

Finally, the City neglects to mention that defendants Gerecitano and Hernandez have

denied they were acting within the scope of their employment. See Answer, at irir 29-30 (dated

May 13, 2011) (Doc. # 19). Indeed, Plaintiff alleges that Gerecitano, after retiring from the

police force, and as a private citizen, pressured Oliva to give false testimony at triaL. Cmpt, irir

98-102. Arguably this conduct was outside the scope of his employment. The remaining

individual defendants have not yet answered, and thus the City's claim that there is no issue of

fact as to whether they acted within the scope of their employment is premature.
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POINT III

THE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS DO NOT ENJOY ABSOLUTE
IMMUNITY UNDER EITHER STATE OR FEDERAL LAW

We first address defendants' claims of absolute immunity under federal law. Immunity

for the State law claims must be analyzed separately under New York law. See Cornejo v. Bell,

592 F.3d 121, 130 (2d Cir. 2010).

A. The Federal Claims

Section 1983 on its face does not recognize any defense of official immunity. Buckley v.

Fitzsimmons, 509 U.S. 259, 268 (1993). Courts have no "license" to establish immunities to §

1983 actions for reasons of "public policy," but may only recognize common law immunities

that Congress, when it enacted the statute in 1871, is deemed to have incorporated. Id. An

official seeking absolute immunity "bears the burden of showing that such immunity is justified

for the function in question." !d., quoting Burns v. Reed, 500 U.S. 478, 486 (1991. See Odd v.

Malone, 538 F.3d 202, 207 (3d Cir. 2008) ("heavy burden"). The Supreme Court is "quite

sparng" in according absolute immunity and presumes that qualified immunity will suffce.

Burns v. Reed, 500 U.S. at 486.

In Imbler v. Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409 (1976), the Court recognized absolute immunity for

prosecutors for performing those quasi-judicial functions that are "intimately associated with the

judicial phase ofthe criminal process." Id. at 430. Under the Court's functional analysis,

investigative or administrative functions that non-prosecutors also perform, as opposed to core

prosecutorial functions, generally are not protected by absolute immunity. Buckley, at 270.

Thus, prosecutors do not have absolute immunity for fabricating evidence during a criminal

investigation or defaming a suspect at a post-indictment press conference, id. at 275-77,

swearing falsely to a certification in support of an arest warant, Kalina v. Fletcher, 522 U.S.

118 (1997), or giving legal advice to police about whether to hypnotize a suspect and execute an
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arrest, Burns v. Reed, 500 U.S. at 492-96. They also do not enjoy absolute immunity for acting

beyond their colorable authority. See Doe v. Philips, 81 F.3d 1204, 1210-11 (2d Cir. 1996) (no

immunity for demanding that a defendant, in violation of her first Amendment rights, swear her

innocence on a bible as a condition for dropping charges).

Three additional principles are significant here. First, "the Imbler approach focuses on

the conduct for which immunity is claimed, not on the harm that the conduct may have

caused..." Buckley, 509 U.S. at 271 (emphasis added). Thus, in Buckley, the Court held that

absolute immunity did not protect the pretrial investigative misconduct of a prosecutor even

though some members of the Court believed that this misconduct would not be actionable

because the actual infliction of injury at trial through use of such evidence was immunized.

Second, "a determination of probable cause does not guarantee a prosecutor absolute

immunity from liability for all actions taken afterwards. Even after that determination ..., a

prosecutor may engage in 'police investigative work' that is entitled to only qualified

immunity." Buckley, at 274 n.5. See Genzler v. Longanbach, 410 F.3d 630, 640 (9th Cir. 2005)

(timing "is relevant, but not necessarily determinative").

And third, where it is not clear from the complaint that the prosecutor performed the

alleged fuction "in an advocacy or an investigative role, the availability of absolute immunity...

cannot be decided as a matter oflaw on a motion to dismiss." Hil v. City of New York, 45 F.3d

653,663 (2d Cir. 1995). Showing that the prosecutor unquestionably engaged in a prosecutorial

function is the defendant's burden, failing which, "the defendant simply loses." Buckley, 509

U.S. at 281 (Scalia, J., concurring). We now turn to the fuctions at issue in this lawsuit,

working backwards chronologically.

1. Vecchione's False Statements In 2006

In 2006, after Collns moved in State cour to vacate his conviction, Vecchione caused

the D.A.'s Office to oppose Collins' motion by lying in out-of-court interviews that no witness
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had recanted or been coerced, and that there were no undisclosed promises or other items of

Brady materiaL. irir 293-97. These lies, which Vecchione repeated in an affirmation that was

submitted in court, prolonged Collns's wrongful incarceration by four years. irir 298-303,306.

A prosecutor who lies about or conceals exculpatory evidence during post-conviction

proceedings does not enjoy absolute immunity unless he can meet his burden of showing his

"continuing personal involvement as the states' advocate." Yarris v. County of Delaware, 465

F.3d 129, 137 (3d Cir. 2006); Spurlock v. Thompson, 330 F.3d 791, 799 (6th Cir. 2003); Houston

v. Partee, 978 F.2d 362, 366 (7th Cir. 1992). Warney v. Monroe County, 587 F.3d 113 (2d Cir.

2009), upon which Vecchione relies, similarly is careful to limit post-conviction absolute

immunity to "challenged actions (that) are part of the prosecutor's role as an advocate for the

state." !d. at 123 (emphasis added). Here, the Complaint alleges (irir 4, 234, 292-93) that

Vecchione was no longer assigned to the case or representing the state, and thus he does not

have absolute immunity for lying or submitting false evidence. See Kulwicki v. Dawson, 969

F.2d 1454, 1467 (3d Cir. 1992). This factual allegation must be presumed true for purposes of a

Rule 12(b)(6) motion. See pp. 5, 19, supra. Vecchione's insistence (Defts. Mem. 7) that he was

still acting as an advocate 11 years after trial merely creates an issue of fact that may not be

resolved in a 12(b)(6) motion.

Vecchione argues (Mem. 7-8) that he has "witness" immunity for lying in an affrmation

that was submitted to the court, but Collns's principal claim is that Vecchione lied out of court

and thereby caused the Offce to oppose Collins's meritorious motion. In any event, the

Complaint alleges Vecchione deliberately prolonged Plaintiff s wrongful incarceration as a

"complaining witness." irir 364, 418-19. A complaining witness does not enjoy witness

immunity. Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 340-45 (1986); White v. Frank, 855 F.2d 956, 962

(2d Cir. 1988). This, too, is an issue of 
fact that may not be resolved in a 12(b)(6) motion.

Mejia v. City of New York, 119 F. Supp.2d 232,272 (E.D.N.Y. 2000) (Trager, D.J.).
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2. The FOIL Defendants' False Statements Denying Possession Of Documents

The FOIL defendants half-hearedly assert they are entitled to absolute immunity under

Warney. See Defts. Mem. 9. But in lying to Collns, and later to courts, in mostly sworn

statements, that the Office did not possess the exculpatory documents requested by Collns under

the FOIL, Cmpt., irir 244-281, and in disobeying a cour order to disclose Santos's statement, irir

255-58, they were not acting in a "prosecutor's role as an advocate for the state." Warney, at

123 (emphasis added); Gagan v. Norton, 35 F.3d 1473, 1476 (10th Cir. 1994) (disobeying cour

order not advocative ). "(A) prosecutor acting merely as a custodian of evidence after conviction

serves the same non-adversarial function as police officers, medical examiners, and other

clerical state employees." Yarris v. County of Delaware, 465 F.3d at 138. Every state or

municipal agency is required under FOIL to have Records Access Officers to respond to requests

for disclosure of documents. See Matter of Russo v. Nassau County Community College, 81

N.Y.2d 690, 698 (1993), citing Public Officers Law § 86; see 21 N.Y.C.R.R. § 1401.2(a)

(requiring records access officers). That the employees to whom the D.A.'s Office assigned this

clerical function happened to be ADAs did not make the task any more "prosecutorial."

3. Vecchione's Pretrial Investigative And Administrative Misconduct

a. Filng False Reports Regarding Santos and Diaz

In causing false reports to be prepared and fied, with the NYPD, the D.A.'s Office, and

the Probation Deparment, complaining that Collins and his family had threatened Santos and

Diaz, Vecchione acted classically as a complaining witness and in an administrative capacity.

See Kalina v. Fletcher, 522 U.S. at 130; White v. Frank, supra. Vecchione has no immunity for

manufacturing false allegations, see Buckley, even in an affidavit intended for fiing in cour, see

Kalina v. Fletcher. Here, there were no pending charges against Collins for any ofthe conduct

that Vecchione alleged. Vecchione's fiings of false reports did not initiate any criminal

proceeding and were even fuher removed from the judicial process than the false certification
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the prosecutor prepared for filing in court in Kalina.

b. Orchestrating The Revocation Of Oliva's Work Release

Vecchione and junior prosecutors whom he directed contacted the State and aranged

administratively for the Temporar Release Committee to ilegally revoke Oliva's work release

and to imprison him upstate. Cmpt., irir 104-106. In Quartararo v. Catterson, 917 F. Supp. 919,

955-56 (E.D.N.Y. 1996), Judge Seybert held that such ilegal conduct is administrative, does not

constitute "advocacy," and is not entitled to absolute immunity. It also was outside Vecchione's

colorable authority as a prosecutor to cause an unrelated administrative agency to ilegally

revoke a person's release and imprison him. As the Supreme Court explained in Buckley, it was

the nature of Vecchione' sf unction in causing Oliva's release to be revoked, not how Vecchione

ultimately exploited this impermissible tactic at Collns' trial, that dictates whether absolute

immunity attaches. See Gregory v. City of Louisvile, 444 F.3d 725, 738-40 (6th Cir. 2006),

citing Spurlock v. Satterfield, 167 F.3d 995, 1001-02 (6th Cir. 1999) (the use of non-testimonial

actions "to pressure and coerce (a witness) into testifying falsely, ... an absolutely immunized

action(,) ... does not make those underlying actions covered by absolute immunity").

c. Illegally Imprisoning and Physically Threatening Santos and Oliva

Vecchione caused defendants Maher and Bondor to ilegally detain Santos for

questioning at Vecchione's offce. As Judge Irizar found, he then threatened Santos with

physical violence ifhe did not cooperate, and arranged, in defiance ofthe terms of a material

witness order requiring him to bring Santos forthwith to cour, to ilegally imprison Santos for

one week injail and one week under armed guard at a hoteL. Similarly, in defiance ofa court

order requiring Oliva's written consent, Vecchione took forcible custody of Oliva, over his

written objection, and also threatened Oliva with violence. irir 109, 115-17.

Imprisoning a person is a police or investigative function. Thus, in Burns v. Reed, the

Supreme Court held that when a prosecutor advises police to make an arest, he has no more
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immunity than the police who apply the advice. Where, as here, the prosecutor and his office's

detective-investigators car out the arest fuction themselves, they have no more immunity

than the prosecutor in Burns who advised someone else to do it. Moreover, Vecchione's

subjective purpose in ilegally imprisoning the above individuals - to coerce them into becoming

"cooperative" trial witnesses - does not convert an intrinsically investigative fuction into an

advocative one. As Buckley points out, prosecutors do not automatically receive absolute

immunity for investigative functions just because a prosecution already is underway.

Finally, Vecchione here plainly acted beyond any colorable authority. Would it be quasi-

judicial or "prosecutorial" to cut off a witness's ar or to beat him over the head? Obviously

not. But it is not acceptable either to tell an individual that the prosecutor will forego doing

violence to him ifhe wil comply with the prosecutor's demands. See, e.g., Doe v. Phillps, 81

F.3d at 1210 (noting that a prosecutor may not demand bribes or sexual favors). Nor was it

within Vecchione's colorable authority to defy explicit court orders setting the conditions under

which Santos and Oliva could be detained. As the Third Circuit has written, "We can imagine

few circumstances under which we would consider the act of disobeying a court order or

directive to be advocative, and we are loath to grant a prosecutor absolute immunity for such

disobedience." Oddv. Malone, 538 F.3d at 214.

d. Preparing False Affidavits To Obtain Court Orders

Vecchione authorized fraudulently executed affidavits, in violation of the Oath

requirement ofthe Fourth Amendment, see Haywoodv. City of Chicago, 378 F.3d 714, 718-19

(7th Cir. 2004) (Posner, C.J.), and also containing false information, with which he deceived the

court into issuing orders granting custody of Santos, Oliva and Diaz. Under Kalina v. Fletcher,

absolute immunity does not apply to the act of swearing to an affidavit to be used in support of

an arest warant (although it may apply to the act of submitting it to the court). In Cruz v.

Kauai County, 279 F.3d 1064, 1067 (9th Cir. 2001), absolute immunity was denied to a
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prosecutor for acting as a fact witness in swearing to the truth of allegations in support of a bail

revocation motion. Compare Betts v. Richard, 726 F.2d 79 (2d Cir. 1984) (according absolute

immunity for submitting such an application to the court). Vecchione's memorandum fails its

burden to demonstrate any common law tradition, incorporated by Congress into § 1983,

according immunity to a prosecutor who executes or authorizes a fraudulent or false affidavit for

use in obtaining a material witness or other cour order. 
14

B. The State Claims

Defendants cite no state law in support of their immunity arguments. New York, like

federal, law follows a functional approach to absolute immunity. See Rodrigues v. City of New

York, 193 A.D.2d 79, 86 (1 st Dept. 1993). However, in New York, "absolute immunity ceases to

exist when a prosecuting attorney is engaged in a role other than quasi-judicial," Cunningham v.

State, 71 A.D.2d 181, 183 (3d Dept. 1979), or without colorable authority, Della Pietra v. State

of New York, 71 N.Y.2d 792, 796-98 (1988). Prosecutors do not enjoy absolute immunity when

they issue offce subpoenas not authorized by law, Rodrigues, at 86-87; Drake v. City of

Rochester, (Sup. Ct.; Monroe Co. 1978), improperly "use :,. physical force to bring about

compliance" with such a subpoena, Drake, supra, fail to comply with an "administrative duty"

141nSimon v. City 
of New York, 201 1 WL4940689, at *4 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 7,2011), Judge Vitaliano

distinguishing Kalina, held that in New York only a prosecutor may swear to facts in support of a material
witness application on behalf of "the people," and thus such swearing is not a function that may be
performed by someone else. However, in this case, Vecchione did not merely swear to false facts; he
directed others to fraudulently notarize his "signature" which had been affxed by someone else. The court
was deceived into relying on "sworn" facts that in reality had not been properly sworn at alL. Such
applications were created and submitted outside any colorable prosecutorial authority. Cf Hayood v City
of Chicago, 378 F.3d 714, 718-19 (7th Cir. 2004) (false attestation invalidates warrant). Moreover, as the
Ninth Circuit pointed out in Cruz v. Kauai County, while only a prosecutor may apply for a court order
(there, a bail revocation), this "does not prevent prosecutors from supporting these motions with the sworn
affdavits of other witnesses." 279 F.3d at 1067 nA. New York's material witness statute requires an
"applicant" on behalf of "the people" to swear to an application, see CPL § 620.30(1). Even if this
"applicant" is a prosecutor, the facts upon which the application relies may be based on the knowledge of
others, such as the detective-investigators in this case who dealt with Santos and Oliva.
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to comply with the statutory procedure for securing an order authorizing the arest of a witness,

Broughton v. City of New York, 91 Misc.2d 543, 546-47 (Civ. Ct., New York Co. 1977), or

direct police to unlawflly arest and forcibly interrogate a suspect, Claude H v. County of

Oneida, 214 A.D.2d 964,965 (4th Dept. 1995).

Here, for the reasons we already have discussed in the preceding section, the defendants

were not functioning in a quasi-judicial capacity when they engaged in extra-judicial activities,

unauthorized by law or in actual defiance of explicit court orders, to coerce witnesses and, years

after Collins' conviction, they withheld or lied about the existence of Brady evidence that

negated probable cause and revealed that Collins had been unconstitutionally convicted.

CONCLUSION

Defendants have utterly failed to meet their burden of demonstrating that Plaintiff s

claims, already credited by Judge Irizarr after receiving live testimony and considering the

overwhelming documentation Plaintiff submitted, are "implausible" as a matter of law.

Defendants also have failed to meet their "heavy burden" of establishing, as a matter of law, that

Plaintiffs claims are bared by absolute immunity. Jabbar Collins should be permitted to pursue

his right to civil discovery. Ifhe ultimately is unable to prove his claims, defendants wil have

ample opportunity to move for summar judgment or to contest the issues at a jury triaL.

espectfully s~mitted(\

6,-~
L B. RUDIN (JR 5645)

La Offices of Joel B. Rudin
o West 57th Street, Suite 900
ew York, New York 10019

(212) 752-7600

Dated: New York, New York
November 17,2011
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Plaintiff's

Memorandum of Law Opposing Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), was served by E-mail and Regular Mail, by 

mailing the same in sealed envelopes, with postage prepaid thereon, in a post-office
or official depository of the U.S. Postal Service, on:

Elizabeth Krasnow, Esq.
Assistant Corporation Counsel
City of New York Law Department
100 Church Street
New York, New York 10007

/\\ \
\. -

Dated: New York, New York
November 17,2011

Arhur G. Larkin
Senior Assistant Corporation Counsel
City of New York Law Dept.
100 Church Street
New York, New York 10007

0, (L
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LAW OFFICES OF

JOEL B. RUDIN
200 WEST 57TH STREET

SUITE 900

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10019

JOEL B. RUDIN

TELEPHONE: 12121 752-7600

FACSIMILE: 12121980-2968
E-MAIL: jbrudineaol.com JABBAR COLLINS

(Legal Analyst)

TERRI S. ROSENBLATT
STEVEN R. AQUINO July 15,2013

ECF

Honorable Robert M. Levy
United States Magistrate Judge
Eastern District of New York
225 Cadman Plaza East, Room 1223S
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Re: Collns v. City of New York, et al.
Dkt. No. 11-cv-00766 (FB)(RML)

Dear Judge Levy:

I write to address whether Plaintiff is entitled to disclosure of the D.A.'s Hotel Custody files
in support of Plaintiff s Monell claims regarding (1) coercion of witnesses, (2) abuse of process, and

(3) violation of 
his rights under Brady. These claims are prominently set forth in the Complaint,

were reviewed by Judge Block, and were not dismissed. Thus, Plaintiff is entitled to discovery of
evidence relevant to them. The Hotel Custody materials also are relevant (4) to impeach
Vecchione's credibility.

The starting point, of course, is F. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1): a part may obtain discovery of
"matter that is relevant to any party's claim or defense," including material that, thought not itself
admissible, "appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence."

The Allegations Concerning The Collns Case

Plaintiffs Complaint alleges that the City's unlawful policy, custom, or practice to tolerate
abuse of process, coercion of false or unreliable testimony, and withholding of evidence under Brady
v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), caused such violations of his constitutional rights to occur in his
case. The Complaint alleges that such practices were employed with each of the three main
witnesses in this case: Edwin Oliva, Angel Santos, and Adrian Diaz.

The specific abuse of process allegations are that Vecchione and his colleagues: (1) used
illegal "office" subpoenas; (2) used phony "sworn" affirmations and falsely notarized affidavits, in
Vecchione's or ADA Posner's name but signed by others, which not only misrepresented the identity
of the purported affiants but also contained other false representations of material fact, to ilegally
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obtain court orders to take custody of the above witnesses; (3) violated the terms of the cour orders
by illegally detaining, imprisoning, and interrogating the witnesses; and (4) caused a State agency
to ilegally revoke Oliva's work release so that he would be imprisoned and forced to submit to
coercive interrogation. See Complaint (DE # 1), irir 93-119 (Oliva), 120-163 (Santos), and 167-184

(Diaz).

In Santos's case, the Complaint alleges, Vecchione, after aresting him on an ilegally-

obtained material witness warant, denied him his right to counsel and to a material witness hearing,
caused him to be held for a week in a Bronx jail, and then held him against his will as a prisoner at
a hotel, under the armed guard ofD.A.'s detective-investigators, until he finally "agreed" to testify.
Id, irir 120-163. Vecchione then falsely presented him (as well as Oliva and Diaz) as a "voluntar"
witness, without disclosing any of the means used to obtain his "agreement" to testify. !d., irir 221-
222,225-226, 229-230.

Years later, the Complaint alleges, Vecchione falsely swore in an affirmation opposing
Collins's 440 motion that no witness had to be "threatened or forced to testify." Id., irir 294-303.
Meanwhile, ADAs functioning as FOIL officers continued the cover-up of the coercion of witnesses
by falsely denying the existence of such records, including the Santos material witness papers. ¡d.,

irir 244-258,271-282. The false denials continued during federal habeas proceedings. !d., irir 311-
320. Ultimately, the Offce agreed to unconditional habeas relief after Santos testified and revealed
how he had been coerced, testimony that Judge Irizarr credited. irir 331-347, 354-55.

The Complaint alleges that the above activities at the time of Collins' s criminal trial, violated
his constitutional right not to be arrested, indicted, detained, convicted, or imprisoned based upon
"false ... or inherently unreliable 'evidence, including the statements and testimony of witnesses who
have been improperly influenced, coerced, or manipulated to provide such statements and
testimony," and to timely disclosure of favorable evidence under Brady v. Maryland and Giglio v.
United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972). ir 421. See also irir 376-381, 414-425.

In defense ofthis lawsuit, Defendants have essentially denied that any witness was coerced,
that there was any abuse of process, that any Brady material was withheld (except perhaps the Oliva
recantation), and that there was any cover-up of the same. They continue to maintain that all the
witnesses testified voluntarily.

The Allegations Of Unlawful Policy, Custom Or Practice Under Monell

The above allegations are incorporated into the Monell claim, the Ninth Cause of Action,
involving the D.A.'s Office. ir 437. The Ninth Cause of Action alleges that District Attorney Hynes,
as municipal policymaker, was deliberately indifferent to, inter alia, "abuse of process,
manufacturing of false evidence and testimony through improper coercion of witnesses, ... and
covering up the same." ir 438.
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"More specifically," Hynes was "indifferent" to the "abuse (of) lawfl process to gain

custody of vulnerable witnesses in order to coerce them into giving inherently unreliable or false
testimony..." ir 441. The tactics used, and implicitly condoned, included deceiving courts into

issuing material witness warants which were then ilegally "executed." ¡d. Rather than immediately
bring the witnesses, as required, to court for appointment of counsel and a hearing, ADAs would
"hold them either in their Office or in a hotel room, where they would threaten, intimidate, or cajole
them into 'cooperating' and remaining in their custody until completing their testimony at trial(.)"
Id., ir 441(b); see generally, irir 451-462,465,470. Prosecutors were permitted or encouraged to
refrain from disclosing the above activities, in violation of Brady. ir 445.

The Complaint alleges that Hynes's deliberate indifference to "the duty to refrain from
abusing court process or otherwise coercing or manufacturing false or inherently unreliable
statements and testimony from witnesses," ir 512(a)(iv), resulted in his "failure to properly instruct,
train, supervise and/or discipline employees with regard thereto," ir 513, and this failure, in turn, was
a substantial cause of the constitutional violations that caused injury to Plaintiff, see ir 516.

The City's Motion To Dismiss

In their Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss the Complaint, the Defendants acknowledged that
Plaintiffs claims in his Ninth Cause of Action included claims of abuse of process and witness
coercion. See Defendants' Memorandum of Law, entered December 5, 2011 (DE # 40), pp. 17-18.
However, thereafter their memorandum addressed the sufficiency of some of the evidence cited in
the Complaint with respect to the Office's Brady obligations, but never returned to the suffciency
of Plaintiff s pleading with respect to the abuse of process and witness coercion claims. Of course,
under Ashcroftv. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937 (2009), Plaintiffs burden was merely to show that his claim
was "plausible."

The Court's Decision

Judge Block's decision, fied Februar 15, 2013, denied the City's motion to dismiss the
Ninth Cause of Action, without differentiating between the Complaint's Brady and other
constitutional claims. The decision thus provides no basis for this Court to reject on relevancy or
any other ground Plaintiff s request to inspect and copy witness Hotel Custody logs that directly bear
upon his claims - claims that Defendants deny and which Plaintiff will have the burden to prove.

Judge Block began by noting some of the specific allegations in the Complaint, including that
Oliva, Santos, and Diaz had been coerced to testify and that Vecchione had used improper court
process to accomplish this. Decision, pp. 4-6 (DE #91). Judge Block noted the Complaint's
allegation "that the testimony of all three witnesses had been coerced, Decision, p. 6, as well as
Santos's testimony at the federal habeas hearing that he had been "coerced ... through ilegal
confinement..." ¡d. at 8. Although Judge Block dismissed the abuse of process and witness coercion
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claims against individual defendants based upon absolute immunity, he denied the City's motion
with respect to the Monell claim in the Ninth Cause of Action. He reasoned, without diferentiating
between Plaintif's Brady violation and other claims, that "the lack of any corrective action might
also reflect a tacit policy on Hynes's par to condone whatever his subordinates deemed necessary
to secure a conviction." Decision, p. 25 (emphasis added). See id. (noting Collins's allegations of
an absence of discipline for "Brady violations and other prosecutorial misconduct")( emphasis

added)).

Finally, Judge Block wrote, again referring to all of Plaintiffs D.A.-related claims

collectively: "The Cour concludes that Collins's allegations regarding Hynes's response - or lack
thereof - to misconduct by Vecchione and other assistants make plausible his theory that Hynes was
so deliberately indifferent to the underhanded tactics that his subordinates employed as to effectively
encourage them to do so." !d. at pp. 25-26 (footnote omitted) (emphasis added). In a summar at
the end of the decision, Judge Block similarly stated: "The motion to dismiss the Monell claims
against the City is denied, as to ... the theory that Hynes was deliberately indifferent to Vecchione's
conduct..." ¡d. at p. 32 (emphasis added). At no point did Judge Block indicate that he was
dismissing Plaintiffs Monell claims concerning abuse of process or coercion.

The Relevancy Of The Requested Document Discovery

Consistent with Judge Block's decision, Plaintiff has been seeking documentary discovery
about the claims of abuse of process and witness coercion. The Court has ruled that Plaintiff is
entitled to discover the Office's records, including logs kept by detective-investigators, of hotel
"custodies" of witnesses, and that is why a visual inspection of such records recently occurred. In
addition, the Court required the City to disclose statistical information on the use of material witness
warrants, but the bare numerical information provided gives no insight into how material witness
warrants were executed or the circumstances of witnesses' hotel "custody."

As for the visual inspection of the two Hotel Custody logbooks (others are claimed to be
lost), it was potentially quite revealing. 

i At the front of each log book, D.L Pica's Directive No. 14-

B, dated May 12, 1993, was attached, instructing D.L's on how to "guard against escape." The log
books recorded limited information concerning the circumstances of the "custody" of various
witnesses, each of whom was assigned a custody number. For example, the logs for Custody 1348
and 1374 stated, "door secured, leg irons." Custody 1573-74 indicated that "children are allowed
to go out," but the witness was not. Custody 1592 repeatedly referred to the witness as a "prisoner."

lIn his letter to the Court dated July 8, 2013, see DE # 134, p. 6, defense counsel suggested

that the undersigned may have manufactured claims about the contents of such records, so we
provide greater specificity here so counsel (and the Court, if it wishes) may confirm the records
themselves.
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Custody 1676 stated, "leg shackled." Custody 1959: "door secured, switched handcuffs". No. 2115:
"chain placed on room 1029." No. 2164 advised: "no shackles or chains available." ADA
Vecchione was named as the prosecutor in a case invo 1 ving Custody 1674. Several dozen individual
logs the undersigned reviewed referred to the witness as being in "custody" and the door to his hotel
room being "secured."

The hotel custody fies for each of the witnesses held in hotel custody for the relevant time
period is likely to have documentar proof that many of these witnesses, like Angel Santos, were
held against their wil - evidence that is essential to disprove the unconditional denials of such

practices by Mr. Hynes in his public statements and by Mr. Vecchione in his deposition testimony.
It is reasonable to anticipate that many ifnot all of the files wil have the same printed form as in the
Santos case, indicating whether or not the witness was being held as a "prisoner." See Plaintiffs

Motion to Compel, dated July 2,2013 (DE #132), Ex. D. Material witness orders and applications
also should be in the file. The applications and orders, together with further investigation, wil reveal
whether the witnesses were illegally subpoenaed to the D.A.'s Office as in Plaintiffs case, whether
the applications were falsely "sworn," as in this case, whether the orders were ilegally executed, as
in this case, and whether the witnesses were ilegally imprisoned in a hotel, as in this case. This
discovery is essential for Plaintiff to prove the custom or practice component of his Monell claim
in view of the Defendants' denials.

The evidence also is essential for Plaintiff to fully prove his Brady claim, which is that the
Office had an unlawfl practice, manifested in Plaintiff s case, of not disclosing such abuse of
process or witness coercion to the defense, and to impeach the credibility of Vecchione. Despite
having been chief of the Homicide Bureau and of the Trial Cadre, he swore in his deposition that he
had no knowledge of any witness, in any case, being held against his or her will at a hoteL.

(\Spectfuiiy submitted,tz~

JBR/tp

cc: Arthur Larkin, Esq.

Elizabeth Krasnow, Esq.
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Court of Claims Act (Refs & Annos)

Article II. Jurisdiction

McKinney's Court of Claims Act § 8-b

§ 8-b. Claims for unjust conviction and imprisonment

Effective: July 3, 2007
Currentness

1. The legislature finds and declares that innocent persons who have been wrongly convicted of crimes and subsequently
imprisoned have been frustrated in seeking legal redress due to a variety of substantive and technical obstacles in the
law and that such persons should have an available avenue of redress over and above the existing tort remedies to seek
compensation for damages. The legislature intends by enactment of the provisions of this section that those innocent
persons who can demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that they were unjustly convicted and imprisoned be able
to recover damages against the state. In light of the substantial burden of proof that must be carried by such persons,
it is the intent of the legislature that the court, in exercising its discretion as permitted by law regarding the weight and
admissibility of evidence submitted pursuant to this section, shall, in the interest of justice, give due consideration to
difficulties of proof caused by the passage of time, the death or unavailability of witnesses, the destruction of evidence
or other factors not caused by such persons or those acting on their behalf.

2. Any person convicted and subsequently imprisoned for one or more felonies or misdemeanors against the state which
he did not commit may, under the conditions hereinafter provided, present a claim for damages against the state. In
scheduling court appearances and filing deadlines, the court shall give docket priority at each stage of the proceeding to
such claims for damages under this subdivision where the claimant asserts proof of innocence through DNA evidence.
Any adjournments granted in the course of such a proceeding should be for as short a time as is practicable.

3. In order to present the claim for unjust conviction and imprisonment, claimant must establish by documentary
evidence that:

(a) he has been convicted of one or more felonies or misdemeanors against the state and subsequently sentenced to a
term of imprisonment, and has served all or any part of the sentence; and

(b) (i) he has been pardoned upon the ground of innocence of the crime or crimes for which he was sentenced and
which are the grounds for the complaint; or (ii) his judgment of conviction was reversed or vacated, and the accusatory
instrument dismissed or, if a new trial was ordered, either he was found not guilty at the new trial or he was not retried
and the accusatory instrument dismissed; provided that the judgement of conviction was reversed or vacated, and the
accusatory instrument was dismissed, on any of the following grounds: (A) paragraph (a), (b), (c), (e) or (g) of subdivision
one of section 440.10 of the criminal procedure law; or (B) subdivision one (where based upon grounds set forth in item
(A) hereof), two, three (where the count dismissed was the sole basis for the imprisonment complained of) or five of
section 470.20 of the criminal procedure law; or (C) comparable provisions of the former code of criminal procedure or
subsequent law; or (D) the statute, or application thereof, on which the accusatory instrument was based violated the
constitution of the United States or the state of New York; and
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(c) his claim is not time-barred by the provisions of subdivision seven of this section.

4. The claim shall state facts in sufficient detail to permit the court to find that claimant is likely to succeed at trial in
proving that (a) he did not commit any of the acts charged in the accusatory instrument or his acts or omissions charged
in the accusatory instrument did not constitute a felony or misdemeanor against the state, and (b) he did not by his
own conduct cause or bring about his conviction. The claim shall be verified by the claimant. If the court finds after
reading the claim that claimant is not likely to succeed at trial, it shall dismiss the claim, either on its own motion or
on the motion of the state.

5. In order to obtain a judgment in his favor, claimant must prove by clear and convincing evidence that:

(a) he has been convicted of one or more felonies or misdemeanors against the state and subsequently sentenced to a
term of imprisonment, and has served all or any part of the sentence; and

(b) (i) he has been pardoned upon the ground of innocence of the crime or crimes for which he was sentenced and
which are the grounds for the complaint; or (ii) his judgment of conviction was reversed or vacated, and the accusatory
instrument dismissed or, if a new trial was ordered, either he was found not guilty at the new trial or he was not retried
and the accusatory instrument dismissed; provided that the judgement of conviction was reversed or vacated, and the
accusatory instrument was dismissed, on any of the following grounds: (A) paragraph (a), (b), (c), (e) or (g) of subdivision
one of section 440.10 of the criminal procedure law; or (B) subdivision one (where based upon grounds set forth in item
(A) hereof), two, three (where the count dismissed was the sole basis for the imprisonment complained of) or five of
section 470.20 of the criminal procedure law; or (C) comparable provisions of the former code of criminal procedure or
subsequent law; or (D) the statute, or application thereof, on which the accusatory instrument was based violated the
constitution of the United States or the state of New York; and

(c) he did not commit any of the acts charged in the accusatory instrument or his acts or omissions charged in the
accusatory instrument did not constitute a felony or misdemeanor against the state; and

(d) he did not by his own conduct cause or bring about his conviction.

6. If the court finds that the claimant is entitled to a judgment, it shall award damages in such sum of money as the court
determines will fairly and reasonably compensate him.

7. Any person claiming compensation under this section based on a pardon that was granted before the effective date of
this section or the dismissal of an accusatory instrument that occurred before the effective date of this section shall file his
claim within two years after the effective date of this section. Any person claiming compensation under this section based
on a pardon that was granted on or after the effective date of this section or the dismissal of an accusatory instrument
that occurred on or after the effective date of this section shall file his claim within two years after the pardon or dismissal.

Credits
(Added L.1984, c. 1009, § 2. Amended L.2007, c. 210, § 2, eff. July 3, 2007.)
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McKinney's Court of Claims Act § 8-b, NY CT CLMS § 8-b
Current through L.2019, chapters 1 to 11.

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS 

----------------------------------------------------------)( 
, 

Claimant, 

-against-

THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Defendant. 

----------------------------------------------------------)( 

COMBINED DEMAND 

Claim No.  
Weinstein, J. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned hereby serves the following demands 

upon you pursuant to C.P.L.R. §§ 3101 et seq. and 3120, returnable at the offices of ERIC T. 

SCHNEIDERMAN, Attorney General of the State of New York by an Assistant Attorney General, 

Claims Bureau, 12th Floor, 120 Broadway, New York, New York 10271 within thirty (30) days after 

the date of service of the demands, unless otherwise specified: 

1. Serve upon and deliver any and all orders of any Court unsealing the court file 

and or records pertaining to the conviction which is the underlying basis of the instant claim if 

such files and records have been sealed pursuant to C.P.L. § 160.50, including but not limited to: 

(a) Copies of any stipulation, and (b) Unsealing orders entered into among the parties, and (c) the 

annexed form - Designation of Agent for Access to Sealed Records Pursuant to C.P.L. § 

160.50( 1)( d). 

2. Serve upon or make available for copying all trial transcripts of trials which 

resulted in claimant's conviction. 

3. Serve upon or make available for copying all trial transcripts or trials which 

resulted in claimant's acquittal. 
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4. Serve upon or make available for copying all hearing transcripts (pre-trial, 

during trial and/or post-trial) incident to the prosecution of claimant in Supreme Court, Bronx 

County on the Indictment. 

5. Serve or make available for copying any transcripts and order sentencing 

claimant or committing claimant to the custody of New York State. 

6. Serve or make available for copying all pre-sentence reports, probationary 

reports, reports of the New York State Department of Correctional Services/Department of 

Corrections and Community Supervision and New York State Division of Parole relating to the 

claimant. 

7. Serve upon and deliver to the undersigned a copy of the accusatory instrument 

under the Indictment. 

8. Serve upon the undersigned copies of the medical reports of those physicians, 

including psychiatrists, who have previously treated or examined the claimant, and/or who will 

testify on his behalf. These shall include a detailed recital of the injuries and conditions as to 

which testimony will be offered at the trial, referring to and identifying those x-rays and 

technician's reports which will be offered at the trial. 

9. Serve upon the undersigned duly executed and acknowledged written 

authorizations permitting the defendant to obtain and make copies of all physicians' records, 

hospital records, including psychiatric hospital records for any and all hospitalizations of the 

claimant, both in-patient and out-patient, and such other records including x-rays and 

technician's records, relating to any and all conditions, allegedly caused or aggravated by conduct 

or omission, giving rise to this claim. 
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10. Serve upon the undersigned the name and address of each and every person 

whom the claimant intends to call as an expert witness at trial; state the qualifications of each 

expert; which may be in the form of the expert's curriculum vitae; state in reasonable detail the 

subject matter on which each expert is expected to testify; give a summary of the grounds for 

each expert's opinion. 

11. Serve upon the undersigned the names and addresses of any witnesses to: 

(a) The occurrence or events allegedly 
giving rise to this claim. 

(b) If any of the persons named in response 
to the preceding paragraphs were in the 
employ of the defendant on the date of 
occurrence, set forth the names of each 
such person. 

(c) The occurrence or events allegedly giving 
rise to this claim that claimant will 
call as a witness at trial. 

12. Serve upon and/or make available for copying all Appellate briefs, both sides, 

and Reply Briefs, if any, with respect to claimant's conviction in the Supreme Court, Bronx County 

under the Indictment. 

13. Serve upon and/or make available for copying petitions for Writs of Habeas 

Corpus and other related court records not previously enumerated. 

14. Serve upon and deliver all applications for commutation/pardon if any and 

copies of determinations made on those applications. 

15. Serve upon or make available copies of claimant's New York State 

Identification Number, Inmate Number and Parole Number. 

16. Serve upon or make available an authorization to obtain claimant's criminal 

history record (rap sheet) from the Department of Criminal Justice Services. 
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17. Serve upon or make available for copying any video/audio tape of questioning 

of claimant incident to claimant's arrest. 

18. Serve upon or make available for copying any line-up photograph(s) incident 

to claimant's arrest which subsequently resulted in his conviction. 

19. Serve upon or make available for copying the Grand Jury minutes relative to 

claimant's indictment. 

20. Serve upon or make available for copying any/all transcribed 

interviews/videotapes of interviews given to any law enforcement agencies post-conviction. 

21. Serve upon or make available for copying any audio, video or written 

statements or transcripts. of any interviews given to any law enforcement agencies regarding 

claimant's activities on the day in question regarding his arrest and conviction herein. 

22. Serve upon and deliver to the undersigned duly executed and 

acknowledged authorizations permitting the defendant to obtain and make copies of all files in 

the custody of: 

(a) New York State Department of Correctional 
Services/Department of Corrections and Community Supervision. 

(b) New York State Division For Youth. 

(c) New York State Division of Parole. 

(d) Any/all claimant's attorneys that represented 
him under the Indictment. 

23. Serve upon and make available for copying the minutes of any/all parole 

hearings involving claimant. 

24. Serve upon and make available copies of any/all interviews conducted with 

the media in relation to the Indictment. 
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25. Serve upon and deliver to the undersigned duly executed and 

acknowledged authorizations to obtain any/all reports, files, etc., regarding any forensic evidence 

taken from the claimant at the time of his arrest. 

26. Serve upon and make available for copying any/all pleadings, motions, 

discovery in any other actions in any other court involving the Indictment including but not 

limited to: 

(a) Copies of any stipulation, and 

(b) Unsealing orders entered into among the parties. 

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that upon failure to comply with this demand, the 

claimant may be precluded at trial of the within claim from offering in evidence or testifying as 

to any of the reports, records or examinations demanded herein or offering the testimony of any 

witness whose identify has been demanded. 

Dated: New York, New York 
August 28, 2017 

TO: COHEN & FITCH, LLP 
233 Broadway, Suite 1800 
New York, New York 10279 

ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 
Attorney General of the 
State of New York 

Attorney for Defendant 
120 Broadway, 12th Floor 
New York, New York 10271 
Tel. No. {212) 416-85~-. 

By: ____ ---11------- ' 
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DESIGNATION OF AGENT FOR ACCESS TO SEALED RECORDS 
PURSUANT TO NEW YORK CRIMINAL PROCEDURE LAW§ 160.SO(l)(d) 

pursuant to C.P.L. § 160.50{1)(d), hereby designate 

________________ _, or his authorized representative(s), as my agent 

to whom records of the criminal action, 

terminated in my favor in Court, County of State of New ------- ------~ 

York, relating to my arrest on or about ___________ _, may be made available. 

I understand that until now the aforesaid records have been sealed pursuant to C.P.L. § 

160.50, which statute permits those records to be made available only to: (1) persons designated 

by me, or (2) certain other parties specifically designated in that statute. 

I further understand that the person designated by me above as a person to whom the 

records may be made available is not bound by the statutory sealing requirements of C.P.L. § 

160.50. 

The records to be made available to the person designated above comprise all records 

and papers relating to my arrest and prosecution in the criminal action identified herein on file 

with any court, police agency, prosecutor's office or state or local agency that were ordered to 

be sealed under the provisions of C.P.L. § 160.50. 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
: SS: 

COUNTY OF ----- ) 

On this __ day of ---------·' 20__ before me personally came 

to me known and known to me to be the individual described ____________ _, 

in and who executed the foregoing instrument, and he acknowledged to me that he executed 

the same. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS 

--------------------------------------------------------)( 
, 

Claimant, 

-against-

THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Defendants. 

--------------------------------------------------------)( 

DEMAND FOR VERIFIED 
BILL OF PARTICULARS 

Claim No.  
Weinstein, J. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to Section 3041, Rules 3042 and 3043 and 

Section 3044 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules, you are hereby required to serve a Verified Bill 

of Particulars upon the undersigned within thirty {30) days after the receipt of this Demand 

showing the following details, or in lieu thereof a statement that the claimant has no knowledge 

or information concerning them: 

1. The date of birth of claimant. 

2. The residence address of claimant. 

3. All names by which each claimant was or is known. 

4. The date of arrest on the underlying indictment. 

5. The date(s) claimant was tried under Indictment Number  

6. Set forth each and every violation of the Penal Law which claimant was charged 

with as set forth in the accusatory instrument. 

7. If there was retrial, the date(s) of retrial. 

(a) If retried, the dates of acquittal. 

8. The date claimant was convicted under Indictment Number  

9. The date claimant was sentenced under the lndictment(s). 
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10. If claimant was not retried and the accusatory instrument dismissed, state the 

grounds for dismissal. 

11. If the claimant's records under the Indictment were sealed pursuant to C.P.L. 

§ 160.50; state: 

(a) When the records were sealed; 

(b) What Judge sealed them; 

(c) Date of unsealing, if any. 

12. State on what date(s) claimant was convicted of Assault in the First Degree: 

(a) State on what date the above 
convictions were dismissed. 

(b) State on what grounds the above 
convictions were dismissed. 

(c) What sentence was claimant given on 
each count of the indictment. 

13. State whether at the time of conviction was claimant released on bail pending 

sentence or remanded. 

14. State whether claimant had any other pending criminal cases which he was 

being held on at the time of conviction under the Indictment. 

(a) If the answer is "yes," state the 
name of the case, indictment or 
docket number and disposition. 

(b) If there was a sentence on any 
other pending case state whether 
such sentence was to run concurrent 
or consecutive to the sentence under 
the Indictment. 
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15. State whether claimant was on probation and/or parole at the time of his 

conviction under the Indictment. 

(a) If yes, was probation/parole violated; 

(b) Was a hearing conducted; 

(c) Date of hearing, Court, and Judge; 

(d) Under what indictment number and 
conviction was probation/parole violated; 

(e) Name of probation/parole officer; 

(f) Whether probation/parole was violated solely 
as a result of conviction under the Indictment; 

(g) Whether any parole hearings were conducted 
during claimant's incarceration. 

(h) If yes, state the dates of the parole hearings. 

16. If claimant's conviction was reversed and remanded for a new trial, state 

whether a bail hearing was held prior to retrial. 

17. State how long claimant was incarcerated in a New York State Department of 

Correctional Services Facility with respect to the alleged Unjust Conviction. 

18. If claimant will claim that his reputation and character have been harmed, set 

forth in what manner they have been harmed. 

19. State each and every injury claimed to have been sustained by claimant, with 

duration thereof, and alleging specifically which are claimed to be permanent and in what respect 

they are claimed to be permanent. 

20. If claimant was confined to bed, house or hospital, provide the dates for each. 
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21. If claimant received treatment at a hospital, provide for each hospital the 

dates of admission and discharge. 

22. If there is an activity that can no longer be enjoyed or performed by claimant, 

state the activity and the reason for that claimant's inability to enjoy or perform the activity after 

the incident alleged in the claim. 

23. If claimant was disabled from his usual occupation, provide the dates of the 

disability. 

24. State each of claimant's past employers and present employer, the position 

held by claimant, and rate of earnings; or if self-employed, name and address under which the 

claimant is doing business. 

25. Set forth the Social Security number and DIN number(s) of the claimant. 

26. Set forth the claimant's State Correction identification number and NYSID 

number. 

27. Set forth separately, the amounts claimed for: (a) doctor's services; (b) 

hospital and ambulance services; (c) nursing services; (d) medicine and medical supplies; (e) lost 

earnings. 

28. Set forth every additional item of damage or expense alleged to have been 

sustained by each claimant, including separate statements for any alleged emotional injuries. 

29. If there is any other claim, action or proceeding arising out of the same 

transaction or occurrence alleged in the claim, state as to each: (a) the identity of the judicial or 

administrative body or other tribunal or agency; (b) the title and docket number; (c) the date 
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commenced; (d) the status (including disposition or settlement); (e) names and addresses of the 

parties; and (f) the names and addresses of the attorneys. 

30. If claimant (or someone on his behalf) has received reimbursement, 

contribution or indemnification regarding any ofthe injuries or damages claimed herein, or if any 

bills or other special damages were paid on claimant's behalf, state: 

(a) The amounts for which claimant was 
reimbursed or indemnified, or payment 
of which was made on claimant's behalf; 

(b) The services for which such amounts were 
reimbursed or indemnified, or for which 
payment was made on claimant's behalf; 

(c) The sources of such reimbursement, 
indemnification or payment. 
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PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that in the event of your failure to comply with 

this Demand for a Verified Bill of Particulars, within thirty (30) days, a motion will be made for an 

Order precluding you from offering any evidence at the trial of this claim with respect to the 

foregoing demands. 

Dated: New York, New York 
August 28, 2017 

TO: COHEN & FITCH, LLP 
233 Broadway, Suite 1800 
New York, New York 10279 

ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 
Attorney General of the State of New York 
Attorney for Defendant 
120 Broadway, 12th Floor 

New York, New York 10271 
Tel. No. (212) 416-8500 

• 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

-X

BROWN,

Plaintiff,
PLAINTIFF

BROWN'S RESPONSE

TO DEFENDANTS'

FIRST SET OF

INTERROGATORIES

-against- AND REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF

DOCUMENTS

15 CV

THE CITY OF NEW YORK, et. al,

Defendants.
X

Pursuant to Rules 26, 33 and 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the Local

Civil Rules for the Southern District ofNew York, plaintiff BROWN, by his attorneys

Cohen & Fitch, LLP, responds to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Request for

Production of Documents, under oath, upon information and belief as follows.

GENERAL STATEMENT AND OBJECTIONS

1. By responding to any request, plaintiff does not concede the materiality of

the subject to which it refers. Plaintiffs responses are made expressly subject to, and without

waiving or intending to waive, any questions, or objections as to the competency, relevancy,

materiality, privilege, or admissibility as evidence or for any other purpose, of any of the

documents or informationproduced or of the subject matter thereof, in any proceeding including

the trial of this action or any subsequent proceeding.

2. Plaintiff objects to these Interrogatories and Document Requests to the

2
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extent that they demand documents and/or information that are protected by the attorney-client

or work product privileges, or which constitute material prepared for litigation purposes.

3. Inadvertent production of any document or information that is privileged,

was prepared in anticipation of litigation, or is otherwise immune from discovery, shall not

constitute a waiver of any privilege or of another ground for objecting to discovery with respect

to that document or any other document, or its subject matter, or the information contained

therein, or of plaintiffs right to object to the use of any such document or the information

contained therein during any proceeding in this litigation or otherwise.

4. Plaintiff objects in the entirety to these Interrogatories and Document

Requests to the extent that they invoke obligations upon plaintiff beyond those required by the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

5. Plaintiff is continuing to search for information responsive to defendants'

requests and therefore reserves the right to supplement his responses to each request with

additional information, if and when such information becomes available to plaintiffs counsel.

Plaintiff also reserves the right to object to the future disclosure of any such information.

INTERROGATORIES

INTERROGATORY NO. 1:

Identify all persons who witnessed, were present at, or have knowledge of the

Incident, including the home and business addresses and telephone numbers of each witness. If

you are unable to identify any of the individuals within the meaning of Local Rule 26.3, describe

that individual's physical appearance.
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the

General Objections, plaintiff identifies the following individuals:

Plaintiff Brown

Witness Taxi Cab Driver

First and Last Name Currently Unknown
Address Currently Unknown

An ADA representative from the New York County District Attorney's Office
One Hogan Place
New York, NY 10013

Any members of the NYPD present at the time of and/or involved in plaintiffs arrest on J
;

and any other individuals identified in defendants Rule 26(a)(1) disclosures.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2

Identify all statements, signed or unsigned, recorded electronically or otherwise,

prepared by plaintiff or any other person that relate to the claims and/or subject matter of this

litigation.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad, and to the extent that it calls for the production of material not within plaintiffs

possession, custody, or control, that is more readily obtained from another source, and to the

extent that it demands documents that are protected by the attorney-client or work product

privileges or which constitute material prepared for litigation purposes.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

Identify any and all statements, signed or unsigned, recorded electronically or

otherwise, prepared by the City of New York, or its agents, servants and/or employees, that

relate to the claims and/or subject matter of this litigation.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad and to the extent that it calls for the production of material not within plaintiffs

possession, custody, or control and that is more readily obtained from another source.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General

Objections, plaintiff is not in possession of any such documents or materials that have not

already been turned over by either party.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

Identify all injuries claimed by plaintiff as a result of the incident and the medical,

psychiatric, psychological, and other treatment provided, if any. For each such treatment

received, identify the provider who rendered the treatment to plaintiff. If no treatment was

provided for any claimed injury, so state.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the

General Objections, plaintiff was treated at Hospital Center on the date of the

subject incident.

INTERROGATORY NO. 5:

Identify all economic injuries claimed by plaintiff as a result of the incident

5
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including, but not limited to, expenditures for medical, psychiatric, or psychological treatment;

lost income; and attorney's fees. Identify the specific amounts claimed for each injury.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the

General Objections, plaintiff is not making a claim for injuries responsive to this request.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6;

Identify all of plaintiffs employers for the past ten (10) years, including the

name, telephone number and address of each employer and the dates of each employment.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the

General Objections, plaintiff is not making a claim for lost earnings.

INTERROGATORY NO. 7:

Identify all medical providers including, but not limited to, doctors, hospitals,

psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers and other counseling services, who have rendered

treatment to the plaintiff within the past ten (10) years.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the

General Objections, plaintiff was treated at Hospital Center on the date of the

6
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subject incident.

INTERROGATORY NO. 8:

Has plaintiff applied for workers' compensation within the past 10 years? If so,

identify which employer provided such workers' compensation to plaintiff.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the

General Objections, plaintiff states that he has not applied for workers' compensation within the

past 10 years.

INTERROGATORY NO. 9i

Has plaintiff applied for social security disability benefits within the past 10

years? If so, identify the years in which plaintiff received social security disability benefits to

plaintiff.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the

General Objections, plaintiff states that he has not applied for social security disability benefits

within the past 10 years.

INTERROGATORY NO. 10:

Has plaintiff applied for Medicare and/or Medicaid within the past ten (10) years?

If so, identify which state provided such Medicare and/or Medicaid to plaintiff.

7
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the

General Objections, plaintiff states that he has not applied for Medicaid within the past ten (10)

years in the State ofNew York.

INTERROGATORY NO. 11:

Has plaintiff made a claim with any insurance carrier for physical, mental or

emotional injuries within the past ten (10) years? If so, identify each claim by date, injury and

insurance carriers.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence.

INTERROGATORY NO. 12:

Identify all government agencies, if any, to whom plaintiff made complaints

regarding the incident, including, but not limited to, the Civilian Complaint Review Board

("CCRB") and the Internal Affairs Bureau ("lAB") of the New York City Police Department.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad, and to the extent that it calls for the production of material not within plaintiffs

possession, custody or control and that is more readily obtained from another source.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General

8
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Objections, plaintiff states he made no such complaints.

INTERROGATORY NO. 13:

Identify each occasion on which plaintiff has been arrested other than the incident

that is the subject of this lawsuit, including the date of the arrest, the charges for which the

plaintiffwas arrested, and the amount of time that plaintiff spent incarcerated.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence.

INTERROGATORY NO. 14;

Identify each occasion in which plaintiff has been convicted of a felony or

misdemeanor, including the date of the conviction, the charges of which plaintiff was convicted,

and amount of time that plaintiff spent incarcerated as a result of each conviction.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these

objections or the General Objections, plaintiff states that he has never been convicted of any

felonies or misdemeanors.

INTERROGATORY NO. 15:

Identify each lawsuit to which plaintiff has been a party, including the court in

which the matter was pending, the docket or index number, and the disposition of the matter.
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 15;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence.

INTERROGATORY NO. 16:

Identify each occasion on which plaintiff has given testimony or statements

regarding the subject of this lawsuit.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the

General Objections, plaintiff has not given any testimony regEu^ding the subject of this lawsuit.

INTERROGATORY NO. 17:

Identify all treating physicians and other medical providers that plaintiff intends

to call at the time of trial.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the

General Objections, plaintiff does not intend to call any treating physicians at the time of trial.

INTERROGATORY NO. 18;

Identify all experts that plaintiff expects to call at the time of trial, all

correspondence between coimsel for plaintiff and any such experts, any notes taken by any such

experts and provide all disclosures required pursuant to Federal 26(a)(2).
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 18:

Plaintiff objects to the interrogatory on the ground that it is premature at this time.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General

Objections, plaintiff does not intend to call experts at the time of trial.

INTERROGATORY NO. 19;

Identify all documents prepared by plaintiff or any other person that relate to the

incident, claims and subject matter of this litigation.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, and to the extent that it demands documents that are

protected by the attorney-client or work product privileges, or which constitute material prepared

for litigation purposes.

INTERROGATORY NO. 20:

Identify all Freedom of Information Law requests and any responses thereto,

made by plaintiff, or any one on plaintiffs behalf, concerning plaintiffs claims in this litigation.

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20;

Plaintiffobjects to the interrogatory on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous and

overbroad. Notsvithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the

General Objections, plaintiff states that he did not request any information pursuant to the

Freedom of Information Law

INTERROGATORY NO. 21:

Identify all credit cards, debit cards, and charge cards in plaintiffs name and/or

possession on and .
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 21:

Plaintiff objects to the interrogatory on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting

these objections or the General Objections, plaintiff states that he paid his taxi fare with a Visa

card issued by and is providing a copy of that transaction enclosed herein.

DOCUMENT REQUESTS

REQUEST NO. 1:

Please provide all the documents identified in the preceding interrogatories.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 1:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, and to the extent that it demands documents that are

protected by the attorney-client or work product privileges, or which constitute material prepared

for litigation purposes. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these

objections or the General Objections, plaintiff states that there are no materials responsive to this

request that are not privileged or that have not been previously produced.

REQUEST NO. 2:

Produce all documentation regarding the incident, including documents

concerning plaintiffs arrest and criminal prosecution (if any), the minutes of the Grand Jury

criminal court transcripts, and any and all other documents concerning plaintiffs arrest or

criminal prosecution that are in plaintiffs possession, custody or control.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 2;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous.
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overbroad and to the extent that it calls for the production of material not within plaintiffs

possession, custody or control and that is more readily obtained from another source.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General

Objections, plaintiff states that there are no materials responsive to this request that were not

already tumed over with plaintiffs initial disclosures, not already in defendants' possession, or

that are not more readily obtainable from another source.

REQUEST NO. 3

Produce all medical records including, but not limited to, records of doctors,

hospitals, psychiatrists, psychologists and other counseling services, in plaintiffs possession,

custody, or control for treatment received by plaintiff since the incident and for the five years

prior to the incident, including treatment for any injury resulting from the Incident.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 3:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is overbroad.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the General

Objections, plaintiff states that he is not making a claim for physical injury.

REQUEST NO. 4;

Produce all photographs and other audio-visual materials documenting the

Incident, the scene of the Incident, and all injuries that resulted from the Incident, including

injuries to the person and property. Defendant(s) request exact duplicates of the original

photographs and audio-visual materials.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 4:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant
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nor reasonablycalculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and to the extent that it

calls for the production of material not within plaintiffs possession, custody or control and that

is more readily obtained from another source. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any

way limiting this objection or the General Objections, plaintiff is not aware of nor in possession

of materials responsive to this request that were not already tumed over with plaintiffs initial

disclosures, not already in defendants' possession, or that are not more readily obtainable from

another source.

REQUEST NO. 5:

Produce all documentation of damages that plaintiff alleges stem from the

Incident, including, but not limited to, expenditures for medical, psychiatric, or psychological

treatment; lost income; property damage; and attorneys fees. Documentation includes, but is not

limited to, paid and unpaid bills, original purchase receipts, cancelled checks, charge slips,

appraisals, and warranties.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 5:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and

without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the General Objections, plaintiff states

that there are no materials responsive to request.

REQUEST NO. 6:

Produce all subpoenas served on any party, or any individual or entity, concerning

this litigation.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 6:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and

without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections, plaintiff

states that there are no materials responsive to this request

REQUEST NO. 7:

Produce all documents received in response to any subpoenas served.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 7:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and

without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections, plaintiff

states that there are no materials responsive to this request.

REQUEST NO. 8;

Produce all documents that relate to any complaint made by plaintiff to any

government agency including, but not limited to, the Civilian Complaint Review Board

("CCRB") and the Internal Affairs Bureau ("lAB") of the New York City Police Department.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 8:

See Response to Interrogatory No. 12.

REQUEST NO. 9:

If the plaintiff is claiming lost income in this action, produce plaintiff's federal

and state income tax returns since the Incident and for the five years prior to the Incident.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 9:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and

without waiving or in any way limiting this objection or the General Objections, plaintiff is not

making a claim for lost earnings,

REQUEST NO. 10;

Produce (a) all expert disclosures required pursuant to Federal Rule 26(a)(2); (b)

any drafts of any reports or other disclosures required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2); (c) all

correspondence between plaintiffs counsel, or anyone acting for or on behalf of plaintiff or

plaintiffs counsel, and any experts identified in response to Interrogatory No. 18, including, but

not limited to, any documents reflecting any fee agreements and any instructions plaintiffs

counsel has provided to the expert regarding the expert's expected testimony and/or examination

of plaintiff; and (d) any notes taken by any experts identified in response to Interrogatory No. 18

regarding plaintiff, plaintiffs counsel, the incident alleged in the complaint, this lawsuit, the

expert's expected testimony or the expert's retention by plaintiffs counsel in this action.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 10:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is overbroad, and that it is

neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Notwithstanding or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections, plaintiff does

not intend to call experts at the time of trial.

REQUEST NO. 11;

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for release of plaintiffs

16
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medical records including, but not limited to, records of doctors, hospitals, psychiatrists,

psychologists, social workers and other counseling services for treatment received by plaintiff

since the Incident, including treatment for any injury resulting from the Incident.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 11:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is overbroad, and that it is

neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Notwithstanding or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections,

authorizations for the release of plaintiff's medical records responsive to this request are attached

hereto.

REQUEST NO. 12

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for access to plaintiffs

records that may be sealed pursuant to N.Y. C.P.L. §§ 160.50 and 160.55.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 12

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is overbroad, and that it is

neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Notwithstanding or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections, an

authorization for the release of plaintiffs records that may be sealed pursuant to N.Y. C.P.L. §§

160.50 and 160.55 is attached hereto.

REQUEST NO. 13

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for the release of

employment records for each ofplaintiffs employers for the past ten (10) years.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 13

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,
17
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overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and

without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections, plaintiff is

not seeking damages relevant to this request.

REQUEST NO. 14:

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for the unemployment

records, if any, ofplaintiff.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 14;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, and unduly burdensome, to the extent that it seeks documents that are neither relevant

nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and

without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General Objections, plaintiff is

not seeking damages relevant to this request.

REQUEST NO. 15:

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for insurance carriers with

whom plaintiff has made claims within the past ten (10) years.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 15;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it vague, ambiguous,

overbroad and not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence.

REQUEST NO. 16;

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for the records of social

security disability benefits, if any, received by plaintiff.
18
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 16;

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is overbroad, and that it is

neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General

Objections, plaintiffhas not sought Social Security Benefits.

REQUEST NO. 17;

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for plaintiffs Medicare

and/or Medicaid records.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 17:

Plaintiff objects to this request on the grounds that it is overbroad, and that it is

neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting these objections or the General

Objections, plaintiff is not seeking damages relevant to this request.

REQUEST NO. 18;

Complete and provide the annexed blank authorization for release of all of

plaintiffs medical records including, any records pertaining to alcohol/drug and/or mental health

related information and/or treatment, pertaining to his visit to Hospital Center on

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 18

See Response to Request No. 11.

REQUEST NO. 19:

Produce statements, bills, and/or itemized transaction records for each debit card,

credit card, £ind/or charge card used by plaintiff to show all purchases, payments, and cash
19
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withdrawals made by plaintiff on and

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 19

Plaintiff objects to this request on the ground that it is vague, ambiguous,

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence. Notwithstanding, and without waiving or in any way limiting

these objections or the General Objections, attached hereto is a copy of proof of payment for the

taxi fare, which was previously provided via e-mail on

Dated: New York, New York
February 1,2016

TO: ZACHARY W. CARTER

Corporation Counsel for
the City ofNew York
Attorneys for Defendants
100 Church Street

New York, NY 10007
Attn:

By:

20

Cohen & Fitch, LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiff
233 Broadway, Suite 1800
New York, NY 10279
(212) 374-9115

/s

ILYSSA FUCHS
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Terrence Ferrer, Claimant,
v.

State of New York, Defendant.

(Claim No. 74308.)
Court of Claims
June 25, 1987

CITE TITLE AS: Ferrer v State of New York

HEADNOTES

State
Claim against State
Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment Act

An action against the State based on claimant's unjust
conviction shall not be dismissed merely because the
reversal of claimant's conviction was not on a ground
specified in the statute creating his claim (see, Court
of Claims Act § 8-b [3] [b] [ii]), where claimant was
found not guilty after retrial, since the statutory language,
“provided that the judgment of conviction was reversed
or vacated, and the accusatory instrument was dismissed,
on any of the following grounds”, must be interpreted as
meaning that the stated grounds shall apply only to those
situations where there has been a reversal or vacatur of
the conviction and dismissal of the accusatory instrument,
or a reversal or vacatur with retrial ordered but not
had and then the accusatory instrument is dismissed.
Such a statutory construction harmonizes all the parts
of the statute and gives meaning to all the words therein
by construing the proviso as a condition, qualification
or limitation applicable only to a part of the statute;
moreover, such construction comports with the legislative
intent and purpose, i.e., to provide a new remedy for
unjustly convicted, innocent persons.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE LIBRARY REFERENCES

Am Jur 2d, Penal and Correctional Institutions, §§ 30, 31.

Carmody-Wait 2d, Actions in the Court of Claims § 120:2.

Court of Claims Act §8-b (3) (b) (ii).

NY Jur, State of New York, § 191.

ANNOTATION REFERENCES

Construction and application of State statute providing
compensation for wrongful conviction and incarceration.
34 ALR4th 648.

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

Robert Abrams, Attorney-General (Robert S. Hammer of
counsel), for defendant. Irving Cohen for claimant.

OPINION OF THE COURT

Frank S. Rossetti, J.

Motion by defendant for dismissal (CPLR 3211 [a] [7]) is
denied. *219

Defendant moves to dismiss the subject unjust conviction
claim (see, Court of Claims Act § 8-b) on the ground
it does not meet an alleged requirement of the relevant
statute, to wit, reversal or vacatur of the conviction on a
ground specified in the statute (see, Court of Claims Act §
8-b [3] [b] [ii]). Claimant responds that a reversal need not
be on one of the specified grounds where there is a retrial
and an acquittal. Since the subject statute is recent (see, L
1984, ch 1009, eff Dec. 21, 1984) and establishes a remedy
previously unknown in this State (see generally, Court of
Claims Act § 8-b [1]; 1984 Report of NY Law Rev Commn,
in 1984 McKinney's Session Laws of NY [hereinafter
Report], at 2899 et seq.; Executive mem, 1984 McKinney's
Session Laws of NY, at 3669), it is unsurprising that
neither the parties nor the court could uncover any cases
in point (apparently there is yet very little appellate law
on the statute). Nevertheless, notwithstanding the seeming
first impression nature of the issue, we believe claimant's is
the more adequately supported construction and thus find
that the provision specifying grounds applies only where
there is simply a dismissal of an accusatory instrument,
not where there is a new trial and finding of lack of guilt.

On November 14, 1973, Terrence Ferrer was convicted
of second degree murder (see, Penal Law § 125.25) and
sentenced to a term of 15 years to life on January 29, 1974.
On January 24, 1984 claimant's conviction was reversed
and a new trial ordered. (People v Ferrer, 99 AD2d 459.)
The reversal was based on a constitutional inadequacy
of counsel arising from claimant's attorney's conflict
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of interest in also representing claimant's codefendants
(supra, at 460). Mr. Ferrer was released from custody May
30, 1984 and on May 15, 1986 he was found not guilty after
a retrial. He then timely commenced the instant action
January 7, 1987 (see, Court of Claims Act § 8-b [7]; § 11).

The part of the unjust conviction act in issue reads as
follows:

“3. In order to present the claim for unjust conviction and
imprisonment, claimant must establish by documentary
evidence that: ...

“(b) ... (ii) his judgment of conviction was reversed
or vacated, and the accusatory instrument dismissed
or, if a new trial was ordered, either he was found
not guilty at the new trial or he was not retried and
the accusatory instrument dismissed; provided that the
judgment of conviction was reversed *220  or vacated,
and the accusatory instrument was dismissed, on any of
the following grounds: (A) paragraph (a), (b), (c), (e) or
(g) of subdivision one of section 440.10 of the criminal
procedure law; or (B) subdivision one (where based upon
grounds set forth in item (A) hereof), two, three (where the
count dismissed was the sole basis for the imprisonment
complained of) or five of section 470.20 of the criminal
procedure law; or (C) comparable provisions of the former
code of criminal procedure or subsequent law; or (D) the
statute, or application thereof, on which the accusatory
instrument was based violated the constitution of the
United States or the state of New York” (Court of Claims
Act § 8-b [3] [b] [ii]).

The argument made by defendant is that here there was
no reversal and dismissal on any of the specified grounds,
but rather only a reversal on a constitutional ground
specifically omitted by the statute. (See, Court of Claims
Act § 8-b [3] [b] [ii] [A], [B]; CPL 440.10 [1] [d], [h].) The
State therefore concludes the claim does not satisfy one of
the prerequisites of the statute and should be dismissed.
Claimant argues that the specified grounds need be met
only where there has been a dismissal of the accusatory

instrument and not where there has been an acquittal. 1

While the court will not go so far as to say the statute is
without ambiguity (cf., McKinney's Cons Laws of NY,

Book 1, Statutes § 76), 2  we believe proper logical and
statutory analysis support the conclusion reached in this
case.

Subdivision (3) (b) (ii) of the statute defines three
circumstances where relief is possible: (a) reversal or
vacatur of the conviction and dismissal of the accusatory
instrument; (b) reversal or vacatur with retrial ordered
and then a finding of *221  not guilty after retrial; or
(c) reversal or vacatur with retrial ordered but not had
and then dismissal of the accusatory instrument. The
“provided” clause then adds the condition “that the ...
conviction was reversed or vacated, and the accusatory
instrument was dismissed, on any of the ”specified
grounds. Defendant reads this proviso as a general one,
applicable to all three situations outlined. Claimant reads
the proviso as a limited one, applying only where there is
a dismissal of an accusatory instrument.

A first place to look for the meaning of a statute is its
language. (See, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book
1, Statutes § 92 [b]; § 94.) An initial problem with
defendant's interpretation of the proviso is it makes
seemingly significant language in the statute superfluous
and meaningless. A fundamental maxim of statutory
construction is that all words of a statute should be
presumed to have been inserted for a purpose and thus
all should be given meaning to the extent possible and
consistent with the statutory intent. (See, McKinney's
Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes §§ 97, 98, 231.) If the
statute is read to require that the precedent reversal or
vacatur be on the specified grounds in all three of the noted
circumstances, then the language in the proviso “and
the accusatory instrument was dismissed” is unnecessary.
If the statute is read to require that there must be a
dismissal for relief in any circumstances (either on the
specified grounds or otherwise), then the language in the
subdivision preceding the proviso concerning retrial and a
finding of not guilty is unnecessary.

Claimant's interpretation, however, harmonizes these
apparently meaningful parts of the statute (see,
McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 98)
and construes the proviso as what it is, “a condition,
qualification, or limitation”, a clause “to modify the
operation of that part of the statute” (Webster's Third
New Intl Dictionary [unabridged]; McKinney's Cons
Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 212). This interpretation
gives pragmatic meaning to all the words of the statute
by applying the proviso to the specific circumstances
it describes, but allowing the general terms of the
subdivision to operate where the proviso does not apply.
(See, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes
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§ 238.) The clause in the proviso concerning dismissal
may have been awkwardly placed, but it is unquestionably
conjunctive and it is set off by commas (see, McKinney's
Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 253, at 417, nn 19,
20). Also, the specified grounds are grounds for reversal
or vacatur, not dismissal per se. (See, *222  CPL 440.10,
470.15, 470.20.) This all supports a reading that reversal
or vacatur on a specified ground is required only when
there is also a dismissal. The proviso by its terms thus
covers two of the three circumstances where relief under
the statute is possible (i.e., where there is a dismissal of the
accusatory instrument), but not the third (i.e., where there
is an acquittal and no technical dismissal; cf., CPL 160.50
[2]).

Most importantly, this construction of the statute
comports with its legislative intent and purpose. (See,
McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes §§ 92,
95, 96.) The purpose of the statute was to provide a
new remedy for unjustly convicted, innocent persons (see,
Court of Claims Act § 8-b [1]; see generally, Report, op.
cit.; Executive mem, op. cit.), but an obvious concern
was that this remedy not unduly burden the State (see,
Report, op. cit., at 2925-2926, 2928, 2934-2935; Executive
mem, op. cit.). Hence restrictions and requirements (and
a substantial burden of proof; see, Court of Claims Act §
8-b [1], [4], [5]) were built into the statute and the subject
proviso was one of them. As originally proposed by the
State Law Revision Commission, the subject subdivision
did not contain the proviso (see, Report, op. cit., at
2936; Court of Claims Act § 8-b [3] [b] [ii]), although
the Commission did note that some grounds for reversal
or vacatur were unrelated to innocence (see, Report,
op. cit., at 2928-2929, 2930). The Commission believed
that other requirements in the statute would sufficiently
limit meritless claims (see, id., at 2929, 2930) and that
the number of spurious claims otherwise allowed would
not be numerous enough to warrant a stricter standard
(see, id., at 2930). Obviously the Legislature disagreed
and seemingly it picked up on the examples cited by
the Commission of procedural, constitutional reversals
where baseless claims could have been presented (see, id.,
at 2928-2929, 2930). These examples involved reversals
where no new trial or retrial is had and while of course
this background material is not determinative of the
subsequent changes made by the Legislature, it does show
considerations that were before the Legislature when it
added the subject proviso (see, McKinney's Cons Laws of
NY, Book 1, Statutes § 125 [b]).

It should be noted that this proviso is very much
a balancing of the competing interests involved (see,
Report, op. cit., at 2926, 2935; Executive mem, op. cit.)
since it precludes possibly meritorious claims as well as
meritless ones (see, Report, op. cit., at 2928-2929, 2930).
Also, while the proviso may have *223  been intended
to minimize baseless claims, it does not eliminate all
possibility of them. The Legislature drew a line between
two poles, the conservative one of barring all baseless
claims, even at the expense of barring some meritorious
ones, and the more liberal one of allowing all meritorious
claims, even at the expense of allowing some meritless
claims (see, Report, op. cit., at 2926). Individuals may
disagree with the placement of the line, or that it had
to be drawn at all, but it is not for the court to second-
guess the wisdom of the Legislature in its proper province.
We think it cannot be gainsaid that limiting the statute
to situations where there is a significant probability of
innocence is reasonable in light of the statute's purpose
(see, infra). Thus, while both sides may be able to
point to situations where baseless claims are allowed and
meritorious ones barred by application of the proviso,
we believe the manifest intent behind it was to limit the
statute to reversals or vacaturs where there is also some
indicia or probability of innocence. As the Commission
noted, innocence is the linchpin of the statute (see, Report,
op. cit., at 2930; Rivers v State, 130 Misc 2d 544, 546),
and there would seem to be just as much a probability
of innocence where there is a reversal and finding of not
guilty after a trial as when there is a dismissal without
any trial after a reversal for new evidence (see, Court of
Claims Act § 8-b [3] [b] [ii] [A]; CPL 440.10 [1] [g]). The
court of course does not equate a finding of not guilty
with innocence (compare, e.g., CPL 70.20, with Court of
Claims Act § 8-b [5]), but we think it eminently reasonable
to find a comparable correlation with innocence in a retrial
and acquittal as in a dismissal without retrial after reversal
or vacatur on one of the specified grounds. As indicated
by the Commission, none of the grounds for reversal or
vacatur under State law exactly correlate with innocence.
(See, Report, op. cit., at 2928.)

Accordingly, while apparently this statute is subject to
strict construction (see, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY,
Book 1, Statutes § 301 [a], [c]; §§ 304, 321), that does
not mean it must be construed in contravention to other
applicable rules of construction. Allowing presentation
of a claim where there has been a retrial and finding of
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not guilty is consistent with the purpose and intent of the
statute and its language. We find the State's interpretation
neither consistent with that *224  intent and purpose

nor properly supportable by that language. Denial of its

motion is therefore warranted. 3  *225

Copr. (C) 2019, Secretary of State, State of New York

Footnotes
1 Claimant presented an affidavit by a legislative sponsor of the statute, but we have given it no weight as factual evidence of

the Legislature's intent (see, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 125, at 261), although we have considered
the arguments therein to the extent persuasive.

2 It would appear the provided clause can be read as requiring that both the reversal or vacatur and the dismissal be on a
specified ground and that there must be such a dismissal for a claim to satisfy said subdivision (b) (ii). Of course, the fact
the listed grounds are not ones for dismissal negates the former would-be interpretation (see, infra, at 221-222) and the
latter construction makes much of the preceding language of the subdivision superfluous and meaningless (see, infra,
at 221). Nonetheless, the determination here is based at least in part on rules of statutory construction (cf., McKinney's
Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 76), albeit such rules are largely specific corollaries of more general rules of logic.

3 Defendant also asks for partial dismissal as to pretrial detention, but claimant states he is making no claim therefor.
The State's further contention that the claim is deficient because claimant's trial testimony is not annexed is sufficiently
answered by claimant's statement there was none because he did not testify.

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
COURT OF CLAIMS 

CARLOS PEREZ, 
Claimant, 

-against-

THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

Defendant. 

To the Clerk ofthe Court of Claims: 

VERIFIED CLAIM FOR 
DAMAGES 

CLAIM NO. ----------------

Claimant Carlos Perez's residence and post office address is 65 East 193 St., Basement 

Apartment, Bronx, NY 10468. Claimant is a citizen of the United States. 

Claimant, by his attorneys Emery Celli Brinckerhoff & Abady LLP and Romano & 

Kuan, PLLC, alleges as follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. Claimant Carlos Perez ("Claimant") spent almost eighteen years in prison for two 

murders he did not commit. 

2. Claimant and five other individuals were wrongfully accused ofthe 1995 murders 

of a Federal Express executive named Denise Raymond and a livery taxi driver named Baithe 

Diop. Claimant, along with Michael Cosme and Devon Ayers, was convicted of both murders. 

Israel Vasquez was convicted for the Raymond murder, and Eric Glisson and Cathy Watkins 

were convicted for the Diop murder. These six individuals spent an aggregate total of more than 

a century imprisoned before their innocence was finally proven. None of them was involved in 

the commission of either murder. 

3. There was no physical evidence of any kind connecting Claimant to the murders 

1 
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for which he was convicted. Claimant was not linked to either crime by DNA, fingerprints, 

ballistics, or any other forensic evidence. 

4. In the absence of any such physical evidence, Claimant's prosecution relied 

heavily on witness testimony. That testimony has since been roundly discredited. 

5. The prosecution of Claimant relied primarily on three witnesses. First, a troubled 

sixteen-year-old named Cathy Gomez claimed she overheard Claimant and others planning the 

murders in a secret meeting and then later bragging about their crimes in a neighborhood park. 

Second, a neighborhood drug addict named Miriam Tavares claimed she witnessed the Diop 

homicide in intricate detail while perched on top of her toilet, peering out through a four-inch 

crack in her bathroom window into the dead of night. Finally, Kim Alexander-Ms. Raymond's 

co-worker-testified that she saw a man named Charles McKinnon, the alleged mastermind of 

the Raymond murder whom the prosecution claimed had recruited Claimant into the plot, 

harassing and stalking Ms. Raymond as she left her office on the evening she was killed. 

6. Today, all three witnesses' accounts have been disproven. Ms. Gomez has 

recanted her testimony. The testimony of Ms. Tavares, who is now deceased, was discredited by 

an independent federal investigation. And Ms. Alexander's testimony is contradicted by video 

evidence that was never presented at Claimant's trial. In the face of this unraveling evidence, the 

Bronx District Attorney's Office terminated the charges against Claimant and consented to his 

release from prison. 

7. Since Claimant's conviction, Ms. Gomez has recanted her testimony and admitted 

that she lied to the grand jury and at Claimant's trial. She now admits that she never had any 

knowledge about who perpetrated either murder. 

8. Ms. Tavares's testimony has been discredited by an independent investigation 
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conducted by the office of the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York 

("USAO"). In 2012, the USAO solved the Diop murder, proving that Mr. Diop had been killed 

by two gang members who acted alone and with whom Claimant had no involvement. The 

USAO's investigator called Ms. Tavares "a witness with an obvious bias, who told materially 

different stories on different occasions, whose testimony was inconsistent with the physical 

evidence, and who gave what I believe, based on my experience and my familiarity with the 

location of the homicide, to be highly questionable testimony about her ability to perceive the 

events of that night and what she actually did see, if anything." 

9. Finally, Ms. Alexander's testimony was disproven by video surveillance footage 

recorded on the day of the Raymond murder at Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander's workplace. 

The footage, which was not turned over to the defense at Claimant's trial and was unearthed only 

years later, shows Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander leaving work together on the night in 

question-with Charles McKinnon nowhere in sight. The footage thus eviscerates the only 

theory of motive ever presented at Claimant's trial. 

10. This claim for damages arises under Section 8-b of the Court of Claims Act. It 

has not been assigned and has not been submitted to any other officer or tribunal for audit or 

determination. This claim is filed within two years of the date that the charges against Claimant 

were dismissed and the criminal action against him was terminated. 

11. Claimant was unjustly and wrongly convicted, and spent nearly 18 years in 

prison, for four felonies he did not commit. Claimant is actually innocent. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

Procedural History of Underlying Criminal Cases 

12. The underlying criminal cases involved two homicides that occurred in the Bronx 
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in January 1995. 

13. The first of these homicides was an execution-style murder of a Bronx woman, 

Denise Raymond, which occurred on the evening of January 17, 1995. The prosecution claimed 

that Ms. Raymond's murder was orchestrated by Charles McKinnon, a former boyfriend of the 

victim; Mr. McKinnon was charged with her murder and acquitted after a separate trial. 

Claimant and three co-defendants-Israel Vasquez, Devon Ayers and Michael Cosme-were 

charged with having carried out Ms. Raymond's murder at Mr. McKinnon's behest. 

14. Two days after Ms. Raymond's death, a livery cab driver, Baithe Diop, was shot 

to death at the wheel ofhis taxi on January 19, 1995. There was no evidence to link the two 

cnmes. 

15. Claimant was indicted for both murders on March 14, 1995 (Bronx Indictment 

No. 1086/95). See Exhibit A (Indictment). 

16. Following a jury trial in the Supreme Court, Bronx County, Claimant was 

convicted on March 5, 1997 by a jury on one count of murder in the second degree and one count 

of second degree felony murder for the killing of Ms. Raymond, as well as one count of murder 

in the second degree and one count of second degree felony murder for the killing of Mr. Diop. 

See Exhibit B (Verdict Sheet). 

17. On May 12, 1997, Claimant was sentenced to two concurrent prison terms of 

twenty-five years to life. See Exhibit C (Sentence and Commitment Order). 

18. Claimant appealed his conviction. On October 24, 2000, the Appellate Division, 

First Department, unanimously affirmed Claimant's judgment of conviction and sentence. 

People v. Perez, 272 A.D.2d 86 (1st Dep't 2000). See Exhibit D (Appeal Decision). 

19. Claimant then petitioned for a writ ofhabeas corpus pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2254. 
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On September 25, 2002 that petition was denied by Judge Alvin K. Hellerstein of the United 

States District Court for the Southern District of New York. Perez v. Greiner, No. 01 Civ. 5522, 

2002 WL 31132872 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 25, 2002). See Exhibit E (Habeas Corpus Decision). 

20. On December 13, 2012, Claimant's convictions for the Diop murder were finally 

vacated, and the corresponding counts of the indictment against him dismissed, at the behest of 

the Bronx District Attorney's Office after evidence came to light proving his innocence. 

21. Claimant was released from prison on January 23, 2013 after the Bronx District 

Attorney's Office agreed that his convictions for the Raymond murder should also be vacated. 

22. Claimant spent almost eighteen years in prison for crimes he did not commit. 

23. On September 20, 2013, after the Bronx District Attorney's Office conducted a 

re-investigation of the two murders, the indictment against Claimant was dismissed in its 

entirety. 

24. The dismissal of all criminal charges against Claimant constituted a termination 

of the criminal action in Claimant's favor. See Exhibit F (Certificate of Disposition Dismissal). 

The Investigation and Criminal Proceedings 

25. Denise Raymond came home to her apartment, in the Soundview area of the 

Bronx, after work on the evening of January 17, 1995. Based on the crime scene investigation, it 

appeared that Ms. Raymond was accosted as she entered her apartment on Boynton A venue in 

the Bronx, after which she was dragged to her bedroom, handcuffed, blindfolded, and gagged, 

and then shot twice in the head. 

26. Two days later, at approximately 4:30 a.m. on January 19, 1995, Baithe Diop-a 

Senegalese livery taxi driver who had no connection to Ms. Raymond-was found dead in his 

cab on Croes A venue between Lafayette and Seward A venues in the Bronx. He had been shot 
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twice, once in the upper back and once in his right side. 

27. During the investigation, the police repeatedly questioned two supposed 

"witnesses": a teenager named Cathy Gomez and a woman named Miriam Tavares. 

28. In January 1995, Ms. Gomez was repeating ninth grade for the second time; she 

would never complete it. She was enrolled in school, but she rarely attended class and could not 

read or write English. In her grand jury and trial testimony, Ms. Gomez claimed to have 

overheard various conversations in which individuals including Claimant made incriminating 

statements indicating involvement in both murders. She also claimed that she witnessed 

Claimant and his co-defendants possessing items stolen from the victims. However, Ms. Gomez 

has since recanted and now admits that all of these statements were false. 

29. Ms. Tavares was a neighborhood drug addict who spoke only Spanish. She 

claimed to have observed the Diop murder from her apartment through a tiny opening in her 

bathroom window. Her statements were patently implausible, and the information attributed to 

her changed drastically over the two years between the murder and Claimant's trial. With each 

new statement, Tavares added new details and changed other ones, placed new "perpetrators" at 

the scene, and inserted narrative flourishes that rendered her account a cartoonish farce. Her 

account was not consistent with any other evidence unearthed in the investigation, and has since 

been definitively discredited by an independent investigation conducted by the United States 

Attorney for the Southern District of New York. 

30. Claimant's prosecution also relied heavily on a third alleged witness, Kim 

Alexander. Ms. Alexander had been a co-worker of Denise Raymond's. She claimed that she 

left work with Ms. Raymond on January 17, 1995, shortly before Ms. Raymond was murdered. 

Ms. Alexander claimed that as she and Ms. Raymond exited their office building, an African-
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American man (whom Ms. Alexander subsequently identified as Charles McKinnon) appeared 

and began harassing Ms. Raymond. Ms. Alexander's story bolstered the prosecution's theory 

that Mr. McKinnon-whom Claimant had never actually met-masterminded the Raymond 

murder and ordered Claimant and his co-defendants to carry it out. But Mr. McKinnon had not 

been at Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander's workplace the night of the murder. Surveillance 

footage from the building, recorded on the night in question, showed Ms. Alexander and Ms. 

Raymond leaving together-and showed Ms. Raymond wearing the exact outfit and carrying the 

exact parcels Ms. Alexander's testimony described-with no African-American man anywhere 

in sight. 

31. In short, the evidence upon which Claimaint' s wrongful convictions were based 

was false. 

Cathy Gomez 

32. Cathy Gomez never had any valid knowledge of any facts relating to the 

Raymond and Diop murders. Before Claimant was ever arrested, Ms. Gomez told the police that 

she had no independent personal knowledge of any facts relating to the murders. Indeed, she did 

not even know the Raymond murder occurred until one of the investigating detectives told her 

about it. 

33. Yet after meeting repeatedly with the police, Cathy Gomez gave a slew of false 

statements concerning Claimant and his co-defendants, including both before the Grand Jury and 

at trial. 

34. For example, Ms. Gomez testified falsely before the Grand Jury that she 

overheard Claimant and a group of other men engaged in a meeting at Michael Cosme's home on 

January 17, 1995. Lacking any plausible explanation for her presence at such a meeting, she 
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claimed that she went to Mr. Cosme's home to call her mother--directly after leaving her 

mother's home. Ms. Gomez testified that, at the meeting, a "Jamaican guy" was informing the 

other men that they needed to kill two people-a taxi driver and a girl. 

35. Ms. Gomez also testified that the next day-January 18, 1995, the day after 

Denise Raymond was murdered-she saw the same individuals who had been at the meeting 

hanging out in a neighborhood park. She testified that the Jamaican man was congratulating the 

group on having done a good job. She claimed to have seen the individuals showing proceeds 

from a robbery in the park, including a credit card, a VCR, and jewelry. 

36. She also testified that in the early morning of January 19, 1995, Mr. Cosme came 

to her house and brandished a bloody gun. She testified that she had seen Mr. Cosme with the 

same gun a week earlier. 

37. She testified that she overheard yet another conversation in the park on January 

20, 1995, in which a group of men including Claimant and his co-defendants bragged about the 

Raymond murder and discussed in minute detail how they had carried out the killing. 

3 8. Ms. Gomez separately testified that on January 21, 1995, she had a conversation 

with Mr. Cosme in which he told her that he "and some guys" and "killed the taxi guy," and that 

Mr. Cosme had taken the driver's phone and something else. 

39. At Claimant's trial, Ms. Gomez similarly testified that she witnessed a January 

17, 1995 meeting at Mr. Cosme's home where the murders were planned; that she heard the men 

discussing how they had carried out the Raymond murder and saw them flashing robbery 

proceeds, including a VCR, a credit card, and jewelry stolen from Ms. Raymond, in a 

neighborhood park on January 18, 1995; that Mr. Cosme had come to her house on January 19, 

1995 and showed her a gun; and that on January 21, 1995, Mr. Cosme discussed the taxi driver 
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murder with her and told her that he had committed it with others. 

40. But several details were different from her Grand Jury testimony. For example, 

she now testified that she had not seen Mr. Cosme with a gun before. She placed Devon Ayers 

at the January 17 meeting, while she had told the Grand Jury he was not there. And she stated 

for the first time that Miriam Tavares was present for the supposed January 21 conversation-a 

detail she never mentioned in her Grand Jury testimony. 

41. During subsequent trial testimony, Ms. Gomez departed even more markedly 

from her previous statements. For instance, she could not provide a consistent account of the 

alleged events in the park. During the Grand Jury proceeding, Ms. Gomez testified that Devon 

Ayers had discussed drinking juice and eating a sandwich at Ms. Raymond's apartment during 

the murder. At trial, Ms. Gomez first attributed that statement to Israel Vasquez, then later 

testified that she did not recall who was in the park that day and did not know who made the 

statement about the juice and sandwich, or if such a statement was ever even made. In fact, she 

disclaimed any memory or knowledge of a large part of her prior testimony. 

42. Ms. Gomez's testimony was entirely fabricated. She has subsequently in 

admitted in sworn testimony that: (1) she had never been to Mr. Cosme's house, much less 

witnessed a meeting there at which two murders were planned; (2) she had never seen Mr. 

Cosme with a gun; and (3) she had never overheard Claimant or anyone else admitting to 

perpetrating the Raymond or Diop murders. 

43. In her recantations, Ms. Gomez has consistently explained that she was urged and 

coerced by the police to lie and falsely inculpate Claimant. For example, the police told Ms. 

Gomez about items that were apparently stolen from the two victims by their murderers and 

suborned her perjured testimony to the effect that Claimant and his co-defendants possessed 
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those items. They told her that Ms. Raymond's murderers had eaten sandwiches and drunken 

juice at the scene, and suborned her perjured testimony to the effect that she overheard Claimant 

and his co-defendants admitting that they had done so. They coached Ms. Gomez through her 

perjured testimony at repeated meetings and told her what to say to make it appear that she knew 

non-public information about the crimes. 

44. Ms. Gomez's recantation has been corroborated by her brother, Hanley Gomez, 

Jr., who since at least 2004 has maintained that the police coerced him to sign statements without 

understanding their contents and forced his sister to perjure herself. 

Miriam Tavares 

45. Ms. Tavares's testimony was also fabricated. 

46. Ms. Tavares claimed that she witnessed the Diop homicide in intricate detail 

while perched on top of her toilet, looking out through a four-inch crack in her bathroom window 

300 feet away from where Mr. Diop's vehicle crashed after he was shot. She claimed that 

Claimant and at least five other people surrounded the cab, shot Mr. Diop, and stole his 

belongings. 

4 7. Her statements were not only implausible on their face; they were even less 

believable because the information attributed to her changed drastically over the course of the 

period between the murder and Claimant's trial. With each new statement, Tavares added new 

details and changed other ones, placed new "perpetrators" at the scene, and inserted narrative 

flourishes that rendered her account a cartoonish farce. This evolution in Ms. Tavares's account 

was attributable to the coaching of the police, who encouraged her to lie. 

48. In a statement she signed on February 1, 1995, Ms. Tavares claimed that she was 

lying down putting her son to bed at the time of the Diop murder. According to the statement, 
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she heard a gunshot, and thereafter walked to her bathroom window where she observed a 

second shot and saw "Eric" and "Mike" running towards her. 

49. Less than a week later, Ms. Tavares signed a statement to the effect that she was 

already walking toward the bathroom when she heard the first gunshot; that she observed "Eric" 

sitting in the front seat of the taxi, trying to "pull something form the dashboard"; that "Eric 

handed Mike a telephone"; that "Mike" was standing still by the driver's side door (contrary to 

Ms. Gomez's Grand Jury testimony that he was in the back seat); that "Mike" put the victim's 

phone in his jacket pocket; and that then she observed a second gunshot. None ofthese details 

were in her first supposed statement. This second statement also identified Israel Vasquez, one 

of Claimant's co-defendants, as one of the individuals present at the scene; the first statement 

had not mentioned Mr. Vasquez. 

50. Before the Grand Jury, Ms. Tavares changed her account again. The first time 

she testified before the Grand Jury, she did not mention seeing anyone pulling anything from 

Diop's vehicle. Instead, she said she said she saw "several people around the car," then she "saw 

a flash, then all of them running." She said that she saw "Mike" and "Eric" running toward her, 

and that "Eric" was holding a radio. Looking out through her window onto the street in the dead 

of night, she testified that she could "see the handle [of the radio] and, like, the buttons, two 

buttons." She said that she saw "Mike" with a phone, and that she "could see the antenna." She 

said she could "see their faces well," even though-contradicting her own testimony from 

moments prior-they were not running toward her. 

51. Tavares was re-called to testify before the Grand Jury again three days later. This 

time, she said she was looking through her window when Mr. Diop was murdered and witnessed 

Michael Cosme exiting the taxi and pointing a gun at the driver's head. She claimed to have 
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seen "Eric," Claimant's co-defendant Eric Glisson, entering the taxi as Claimant encouraged him 

to "hurry up." In this, her fourth statement about the incident, she stated for the first time that 

Mr. Cosme "shot the taxi driver on the area around the legs." Mr. Diop was not shot in the legs. 

She then stated that Mr. Glisson pulled out a gun, stole the radio from the taxi, and then shot the 

driver a second time. This was the first time Tavares ever claimed to have seen both gunshots. 

In all of her previous statements she specifically said that he had heard (but not seen) the first 

gunshot from within her apartment and then had seen a "flash" representing the second shot from 

her bathroom window. 

52. After numerous meetings with the police at which she gave statements concerning 

the Diop murder and her first two days of grand jury testimony, Tavares had never mentioned 

Claimant. 

53. Tavares was subsequently re-called to testify yet again before the Grand Jury five 

days later. On this third separate day of Grand Jury testimony, she mentioned for the first time 

that individuals nicknamed "Kojak" and "Skloo" were present when Mr. Diop was murdered. 

"Kojak" was allegedly Claimant (though in fact Claimant never used any such pseudonym), and 

"Skloo" was a nickname for Claimant's co-defendant Devon Ayers. Ms. Tavares stated that 

"Kojak" made a slashing gesture across his neck, instructing the others to kill the driver. She 

stated that "Izzy," or Israel Vasquez, searched through the driver's clothing looking for money to 

steal. 

54. Ms. Tavares also stated for the first time that a woman (presumably Cathy 

Watkins) was also present for the murders, and described in detail actions she attributed to the 

woman. Ms. Tavares testified that the woman was gesturing for the men to hurry. She also said 

for the first time that "Skloo," or Devon Ayers, was gesturing for the other perpetrators to be 
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quiet. In total, she stated that six people were inside the cab together just before the murders. 

She had never mentioned "Kojak," "Skloo," or a woman in any of her previous statements. 

55. Ms. Tavares gave direct testimony for the prosecution at Claimant's trial on 

January 23, 1997. In that testimony, she claimed for the first time that she was sitting outside on 

her stoop--and not in her apartment-when Mr. Diop's taxi pulled up near her building. She 

said that, from her stoop, she saw "Skloo" exit the taxi and call out to "Eric," who was nearby in 

a park. She said "Kojak and a young lady" were in the front seat, and four people were in the 

back seat. Directly contradicting her own previous statements to the police and to the Grand 

Jury, in which she stated that she was in bed smoking a cigarette when the first shot rang out, 

Tavares now stated that she entered her apartment from the outdoors and went directly to the 

bathroom window to continue observing the scene. 

56. In testimony that was inconsistent with any of her previous statements, Tavares 

told the jury that Mr. Cosme shot the driver as he was getting out of the taxi. She stated that 

"Kojak and the girl" were on the sidewalk on the driver's side ofthe car; but Croes Avenue is a 

two-way street, so there could never be a sidewalk on the driver's side. Even though she had 

identified "Izzy" in previous statements, she testified at trial that she could not be sure if a person 

she saw only from the back was actually Israel Vasquez. She stated, in contradiction to her early 

statements, that she saw both gunshots and that "Kojak," "Eric," "Skloo," "Mike," and "the girl" 

were already standing around the cab when the first shot was fired. She stated that "Kojak" said 

"kill him"-the first time she had ever said anything about Claimant (or anyone else) making a 

verbal statement during the shootings. She testified, also for the first time, that Mr. Cosme 

checked the taxi driver's pockets-an act her Grand Jury testimony had attributed to Israel 

Vasquez. 
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57. Ms. Tavares's account was completely divorced from the reality of what was 

known about the Diop murder based on objective evidence. For example: 

a. Ms. Tavares claimed that Mr. Diop's taxi was stationary outside her apartment 
when the shooting occurred. But crime scene evidence showed that the taxi was still 
moving when Mr. Diop was shot and subsequently traveled several hundred feet, 
colliding with several objects along the way, before coming to rest. The actual scene of 
the shooting was not visible at all from Ms. Tavares's vantage point. 

b. Ms. Tavares stated that Mr. Diop was first shot in the legs by someone standing 
outside of the driver's side of the cab. But the crime scene evidence showed that Mr. 
Diop was shot twice, once in his upper back and once on his right side (i.e. by two people 
seated in the back seat, one directly behind him and one seated on the rear passenger side 
ofthe vehicle). 

c. Ms. Tavares stated that six perpetrators were present at the crime scene, but two 
other eyewitnesses had told the police that they only saw one or two individuals fleeing. 
The police failed to follow up with the other two eyewitnesses. 

58. Ms. Tavares also testified for the very first time at Claimant's trial-two years 

after her initial statements to the police and before the Grand Jury-that she was present with 

Ms. Gomez in a neighborhood park on January 18, 1995 and overheard conversations among 

Claimant's co-defendants concerning the Raymond murder. In the prior two years, she had 

never previously stated that she had any information about the Raymond murder. 

59. The variations in Ms. Tavares's statements, and their inconsistency with the 

physical evidence, render her account completely unreliable. 

60. The falsity of Ms. Tavares's statements was definitively proven in 2012, when an 

independent federal investigation proved that Mr. Diop was not murdered by Claimant or any of 

his co-defendants. Rather, he was murdered by two gang members, acting alone, who later 

confessed. None of the people Ms. Tavares accused-including Claimant-had anything to do 

with the murder. 

61. That fact came to light when the office of the United States Attorney for the 
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Southern District of New York ("USAO") re-investigated the Diop case in response to pleas 

from Eric Glisson, one of the other individuals Ms. Tavares accused. 

62. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the USAO was involved in dismantling a street 

gang called "Sex, Money, Murder." Gilbert Vega and Jose Rodriguez were two members of that 

gang, and had become cooperating witnesses when the federal authorities indicted members of 

the gang. 

63. As part of that cooperation, Vega and Rodriguez were required to admit all of 

their past criminal activity, and by 2003 both had confessed to shooting and robbing a livery cab 

driver on Croes Avenue in the Bronx in the winter of 1994-1995. The federal authorities were 

unable to match the facts ofVega and Rodriguez's confessions to any open shooting 

investigations. 

64. In the spring of2012, the USAO learned for the first time from Eric Glisson that 

he, Claimant, Cathy Watkins, Michael Cosme, and Devon Ayers were in prison for a murder that 

bore an uncanny resemblance to the taxi driver murder to which Vega and Rodriguez had 

confessed years earlier. 

65. The USAO's chief investigator on the case, John O'Malley, has noted that "every 

undisputed fact regarding the Diop homicide corresponds to and corroborates the account given 

by" Vega and Rodriguez, including the time and approximate date of the shooting, the fact that 

the victim was an African livery cab driver, the pick-up and drop-offlocations, the "exact 

location" of the shooting, the ballistics, crime scene, and medical evidence, Diop's screams as 

the robbery unfolded, the cab's collision with a parked car and a trash dumpster, and theft of a 

cell phone from the driver (with calls made to associates of Vega and Rodriguez). See Exhibit G 

(O'Malley Affidavit). 
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66. That investigator has also observed that the case against Claimant and his co-

defendants rested heavily on the testimony of Ms. Tavares, "a witness with an obvious bias, who 

told materially different stories on different occasions, whose testimony was inconsistent with 

the physical evidence, and who gave what I believe, based on my experience and my familiarity 

with the location of the homicide, to be highly questionable testimony about her ability to 

perceive the events of that night and what she actually did see, if anything." 

67. Indeed, phone records show that, after Mr. Diop was murdered, calls were placed 

from his stolen cell phone to associates of Vega and Rodriguez. In fact, one call was made to the 

home ofRodriguez's mother-where Rodriguez and Vega were both living at the time. 

Claimant's defense was not provided with these exculpatory phone records at the time of his 

criminal trial. 

Kim Alexander 

68. The third key "witness" against Claimant was Kim Alexander, who testified that 

she had witnessed a man she identified as Charles McKinnon harassing Ms. Raymond as Ms. 

Raymond left work on the night she was murdered. 

69. Mr. McKinnon and Ms. Raymond knew each other and had been romantically 

involved a number of years before the murder. At Claimant's trial, the prosecution's theory was 

that Claimant participated in Ms. Raymond's murder at McKinnon's behest. It was the only 

attempt ever made to establish a motive for Claimant to show up at the apartment of Ms. 

Raymond, a stranger, and participate in her murder. Claimant was 25-year-old unemployed 

family man who lived with his children and their mother at the time of the murder, while Ms. 

Raymond was a thirty-eight-year-old Federal Express executive. There was no evidence to 

connect Claimant and his co-defendants-all teenagers or young men-with Ms. Raymond, who 
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moved in entirely different social circles. 

70. Ms. Alexander's testimony was the basis for the prosecution's motive theory. 

According to Ms. Alexander, she and Ms. Raymond left work together on the evening Ms. 

Raymond was killed. She testified that as they waited on an upper floor of the Federal Express 

building for the elevator, a man, whom Ms. Raymond apparently knew, but who was a stranger 

to Ms. Alexander, suddenly appeared. Ms. Alexander testified that she remained with Ms. 

Raymond and the man as they waited for the elevator. The three supposedly then rode the 

elevator down to the lobby together, and exited the building at the same time. 

71. Ms. Alexander testified that Ms. Raymond appeared upset and agitated with the 

man throughout the entire encounter, and told him to leave her alone. Ms. Alexander testified 

that the man followed Ms. Raymond as she walked away from their office building, and that 

after this encounter, she never saw Ms. Raymond alive again. 

72. Ms. Alexander subsequently identified the man as Charles McKinnon. At 

Claimant's trial, Ms. Alexander's testimony was the sole evidence presented regarding Mr. 

McKinnon's alleged contact with Ms. Raymond on the night of the murder. This alleged 

meeting between Ms. Raymond and Mr. McKinnon was the sole overt act alleged in the 

indictment to have been committed by Mr. McKinnon to support a charge of conspiracy between 

Mr. McKinnon, Claimant, and the other defendants. 

73. But the basis for this conspiracy theory was completely false. Mr. McKinnon 

never had an encounter with Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander on the night Ms. Raymond was 

murdered. Security surveillance footage from the Federal Express office building in Manhattan 

showed that Ms. Alexander and Ms. Raymond left the elevator together, alone, on the night in 

question. Mr. McKinnon was nowhere in sight. 
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74. The police viewed the exculpatory video footage, but they never turned it over to 

prosecutors or to Claimant's defense attorney. As a result, the jury at Claimant's trial was never 

told that Ms. Alexander's testimony was undermined by unassailable video evidence which 

definitively disproved the only purported basis for the prosecution's theory that Charles 

McKinnon orchestrated the Raymond murder and enlisted Claimant, Mr. Cosme, Mr. Ayers, and 

Mr. Vasquez to carry it out. The video evidence was never disclosed to Claimant at any point, 

including while he was appealing his wrongful conviction. 

75. When the video evidence was finally unearthed during Mr. McKinnon's trial, two 

years after Claimant's conviction, it resulted in the acquittal of Mr. McKinnon. 

Claimant's Injuries and Damages 

76. As a direct and proximate consequence of the aforementioned events, Claimant 

suffered almost eighteen years of imprisonment. During his incarceration, he sustained physical 

injuries-including being stabbed by another prisoner who was in the midst of a mental health 

crisis-and suffered abusive treatment by correctional officers. 

77. Claimant also suffered severe emotional and mental anguish and pain as a result 

of being punished for crimes he did not commit. He fell into a deep depression while in prison 

and attempted suicide twice. Claimant spent most of his 20s and all of his 30s incarcerated. He 

spent what should have been the prime of his life imprisoned for crimes he did not commit. 

78. Claimant was also denied the opportunity to pursue normal relationships with, and 

to enjoy the companionship of, family members and friends. Members of Claimant's family, 

most notably his siblings and father, believed that because Claimant had been accused and 

convicted, he must be guilty. Thus, even though Claimant was innocent, his wrongful conviction 

caused his relationship with his family to sour. While incarcerated, he missed his children's 
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birthdays and was denied the opportunity to teach them to ride a bicycle. He missed their high 

school graduations. He cried each Christmas, knowing that he could not spend the holidays with 

his family. He cried each time one of his children's birthdays came around and every year on 

Mother's Day. Even now, Claimant is only beginning to get to know his children, who are now 

grown. Claimant's incarceration destroyed his relationship with his long-time romantic 

partner-the mother of his two biological children-whom he once thought of as his spouse. 

One of his stepsons died while Claimant was incarcerated; his wrongful imprisonment deprived 

him of the opportunity to spend time with his stepson during the last years of the latter's life. 

One of Claimant's sons was shot in 2007 and is now permanently disabled, having been 

paralyzed from the waist down. Claimant feels a deep and abiding sense of guilt over his 

inability to protect his son while he was imprisoned. 

79. Plaintiff was denied years of gainful employment and income. His incarceration 

interrupted his education-he was training to be a nurse-and arrested his career advancement. 

80. Being incarcerated for nearly two decades for a crime he did not commit 

destroyed Plaintiffs entire life and shattered all of his dreams. 

81. Plaintiff has been publicly shamed, disgraced, ridiculed, and humiliated. Nothing 

can undo the reputational damage he has sustained. 

82. Plaintiff incurred substantial legal fees during the almost two decades he spent 

seeking to prove his innocence. 

83. Plaintiff was denied fundamental constitutional rights and has lost his faith in the 

American justice system. 

SCHEDULE OF DAMAGES 

84. By reason of the foregoing, Claimant is entitled under the Unjust Conviction and 
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Imprisonment Act of 1984 to reasonable and fair damages, the particulars ofwhich are set forth 

in the following schedule of damages: 

Damages for emotional and physical pain 
and suffering associated with seventeen 
years, eleven months, and twenty days of 
wrongful imprisonment (e.g. loss of family 
contact, loss of personal development, loss 
ofliberty) at $3,000,00.00 per year. 

Damages for past lost wages, future lost 
wages, plus lost benefits and pensions, all 
incidental to wrongful incarceration. 

TOTAL 

$53,950,684.92 

$4,500,000.00 

$5 8,450,684.92 

WHEREFORE, Claimant Carlos Perez hereby claims damages from the State of 

New York in the sum of Fifty-Eight Million, Four Hundred Fifty, Six Hundred Eighty-Four 

Dollars and Ninety-Two Cents. 

Dated: July 10, 2014 
New York, New York 

EMERY CELLI B 
&ABADYLLP 

75 Rockefeller Plaza, th Floor 
New York, New York 10019 
(212) 763-5000 

Julia P. Kuan 
ROMANO & KUAN, PLLC 
1 00 Lafayette Street, Suite 401 
New York, New York 10013 
(212) 274-0777 

Attorneys for Claimant 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 
COURT OF CLAIMS 
------------------------------------------------------------)( 

CARLOS PEREZ, 

Claimant, VERIFICATION 

-against-

THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

Defendant. 
------------------------------------------------------------)( 

State ofNew York ) 
) ss. : 

County ofNew York ) 

CARLOS PEREZ, being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 

I am the Claimant herein. I have read the foregoing Claim for Damages against the State 

of New York and know its contents. The same is true to my own knowledge, except as to the 

matters therein stated to be alleged upon information and belief, and as to those matters, I believe 

them to be true. 

_,.... . .J; Sworn to before me this 
\\A.)er,uekh day of June, 2014 

David A. Lebowitz 
NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF NEW YORK 

No. 02LE6292904 
Qu~lifi~ in New York County 

CommiSSIOn Expires Nov. 12, 2017 
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wrongful arrest, conviction, and imprisonment.  The Individual Defendants concocted a 

conspiracy theory according to which the two murders were related.  They manufactured the 

entire prosecution by coercing and bribing two “witnesses” to give false testimony that placed 

Plaintiff at the scene of both murders and attributed damning inculpatory statements to him.  To 

overcome the fact that these witnesses’ false stories were self-contradictory and implausible, the 

Individual Defendants fed them non-public details about the murders to make them seem 

credible.  The Individual Defendants also suppressed evidence that would have disproven the 

case against Plaintiff, including surveillance footage that undermined the testimony of a third 

“witness” and phone records that would have implicated the real murderers.   

4. Had the Individual Defendants followed up on basic leads instead of intentionally 

framing six innocent people, they would have caught Mr. Diop’s real murderers (who have since 

confessed to the crime) and prevented several heinous crimes that those individuals instead 

remained free to commit. 

5. The case the Individual Defendants contrived rested principally on the false 

testimony of three witnesses.  First, a troubled sixteen-year-old named Cathy Gomez claimed she 

overheard Plaintiff and others planning the murders in a secret meeting and then later bragging 

about their crimes in a local park.  Second, a neighborhood drug addict named Miriam Tavares 

claimed she witnessed the Diop homicide in intricate detail while perched on top of her toilet, 

peering out through a four-inch crack in her bathroom window in the dead of night.  Finally, Kim 

Alexander—Ms. Raymond’s co-worker—testified that she saw a man named Charles McKinnon, 

the alleged mastermind of the Raymond murder, harassing and stalking Ms. Raymond as she left 

her office on the evening she was killed. 

6. This “evidence” was an elaborate farce contrived by Defendants Donnelly and 
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Aiello.  The testimony of all three witnesses was a product of the Individual Defendants’ 

imaginations.   

7. The Individual Defendants threatened, cajoled, coerced, and bribed Ms. Tavares 

and Ms. Gomez to give perjured testimony.  They fed the women non-public details about both 

crime scenes to bolster their credibility and coached them to lie to the Grand Jury and at trial.  

Ms. Gomez has confirmed this misconduct in sworn testimony.   

8. Defendants Donnelly and Aiello also manufactured Ms. Alexander’s version of 

events.  Ms. Alexander’s account was contradicted by surveillance footage from Ms. Raymond’s 

workplace, which showed Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander leaving work together on the night 

in question—with Charles McKinnon nowhere in sight.  Defendants intentionally suppressed that 

footage to ensure that the prosecution’s theory of the crimes would go uncontradicted and 

Plaintiff would be convicted in spite of the truth.  Plaintiff learned of this exculpatory evidence 

for the first time in 2012, after it had been concealed for 17 years. 

9. After Plaintiff had spent years in prison, an independent investigation 

spearheaded by the office of the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York 

blew the case wide open.  That investigation showed that two gang members, unconnected to 

Plaintiff or his alleged co-conspirators, committed the Diop murder acting alone.  These 

belatedly unearthed facts showed that the witnesses against Plaintiff had lied, leading the District 

Attorney’s Office to concede that he should be released from prison and the charges against him 

dropped.

10. This is a civil action pressing claims pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the Fourth and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and New York law.  This action seeks 

monetary damages for Plaintiff’s unlawful arrest, malicious criminal prosecution, wrongful 
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conviction, and imprisonment due to violations of his fundamental federal constitutional rights to 

due process and to be free from unreasonable search and seizure. 

11. The Individual Defendants instigated and continued the prosecution of Plaintiff 

without probable cause to believe Plaintiff to be guilty of the crimes charged, failed to turn over 

exculpatory evidence to the District Attorney’s Office, and manufactured evidence through 

highly-suggestive, unfair, and unreliable investigative procedures that tainted alleged witnesses’ 

recollections and encouraged perjured testimony.  Their conduct led to the wrongful and unjust 

prosecution of Plaintiff.

12. Defendant the City of New York (the “City”) is liable for violations of state law 

perpetrated by its employees under the doctrine of respondeat superior.

PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 

13. This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s federal law 

claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343(a)(3) and (4) because Plaintiff’s claims arise 

under a law of the United States, namely 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and seek redress of the deprivation, 

under color of State law, of rights guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States. 

14. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s state law claims pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). 

15. Plaintiff  has complied with the requirements of New York General Municipal 

Law Section 50-i by serving on the Office of the Comptroller of the City of New York a notice 

of claim on March 7, 2013 and an amended notice of claim on October 10, 2013.  More than 30 

days have elapsed since Plaintiff served those notices of claim and no offer of settlement has 

been made. 

16. Plaintiff submitted to a hearing pursuant to New York General Municipal Law 
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Section 50-h on December 9, 2013. 

17. Venue is lodged in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) because Plaintiff’s 

claims arose in this judicial district. 

18. At all times herein mentioned, Plaintiff was a resident of the County of the Bronx, 

City and State of New York. 

19. Defendant City of New York (“City”) is a municipal corporation existing by 

virtue of the laws of the State of New York. 

20. Defendant Michael Donnelly, Tax I.D. No. 883801, was at all relevant times a 

detective employed by the NYPD.  He is named here in his individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Thomas Aiello, Tax I.D. No. 868427, was at all relevant times a 

detective employed by the NYPD.  He is named here in his individual capacity. 

22. At all times relevant to this Complaint, the aforementioned Defendants acted 

toward Plaintiff under color of the statutes, ordinances, customs, and usage of the State and City 

of New York, and within the scope of their employment. 

ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION 

Procedural History of Underlying Criminal Cases

23. The underlying criminal cases involved two homicides that occurred in the Bronx 

in January 1995. 

24. The first of these homicides was an execution-style murder of a Bronx woman, 

Denise Raymond, which occurred on the evening of January 17, 1995.

25. Two days after Ms. Raymond’s death, a livery cab driver, Baithe Diop, was shot 

to death at the wheel of his taxi on January 19, 1995.

26. Although there was no evidence to link the two crimes, the Individual Defendants 
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maliciously conspired to present false evidence that both of these crimes were committed by the 

same people.   

27. On February 10, 1995, Plaintiff was sitting on the stoop of his apartment building 

in the Bronx holding his baby when he was swarmed by plainclothes police officers with guns 

drawn.  The officers screamed for Plaintiff to “freeze, motherfucker!” 

28. Defendants Donnelly and Aiello then unlawfully arrested Plaintiff.  While 

transporting him to the police station, the Individual Defendants falsely informed Plaintiff that he 

was being arrested for bank robbery.  The Individual Defendants brought Plaintiff to the 43rd

Precinct, where he was handcuffed to a bench.  He was never Mirandized. 

29. At the precinct, Defendants Donnelly and Aiello repeatedly referred to Plaintiff as 

“Kojak,” a nickname that was totally unfamiliar to him. 

30. The next day, Defendants Donnelly and Aiello brought Plaintiff to participate in a 

line-up.  Only then was Plaintiff informed that he was accused of murder.  None of the other 

individuals in the line-up physically resembled Plaintiff.   

31. After the line-up, Plaintiff heard the Individual Defendants state repeatedly that he 

was “Kojak.”  It sounded like a joke. 

32. Defendants Donnelly and Aiello then transported Plaintiff to Central Booking.

While they were en route, Plaintiff demanded to know why he was being framed.  The Individual 

Defendants told him to “shut up, Kojak.” 

33. After the Individual Defendants conspired to create false evidence that Ms. 

Raymond’s murder and Mr. Diop’s murder were committed by the same individuals, Plaintiff 

was indicted for both murders on March 14, 1995 (Bronx Indictment No. 1086/95). 

34. Plaintiff had never even met Israel Vasquez, Michael Cosme, Devon Ayers, Eric 
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Glisson, Cathy Watkins, or Charles McKinnon before he was arrested. 

35. Plaintiff continued to maintain his innocence and pled not guilty.  Following a 

jury trial conducted by Assistant District Attorney Daniel McCarthy in the Supreme Court, 

Bronx County, Plaintiff was convicted on March 5, 1997 by a jury on one count of murder in the 

second degree and one count of second degree felony murder for the killing of Ms. Raymond, as 

well as one count of murder in the second degree and one count of second degree felony murder 

for the killing of Mr. Diop. 

36. At his May 12, 1997 sentencing hearing, Plaintiff told the judge that case against 

him had been “nothing more than a fabrication.”  He specified that Cathy Gomez had “lied and 

lied against me at trial” and insisted that he was “an innocent man.”  “And sir,” he told the judge, 

“I did not commit this crime.  I was framed.”   

37. Plaintiff informed the court that Defendant Donnelly, whom he referred to as “a 

ruthless crooked homicide cop,” was “never interested in finding the truth about this case.”  He 

stated his hope that “someday whoever killed these people will be brought to justice for my sake 

and for the sake of their family.”  He also expressed his hope that “those responsible for framing 

me and those responsible for the cover-up, and those that conspired with Detective Donnelly, 

Detective Aiello, [and] ADA McCarthy to fabricate evidence against me to build this whole 

fictitious case someday will be brought to justice.” 

38. Plaintiff was sentenced to two concurrent prison terms of twenty-five years to life. 

39. Plaintiff appealed his conviction.  On May 4, 2000, the Appellate Division, First 

Department, unanimously affirmed Plaintiff’s judgment of conviction and sentence.  People v. 

Perez, 272 A.D.2d 86 (N.Y. App. Div. 2000). 

40. Plaintiff, acting pro se, then petitioned for a writ of habeas corpus pursuant to 28 
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U.S.C. § 2254.  On September 25, 2002, that petition was denied by Judge Alvin K. Hellerstein 

of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. Perez v. Greiner, No. 

01 Civ. 5522, 2002 WL 31132872 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 25, 2002). 

41. On December 12, 2012, Plaintiff’s convictions respecting the Diop murder were 

finally vacated, and the corresponding counts of the indictment against him dismissed, on the 

consent of the Bronx District Attorney’s Office after evidence came to light proving his 

innocence. 

42. Plaintiff was released from prison on January 23, 2013 after the Bronx District 

Attorney’s Office agreed that his convictions for the Raymond murder should also be vacated. 

43. Plaintiff spent almost eighteen years in prison for crimes he did not commit. 

44. On September 20, 2013, the indictment against Plaintiff was dismissed in its 

entirety. 

The 1995 Police Investigation 

45. Denise Raymond came home to her apartment, in the Soundview area of the 

Bronx, after work on the evening of January 17, 1995.  Based on the crime scene investigation, it 

appeared that Ms. Raymond was accosted as she entered her apartment on Boynton Avenue in 

the Bronx, after which she was dragged to her bedroom, handcuffed, blindfolded, gagged, and 

then shot twice in the head. 

46. Two days later, at approximately 4:30am on January 19, 1995, Baithe Diop—a 

Senegalese livery taxi driver who had no connection to Ms. Raymond—was found dead in his 

cab on Croes Avenue between Lafayette and Seward Avenues in the Bronx.  He had been shot 

twice, once in the upper back and once in his right side. 

47. Defendants Donnelly and Aiello, detectives employed by the NYPD, investigated 
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the two homicides.  Defendant Aiello was the lead detective assigned to the Raymond murder, 

while Defendant Donnelly was the lead detective assigned to the Diop murder.  The two worked 

together closely and investigated the crimes in tandem.   New York Magazine published a feature 

article called “How to Solve a Murder,” which discussed the investigation into the two murders 

and the Individual Defendants’ collaborative efforts.  The two detectives worked together so 

closely that the prosecution at Plaintiff’s trial even treated them as the same person, stipulating  

that the defense could “pose any questions to Donnelly which they could pose to Aiello, and I’m 

not going to object on the grounds that it’s Donnelly versus Aiello.”

48. During the investigation, the Individual Defendants repeatedly questioned two 

supposed “witnesses”: a teenager named Cathy Gomez and a woman named Miriam Tavares. 

49. In January 1995, Ms. Gomez was repeating ninth grade for the second time; she 

would never complete it.  She was enrolled in school, but she rarely attended class and could not 

read or write English.

50. Ms. Tavares was a neighborhood drug addict who spoke only Spanish.

51. Playing on the two women’s vulnerabilities, Defendants Donnelly and Aiello 

coerced, cajoled, threatened and bribed them to provide what the Individual Defendants knew 

was false testimony with the purpose of obtaining Plaintiff’s unlawful arrest, wrongful 

conviction, and unjust imprisonment. 

52. The Individual Defendants also relied heavily on a third alleged witness, Kim 

Alexander.  Ms. Alexander had been a co-worker of Denise Raymond’s.  She claimed that she 

left work with Ms. Raymond on January 17, 1995, shortly before Ms. Raymond was murdered.  

Ms. Alexander claimed that as she and Ms. Alexander exited their office building, an African-

American man (whom she subsequently identified as Charles McKinnon) appeared and began 
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harassing Ms. Raymond.  Ms. Alexander’s story bolstered the Individual Defendants’ theory that 

Mr. McKinnon masterminded the Raymond murder and ordered Plaintiff and his co-defendants 

to carry it out. 

53. But Mr. McKinnon had not been at Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander’s 

workplace the night of the murder, and the Individual Defendants knew it.  Defendant Aiello had 

viewed surveillance footage from the building, recorded on the night in question, which showed 

Ms. Alexander and Ms. Raymond leaving together—and showed Ms. Raymond wearing the 

exact outfit and carrying the exact parcels Ms. Alexander’s testimony described—with no 

African-American man anywhere in sight.  Knowing this evidence would undermine the 

fabricated case against Plaintiff and his co-defendants, Defendant Aiello suppressed the footage 

and falsely told prosecutors it showed nothing of value to the investigation. 

54. Defendants used a series of unconstitutional and improper tactics to secure 

Plaintiff’s indictment and conviction.  These tactics included, but were not limited to: 

questioning Cathy Gomez and Miriam Tavares together and using Ms. Gomez as a translator for 

Ms. Tavares, thereby tainting both women’s accounts; feeding Ms. Gomez and Ms. Tavares 

details about the crime scenes and police investigation that were unknown to the witnesses and 

then coercing them to testify that they learned the information from Plaintiff and his co-

defendants; threatening to unjustifiably jail Ms. Gomez’s parents and interrogating her younger 

brother and threatening to prosecute him; using suggestive witness identification procedures; 

giving both women, who were indigent, financial incentives to provide false incriminating 

evidence; and failing to turn over exculpatory evidence, including the surveillance video that 

disproved Ms. Alexander’s testimony, to the prosecution.  The Individual Defendants knew the 

testimony upon which the case against Plaintiff relied was false. 
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Cathy Gomez 

55. In order to achieve their goal of inculpating Plaintiff, the Individual Defendants 

forced Cathy Gomez to lie about his involvement in the Raymond and Diop murders.

56. Even before Plaintiff was arrested, Ms. Gomez specifically told Defendant 

Donnelly that she had no independent personal knowledge of any facts relating to the Raymond 

murder.  Indeed, she did not even know the murder occurred until Defendant Donnelly told her 

about it.

57. Yet after meeting repeatedly with the Individual Defendants, Ms. Gomez gave a 

slew of false statements concerning Plaintiff and his co-defendants, including both before the 

Grand Jury and at trial.

58. For example, Ms. Gomez testified before the Grand Jury that Plaintiff was 

nicknamed “Kojak” and was a known drug dealer who always carried a lollipop.  She stated that 

he was a key figure in the Raymond and Diop homicides, and was present at a secret meeting at 

Michael Cosme’s apartment where the murders were planned.  She stated that “Kojak” was also 

present in a neighborhood park the day after the Raymond murder, where he discussed having 

committed the murder with his confederates.  She stated that she saw “Kojak” at the park again 

the day after the Diop murder, and observed him and others bragging about their role in both 

murders.  She claimed that “Kojak” had admitted to being in Ms. Raymond’s apartment and 

pistol-whipping her before she was murdered.

59. Ms. Gomez gave this false testimony because she was forced to lie by the 

Individual Defendants.  The Individual Defendants met with Ms. Gomez repeatedly, coaching 

her to make false statements implicating Plaintiff in the Raymond and Diop murders.  It was they 

who came up with the false stories about the planning meeting and the conversations in the park.
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60. Because her testimony was manufactured by the Individual Defendants and not 

actually a statement of her personal knowledge, it was largely incoherent and self-contradictory.

61. Nevertheless, the prosecution assured the jury at Plaintiff’s trial that—in spite of 

problems with her testimony—Ms. Gomez must have been telling the truth because she 

otherwise could not have known several non-public details about the murders.  For example, she 

knew about specific items that were stolen from the victims (a VCR and a credit card from Ms. 

Raymond, a cell phone from Mr. Diop), and she knew that Ms. Raymond’s murderers had drunk 

juice and snacked on sandwiches in Ms. Raymond’s apartment after shooting her.

62. Ms. Gomez has since admitted that she did not actually learn these details from 

Plaintiff and his co-defendants; rather, she learned them from Defendants Donnelly and Aiello.

The Individual Defendants showed Ms. Gomez crime scene photographs.  They told her about 

specific items that were stolen from the victims, and explained that crime scene evidence 

suggested that Ms. Raymond’s murderers had eaten sandwiches and drunk juice in her apartment 

during or after the murder.   

63. The Individual Defendants then forced Ms. Gomez to lie and claim that her 

knowledge of these and other details came from inculpatory statements she overheard Plaintiff 

and his co-defendants making.

64. Ms. Gomez’s testimony was entirely fabricated.  She now admits that she had 

never been to Michael Cosme’s house, much less witnessed a meeting at which two murders 

were planned; that she had never overheard anyone admitting to perpetrating the Raymond or 

Diop murders; and that she learned about the sandwich and juice, the stolen items, and other non-

public crime scene details from the Individual Defendants.  Plaintiff never admitted his 

involvement, because he is innocent.  Ms. Gomez has now admitted all of this in sworn 
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testimony and has confirmed that she was forced to lie by the Individual Defendants.

65. Ms. Gomez’s recantation has been corroborated by her brother, Hanley Gomez, 

Jr.  As with Ms. Gomez, during their “investigation” Defendants Donnelly and Aiello attributed 

statements to Mr. Gomez that he had never made and caused him to sign them without 

understanding their contents. But unlike his sister, Mr. Gomez resisted the Individual 

Defendants’ threats and coercion and refused to participate in the Grand Jury and trial 

proceedings against Plaintiff (and tried unsuccessfully to convince his sister to do the same) 

because he knew the facts attributed to him and to his sister were false. Since at least 2004, Mr. 

Gomez has maintained that the Individual Defendants coerced him to sign statements without 

understanding their contents and forced his sister to perjure herself.

66. When Ms. Gomez tried to refuse Defendants’ demands that she give false 

testimony, they threatened her and warned her that her family would get in trouble if she got 

“stupid.”  Defendant Donnelly threatened Ms. Gomez that her brother would be accused of the 

murders if she did not cooperate in the Individual Defendants’ scheme to frame Plaintiff and his 

co-defendants.  Defendants Donnelly and Aiello threatened to jail Ms. Gomez and to have her 

parents deported if she did not provide perjured testimony to further their fabricated theory of the 

case. 

67. Ms. Gomez testified falsely because she was threatened, coerced, and intimidated 

by the Individual Defendants to lie.  Defendants Donnelly and Aiello knew that her testimony 

was false. 

68. Plaintiff was arrested, prosecuted, and convicted largely on the basis of Ms. 

Gomez’s false statements, which were fabricated by the Individual Defendants. 

Miriam Tavares 
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69. Ms. Tavares’s testimony was also fabricated by the Individual Defendants.  They 

arrested and prosecuted Plaintiff for the Diop murder largely on the basis of Ms. Tavares’s 

fabricated statements, even though those statements were uncorroborated and implausible and 

even though the Individual Defendants knew them to be false.

70. At the Individual Defendants’ behest, Ms. Tavares claimed that she witnessed the 

Diop homicide in intricate detail while perched on top of her toilet, looking out through a four-

inch crack in her bathroom window 300 feet away from where Mr. Diop’s vehicle crashed after 

he was shot.  She claimed that Plaintiff and at least five other people surrounded the cab, shot 

Mr. Diop, and stole his belongings.

71. The information attributed to Ms. Tavares changed drastically over the course of 

the “investigation.”  With each new statement, Ms. Tavares added new details and changed other 

ones, placed new “perpetrators” at the scene, and inserted narrative flourishes that rendered her 

account a cartoonish farce.  This evolution in Ms. Tavares’s account was attributable to the 

coaching of Defendants, who encouraged her to lie. 

72. Over the course of multiple statements to the police, three separate days of Grand 

Jury testimony, and trial testimony, Ms. Tavares’s story changed wildly.  Her first statement 

claimed that she was lying down putting her son to bed at the time of the Diop murder, heard a 

gunshot, and thereafter walked to her bathroom window where she observed a second shot and 

saw two individuals—neither of whom was Plaintiff—running towards her.  Indeed, it was not 

until the third time Ms. Tavares testified before the Grand Jury (in addition to the several 

statements she had given to the police)—that she ever mentioned “Kojak” being present at the 

Diop murder scene.  In her third day of Grand Jury testimony, Ms. Tavares suddenly 

remembered not only that “Kojak” participated in the murder, but that he made a slashing gesture 
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across his neck, instructing his companions to kill the taxi driver.  She had never mentioned 

“Kojak” in any of her numerous previous statements to the police or to the Grand Jury.  

73. Indeed, between her first conversation with the Individual Defendants and her 

trial testimony, Ms. Tavares’s account added numerous precise details about the exact manner in 

which she claimed to have seen the murder unfold.  Over the course of more than half a dozen 

statements, Ms. Tavares changed: the number of “perpetrators” who were present; whether any 

of those individuals gesticulated or made verbal statements, and what they were; where the 

shooters were positioned; whether the “perpetrators” were holding items and what they were; 

what items were taken from inside the cab and who took them; how many vehicles were present 

and who was in them; and numerous other details.  At trial, she even mentioned for the first time 

that she was sitting outside on her stoop when Mr. Diop’s taxi pulled up near her building, 

enabling her to see everyone who was present in pristine detail.  She also testified for the first 

time at trial that Plaintiff had called out verbally for the others to kill Mr. Diop. 

74. Ms. Tavares’s account was completely divorced from the reality of what the 

Individual Defendants knew or should have known about the Diop murder based on objective 

evidence.  For example: 

a. Ms. Tavares claimed that Mr. Diop’s taxi was stationary outside her apartment 
when the shooting occurred.  But crime scene evidence showed that the taxi was still 
moving when Mr. Diop was shot and subsequently traveled several hundred feet, 
colliding with several objects along the way, before coming to rest.  The actual scene of 
the shooting was not visible at all from Ms. Tavares’s vantage point.  The Individual 
Defendants intentionally ignored this obvious fact and failed to even review the crime 
scene report. 

b. Ms. Tavares stated that Mr. Diop was first shot in the legs by someone standing 
outside of the driver’s side of the cab.  But the crime scene evidence, of which the 
Individual Defendants were or should have been aware, showed that Mr. Diop was shot 
twice, once in his upper back and once on his right side (i.e. by two people seated in the 
back seat, one directly behind him and one seated on the rear passenger side of the 
vehicle).
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c. Ms. Tavares stated that six perpetrators were present at the crime scene, but two 
other eyewitnesses had told the police that they only saw one or two individuals fleeing.
The Individual Defendants failed to follow up with the other two eyewitnesses. 

75. The Individual Defendants knew that Ms. Tavares’s fake story was not a valid 

basis to suspect Plaintiff of wrongdoing.  They knew it because it was they who told her to lie.  

The variations in Ms. Tavares’s statements, and their inconsistency with the physical evidence, 

are attributable to the fact that she was not actually describing events she had observed.  Rather, 

she was imperfectly attempting to regurgitate a story that Defendants had fed to her.  On at least 

one occasion, Defendant Donnelly even hand-wrote a statement to be signed by Ms. Tavares, 

who could not read or understand English.  There is no evidence that the statement was ever 

translated for her. 

76. The Individual Defendants gave Ms. Tavares, who was destitute, financial 

incentives to give false testimony.  They also exploited her personal bias against Eric Glisson, 

one of Plaintiff’s alleged co-conspirators, to procure false inculpatory testimony.  The Individual 

Defendants knew that Ms. Tavares’s statements were completely fabricated.   

77. As they had with Ms. Gomez, the Individual Defendants fed non-public details 

about the murders to Ms. Tavares to make her otherwise implausible, inconsistent testimony 

appear credible. 

78. But Mr. Diop was not murdered by Plaintiff or by any of his co-defendants.  He 

was murdered by two gang members, acting alone, who later confessed.  None of the people Ms. 

Tavares accused had anything to do with the murder.   

79. That fact came to light when the office of the United States Attorney for the 

Southern District of New York (“USAO”) re-investigated the Diop case in response to pleas 

from Eric Glisson, one of the other individuals Tavares accused.  Using investigative techniques 
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that Defendants should have utilized in 1995 had they been acting with ordinary investigative 

competence, the U.S. Attorney’s investigation solved the Diop murder and exonerated Plaintiff 

and his co-defendants. 

80. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the USAO was involved in dismantling a street 

gang called “Sex, Money, Murder.”  Gilbert Vega and Jose Rodriguez were two members of that 

gang and had become cooperating witnesses when the federal authorities indicted members of 

the gang. 

81.   As part of that cooperation, Vega and Rodriguez were required to admit all of 

their past criminal activity, and by 2003 both had confessed to shooting and robbing a livery cab 

driver on Croes Avenue in the Bronx in the winter of 1994-1995.  Following these confessions, 

the federal authorities spoke multiple times to the detective squad at the 43rd Precinct, where 

Defendants Donnelly and Aiello worked, attempting to confirm Vega and Rodriguez’s 

information and to close what they imagined was an unsolved shooting investigation.   

82. No one at the 43rd Precinct or Bronx Homicide told the federal authorities about 

the Diop case, even though Detective Donnelly worked for the Bronx Homicide Task Force in 

2003.  The federal authorities were instead told that no files matched the facts Vega and 

Rodriguez had provided. 

83. In the spring of 2012, the USAO learned for the first time from Eric Glisson that 

he, Plaintiff, Cathy Watkins, Michael Cosme, and Devon Ayers were in prison for a murder that 

bore an uncanny resemblance to the taxi driver murder to which Vega and Rodriguez had 

confessed years earlier.

84. The USAO’s chief investigator on the case has noted that “every undisputed fact 

regarding the Diop homicide corresponds to and corroborates the account given by” Vega and 
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Rodriguez, including the time and approximate date of the shooting, the fact that the victim was 

an African livery cab driver, the pick-up and drop-off locations, the “exact location” of the 

shooting, the ballistics, crime scene, and medical evidence, Mr. Diop’s screams as the robbery 

unfolded, the cab’s collision with a parked car and a trash dumpster, and the theft of a cell phone 

from the driver (with calls made to associates of Vega and Rodriguez). 

85. That investigator has also observed that the case against Plaintiff and his co-

defendants rested heavily on “the testimony of Miriam Tavarez [sic], a witness with an obvious 

bias, who told materially different stories on different occasions, whose testimony was 

inconsistent with the physical evidence, and who gave what I believe, based on my experience 

and my familiarity with the location of the homicide, to be highly questionable testimony about 

her ability to perceive the events of that night and what she actually did see, if anything.”

86. Had the Individual Defendants conducted a proper investigation, Vega and 

Rodriguez would have been imprisoned for the Diop murder instead of Plaintiff and his co-

defendants.  For example, the Individual Defendants could have reviewed phone records 

showing calls made from Mr. Diop’s stolen cell phone after he was murdered.  The police 

possessed those records at the time of the 1995 investigation.  Those records would have shown, 

and do show, that Mr. Diop’s phone was used to make several calls to associates of Vega and 

Rodriguez, who were notorious members of a violent gang that operated in the neighborhood 

where Mr. Diop was shot.  In fact, one call was made to the home of Rodriguez’s mother—

where Rodriguez and Vega were both living at the time. 

87. Plaintiff’s defense was never provided with these exculpatory phone records at 

the time of his criminal trial. 

88. Because the Individual Defendants were too busy knowingly concocting a false 
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case against Plaintiff and his co-defendants, and relying on statements by Ms. Tavares which 

they knew to be false, the Individual Defendants failed to exercise the basic competence that 

would have solved the Diop murder.  That left the true perpetrators, Vega and Rodriguez, free to 

continue committing violent crimes in the Bronx for years.  For example, Jose Rodriguez was 

one of the shooters in the infamous “Thanksgiving Murders” in November 1997 in the Bronx, in 

which two people were killed during an annual football game between residents of two public 

housing complexes.

89. Instead of apprehending Vega and Rodriguez and preventing these later murders, 

the Individual Defendants framed Plaintiff, causing him to spend almost eighteen years in prison 

for crimes he did not commit. 

Kim Alexander’s Testimony and Defendants’ Withholding of Brady Material

90. The third key “witness” against Plaintiff was Kim Alexander, who testified that 

she had witnessed a man she identified as Charles McKinnon harassing Ms. Raymond as Ms. 

Raymond left work on the night she was murdered.  

91. To support the charges against Plaintiff, the Individual Defendants sought to 

establish a link between Mr. McKinnon and Ms. Raymond—who knew each other and who had 

been romantically involved a number of years before the murder—and to link Mr. McKinnon to 

Plaintiff and his co-defendants, Israel Vasquez, Devon Ayers, and Michael Cosme.  They 

invented “facts” to “show” that Plaintiff and his co-defendants carried out the Raymond murder 

at Mr. McKinnon’s behest.  It was the only attempt ever made to establish a motive for Plaintiff 

to show up at the apartment of Ms. Raymond, a stranger, and participate in her murder. 

92. Defendants pursued this strategy because there was no evidence to connect 

Plaintiff and his co-defendants to Ms. Raymond.  Plaintiff was an unemployed family man who 
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lived with his children at the time of the murder, while Ms. Raymond was a thirty-eight-year-old 

Federal Express executive.  There was no evidence to connect Plaintiff and his co-defendants—

all teenagers or young men—with Ms. Raymond, who moved in entirely different social circles. 

93. To support their strategy, the Individual Defendants forwarded information to 

prosecutors purporting to demonstrate that Mr. McKinnon stalked and harassed Ms. Raymond 

immediately prior to her death, and that he orchestrated the murder with what Defendant Aiello 

described as a group of “younger boys.”

94. Defendants relied on Ms. Alexander, Ms. Raymond’s co-worker, who testified 

before the Grand Jury, at Plaintiff’s trial, and at the trial of Charles McKinnon, to support their 

theory that McKinnon orchestrated Ms. Raymond’s death.     

95.  According to Ms. Alexander, she and Ms. Raymond left work together on the 

evening Ms. Raymond was killed.  She testified that as they waited on an upper floor of the 

Federal Express building for the elevator, a man, whom Ms. Raymond apparently knew, but who 

was a stranger to Ms. Alexander, suddenly appeared.  Ms. Alexander testified that she remained 

with Ms. Raymond and the man as they waited for the elevator.  The three then rode the elevator 

down to the lobby together, and exited the building at the same time.        

96. Ms. Alexander testified that Ms. Raymond appeared upset and agitated with the 

man throughout the entire encounter, and told him to leave her alone.

97. Ms. Alexander testified that the man followed Ms. Raymond as she walked away 

from their office building, and that after this encounter, she never saw Ms. Raymond alive again.     

98. Ms. Alexander described the man in the elevator as a tall dark skinned man in his 

mid-thirties to early forties, wearing a trench coat.  Using highly suggestive identification 

methods, Defendant Aiello eventually managed to convince Ms. Alexander to identify that man 
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as Mr. McKinnon.   

99. Ms. Alexander presented powerful evidence to the Grand Jury and at Plaintiff’s 

trial to establish that Mr. McKinnon “set up” Ms. Raymond to be killed by Plaintiff and his co-

defendants.

100. At Plaintiff’s trial, Ms. Alexander’s testimony was the sole evidence presented 

regarding Mr. McKinnon’s alleged contact with Ms. Raymond on the night of the murder.    

101. This alleged meeting between Ms. Raymond and Mr. McKinnon was also the sole 

overt act alleged in the indictment to have been committed by Mr. McKinnon to support a charge 

of conspiracy between Mr. McKinnon, Plaintiff, and the other defendants.

102. But the basis for this conspiracy theory was completely false.  Mr. McKinnon 

never had an encounter with Ms. Raymond and Ms. Alexander on the night Ms. Raymond was 

murdered—and the Individual Defendants knew it. 

103. Security surveillance footage from the Federal Express office building in 

Manhattan showed that Ms. Alexander and Ms. Raymond left the elevator together, alone, on the 

night in question.  Mr. McKinnon was nowhere in sight. 

104. The Individual Defendants knew that their conspiracy theory was false because, 

shortly after Ms. Raymond’s murder, Defendant Aiello viewed the security tapes at the Federal 

Express building and took possession of the tapes.  He knew that Ms. Raymond did not 

encounter Mr. McKinnon on the night of her murder, as Ms. Alexander claimed, because he saw 

Ms. Alexander and Ms. Raymond exit the elevator and the office building on the night of the 

murder with no black man present.  Upon information and belief, Defendant Donnelly also knew 

that the security tape undermined Ms. Alexander’s testimony and he conspired with Defendant 

Aiello to withhold the tapes. 
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105. Knowing that this evidence completely undermined their conspiracy theory 

against Plaintiff and his co-defendants, the Individual Defendants deliberately suppressed the 

security tapes by failing to “voucher” them in violation of NYPD policy and falsely informing 

the prosecutor, ADA Daniel McCarthy, that the footage showed nothing relevant to the 

investigation.

106. Defendant Aiello completed a Police Department report falsely claiming that Ms. 

Raymond did not appear on the security tape.  As a result, Plaintiff, the Grand Jury, and the trial 

jury never knew that there existed objective evidence contradicting the prosecution’s theory that 

Mr. McKinnon orchestrated and set up Ms. Raymond to be murdered by Plaintiff and his co-

defendants.

107. These tapes should have been turned over to the defense at Plaintiff’s trial under 

Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and its progeny.  The footage undermined the 

prosecution’s theory that Charles McKinnon orchestrated the Raymond murder and enlisted 

Plaintiff, Mr. Cosme, Mr. Ayers, and Mr. Vasquez to carry it out.  But this evidence was never 

disclosed to Plaintiff at any point, including while he was appealing his wrongful conviction.   

108. More than one year after Plaintiff’s conviction, Ms. Alexander testified at 

McKinnon’s trial and presented testimony that was the same in sum and substance as her 

testimony during Plaintiff’s trial.     

109. At the close of evidence in the McKinnon trial, and in response to the Court’s 

inquiry, the prosecutor (based on false information provided by Defendant Aiello) represented to 

the Court that Defendant Aiello had met with Ms. Alexander to view a surveillance tape at the 

Federal Express building, but did not take the tape into police custody because Defendant Aiello 

did not see Ms. Raymond, Ms. Alexander, or Mr. McKinnon on the tape.
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110. The Court ordered the prosecutor to once again “specifically ask” Defendants 

Donnelly and Aiello whether they had taken the tape into police custody, and whether Ms. 

Raymond did, in fact, appear on it. 

111. At the same time, the Court gave permission for McKinnon’s defense attorney to 

call an additional witness, a Federal Express security guard, referred to as “Mooney.”

McKinnon’s defense attorney stated that this guard would testify that he viewed the surveillance 

tape with Defendant Aiello and Ms. Alexander; that the tape had, in fact, been taken into police 

custody by Defendant Aiello; and that it showed Ms. Alexander and Ms. Raymond exiting work 

alone.

112. Only then did Defendant Aiello admit to the prosecutor that he had, in fact, taken 

possession of the tape.  The prosecutor then disclosed the tape to Mr. McKinnon’s counsel.

113. After the tapes were disclosed for the first time at the close of Mr. McKinnon’s 

trial, the Court held that the tapes were Brady material, and that it was a “serious” violation to 

fail to produce this evidence.  The Court stated that the failure to turn over the tape sooner was 

grounds for a mistrial.  

114. During the McKinnon trial, the parties stipulated that Defendant Aiello had 

concealed evidence from the Bronx District Attorney’s Office, which resulted in the prosecutor’s 

failure to disclose this Brady material.  The stipulation, in effect, stated that Defendant Aiello 

lied by telling the prosecutor that he had viewed the tape but did not seize it, and by telling the 

prosecutor that he “did not see the deceased, Kim Alexander or [McKinnon]” in the tape, when 

in fact the tape showed Ms. Alexander and Ms. Raymond leaving the elevator together with Mr. 

McKinnon nowhere in sight.

115. During their deliberations, the jury in Mr. McKinnon’s trial asked to hear all the 
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testimony about Ms. Raymond’s departure from her office on the day of her death again and 

asked numerous questions about the footage.  Then, having heard the exculpatory evidence at 

Mr. McKinnon’s trial—as well as the fact that the lead detective in the Raymond investigation, 

Defendant Aiello, had concealed evidence from the prosecutor—the jury acquitted Mr. 

McKinnon of all charges.

116. The exculpatory evidence was never produced at Plaintiff’s trial or at any point 

during Plaintiff’s appeal of his conviction, even though Ms. Alexander presented substantively 

identical testimony at Plaintiff’s trial and before the Grand Jury as she had at Mr. McKinnon’s 

trial.  

117. During Plaintiff’s trial, the jury was never informed that Mr. McKinnon did not, 

in fact, illicitly enter Ms. Raymond’s workplace the night of her murder, argue with her, and then 

follow her home.  They were left with uncontradicted evidence supporting the prosecution’s 

theory that Mr. McKinnon had a strong motive for the murder, and that he then conspired with 

Plaintiff to carry out the murder.

118. Had this Brady material been presented to the Grand Jury or during Plaintiff’s 

trial, as it should have been, he would not have been prosecuted or convicted, much less 

remained wrongfully incarcerated for almost eighteen years.  Once Ms. Alexander’s testimony 

had been discredited, there was not a shred of evidence to establish that Plaintiff had a motive for 

Ms. Raymond’s murder.  Indeed, there was no evidence to connect Plaintiff to Ms. Raymond in 

any way.

Defendants’ Malice and Deliberate Indifference 

119. The Individual Defendants’ failure to undertake even basic investigation tasks 

confirms their indifference to Plaintiff’s innocence and their improper reliance on testimony they 
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knew to be false.  For instance, the Individual Defendants never went to Ms. Tavares’s apartment 

to see whether it was even possible for Ms. Tavares to observe what she claimed to have seen 

from her apartment.  They never followed up with other witnesses whose versions differed 

starkly from Ms. Tavares’s description.  They did not review the Diop crime scene report, which 

would have showed that Mr. Diop’s cab moved hundreds of feet after he was shot, undermining 

Ms. Tavares’s claim that she could see where the shooting occurred from her apartment.   

120. Defendants’ malice is confirmed by their behavior throughout the investigation.

They deliberately ignored investigative leads that would have proved Plaintiff’s innocence.  For 

instance, Defendants never questioned or otherwise investigated an individual who pawned a 

bracelet with the word “Denise” and Ms. Raymond’s birthday engraved on it shortly after Ms. 

Raymond’s murder.  They never followed up on records of outgoing calls made from Mr. Diop’s 

stolen cell phone—which would have led them to the real shooters, Vega and Rodriguez.  Nor 

were those records ever turned over to Plaintiff’s criminal defense counsel.    

121. The Individual Defendants also relied exclusively on obviously unreliable and 

inconsistent witness statements; invented a connection between two unrelated murders without 

any evidentiary basis; threatened witnesses to obtain testimony favorable to their theory; used 

one witness as a language interpreter for another, despite the obvious risk that each witness’s 

account would be tainted; fed non-public crime scene details to the “witnesses” to make them 

appear more credible; and failed to voucher the surveillance tape, among other misconduct. 

122. The Individual Defendants also used patently unreliable identification techniques.

For instance, they showed Ms. Gomez and Ms. Tavares a single photograph of Mr. McKinnon so 

that they would later “identify” him in a line-up.  After Ms. Alexander told Defendant Aiello that 

she had seen Ms. Raymond speaking with a man in a trench coat, he showed her a photo array in 
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which Mr. McKinnon was the only person depicted wearing such a coat.  When Ms. Alexander 

told Aiello she could not make a positive identification, he declined to conduct a line-up and 

instead showed Ms. Alexander video footage of Mr. McKinnon with his family.  And Defendant 

Donnelly arrested Cathy Watkins after conducting an improper and highly suggestive voice 

identification procedure wherein Ms. Watkins’s voice was the sole sample. 

123. The Individual Defendants knew or should have known that they did not have 

probable cause to arrest and prosecute Plaintiff for either homicide because they deliberately 

used constitutionally impermissible practices to manufacture evidence against him that they 

knew to be false.  There was no physical, circumstantial, or testimonial evidence linking Plaintiff 

to either crime.  Nevertheless, on March 14, 1995, the Individual Defendants caused Plaintiff to 

be indicted for both murders. 

124. The Individual Defendants procured an indictment against Plaintiff in bad faith 

and conspired to charge him with falsely committing two unrelated murders in bad faith. 

125. Plaintiff is innocent and has maintained his innocence from the inception of the 

criminal prosecution against him. 

126. Unfortunately, Plaintiff’s wrongful conviction was not an isolated incident.  By 

the mid-1990s, the NYPD was well aware that arrests and prosecutions tainted by police 

falsifications were a major problem—one that had been the subject of numerous lawsuits, civil 

settlements, and excoriating judicial opinions. 

127. In fact, on July 7, 1994—mere months before Plaintiff’s arrest—a report by the 

Commission to Investigate Allegations of Police Corruption and the Anti-Corruption Procedures 

of the Police Department (the “Mollen Report”) had noted that “[p]olice perjury and falsification 

of official records is a serious problem facing the Department” that “taints arrests on the streets.”  
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The Mollen Report referred to police falsifications as “probably the most common form of police 

corruption facing the criminal justice system” and observed “a deep-rooted perception among 

many officers of all ranks within the Department that nothing is really wrong with compromising 

facts to fight crime in the real world.  Simply put, despite the devastating consequences of police 

falsifications, there is a persistent belief among many officers that it is necessary and justified, 

even if unlawful.”

128. This widespread disregard for the truth caused the wrongful conviction of 

Plaintiff, his co-defendants, and countless others. 

Plaintiff’s Injuries and Damages

129. As a direct and proximate consequence of the aforementioned actions by the 

Defendants, Plaintiff suffered almost eighteen years of imprisonment.  During his incarceration, 

he sustained physical injuries—including being stabbed by another prisoner who was in the 

midst of a mental health crisis—and suffered abusive treatment by correctional officers. 

130. Plaintiff also suffered severe emotional and mental anguish and pain as a result of 

being punished for crimes he did not commit.  He fell into a deep depression while in prison and 

attempted suicide twice.  Plaintiff spent most of his 20s and all of his 30s incarcerated.  He spent 

what should have been the prime of his life imprisoned for crimes he did not commit.   

131. Plaintiff was also denied the opportunity to pursue normal relationships with, and 

to enjoy the companionship of, family members and friends.  Members of Plaintiff’s family, 

most notably his siblings and father, believed that because Plaintiff had been accused and 

convicted, he must be guilty.  Thus, even though Plaintiff was innocent, his wrongful conviction 

caused his relationship with his family to sour.  While incarcerated, he missed his children’s 

birthdays and was denied the opportunity to teach them to ride a bicycle.  He missed their high 
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school graduations.  He cried each Christmas, knowing that he could not spend the holidays with 

his family.  He cried each time one of his children’s birthdays came around and every year on 

Mother’s Day.  Even now, Plaintiff is only beginning to get to know his children, who are now 

grown.  Plaintiff’s incarceration destroyed his relationship with his long-time romantic partner—

the mother of his two biological children—whom he once thought of as his spouse.  One of his 

stepsons died while Plaintiff was incarcerated; his wrongful imprisonment deprived him of the 

opportunity to spend time with his stepson during the last years of the latter’s life. 

132. Plaintiff was denied years of gainful employment and income.  His incarceration 

interrupted his education—he was training to be a nurse—and arrested his career advancement.   

133. Being incarcerated for nearly two decades a crime he did not commit destroyed 

Plaintiff’s entire life and shattered all of his dreams.   

134. Plaintiff has been publicly shamed, disgraced, ridiculed, and humiliated.  Nothing 

can undo the reputational damage he has sustained. 

135. Plaintiff incurred substantial legal fees during the almost two decades he spent 

seeking to prove his innocence.

136. Plaintiff was denied fundamental constitutional rights and has lost his faith in the 

American justice system. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(42 U.S.C. § 1983; Malicious Prosecution Against Individual Defendants) 

137. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

138. The Individual Defendants initiated, or caused the initiation of, criminal 

proceedings against Plaintiff.   
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139. The Individual Defendants created false information and fabricated evidence 

likely to influence the grand and petit juries. Their misdeeds include but are not limited to: (1) 

the Individual Defendants’ fabrication of Ms. Gomez’s and Ms. Tavares’s statements concerning 

the source of non-public information they knew about the Raymond and Diop murders; (2) 

Defendant Aiello’s fabrication of Ms. Alexander’s testimony, which he and Defendant Donnelly 

knew to be contradicted by video evidence that they suppressed in order to mislead prosecutors; 

and (3) both Individual Defendants’ participation in meetings with Cathy Gomez and Miriam 

Tavares at which their false testimony was discussed and planned.   

140. The Individual Defendants forwarded this false and fabricated information to 

prosecutors with the express purpose of causing criminal proceedings to be instituted against 

Plaintiff, even though they could reasonably foresee that their actions would contribute to the 

prosecutors’ subsequent decision to prosecute Plaintiff and obtain his conviction and 

imprisonment. 

141. The Individual Defendants, individually and collectively, manufactured, acted in 

concert to manufacture, aided and abetted each other to manufacture, and/or conspired to 

manufacture, testimony that they intended to use against Plaintiff in criminal proceedings, and/or 

which they caused to be used as a basis for Plaintiff’s prosecution and conviction.

142. The Individual Defendants did so knowing that the testimony was false or was 

highly likely to be false, and/or with deliberate indifference to whether it was true or false. 

143. Without the false or utterly unreliable testimony that the Individual Defendants 

wrongfully manufactured or knew had been wrongfully manufactured, there would have been no 

basis to prosecute and convict Plaintiff for the Diop and Raymond murders. 

144. Thus, the Individual Defendants knew that they lacked probable cause to initiate 
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criminal proceedings against Plaintiff. 

145. Additionally, prior to Plaintiff’s conviction in 1997, and continuing thereafter, the 

Individual Defendants, acting individually and in concert and conspiracy with one another, 

covered up, lied to prosecutors about, and withheld knowledge from Plaintiff of Brady material. 

146. The Individual Defendants knew they had duties under the United States 

Constitution as well as the laws and regulations of the State and the City of New York (a) to 

disclose Brady material to the Bronx District Attorney’s Office so that it could be disclosed to 

the defense and used to prevent the conviction of Plaintiff based upon false, misleading, or 

incomplete evidence and argument, and/or (b) to make truthful statements to the prosecution 

concerning the existence of Brady material and not to cause or continue Plaintiff’s 

unconstitutional conviction and resultant injuries by lying about such evidence.

147. Notwithstanding their awareness of their duties, the Individual Defendants, prior 

to, during, and following Plaintiff’s trial, intentionally, recklessly, and/or with deliberate 

indifference to their legal obligations, concealed Brady material from, lied about, and otherwise 

failed to disclose Brady material to Plaintiff.    

148. The Individual Defendants acted with actual malice, as demonstrated by, inter

alia: their decision to falsely manufacture probable cause for Plaintiff’s arrest and prosecution; 

their intentional and/or reckless disregard for proper investigative techniques and NYPD 

policies, including the use of witnesses as language interpreters for one another, failure to 

voucher evidence appropriately, and the use of unduly suggestive witness identification 

procedures; their decision to ignore valid evidence and investigative leads that pointed to 

Plaintiff’s innocence; and their willingness to manufacture a false confession from Plaintiff. 

149. The prosecution terminated in Plaintiff’s favor when his convictions were 
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eventually vacated and the indictment against him dismissed. 

150. The acts and conduct of the defendants constitute malicious prosecution in 

violation of the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

151. Upon information and belief, the two Individual Defendants knew of one 

another’s wrongful acts and displayed deliberate indifference to Plaintiff’s constitutional rights 

by failing to rectify one another’s wrongful acts. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

(42 U.S.C. §1983; Denial of Due Process and a Fair Trial Against Individual Defendants) 

152. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

153. The Individual Defendants initiated, or caused the initiation of, criminal 

proceedings against Plaintiff.   

154. The Individual Defendants created false information and fabricated evidence 

likely to influence the Grand and petit juries. Their misdeeds include but are not limited to: (1) 

the Individual Defendants’ fabrication of Cathy Gomez’s and Miriam Tavares’s statements 

concerning the source of non-public information they knew about the Raymond and Diop 

murders; (2) Defendant Aiello’s fabrication of Kim Alexander’s testimony, which he knew to be 

contradicted by video evidence that he suppressed in order to mislead prosecutors; and (3) the 

Individual Defendants’ participation in joint meetings with Cathy Gomez and Miriam Tavares at 

which their false testimony was discussed and planned.   

155. The Individual Defendants forwarded this false and fabricated information to 

prosecutors with the express purpose of causing criminal proceedings to be instituted against 

Plaintiff, even though they could reasonably foresee that their actions would contribute to the 
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prosecutors’ subsequent decision to prosecute Plaintiff and obtain his conviction and 

imprisonment. 

156. The Individual Defendants, individually and collectively, manufactured, acted in 

concert to manufacture, aided and abetted each other to manufacture, and/or conspired to 

manufacture, testimony that they intended to use against Plaintiff in criminal proceedings, and/or 

which they caused to be used as a basis for Plaintiff’s prosecution and conviction. 

157. The Individual Defendants did so knowing that the testimony was false or was 

highly likely to be false, and/or with deliberate indifference to whether it was true or false.

158. Without the false or utterly unreliable testimony that the Individual Defendants 

wrongfully manufactured or knew had been wrongfully manufactured, there would have been no 

basis to convict Plaintiff for the Diop and Raymond murders. 

159. Thus, the Individual Defendants knew that they lacked probable cause to initiate 

criminal proceedings against Plaintiff. 

160. Additionally, prior to Plaintiff’s conviction in 1997, and continuing thereafter, the 

Individual Defendants, acting individually and in concert and conspiracy with one another, 

covered up, lied to prosecutors about, and withheld knowledge from Plaintiff of Brady material.  

161. The Individual Defendants knew they had duties under the United States 

Constitution as well as the laws and regulations of the State and the City of New York (a) to 

disclose Brady material to the Bronx District Attorney’s Office so that it could be disclosed to 

the defense and used to prevent the conviction of Plaintiff based upon false, misleading, or 

incomplete evidence and argument, and/or (b) to make truthful statements to the prosecution 

concerning the existence of Brady material and not to cause or continue Plaintiff’s 

unconstitutional conviction and resultant injuries by lying about such evidence.
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162. Notwithstanding their awareness of their duties, the Individual Defendants, prior 

to, during, and following Plaintiff’s trial, intentionally, recklessly, and/or with deliberate 

indifference to their legal obligations, concealed  Brady material from, lied about, and otherwise 

failed to disclose Brady material to Plaintiff.    

163. They did so with the knowledge that their conduct would result in the jury being 

provided a false or misleading picture of the circumstances surrounding the two murders, and of 

the reliability and the thoroughness, honesty, and professionalism of the police investigation, and 

would thereby substantially increase the likelihood of a conviction, in violation of Plaintiff’s 

federal constitutional rights.

164. The aforesaid conduct of the Individual Defendants operated to deprive Plaintiff 

of his right to due process and a fair trial under the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution. 

165. Upon information and belief, the two Individual Defendants knew of one 

another’s wrongful acts and displayed deliberate indifference to Plaintiff’s constitutional rights 

by failing to rectify one another’s wrongful acts. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

(Malicious Prosecution Claim Under New York Law Against All Defendants)

166. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the 

preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

167. Defendants Donnelly and Aiello caused the commencement and continuance of 

criminal proceedings against Plaintiff. 

168. There was no probable cause for criminal proceedings against Plaintiff, and 

Defendants Donnelly and Aiello knew or should have known as much. 
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169. Defendants Donnelly and Aiello acted with actual malice. 

170. The criminal proceedings against Plaintiff terminated in Plaintiff’s favor when his 

convictions were vacated and the indictment against him was dismissed. 

171. Defendant City is liable under the doctrine of respondeat superior for the unlawful 

conduct of its employees, Defendants Donnelly and Aiello. 

JURY DEMAND 

172. Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests that the Court grant the following relief jointly 

and severally against Defendants: 

1. Compensatory damages in an amount to be determined; 

2. Punitive damages against the Individual Defendants in an amount to be 

determined; 

3. Pre-judgment interest as allowed by law;  

4. An order awarding Plaintiff reasonable attorneys’ fees, together with the costs and 

disbursements, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1988 and the inherent powers of this Court; and 

5. Such other further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
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Opinion

FAVIOLA A. SOTO, J

*l By Decision filed January 22,2009, this Court
lound in favor of claimant Hector Gonzalez on his

claim for wrongful conviction and imprisonment
pursuant to Court of Claims Act g 8-b (liability
decision). The damages trial was held on June 22,

23,24 and,25 and July 2, 2009. The Court received
post-trial letter briefs and other submissions, the
last submission being submitted on September 23,

2009.

As set forth more fully in the liability decision,
Mr. Gonzalez was arrested on December 2, 1995.
On October 21, 1996, at the age of nineteen, and
while maintaining his innocence, he was convicted
of murder. He was sentenced to fifteen years to life,
and served a total of hve and a half years in State
maximum security prisons prior to the vacating of
his conviction and his release from prison on April
24,2002.

Mr. Gonzalez seeks damages for past and
future pain and suffering and past and future

lost wages. He testified on his own behalf,
presented six additional witnesses, including
medical, economic and rehabilitation experts, and
submitted numerous exhibits. The State did not
call any witnesses or submit exhibits, and relied
instead on cross-examination and its arguments. In
determining the amount of damages to be awarded
herein, the Court, to avoid double recovery,
must also apportion and set-off the monies Mr.
Gonzalez received in a settlement, made following
the liability trial herein and jury selection therein,
in a companion action in State Supreme Court
against the City ofr New York (the City action).
See Carter v. State of New York, 139 Misc.2d
423, affd 154 A.D.2d 642. The claim for lost
earnings was not part of that settlement.Based on
the credible and persuasive testimony and evidence,
the Court makes the following findings of fact
and conclusions of law, and, while avoiding double
recovery, determines the amount of damages, both
pecuniary and non-pecuniary, that "will fairly and
reasonably compensate" claimant for his unjust
conviction and imprisonment. Court of Claims Act
$ 8-b (6); Carter, 139 Misc.2d 423, affd 154 A.D.2d
642.

Hector Gonzalez, a shy and reserved young man,
was born in Puerto Rico on January ll, 1977

and raised in Brooklyn, with his mother, sister
and step-father. He was very close to his family.
In school, he experienced difficulties in reading
comprehension, and these difficulties increased as

he progressed. In lOth grade, he was taking 9th
grade classes, and he dropped out as he was falling
further and further behind. At the age of fìfteen he

met Mr. Antonio Morales, a community organizer
and leader and an advocate for troubled youth.
Mr. Gonzalez liked to work with his hands and
was interested in carpentry, and, at Mr. Morales's
recommendation, Mr. Gonzalez applied to Job
Corps. He was accepted in the Job Corps' pre-

apprenticeship program in Buffalo; the program
was sponsored by the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America.

At the carpentry program, Mr. Gonzalez learned
how to build walls, entrances and the form for the
building foundation. He had a positive experience
and received praise from his instructors. He also
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took pre-GED courses, but was unable to complete
the pre-GED program.

*2 He attended the carpentry program for
approximately sixteen months and, on July
25, 1995, he received a pre-apprenticeship and
training certif-rcate. His goals were to become a
journeyman carpenter after completion of a flour
year apprenticeship program and to build his own
house. Upon completing his Job Corps'assignment,
he returned to Brooklyn and was offered two
apprenticeship positions for carpentry, one in
South Carolina and the other in Pennsylvania. He
declined these positions because he was hoping to
obtain a position in the New York area, as he

maintained his close relationship with his family
and wished to remain in close physical proximity to
them.

Job Corps referred him to a work referral program
in the Bronx in preparation for work placement.
That program informed him that he had to
be twenty-one years old before placement in a

carpentry position in New York. In the interim,
he obtained employment as a factory worker in
a cosmetic factory for a brief period. On the day
prior to his arrest for the murder, lif,r. Gonzalez
again met with Mr. Morales, and Mr. Morales
scheduled a follow-up for the next day to explore his
goal of becoming a carpenter. Mr. Morales testified
that claimant was happy and excited about his Job
Corps' experiences and accomplishments, and his
future.

Then Mr. Gonzalez was arrested and charged
with murder, remanded and held at Rikers Island
(Rikers), convicted by a jury, sentenced, and
imprisoned for five and a half years.

This Court hnds, based on the record evidence
before it and the credible and persuasive testimony,
that but for his wrongful conviction,lilr. Gonzalez
would have become a union carpenter. While he
had academic difhculties, he was motivated, had a
realistic plan for the future, received training and
succeeded in that training, and was on his way
to accomplishing his goal, prior to his wrongful
conviction and imprisonment.

At Rikers, Mr. Gonzalez, who had not previously
been incarcerated, wanted to be placed with his
co-defendants in C-95 so he falsely told the
Department of Correctional Services (Corrections)
that he was a drug user. He was eventually
transferred to the North facility. During his stay
there he was housed in open dormitories housing
approximately fìfty-sixty prisoners.

He spent most of hís time in a cell, pacing back and
forth, a habit he still maintains.

While in prison he joined the Almighty Latin King
Nation (Latin Kings) for protection, as initially
he was afraid of being attacked by other inmates.
He remained a member for six to eight months
until he found that he did not need the Larin
Kings'protection, as he kept mostly to himself. As
a member he engaged in illegal activities, such as

sending messages and possessing contraband. He
received a misbehavior ticket and spent ten months
in the Special Housing Unir (SHU).

After his conviction, he was placed in Comstock
Correctional Facility (Comstock), where he served
approximately four and a half years. At Comstock,
he was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis,

after experiencing symptoms for several months,
including seizures, loss of balance, blurred vision,
and tingling in his legs.

*3 Prior to the diagnosis, he was told he might
have HIV, was tested and found to be negative.
He believed he was not getting prompt and
adequate medical attention. He was treated and his

symptoms subsided. He was placed in Coxsackie
Correctional Facility (Coxsackie) for a few months.
After Coxsackie, he was placed in the Eastern
Correctional Facility before being released.

While in prison he lacked privacy, witnessed violent
altercations, was subject to strip searches and to
humiliation and confinement.

He also spent a lot of time in the law library
attempting to understand his conviction and to
prove his innocence. While at Coxsackie, his
appeals were denied and he eventually lost hope.
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While in prison he received visits from his family
and friends approximately every other week. He
received a visit from his sister's friend, Yara, and

they corresponded. They again met after he was

released, and they established a relationship which
they maintain to date.

Upon his release he moved back home with his

lamily in the same Brooklyn area near Sunset Park,

back to his old room. He stayed there for two years,

working with his step-father in the scrap metal

business, eventually becoming a driver. He missed

several job opportunities as he was missing calls and
appointments and because of his limited experience.

To the extent defendant argues that his missing calls

and appointments or not immediately resuming his

carpenter training upon his release constituted a

failure to mitigate his damages, it has failed to meet

its burden ofproofon this record.

After being released, Mr. Gonzalez felt he had been

left back by society, as ifhe had fallen behind in the

world. He kept and continues to keep to himself; he

avoided and continues to avoid social interactions

and activities; he suffered throughout the term
of his wrongful imprisonment and continues to
suffer from the effects; he lost his sense of hope,

confidence, and trust, and he has not regained them.

He moved to Florida in June 2004, with Yara, his

hrst serious girlfriend. They lived with her mother
for about one year and then moved into their own
residence. Although they experienced and continue
to experience intimacy and certain relationship

difficulties, they are committed to one another and

otherwise maintain a good relationship.

The Court, having closely observed Mr. Gonzalez's

demeanor and carefully weighed his testimony,
finds him to be highly credible and his

testimony persuasive. Moreover, this trier of fact
observed that at times Mr. Gonzalez did not
volunteer information regarding, and tried to
avoid discussing, his painful experiences and his

difficulties. Further, he understated and minimized
those painful experiences and his difhculties.
Although his conviction was vacated and he later
was exonerated and found innocent by this Court,
he still wears a badge of conviction.

Both Mr. Edmond A. Provder and Dr. Frank
D. Tinari testified as experts on Mr. Gonzalez's
pecuniary damages. Mr. Provder, a certihed
rehabilitation counselor, testified as a vocational
expert. He has administered occupational
assessment services and provided life care planning

since 1981, and has served as a vocational expert.

He is a Diplomate in the American Board

of Vocational Experts, and, among other post-
graduate education, has a Masters of Education
in Rehabilitation Counseling, and earned sixty
credits as a Rehabilitation Counseling Doctoral
Candidate. The Court finds his testimony credible
and persuasive.

*4 Mr. Provder opined on the effects of
Mr. Gonzalez's incarceration on his vocational
capacity, employability and his earning capacity,
basing his opinion on his review of records and

his vocational diagnostic interviews and testing
of Mr. Gonzalez on July 8, 2003 and February
16, 2008. The evaluation included a review of
documents including the wage statements, several

medical records, and the certifìcate from Job Corps,
the interviews, an analysis of the work history,
and the results of vocational testing, including one

for academic achievement, which averaged an 8th
grade academic level.

Mr. Provder opined as to the effect Mr. Gonzalez's

wrongful conviction and imprisonment had on his

earnings and his employment opportunities. Had
Mr. Gonzalez not been incarcerated, he would
have continued his training and become a union
carpenter or worked as a construction carpenter or
laborer; carpenters in New York earn on average

S53,590.00 annually, and construction laborers
earn on average $45,320.00 annually. He also

opined that due to Mr. Gonzalez's incarceration, his

employment opportunities are signihcantly limited
and his prospect for employmsnt is as an unskilled
worker, with a salary range of $25,670.00 to
$15,480.00, with an average annual earning of
$20,909.00.

Mr. Provder considered claimant's medical
condition and determined that this factor was not
significant, as claimant's condition had stabilized
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and he demonstrated the ability to work in
a satisfactory manner in his post-conviction

employment. The State did not present medical or
other evidence to the contrary or rebut the showing
of Mr. Gonzalez's ability to work. Mr. Provder
noted that although Mr. Gonzalez took and passed

GED classes throughout his incarceration, he did
not take the GED exam. To the extent defendant
argues that claimant failed to mitigate his damages

by not further pursuing and obtaining a GED
degree, the Court finds that it has failed to meet its
burden on this defense.

Following claimant's relocation to Florida in 2004,

he worked as a helper on a construction job. He
was laid off. He then worked for approximately one

year al" a McDonald's restaurant as a maintenance

and grill man. His hourly wage averaged 57.35 an

hour, having made initially $6.25 an hour, then

$7.50 an hour, and then 58 .00 an hour. rùy'ith respect

to this period of employment, claimant called

his employer, Mr. Juan Hernandez, who testified
via video from Florida. Mr. Hernandez testified
that at the job interview, Mr. Gonzalez addressed

his wrongful conviction and imprisonment, was

forthright about it and was worried that he would
not get the job. Mr. Gonzalez was embarrassed

at the interview and thereafter about his wrongful
conviction and imprisonment. Mr. Hernandez,

who has seventeen years'experience as a general

manager, spoke highly of Mr. Gonzalez. He
describes Mr. Gonzalez as a good employee who
did a good job. Claimant, who left to work in

construction, gave him two weeks' notice and they
parted on good terms.

*5 Mr. Gonzalez then worked in construction
as an Assistant Saw Man and Quality Control
Inspector lor over a year before he was laid off.
He made 59.25 an hour and frequently was offered
overtime.

He obtained a job the next week as a Saw Man,
working with wood and rebar. He made $10.75 an

hour. He worked there for approximately sixteen

months before being laid off in October 2008, and

has not worked since although he has been looking
for employment. His rüy'-2 for 2007 listed his annual
income as $22,635.00.

Mr. Provder opined that, as a result of
Mr. Gonzalez's imprisonment, Mr. Gonzalez's

employment opportunities are signihcantly limited,
and his employability and earning capacity are

diminished.

The Court hnds that claimant has met his burden
and established that his diminished future earnings

capacity and his future inability to earn at his
pre-conviction/incarceration earning capacity have

been proximately caused by claimant's wrongful
conviction and imprisonment.Frank D. Tinari, who
holds a Ph.D. in economics, testihed as an expert on
Mr. Gonzalez's economic loss. He was a university
professor and associate professor for thirty-one
years; he has served as an officer, member or trustee

of numerous boards and organizations, including
serving as an immediate past president of the

National Association of Forensic Economics and

an editorial reviewer for a number of publications.
He also has received numerous honors and awards

and has spoken at numerous seminars, including
those given at the NJ Institute for Continuing Legal

Education.

Dr. Tinari took the raw data provided by Mr.
Provder, averaged what Mr. Gonzalez would have

earned but for the imprisonment, subtracted monies

previously earned at or that would be earned at Mr.
Gonzalez's reduced employability, and, through a

series of calculations and appropriate adjustments,

determined claimant's lost earnings, past and
present. The Court found his testimony persuasive

and credible and his approach based on sound

economic principals. The Court, however, has

adjusted and modihed certain of the calculations
for the reasons set forth below.

Dr. Tinari, using Mr. Gonzalez's arrest date

and incarceration, evaluated and calculated the

economic loss suffered by Mr. Gonzalez as a result
ol his incarceration. He based his calculations on
Mr. Gonzalez's background information, his salary

history, his worklife and various other factors.
It is not disputed that claimant was thirty-two
years old at the time of the damages trial and
there was no dispute as to his worklife expectancy.

He determined the loss after making adjustments
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to pre-incarceration earnings, post-incarceration

earnings and averaging the salary of a union
carpenter and construction laborer as well as

non-skilled jobs, and subtracting Mr. Gonzalez's

actual or projected earnings. At the request of the

Court and by submission received September 23rd,

his calculation of lost earnings was adjusted to
calculate future lost earnings as of the date of the

damages and not the liability trial.

*6 Dr. Tinari calculated the total lost earnings as

$ I ,855,689.00, representing $384,037.00 flor past net

lost earnings and $1,471,652.00 for future net lost

earnings.

The Court makes the following three adjustments

to Dr. Tinari's calculations of past lost earnings.

First, Dr. Tinari's calculations included lost

earnings representing the year of imprisonment
following Mr. Gonzalez's arrest until his conviction.
Damages for the period of incarceration prior to
conviction, however, are not recoverable in an

unjust conviction claim. See Fudger v. State oJ'

Netv York, l3l A.D.2d 136, 140-141, lv. denied,

70 N.Y.2d 616. Accordingly, the Court subtracts

$30,000.00 from the calculation for past lost
earnings.

Second, this Court hnds that claimant did not
establish to a reasonable certainty that Mr.
Gonzalez would have worked as an apprentice
in the approximate two year period between the

date of his conviction and reaching the age of
twenty-one, and, therefore, this calculation must

be adjusted. The record evidence shows that Mr.
Gonzalez did not secure work as an apprentice
in New York City for the six month period after
being released from Job Corps and was advised that
he needed to be twenty-one to work in carpentry.
As claimant provided insufhcient or no proof as

to what he alternatively would have earned as an

unskilled worker for those two years, the Court
subtracts from Dr. Tinari's calculations the entire
amount of $63,500.00.

Third, at the time of his arrest in 1995, claimant did
not yet have the skills to work as a carpenter. Dr.
Tinari's calculations, however, calculated the loss at

a carpenter's higher earnings. The Court finds that
Mr. Gonzalez would not have suffered lost earnings

at the rate set by Dr. Tinari for approximately
four years after he reached the age of twenty-one.
Rather, the appropriate amount of lost earnings

for those lour years is at the rate of an apprentice
or laborer. Accordingly, the amount of past lost
earnings is further decreased by $79,000.00.

The Court, after subtracting these three

adjustments totaling S172,500.00 from Dr. Tinari's
lost past wages calculation of $384,037.00, finds the

amount of past lost earnings to be $21 I ,537.00.

Having made these adjustments, the Court finds
that claimant met his burden and established his

total pecuniary loss at $ I ,683, I 89.00, representing $

2l I ,537.00 for past lost earnings, and $ I ,471 ,652.00
for future lost earnings. As noted, damages for past

lost and future earning were excluded from the City
action settlement.

Dr. Sanford L. Drob, a clinical and forensic
psychologist, testified concerning the emotional
and psychological injuries and distress Mr.
Gonzalez suffered during his imprisonment
following his wrongful conviction and those he

suffered following his release which resulted from
his wrongful conviction and incarceration. Dr.
Drob is a Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
at New York University Medical Center, where

he has been affìliated for twenty-eight years. He
has been in private practice in the areas of clinical
and forensic psychology for twenty-two years,

and has extensive experience in conducting neuro-
psychological and psychological evaluations.

Additionally, he served thirteen years as Director
of Psychological Assessment at Bellevue Hospital,
and nine years as a Staff and Senior Psychologist

in Bellevue's Division of Forensic Psychiatry. He
has published numerous manuscripts and has made

many national presentations.

*7 Dr. Drob has considerable experience

evaluating inmates who were incarcerated on

a long and short term basis. This experience

includes evaluating former inmates who were

wrongfully convicted. He interviewed, examined

and extensively tested Mr. Gonzalez on July I and
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July 16, 2003, August 15, 2008 and July 19, 2009.

The Court finds Dr. Drob's testimony persuasive

and credible.

Dr. Drob testified that, generally, released

inmates suffer from feelings of isolation, personal

estrangement and mistrust of others. On release,

former inmates develop a phobic response

to the environment. Depression and anxiety
also are common reactions to incarceration,
and incarceration can exacerbate a pre-existing
condition. A loss of a sense of self and autonomy
and a loss of sense of the ability to control one's

environment also are common, as inmates adjust
to the prison routine and a learned helplessness

sets in. Additionally, their identification process

is impaired because of a lack of positive and
enhancing role models, and they experience
developmental delays as their maturation process is

thwarted.

He testified that the impact of incarceration is

enhanced for those who are wrongfully convicted.
These are individuals who believe themselves to be

innocent and yet are convicted and incarcerated. A
disconnect with reality results, along with a greater

loss ofsense ofself.

Dr. Drob found that prior to incarceration, Mr.
Gonzalez displayed some characteristics of an

avoidant personality style, but prison reinforced
and exacerbated this style. While he may have
experienced some occasional feelings of mild
anxiety and depression, these feelings intensified
during incarceration.

Dr. Drob opines that during and because of Mr.
Gonzalez's incarceration, he suffered from anxiety,
experienced estrangement from his family, and
experienced clinical depression as an adjustment
disorder.

Mr. Gonzalez's psychological style is to retreat into
a defensive posture. He employs the mechanisms
of denial and avoidance to protect himself, and he

tries to keep disturbing thoughts and feelings out of
his conscious awareness. Mr. Gonzalez denies and
underplays his distress. During his incarceration,

this highly constricted mode of coping prevented

Mr. Gonzalez from going into a deeper depression.

These coping mechanisms and psychological
defenses were insufficient after Mr. Gonzalez's
release. Mr. Gonzalez has decompensated
considerably and he is experiencing more severe

levels of depression. He feels stigmatized and
marked as a person who spent many years in
prison. He has an extremely low self-esteem, other
serious deficits and a low motivational level. He is
mistrustful of others.

Mr. Gonzalez feels people have moved on in their
lives and that he was just passed by, and that
people look at him as unworthy and unacceptable.
In turn, he has become further withdrawn, isolated,
inhibited and asocial. He experiences difhculties in
forming and managing interpersonal relationships.
Mr. Gonzalez worries, and, since being laid-off
from his employment, paces back and forth all day
in his home.

*8 Dr. Drob testified that during the interviews
and evaluations, Mr. Gonzalez's avoidant
personality style and denial and other defense

mechanisms were evident, and Mr. Gonzalez tried
to present himself as doing better than he actually
is and attempted to deflect and minimize his painful
experiences. Dr. Drob lound Mr. Gonzalez to be

the opposite of a malingerer, as Mr. Gonzalez
downplayed his symptoms.

Dr. Drob opines that while Mr. Gonzalez's long
term prognosis would be enhanced with counseling
and occupational rehabilitation, the prognosis is

still guarded, based on Mr. Gonzalez's avoidant
personality and his being timid, fearful and
withdrawn, which traits were reinforced or caused

by his incarceration. Mr. Gonzalez has not availed
himself of Dr. Drob's recommended counseling,
partially due to the added stigma which would
attach. To the extent defendant argues that Mr.
Gonzalez failed to mitigate his damages by not
pursuing counseling, the Court finds that it has

failed to sustain its burden of proof on this
defense. Claimant has not requested damages for,
or presented evidence establishing, an award for
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such medical treatment, and the Court makes no
such award.

Further testing reveals that Mr. Gonzalez has

limited psychological resources, has difficulty
coping with stress and tends to cope by shutting his
responses down, displaying a lack of initiative and
becoming inactive. He has educational and learning
deficits. Mr. Gonzalez continues to lack social
skills, have dehcits in his self esteem and exhibit
dependence. He is subject to episodes of anxiety
and depression. He has problems with reality testing
and has distorted thinking. He believes that because

of his wrongful incarceration experience, people

immediately view and label him as a criminal and
former inmate. Mr. Gonzalez îever loses sight
that he is marked as a convict and is fearful
and preoccupied about the possibility of somehow
getting into trouble and returning to jail. He
represses his feelings and deals with problems in an

escapist manner.

Mr. Gonzalez's wrongful imprisonment has

affected every aspect ofhis life.

Dr. Drob additionally testified that Mr. Gonzalez's

incarceration occurred during his formative years

when he normally would have been expected to
surmount certain social, sexual, and occupational
tasks and hurdles. He opined that imprisonment
during these critical developmental years resulted
in a lack of proper preparation and inadequate
facilitation for Mr. Gonzalez's life as an
independent and mature adult. Mr. Gonzalez's
incarceration arrested and negatively impacted
on his maturation process, including his career
building, and on his psychological and social
development.

Prior to discussing the testimony of the next
witness, the determination of the appropriate set-

off and the awarding of damages, the Court turns
now to the history of the City action and the
settlement, and this Court's obligation to set-off the
settlement monies and avoid double recovery in this
award.

*9 The City action was commenced in July 2003

in Supreme Court of the State of New York for

Kings County, Index No. 26771l03, and settled on
October 6, 2008. Settlement followed the liability
trial herein and jury selection in the City action. The
action named as defendants the City of New York
(City) and several City police officers who were
sued in their individual and official capacities, and
asserted federal and State causes ofaction under 42

USC $ 1983 for malicious prosecution, violations
of his Fourteenth Amendment due process rights
and his rights to a fair trial and, under State law,
malicious prosecution, negligence, and negligent
and reckless infliction of emotional distress.

On the record and prior to the parties setting
forth the settlement terms, Justice Wayne Saitta
heard and granted Mr. Gonzalez's application that
his claim for lost wages in the City action be

voluntarily dismissed. The City action then was
settled for the overall sum of$3,400,000.00, and the
settlement was so-ordered. Apparently addressed

in the settlement were claimant's non-pecuniary
damages including compensation for the eleven

and one-half months' imprisonment following his
arrest and prior to his conviction, the approximate
hve and one-half years'imprisonment following his
conviction until his release, attorneys' fees, costs
and disbursements. Certain of these damages are

not recoverable in this claim (for example, pre-

conviction imprisonment and attorneys' fees), and
certain damages are recoverable. Lost wages were
carved-out, and were not part of the settlement.

The Court notes that there is no apportionment of
the settlement monies between the different items
of damages. The settlement in the City action was

reached by the parties and there is no indication
that the Court was involved in the settlement or that
there was a judicial determination of allocation for
the award or that the settlement was inadequate,
fair and reasonable, generous or excessive. Nor
is there record evidence as to the role played by
and weight given to various factors, such as the
likelihood of success, the merits of each cause of
action, the allocation of monies to the different
categories of damages, etc.

In this claim, to set-off the settlement recovery
and to determine the appropriate damages to be

awarded herein, this Court must hrst determine
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and apportion the reasonable value of claimant's
claim in the City action, including attorneys' fees

and disbursements, pre-conviction incarceration,

and non-pecuniary damages during and post-

imprisonment.

Claimant has the burden of showing that he was

not fully compensated by the settlement in the City
action (Carter v. State of New York, 139 Misc.2d

423, affd 154 A.D.2d 642), as that settlement

includes damages "of the type and for the period

covered by the (Court of Claims) Act." Id. aÍ 432.

To meet his burden, claimant additionally
presented testimony and arguments regarding

attorneys' fees and disbursements and
apportionment and the appropriate set-off for the

settlement monies. rù/hile there is no reward for
attorneys' fees and disbursements in a wrongful
conviction and imprisonment claim, they may be

recoverable in a civil rights action such as the

City action. Claimant seeks to have attorneys' fees

and disbursements related to his City action serve

as a set-off against the settlement of that action.

Claimant additionally seeks, as an additional
set-off, to allot a substantial portion of the

remaining settlement monies to the pre-conviction
period of imprisonment. Additionally, claimant
argues that the settlement monies did not fully
represent claimant's non-pecuniary damages. As
the settlement carved-out pecuniary loss, claimant
argues that he is entitled to full recovery of those

damages.

*10 The State argues that claimant has failed to
meet this burden, and argues that claimant has

not demonstrated that he is entitled to additional
compensation.

In this trial, Andrew G. Celli, Esq., testihed as

an expert on: the reasonable hourly rate for a

civil rights attorney in a complex case such as

Gonzalez v. City of New York; the reasonable

amount of time for attorneys to spend on the

case, and the experience and qualihcations of the

attorneys. He also testihed as to the range of
damage awards and settlements on false arrest and
malicious prosecution claims and those involving
pretrial detention ofone year or less.

Mr. Celli is a co-founder and partner of a

law firm and for the past eighteen years has

been representing institutions and individuals in
commercial, civil rights and civil liberties matters.

From 1999 to 2003, he served as Chief of the Civil
Rights Bureau in the New York State Attorney
General's Office; the bureau included affirmative
police misconduct litigation. His present hourly rate

is $525.00. The Court finds his testimony credible

and persuasive.

Mr. Celli reviewed the pleadings and documents

in the City action, including the complaint, the

summary judgment motion, the disclosure forms
and various reports. He also reviewed this Court's
liability decision and the affidavits and attachments

in evidence in this damages trial from the three

principal attorneys, to wit, Nick Brustin, Esq.,

Glenn A. Garber, Esq., and Jennifer E. Laurin, Esq.

He opined as to the reasonableness of the attorneys'
fees and disbursements that were incurred and as

to attorneys' fees that would have been incurred
had the City action proceeded to trial. For
calculating the attorneys' fees, he multiplied the

number of hours times the hourly billing rate.

He opined that the total would have amounted
to S1,046,926.04. This figure includes $83,361.04
in expenses, $787,165.00 in actual attorney time
incurred and $176,400.00 in projected time for
the preparation and trial time in that action. The
reasonable rates of the principal counsel are, for
Mr. Brustin and Mr. Garber, S450.00 an hour,

and, lor Ms. Laurin, $350.00 an hour. For the
projected time, he calculated thirteen trial days

at eight hours a day with a daily four hour
preparation time and ten additional hours over
the weekend, totaling one hundred and ninety-six
additional hours each for Mr. Brustin and for Mr.
Garber. The hourly rate for the paralegals and

law students who also worked on the case was

set at $125.00, and the hourly rate for Brandon
Garrett, Esq., an associate attorney, was set at
5375.00 an hour. Mr. Gonzalez's attorneys have not
sought compensation for the work performed by
Barry Scheck, Esq., a named partner, or for work
performed periodically by others.
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Claimant additionally asserts that all the work
performed in the liability trial in this ö 8-b action is

attributable as well to trial preparation for the City
action, as the work is also applicable and relevant.

*ll The State asserts that claimant is not entitled
to a set-off for attorneys' fees and disbursements,

and that, if the Court determines a set-off is

appropriate, the amount must be reduced. The
State points to the differences between the City
action and this {i 8-b claim, and suggests that
this claim was incidental and ancillary to the City
action. The State additionally argues that claimant's
counsel spent many hours in the preparation and
trial of the liability phase of this claim, and that
such preparation did not enhance the City action.
Also, the State argues that there was over-lawyering
in this claim, as typified by claimant having three
attorneys represent him during the trial and by the
two motions made by claimant. Moreover, the State
argues that a set-offfor attorneys'fees would violate
Court ol Claims Act g 27, which states "nor shall
counsel or attorney's fees be allowed by the court to
any party." The State suggests that ifattorneys'fees
are awarded as a set-off, that the amount requested

should be cut in half.

The Court makes the following determinations,
having fully considered the issues and the record
and in the exercise of its discretion. The Court hnds

that the experience and skill of each of claimant's
attorneys warrant the hourly rate suggested. The
Court has enjoyed its time with counsel and hnds

them extremely knowledgeable of the law and
facts, and courteous and professional in their
presentations and arguments. The Court further
finds that the amount of hours actually spent and
the disbursements incurred in the Civil action are

reasonable in light of the complexity of that case.

Although this Court did not have an opportunity to
examine the entire Supreme Court hle, it is fair to
say that the City action involved numerous causes

of action, multiple defendants, extensive discovery
and complex factual and legal issues. The Court
overall accepts Mr. Celli's opinion as to time and
disbursements actually incurred, with the following
adjustments.

The Court adjusts the hours to exclude the time
spent on the liability trial in this claim. The Court
also excludes the time spent on the $ 8-b motion
for partial summary judgment. While claimant was

successful and the motion was brought in good-
faith, it appears to the Court that the issues resolved

thereby would have been more efhciently addressed

in summary fashion at trial. After deducting from
their hours based on work done not attributed
to the City action, which the Court finds to be

10"/" of the actual time spent, the Court hnds that
the reasonable value of the attorneys' fees for the
actual time spent attributed to the City action is

$708,448.50. The Court also hnds reasonable the
disbursements, which were not reimbursed, in the
amount of 583,361.04. The Court hnds that these

amounts serve as a set-off.

As to the projected hours, however, the Court does

not find, under these circumstances, that these serve

as a set-off. This work was not performed and there
is no indication that future attorneys'fees formed a
part of the settlement equation.

*12 Accordingly, the Court hnds that the total set-

offfor reasonable attorneys' fees and disbursements
is $791,809.54.

In support of claimant's assertions that his non-
pecuniary damages were not fully recovered in
the City action settlement and how the monies
recovered should be allocated, Mr. Celli further
testified as to the range of recoverable damages
in a civil rights action for claimant's eleven and
a half months in pre-conviction detention. Based

on his review of awards in New York State and
nationally, he testihed that, as the adjustment to
prison life is most difhcult during the first year

and as this was claimant's first inmate experience,

this period would be compensated at a higher
amount, to wit, $2,000,000. These damages include
compensation for the deprivation of liberty, lack
of privacy, humiliation and degradation, and the
anguish and the psychological impact for someone
with a prosecution for murder looming above them.

Based on his review of cases involving post-
conviction imprisonment, Mr. Celli also testified as

to the nature and range of damages in traditional
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tort cases and in unjust conviction claims. Claìmant
argues that in an unjust conviction case, claimant
suffers additional loss ol trust in and of authority
and the world around him. Moreover, claimant
here bore a particularly heavy burden as, during
his formative years, he was wrongfully convicted
of murder with a sentence of fìfteen years to life.
Claimant suggests that a floor of one million dollars
for each year of post-conviction imprisonment is
appropriate, and refers to various cases in his post-
trial submission which so provide.

As noted, the State argues that claimant has been

fully compensated in the City action settlement, has

not met his burden to demonstrate to the contrary,
and is not entitled herein to any additional recovery
for non-pecuniary loss. The State additionally
argues that claimant has failed to prove his
pecuniary damages to the requisite level of proof.

As stated in the report of the Law Revision
Commission in recommending the enactment of
$ 8-b, imprisonment resulting from the unjust
conviction of an innocent individual is "the most
serious deprivation of individual liberty that a
society may impose". Report of the New York
Law Revision Commission to the Governor on
Redress for Innocent Persons Unjustly Convicted
and Subsequently Imprisoned, McKinney's 1984

Session Laws of New York, 2899 at 2903. Guiding
this Court in its determination of the elements
of and amount for non-pecuniary damages is the
body of case law that eloquently addresses the
grievous suffering, mental anguish, loss of liberty,
degradation, loss of reputation, humiliation and
other injuries of those unjustly convicted and
imprisonmenf . See, for example, Haruis v. State of
Nev, York,38 AD3d 144; Carter, 139 Misc.2d 423,

aJJdl5a A.D.2d642; Baba-Ali v. State oJ New,York,
24 Misc.3d 576; Johnson v. State of Nev, York, 155

Misc.2d 537; Campbell v. State qf New York, 186

Misc. 586; Reed v. State of New Iork, NYLJ, Nov.
7, 1988, at 24.

*13 In the record before this Court, the Court
additionally has the credible and persuasive

testimony of claimant and Dr. Drob as to claimant's
emotional and psychological pain and suffering,
past and future. Claimant was imprisoned for

approximately five and a half years in maximum
security for a murder he did not commit. He
still bears and suffers from the scars of that
imprisonment and the badge of conviction.

The Court hnds that Mr. Gonzalez has met his
burden and established his past and future non-
pecuniary losses with reasonable certainty which
the State has failed to rebut. The Court's hndings
as to the operative established facts have been
previously set forth and will not be repeated
herein, except as to the following summation.
For the time claimant spent in prison, the loss

of liberty and privacy, his emotional distress and
anguish, separation from his family, the arrest of his
development and the psychological and emotional
pain, the Court awards $1.5 million for past pain
and suffering. As to future damages, claimant was
thirty-two years old at the time of the damages
trial and has a life expectancy of 75.6 years or 43.6
additional years. For Mr. Gonzalez's future non-
pecuniary damages, the Court awards $400,000.00.

The Court determines that the set-off for claimant's
non-pecuniary losses for the approximate one year

of pre-conviction imprisonment to be $350,000.00.

As previously noted, the Court finds that the
reasonable value of the attorneys' fees and
disbursements which will serve as a set-off from the
City action settlement is $791,809.54.

To determine the proper set-off and avoid
double recovery for non-pecuniary loss, the Court
subtracts its determination of the apportionment of
the settlement monies and non-pecuniary damages
as follows:

Amount of Settlement Monies in the City action:
$3,400,000.00

City action Reasonable Attorneys' Fees and
Disbursements:(S 79 1,809.54)

City action Pre-Conviction Imprisonment, Pain
and Suffering:(S 350,000.00)

Post-Conviction Imprisonment, Pain and
Suffering:($ 1,500,000.00)

Future Pain and Suffering:($ 400,000.00)
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$ 358,190.46

The Court hnds, accordingly, that Mr. Gonzalez
has been fully compensated for his non-pecuniary
loss and therefore makes no award herein for past

and future non-pecuniary loss.

As to past and future pecuniary loss, the Court
finds that claimant has proved his claim by
reasonable certainty, and defendant has failed
to rebut, and the Court awards damages in the
amount of $211,537.00 for past lost earnings

and $1,471,652.00 for future lost earnings, for a
total award of $1,683,189.00, with interest from
December 23, 2008, the date of the liability decision.
To the extent claimant paid a f,rling fee, it may be
recovered, and any motions not decided herein are
denied.

Let Judgment be entered accordingly

All Citations

26 Misc.3d l2l2(A), 906 N.Y.S.2d 779 (Table),
2009 wL 54s78s6,2009 N.Y. Slip Op. s2714(U)

End of Document O 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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80 N.Y.2d 474, 606 N.E.2d 1360, 591 N.Y.S.2d 969

J. L. Ivey, Jr., Respondent,
v.

State of New York, Appellant.

Court of Appeals of New York
276

Argued November 18, 1992;
Decided December 16, 1992

CITE TITLE AS: Ivey v State of New York

SUMMARY

Appeal, by permission of the Court of Appeals, from an
order of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
in the Fourth Judicial Department, entered January 31,
1992, which affirmed a judgment of the Court of Claims
(Edgar C. NeMoyer, J.), awarding claimant the sum of
$590,326.50, plus interest, against defendant State of New
York under the Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment
Act.

Ivey v State of New York, 179 AD2d 1069, affirmed.

HEADNOTES

State
Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment Act
Grounds for Reversal of Conviction--Enumerated
Grounds Do Not Exclude Claimant Whose Conviction is
Reversed Followed by Acquittal After Retrial

() The limitations of the proviso clause of the Unjust
Conviction and Imprisonment Act (Court of Claims Act
§ 8-b), which states that a claimant may be eligible to seek
relief under the statute when the “judgment of conviction
was reversed or vacated, and the accusatory instrument
dismissed or, if a new trial was ordered, either he was
found not guilty at the new trial or he was not retried
and the accusatory instrument dismissed; provided that
the judgment of conviction was reversed or vacated, and
the accusatory instrument was dismissed, on any of the
[enumerated grounds]” (Court of Claims Act § 8-b [3] [b]
[ii]), do not deprive a claimant of his day in the Court
of Claims where the claimant's conviction was reversed

and was followed by an acquittal after retrial. There is
not a per se disqualification in such a situation because
the criminal conviction was not reversed on one of the
grounds enumerated in the proviso. Neither, however, is
there a per se entitlement to recovery. Claimants must
still prove innocence by clear and convincing evidence,
and that their convictions were not caused by their own
conduct.

State
Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment Act
Sufficiency of Evidence that Claimant Did Not Commit
Crimes Charged

() In a claim under the Unjust Conviction and
Imprisonment Act (Court of Claims Act § 8-b) arising
from defendant's acquittal, after retrial, of murder and
robbery charges, there is record evidence supporting the
conclusions of the Court of Claims and the Appellate
Division that claimant did not commit the crimes charged.
Claimant presented evidence in the Court of Claims that
included the “other culprit” testimony of a new witness at
claimant's second trial, claimant's alibi testimony and the
supporting testimony of his alibi witnesses. Additionally,
there are discrepancies between the pretrial descriptions
and the trial testimony of the eyewitnesses, differences
between claimant's appearance and the description of the
perpetrator given by the eyewitnesses, and testimony of
four disinterested witnesses *475  that claimant had been
totally bald on the day of the crimes, while the perpetrator
was described as having long hair.

State
Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment Act
Conviction Not Caused by Claimant's Conduct

() In a claim under the Unjust Conviction and
Imprisonment Act (Court of Claims Act § 8-b) arising
from claimant's acquittal of murder and robbery charges
following a retrial at which a new witness provided “other
culprit” testimony, claimant, under the circumstances of
this case, may not be found to have personally done
something which caused his original conviction based
upon his attorney's failure in the first trial to seek an
adjournment or to call that witness to testify after that
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witness telephoned the attorney with the “other culprit”
information on the night before summations were to be
made in the first trial.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE LIBRARY REFERENCES

Am Jur 2d, Municipal, County, School and State Tort
Liability, §§ 182, 463.

Carmody-Wait 2d, Actions in the Court of Claims §
120:2.5.

Court of Claims Act §8-b.

NY Jur 2d, Government Tort Liability, §31.

ANNOTATION REFERENCES

Construction and application of State statutes providing
compensation for wrongful conviction and incarceration.
34 ALR4th 648.

POINTS OF COUNSEL

Robert Abrams, Attorney-General, Albany (Frank K.
Walsh, Jerry Boone and Peter H. Schiff of counsel), for
appellant.
I. It was the intent of the Legislature to bar all claims
for unjust conviction and imprisonment where claimant's
conviction was not reversed on a ground specified in Court
of Claims Act § 8-b (3) (b) (ii). (Ferrer v State of New York,
136 Misc 2d 218, 136 AD2d 487; Ivey v State of New York,
138 AD2d 963; Gordon v State of New York, 141 Misc 2d
242; Forest v State of New York, 150 AD2d 214; Heiss v
State of New York, 143 AD2d 67; Stewart v State of New
York, 133 AD2d 112, 72 NY2d 807; Ferres v City of New
Rochelle, 68 NY2d 446; New York State Bankers Assn.
v Albright, 38 NY2d 430; Williams v Williams, 23 NY2d
592; Matter of Allstate Ins. Co. v Libow, 106 AD2d 110,
65 NY2d 807.)
II. The reversal of claimant's conviction on the ground
of prosecutorial misconduct does not constitute *476
reversal on a ground specified in Court of Claims Act § 8-
b (3) (b) (ii). (Ivey v State of New York, 138 AD2d 963;
Coakley v State of New York, 150 Misc 2d 903; Lluveras v
State of New York, 136 Misc 2d 171; People v Friedgood,
58 NY2d 467; Gordon v State of New York, 141 Misc 2d
242; People v Robertson, 12 NY2d 355; People v Grice, 100
AD2d 419.)

III. The evidence at trial was insufficient to sustain
claimant's burden of proving by clear and convincing
evidence that he did not commit any of the acts charged
in the indictment. (Alexandre v State of New York, 168
AD2d 472; Solomon v State of New York, 146 AD2d 439;
Rossi v Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 103 AD2d 771; Addington v
Texas, 441 US 418; Ausch v St. Paul Fire & Mar. Ins. Co.,
125 AD2d 43, 70 NY2d 610; Backer Mgt. Corp. v Acme
Quilting Co., 46 NY2d 211; Moses v State of New York,
137 Misc 2d 1081; Reed v State of New York, 78 NY2d 1;
Fudger v State of New York, 131 AD2d 136, 70 NY2d 616;
Berger v City of New York, 260 App Div 402, 285 NY 723.)
IV. The courts below erroneously concluded that claimant
sustained his burden of proving, by clear and convincing
evidence, that he did not, by his own conduct, cause or
bring about his conviction. (Stevenson v State of New
York, 137 Misc 2d 313; Ausderau v State of New York, 130
Misc 2d 848, 127 AD2d 980, 69 NY2d 613; Reed v State
of New York, 78 NY2d 1; Lanza v State of New York, 130
AD2d 872.)
Pusatier, Sherman & Abbott, Kenmore (Stephen F.
Pusatier and Richard G. Abbott of counsel), for
respondent.
I. Ivey's retrial and acquittal qualifies him to present a
claim under the Act. (Ferrer v State of New York, 136 Misc
2d 218, 136 AD2d 487; Klemm v State of New York, 170
AD2d 438; Gordon v State of New York, 141 Misc 2d 242;
Rivers v State of New York, 130 Misc 2d 544; Ausderau v
State of New York, 130 Misc 2d 848, 127 AD2d 980, 69
NY2d 613; Reed v State of New York, 78 NY2d 1.)
II. Ivey's conviction was reversed due to prosecutorial
misrepresentation and duress, a ground enumerated in
Court of Claims Act § 8-b (3) (b) (ii). (People v Friedgood,
58 NY2d 467; People v Qualls, 70 NY2d 863; Mott v State
of New York, 138 Misc 2d 916; People v Lindsay, 42 NY2d
9; People v Griffin, 29 NY2d 91; People v Coffey, 11 NY2d
142; People v Alicea, 37 NY2d 601; People v Rosario,
9 NY2d 286; People v Hawa, 13 NY2d 718; People v
Consolazio, 40 NY2d 446.)
III. The affirmed finding that Ivey is innocent is supported
by evidence in the record. (Humphrey v State of New York,
60 NY2d 742; *477  Reed v State of New York, 78 NY2d
1; Amend v Hurley, 293 NY 587; People v Sangamino, 258
NY 85; United States v Wade, 388 US 218; Simmons v
United States, 390 US 377.)
IV. The trial court properly determined that claimant
sustained his burden of proving by clear and convincing
evidence that he did not, by his own conduct, cause or
bring about his own conviction. (Reed v State of New
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York, 78 NY2d 1; Lanza v State of New York, 130 AD2d
872; Coakley v State of New York, 150 Misc 2d 903; People
v Ferrer, 99 AD2d 459; People v McLaughlin, 104 AD2d
829; Ausderau v State of New York, 130 Misc 2d 848, 127
AD2d 980, 69 NY2d 613; Moses v State of New York, 137
Misc 2d 1081; Stevenson v State of New York, 137 Misc 2d
313; Weiss v United States, 95 F Supp 176.)

OPINION OF THE COURT

Bellacosa, J.

() Claimant Ivey was a defendant who had been convicted
after a jury trial of murder and robbery. The Appellate
Division reversed and ordered a new trial, at which
Ivey was acquitted. He then sued the State and won a
judgment under the Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment
Act (Court of Claims Act § 8-b). The Appellate Division
affirmed and this Court granted leave to appeal. We also
affirm, rejecting the State's argument that Ivey is ineligible
to recover under the Act because his criminal conviction
had not been reversed on one of the enumerated grounds
in the proviso clause of section 8-b. We hold that the
limitations of the proviso clause do not deprive claimants
of their day in the Court of Claims where, as here, the
conviction was reversed and was followed by an acquittal
after retrial.

THE CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
In 1976, Ivey was convicted of three counts of murder in
the second degree and two counts of robbery in the first
degree stemming from a late night holdup of a Buffalo gas
station. The Appellate Division concluded that numerous
instances of prosecutorial misconduct deprived Ivey of a
fair trial. The second criminal trial, at which the testimony
of a key new witness supported the inference that another
individual was the culprit, ended in a jury verdict of
acquittal on all charges. Ivey, having been imprisoned for
approximately six years, was then released.

The new witness, Sandra Knight, had telephoned
Ivey's *478  criminal defense attorney with information
possibly helpful to Ivey on the night before summations
were to be made in the first trial. The record discloses
that Ivey's defense counsel informed the trial prosecutor
of Knight's telephone call and sought assistance in
investigating Knight's story. Nothing came of this
eleventh hour overture and defense counsel did not seek

an adjournment or a reopening of the case to call Knight
as a defense witness.

At the second criminal trial, Knight recounted the
activities of her former boyfriend, Donald Brailsford, on
the night of the crimes for which Ivey had been tried and
convicted. Specifically, she testified that Brailsford left
her apartment between 9:00 and 10:00 P.M., phoned her
about 45 minutes later and asked her to bring a change
of clothes, a coat and a hat to his cousin's home, which
faces the side of the gas station where the crimes occurred.
According to Knight, Brailsford was out of breath when
he called her. When she arrived at his cousin's apartment,
Brailsford changed his clothes. He then gave her a pizza
box and the clothes he had been wearing and asked her
to get her car, which he had borrowed. The car was
parked behind the gas station. He told her to put the green
Army jacket that was in the car underneath the back seat.
Knight complied. She added that Brailsford appeared
nervous while they were driving back to her apartment.
Upon entering the apartment, Brailsford shaved off his
moustache, took a gun out of the pizza box and cleaned
it. He asked Knight for a piece of luggage in which he
placed the gun, the clothes he had been wearing earlier that
evening and the Army jacket. He then left the apartment
and returned 5 to 10 minutes later without the luggage.
The jury rendered a verdict of acquittal and Ivey was freed.

THE COURT OF CLAIMS PROCEEDING
In March 1985, Ivey sued the State pursuant to Court of
Claims Act § 8-b seeking damages for unjust conviction
and imprisonment. The Court of Claims denied the
State's motion for summary judgment and dismissal of
the complaint, rejecting the State's argument that a claim
under section 8-b may be maintained only where a
claimant's original conviction is reversed on one of the
grounds specified in the proviso clause of the statute. The
Court of Claims also found, after trial, that Ivey had
proven by clear and convincing evidence that he had not
committed the crimes for which he was originally charged,
*479  tried, convicted and imprisoned. Finally, the court

concluded Ivey had not brought about his own conviction.
In affirming the judgment in favor of Ivey and against the
State, the Appellate Division stated: “[i]t is not necessary
that claimant's conviction has been reversed on one of the
grounds specifically enumerated in section 8-b (3) (b) (ii)
of the Court of Claims Act where, as here, there was a
retrial and an acquittal” (138 AD2d 963).
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ANALYSIS
Section 8-b of the Court of Claims Act was enacted to
provide redress to innocent persons who prove by clear
and convincing evidence that they were unjustly convicted
and imprisoned (Court of Claims Act § 8-b [1]). It states,
in pertinent part, that a claimant may be eligible to seek
relief under this statute when the

“judgment of conviction was reversed or vacated, and
the accusatory instrument dismissed or, if a new trial was
ordered, either he was found not guilty at the new trial or
he was not retried and the accusatory instrument dismissed;
provided that the judgment of conviction was reversed or
vacated, and the accusatory instrument was dismissed, on
any of the [enumerated grounds]” (Court of Claims Act §
8-b [3] [b] [ii] [emphasis added]).

In enacting section 8-b, the Legislature sought to
strike a balance between the goals of compensating
innocent individuals who had been unjustly convicted and
imprisoned, and foreclosing frivolous suits against the
State (1984 Report of NY Law Rev Commn to Governor
on Redress For Innocent Persons Unjustly Convicted and
Subsequently Imprisoned, 1984 NY Legis Doc No. 65,
reprinted in 1984 McKinney's Session Laws of NY, at
2928). This effort was reflected to some extent by the
Legislature's tacking on the proviso clause to section 8-b
(3) (b) (ii). The explicit limitations in the proviso clause
were added despite the absence of a recommendation to
do so by the Law Revision Commission (Report of NY
Law Rev Commn, 1984 McKinney's Session Laws of NY,
at 2928-2930).

As noted by the Law Revision Commission, the
“linchpin” of the statute is innocence (Report of NY Law
Rev Commn, 1984 McKinney's Session Laws of NY, at
2930). Although an acquittal *480  is not, ipso facto,
equivalent to a determination of innocence, generally or
for purposes of this remedial statute (Reed v State of New
York, 78 NY2d 1, 7), it is a useful and relevant indicator of
innocence, just as the grounds enumerated in the proviso
clause are (see, Ferrer v State of New York, 136 Misc
2d 218, 223, affd 136 AD2d 487). Indeed, as noted by
the Court of Claims in Ferrer, even the Law Revision
Commission acknowledged that “none of the grounds for
reversal or vacatur under State law exactly correlate with
innocence” (136 Misc 2d, at 223, supra).

The heart of the State's case, after all, is the proviso clause.
The State argues that the enactment of the proviso clause
after submission of the Law Revision Commission's report
and its location as a trailer to subdivision (3) (b) (ii)
are indicative of the Legislature's intent that the proviso
clause should apply to all avenues of relief, including
where there has been a reversal, retrial and acquittal.
This argument does not survive well- settled statutory
construction analysis and is also not dispositive, standing
alone, in the application of this structurally complicated
statute to this case.

The State acknowledges that its tendered interpretation
requires that we ignore the phrase in the proviso clause,
“and the accusatory instrument [was] dismissed”. That
phrase, contends the State, would otherwise render the
statute internally contradictory and would lead to absurd
results if left operative and if given effect. The State
must simultaneously recognize, however, that splicing the
statute together in its proffered version would transgress
the well-established precept that every part of a statute
is to be given effect and meaning, and no word may be
excised by the courts in such a way as to deprive it of
meaning and effect (see, Sanders v Winship, 57 NY2d 391,
396; Smith v State of New York, 181 AD2d 227; Ferrer v
State of New York, 136 Misc 2d 218, 221, affd 136 AD2d
487, supra; see also, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book
1, Statutes §§ 97, 98 [a]; § 231 [1971]). In essence, the State is
asking the Court to rewrite, not just interpret, the statute.
This we may not do.

The awkward location and punctuation of the proviso
clause contribute to the difficulty of discerning
and understanding its proper and intended meaning.
However, since the clause within the proviso “and the
accusatory instrument [was] dismissed” is set off by
commas, basic rules of grammar and punctuation might
suggest that the proviso requires that both *481  the
reversal and the dismissal be based on one of the grounds
specified in the proviso (see, Tyrrell v Mayor of City
of N. Y., 159 NY 239, 242; McKinney's Cons Laws
of NY, Book 1, Statutes §§ 253, 254). But “dismissal”,
as that important term of art is employed here, is a
technically and theoretically alien notion where a new trial
is ordered and held and results in an acquittal. Plainly
then, the State's proposed re-section of the statutory
parts would excise a substantive clause and render it
meaningless and useless. The State has conceded as much
and, if that were not a high enough hurdle in statutory
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construction, such an approach appears also to clash with
the underlying purpose of the statute-- providing a remedy
for recompense of innocent victims of State prosecutorial
power.

We hold, therefore, that the grounds enumerated in the
proviso do not exclude claimants who have won a reversal
of a conviction and an acquittal after retrial. Thus, there is
not a per se disqualification in such a situation. We note,
correspondingly, that neither is there a per se entitlement
to recovery. Claimants must still prove innocence by clear
and convincing evidence, and that their convictions were
not caused by their own conduct.

We believe that our interpretation is consistent with the
legislative intent of section 8-b (Report of NY Law Rev
Commn, 1984 McKinney's Session Laws of NY, at 2901
et seq.). We draw additional sustenance for our view from
the reasoning of the First and Second Departments on this
issue, as well as that of the Fourth Department, which we
here affirm (see, Ferrer v State of New York, 136 Misc
2d 218, affd 136 AD2d 487, supra; Klemm v State of New
York, 170 AD2d 438; see also, Dozier v State of New York,
134 AD2d 759).

Our holding that the proviso clause does not control
where, as here, there has been a retrial and an acquittal,
renders it unnecessary to address or decide claimant Ivey's
fallback argument that the prosecutorial misconduct
which resulted in reversal of his conviction constituted
the kind of fraud or duress that is within the enumerated
grounds of section 8-b (3) (b) (ii).

() Ivey has also satisfied the remaining requirements of
section 8-b. Notably, evidence presented by Ivey in the
Court of Claims included the “other culprit” testimony
of Knight, Ivey's alibi testimony and the supporting
testimony of his alibi witnesses. Added to that are the
discrepancies between the pretrial descriptions and the
trial testimony of the eyewitnesses, *482  the differences
between Ivey's appearance and the description of the
perpetrator given by the eyewitnesses, and the testimony
of four disinterested witnesses that Ivey had been totally
bald on the day of the crimes, while the perpetrator
was described as having long hair. This record evidence
provides support for the conclusions of the fact- finder

court and the intermediate appellate court that Ivey
did not commit the crimes charged. Thus, the affirmed
findings are beyond our review and cannot be disturbed
by this Court (Humphrey v State of New York, 60 NY2d
742).

() The State's final argument that Ivey caused his original
criminal conviction, due to his attorney's failure to seek an
adjournment or to call Knight as a witness in the first trial,
is unavailing. Claimant Ivey, under the circumstances
of this case, may not be found to have personally
done something which caused the original conviction.
Moreover, this case and record do not rise to the level
of the potentially more difficult situation where the acts
of a claimant may be intertwined with the conduct of
others as the proximate cause of conviction, perhaps
constituting the personal involvement prohibited by the
statute. However, we need not and do not decide that
question.

In sum, we conclude that our interpretation of this
statute is supported by traditional statutory construction
principles, basic rules of statutory organization and
history, and the underlying purposes of the remedial
statute. This approach renders claimant eligible at least
to maintain a claim and to attempt to satisfy the
other relevant requirements. If, as the State urges, the
Legislature intended more restrictive threshold eligibility
requirements for this remedial statute, it failed to
accomplish that goal in this enactment. The State's remedy
in such circumstances is to petition the Legislature with its
concerns for future redress. The present award against the
State is properly rooted in the remedy, as prescribed.

Accordingly, the order of the Appellate Division should
be affirmed, with costs.

Judges Kaye, Titone, Smith and Weiss *  concur; Acting
Chief Judge Simons and Judge Hancock, Jr., taking no
part.
Order affirmed, with costs. *483

Copr. (C) 2019, Secretary of State, State of New York

Footnotes
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Decision

Claimant Alan Newton brings this claim for unjust conviction and imprisonment under section g-b
of the Court of Claims Act. By Decision and Order ðated June 21 ,2011, judge Melvin Schweitzer
granted his motion for summary judgment on liability. A trial on damages waõ conducted on November
28,29 and December 1, 2016. The issues raised at that trial are resolved in this Decision.(r)

This case is complicateg bV the fact that Newton was íncarcerated on two distinct felony
convictions, only one of which has been overturned and is at issue here. The facts underlying
Newton's convictions and exoneration are, briefly, as follows:
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Alan Newton was born in August 1961 (Ct. Ex. 1). On May 28, 1984, he
was arrested for attempted rape of a child and endangering the welfare
of a child. He was convicted of these charges on May 6, lgBS, and
received an indeterminate sentence of 3 Tzloten years in prison.(2)
Although Newton professes his innocence of these charges, they have
never been overturned. I refer to this first set of charges as the EG
Case or (as appropriate)the EG Conviction, using the victim's initials.

On July 11, 1984, Newton was indicted on charges of rape, robbery and
assault (all in the first degree), in relation to an attack on a woman that
took place about 4:00 a.m. in the Bronx, as she left a convenience
store. On May 21, 1985, he was convicted following trial based on
identifications made by the victim and a convenience store clerk,
although the former expressed uncertainty to the prosecutor as to
whether Newton was the assailant, and the clerk failed to identify him at
a pre-trial hearing. No physical evidence was introduced against
Newton. He was sentenced to concurrent terms of eight and one-third
to 25 years for rape and robbery followed by a consecutive term of five
to 15 years on assault, to be served consecutively with the EG
sentence. This case is referred to below as the VJ Charge or
Conviction, or the "Present Conviction."

Following trial, Newton made numerous efforts to obtain the rape kit in the VJ case. After
repeated representations by the City of New York that it could not locate this evidence, the kit was
found in 2005, and two separate DNA tests conducted in November of that year exonerated claimant
(see Neuvfon v State of New York, Claim No. 115443, Motion No. M-78178 [Schweitzer, J., Ct Cl, June
21,20111[DNA test "eliminated" Newton as the source of the DNA]). On July 6, 2006, claimant's
conviction was overturned and the indictment dismissed on the joint motion of defense counsel and
the Bronx County District Attorney. He was released from incarceration the same day.

Newton then brought this suit, and a parallel action against the City of New York and various
individuals in federal court, the latter case raising claims under 42 USC S 1983 and other grounds. A
jury ultimately returned a verdict of $18 million on the section 1983 claim.(3) Judge Shira Scheindlin set
aside the verdict, on the ground that Newton had failed to prove a constitutional violation (Nevvton v
City of New York,784 F Supp 2d 470 [SD NY 20111). That judgment was, in turn, vacated by the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, which reinstated the verdict and remanded the
matter to the trial court (779 F3d 140 Í2d Cir 20151).

On remand, the trial court found the damages to be excessive, and directed Newton to either
accept an award of $12 million (plus post-verdict interest) or submit to a new trial on damages (171 F
Supp 3d 156, 177 ISD NY 2016]). Those damages only covered the last 12 of his 22years of
incarceration, since the parties had stipulated that Newton would have served the full ten years on the
EG Conviction (rd. at 161). ln addition, Newton restricted the damages he was seeking in the federal
suit solely to pain and suffering, foregoing any monetary award by the federaljury for other damages,
including lost earnings and psychological harm (rd. at 161 n 11).

ln the present case, the parties stipulated in advance of trial that time served on the EG
Conviction would have been the flrst six years of his incarceration (see Trial Transcript ("Tr") at 17; Ex.
13). As a result, by agreement of the parties his final sixteen years in prison are attributable to the VJ
Conviction.(4)

At issue in this case are those damages claims that were not addressed in the federal case: non-
pecuniary damages resulting from four years of incarceration (i.e., 22 years minus 12 years
compensated in the federal suit minus six years attributable to the EG conviction under the parties'
stipulation), post-incarceration pain and suffering including psychological damages, attorneys'fees
expended to challenge Newton's conviction, lost wages, lost earning capacity, and future medical
expenses (see Cl. Post-Tr Mem. at 7).

At the outset of trial, I ruled in regard to the EG Conviction that neither the details of the
underlying offense nor any evidence regarding claimant's innocence were relevant to this case.
Rather, the fact that claimant had a felony attempted rape conviction on his record is relevant to his
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damages claims, such as his contentions regarding the degree to which the Present Conviction
reduced his earnings capacity(S) fir at 15).

On his direct case, claimant presented his own testimony and that of several of his family
members. His older brother, Anthony Newton,(6) testified that claimant began part{ime work while in
high school as a teller for the Dime Savings Bank, and continued to work ln this capacig full{ime after
graduating, transferring to Manufacturer's Hanover Trust several years later. He thèn took a
probationary job with New York Telephone ("NW"), where Anthony also worked. Claimant was fired in
1984, following the first arrest in regard to the EG case, notwithstanding that he was initially released
on bail(7) (d. atgO-g1). As a result, he was unemployed at the time of his arrest for the present
Charge (id. at92).

Claimant introduced Anthony's earnings history which as explained below became the basis for
some of his own lost earnings estimates. Anthony acknowledged, though, that his brother was in a
difi-erent position, and he had no idea what claimant earned oi how it cõmpared to his own salary (rd.
gt 96), Claimant's own payroll records indicate that at his bank jobs, he earned between $10,000 ànd
$11,_0_09 a¡¡_u_ally (id. a|264; Fl 8) For 1984, he earned $5,31-B prior to his arrest, based on a satary
of $250 - $300 per week at NYT (Tr a1264-267; Ex. 8).

Anthony described how he visited his brother in prison, which he was able to do frequenfly while
claimant was al.Sing Sing early on in his incarceration, but less so as he was moved farther away from
New York City(8) (d. al69-70). Similar testimony about the difficulty of making visits after claimant was
transferred upstate was given by his niece, Taji Middleton (rd. at 109).

Anthony also gave evidence regarding attorneys'fees he had expended as part of his brothe/s
glorts to prove his innocence, which totaled $5,50Ofor lawyers and $3,300 for an experts (rd. at 63-
66). He said, though, that he had not accepted an offer from his brother to pay him bàck foi these
expenses (id. al97-98). For his part, claimant testified that his brother and móther had paid for an
?!t9|ney and private investigator in 1984 and 1985, and he had not reimbursed these costs (id. at212-
214).

Marva Weston Goodman, claimant's fiancée at the time of his arrests, testified that while they
remained in contact during his imprisonment, she did not visit him once he left the Bronx House oi
Detention, and their romantic relationship ended thereafter(9| ça. nZ-nZ¡.

- Ant!91y slate! that his brother married a woman while in prison, and received frequent visits
fpt ngl,¿. at71-72). Sgme family members and friends stopþed communicating with him, however
(id. a.179). For his part, claimant testified that he had conjugaivisits with his wife ãvery three or four
months for about two years, but theywere disallowed when claimant refused to participate in a sex
qffe$9r program on the ground that he was innocent (rd. at 183, 184). For the säme reason, he was
delie^d the ability to transfer to a facility closer to home, and to participate in certain programming (rd.
at 186-187).

Newton also testified regarding his efforts while in prison to obtain the VJ rape kit. ln 1gBB,
Newtonuras assigned an expert to test the DNA, but no information about the ouicome was conveyed
to him..After filing numerous motions, he secured the assistance of the lnnocence project, which
lo_cated the rape kit, and it was determined that the assailant's DNA did not match Newton's (id. al1S2-
153).

Newton described conditions in prison as cold, dirty, and lacking in privacy (see rd. at 177, 1g7-
188,.190-191 ) He said that he had seen episodes of viólence, including 

'prison-eis 
getting muróered

and having their "head split" (rd. al2O7). He was transferred to variousÍacilities farirom Ñew york City,
where the only visitor he received was his wife (see rd. at 196, 201). He also spent one or two months
in a special housing unit for refusing to give a DNA sample(ío) Qd. at 191-192). Claimant described the
emotional impact of his imprisonment, including the effects of his mother's deáth while he was
incarcerated, as a result of which he was only briefly able to attend the wake, while in shackles and
handcuffs (id. at 155-156). His father also passed away while he was in prison, on St. Croix.(1r)

Ne_wton 9!ve tle follorrving account regarding his educational background: he graduated from
Dewitt Clinton High School in the Bronx. Prior to his incarceration, in thJfive years fällowing his high
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school graduation, Newton did not receive any college credits, which he attributed to a lack of ability to
pay (id. at 283). He testified that he intended to avail himself of NYT's college reimbursement progåm
in the event he secured permanent employment there (rd.). While incarceraled, Newton obtained än
Associate's Degree in 1989, and also took classes towards a Bachelor's Degree (rd. at 214; Ex.3).

_ _ _ 
Following his release, Newton obtained a full scholarship to Medgar Evers College from the CEO

of Moet Hennessy, who saw claimant giving an interview (Tr at226). He graduated wñn a Bachelor's of
9gglç" !n 2008 (Ex. 4). Newton also secured employment at the collegJwith the Btack Mate lnitiative
('BMl) for which he commenced work in August or september 2006, ãt a wage of $19 to $20 per
!.o.u, (Ifqt 23.6,238). Specifically, he provided counseling to students on careõr, legal and other issuesq. el?Sgl. He continued such work for four years, and then in April 2010 began wãrk with BMt at
CUNY as a research associate involved in the distribution of grant money @l at 2gB, 240).ln his new
position, his work was restricted to 19 hours with no benefits(r2) Qd. a|241). He held that job through
the end of June 2016, when he took a leave of absence that was ongoing át the time of trial, to
address medical issues involving his son, who was born after his release(r3) (id. at 137,242,2s3).

Newton's tax relurns show income (in terms of wages, salary and tips) ranging from $25,0g5 in
2007 lo $34,799 in 2011 (Ex. 6). ln 2014 and 2015, the most recent yeari tbr wñ¡cÈ retums were
submitted, his income was $29,640 and $2g,G10 respectivety(ra) 1ø¡.

Newton stated that he has exp,lored other job prospects over the years, including an offer from
Verizon, an{the presence of the EG conviction on his record had not þroven to be a 

-hindrance 
to his

job search (Tr at 291-293).

Claimant testified that his incarceration had left him anxious, as well as "leery" and "skeptical" of
others-issues he has discussed with mental health professionals (ld. at 244,25Oi. Between 2OlO and
2015 he lacked health insurance, and as a result he sought assistance from Lehman College
Professor and social worker Carl Mazza, as well as lnnoóence Project counselor Karen Woìt 1ø. at
24.5,.256.')..1n regard_to Mazza, Newton said they both worked for CUNY and had a "professional
relationship" (id. a|246,248). Mazza did not charge him for their discussions, which concerned
"everything under the sun" (id. at2a$.

Claimant also presented the testimony of three expert witnesses.

Dr. Steven Simring, certified as an expert in psychiatry spoke to his psychiatric evaluation of Mr.
Nevvton, and his assessment of the emotional damages claimant had sufferéd as a result of his
wrongful incarceration. The evaluation was based in part on psychological testing performed by Dr.
Charles Hasson, whose report was entered into evidence (Tr aÍgzl; Èx. 1z). Haédon found, básed on
a 2009 evaluation, that claimant had "persistent and serious psychological deficits" which were "a
direct result of his 22 years of incarceration" (Ex. 17 at 12). Spebifically, he found Newton suffered
from "Major Depression" and "PTSD symptoms" (ld. at 13).

According to Dr. Simring, Hasson's testing showed that claimant experienced anxiety under
stress, and believed others looked down on him (Tr at 333-334). He stated that Newton meets the
criteria for dysthymic disorder, otherwise known as "persistent ilepressive disorder," involving
significant but not "major" (i.e. suicidal or disabling) depression, which he attributed to claimãnt's
incarceration (td at 347,351). To address this condition, Simring opined that Newton should attend
lh_erqpy sessions once a week for at least four or five years, at ã cost of about $400 per sessíon (id. al
350-351).

On cross-examination, Dr. Simring acknowledged that feelings of separation from family
members are "probably more severe at the beginnt]1g' of a prisonér's incarceration, and Newton ,'got
used to it" over time (td..at 389). And while he testified that prison time hardened those incarceratõd,
he declined to say that this would take more than six years, the time attributed under the parties
stipulation to the EG conviction(î5) (rd. at 338).

ln addition, Newton presented two experts to address his economic damages.

Edmond Provder was qualified as an expert in rehabilitation counseling and employability. Based
on his document review and interviews and evaluation of Newton's skills anã history he'found that
absent the conviction he would have obtained a Bachelor's Degree in 1991 and haá.the earnings
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capacity of a college graduate ($64,150); and then would have earned a Master's degree in 1995, and
had the concomitant earnings capacity of $77,865 (Tr at487; Ex. 15 at 15). He also found that Newton
could have returned to work at NYT, and that his brotherAnthony's salary and benefits during his NYT
career provide a reasonable estimate for the amount he would have earned there.

Provder stated that he had considered the EG Conviction in reaching this assessment, but
ultimately found it had no impact since Newton "could have gotten work" in any case because (1) he in
fact obtained employment; and (2) "the laws have just steadily changed regarding the impact of a
conviction on somebody's ability to seek employment" (Tr at 491). Provder noted specifically that 18
states had enacted "ban the box" laws limiting inquiry into convictions during the employment process,
and that the New York Post had reported recently on the hiring of felons by the New York City Fire
Department (id. a|492-493). He acknowledged that he did not use any study on the impact of such
convictions in performing his analysis (rd. at 539, 547). Moreover, he admitted in subsequent testimony
that an individual's felony conviction would have a "significant effect on his ability to reenter the labor
market" (id. at 539). lndeed, in his report, Provder concluded that "Mr. Newton's employment
opportunities will be limited due to his incarceration and conviction"--apparently a reference to the
continuing impact of the VJ Conviction (Ex. 15 at 15).

Provder premised his analysis on an understanding of certain facts, some of which he
acknowledged on cross-examination to be inaccurate. For example, he was told by Newton that he
had received "good grades" in high school, but on a review of the transcript agreed this was not the
s¿ss(16) [r at 510). And although he knew at the time of his analysis that Newton had left his NYT job,
he did not know that he had been fired (td. at 513). He also agreed that while Newton had told him that
he intended to obtain a college degree, there was no objective evidence of steps he had taken towards
this goal prior to his incarceration, such as taking relevant examinations or obtaining college credits (Tr
at 510-511).

ln regard to Newton's termination by NYT, Provder testified that it "doesn't mean anything
regarding his employability,'since the key fact evidenced by his employment there was that he was
able to do the job (td al.527). He acknowledged that claimant and his brotherAnthony were doing
different jobs before the former's arrest, with Anthony a higher paid technician and Alan in customer
service (ld. at 532). Nevertheless, he concluded that "in the long run" their earnings would be the same
(td. at 532-533).

Dr. Gary Crakes, a professor of economics emeritus at Southern Connecticut University gave
testimony regarding Newton's loss of earning capacity due to his wrongful incarceration. Crakes'
analysis was broken down into two periods: from June 28, 1990 through July 6, 2006 (i.e., the income
lost during the time of Newton's incarceration attributable to the VJ Conviction), and from July 7,2006
until the time Newton reaches the age of 65 (i.e., post-incarceration earnings). He made his
calculations based on the three scenarios presented by Provder: Newton's "continued" employment
with NYT;(17) his receipt of a Bachelor's Degree in July 1991; and his receipt of a Master's Degree in
July 1995 (Ex. 16 at 3).

For the first scenario, Crakes totaled up Newton's earnings over the time of claimant's
incarceration on the basis of his brothe/s NYT experience, and determined under this approach that
his damages were $999,053 (rd- at 409).

For the other two scenarios, Crakes used US Census/Bureau of Labor Statistics ("BLS') data for
earnings of individuals of the same age and gender with comparable degrees (rd. at 406-408). The
data did not reflect any other variables; for example, it was not occupation specific (id. a|444). He
tabulated the median values for each year under the census data, and arrived at a total of $761,756
(td. at 411; Ex. 16A at 4). A comparable calculation for the Masteds Degree case yielded damages of
$Z6o,ss1(r8) 1ex. toR at +¡.

To each of these scenarios, he added 10o/o for fringe benefits, for final results as follows (see id.):

.NYT Scenario: $1,098,958

.Bachelor's Scenario: $837,932

.Master's Scenario: $836,606
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. For Newton's post-release earnings, there was no data for Anthony Newton (who had retired),
?!q_so C¡afes produced estimates only for the last two scenarios, using census däta for the 2006-
2Oisperiod, and adding a 3lzTo grovtlh factor for the years thereafter, -based 

on historical trends (Tr
at_415417). He then subtracted Newton's actual earnings for 2006 through 2016, and used claimânt,s
2016 earnings rate of $31.O38 pï_aryìum as the basetine for the years after, again adjusting for a
3.5% annual growth rate (rd. at 416; Ex. 164 at 4). Under these càlcutations, Ciates föund iuture
economic losses under the Bachelor's scenario to be $1,048,954, and under the Maste/s scenario to
be $1 ,446,573 (id.; Tr at 416).

. Crakes produced hìs. analysis in reliance on Provde/s vocational assessment and report. Thus,
he expressed no view of the lmpact of Newton's outstanding attempted rape conviction, and said thát
any analysis in this regard fell outside the qualifications of ah economist (ir at 421). lndeed, he was
unaware that claimant had been terminated by NYT following his arrest (rd. at 432i. Sim¡larly, he had
no view on whether or not claimant would have obtained a Bãchelor's orMaster's âegree Oy ine dates
set forth in his analysis - and was unaware of the extent of Newton's pre-arrest educãtion, relying on
Provder for these assumptions as well (see rd. at 430-431 ,441). Moreover, although provóer ' -
determined that the primary vocation for Newton before his arrest was as a custorñer service
representative, Crakes did not take that into account in assessing the salary he would earn, using
instead median numbers for males of similar age with comparable degrees'(rd. at 447-448)

For its part, the State presented the expert testimony of forensic economist Matthew McCabe. He
evaluated the damages incurred by Newton as a result of his loss of earning capacig based on three
scenarios, each comparing Newton's actual incarceration to a situation undér which 

-he 
was released

from prison on June 1, 1991 (notJune 1990, as the parties in fact stipulated) (see Tr at571) . Under
the first scenario, he would have been released with only a high school d¡pldma; under the éecond, he
would have been refeased with an Associate's Degree; and uñder the thirb he would have obtaineá a
Fgç|"!q/_" Degree by 1 993. He calculated damagès for these scenarios at $1SS,013, $236,536, and
$356,403 respectively (Ex. G). He indicated, though, that he believed the prospect that Newton would
have obtained a Bachelor's Degree on that schedule was overly speculative, and he would not have
used this measure in a,glessing damages except that he was aêkèd by counsel to make this
calculation (id. at 583-584).

These calculations were based on the total income McCabe concluded that claimant would have
earned, net of his actual earnings (id. at 567), calculated using census tables for an individual of
comparable age and.education, and adjusted over time for inflation (id. at56g-S70). To determine the
impact afelonyconviction would have on income, he reviewed two studies: one by pEW Research
and one by "Holzer," the latter itself a survey of 13 other studies (Tr at 612). On thê basis of this
literature, McCabe made two.further 

^adjustments: ag.5o/o downward adjusiment to reflect the impact of
incarceration on salaries, and a 59.69% reduction based on unemployment rates for those who have
served time in p|gon (id. at571-572). McCabe also declined to caiculate damages from Newton's
earnings after 2008 when he obtained his Bachelor's Degree. After that point, ù'cCabe opined, any
deviation from the average individualwith a Bachelor's Dègree "reflects'his own work chòices;11d. at
591). Finally, McCabe rejected Crake's calculation of damãges based on a work expectancy of àge 65,
since average wgrk life. is.through çrge 59 % for individuals with an Associate's Degiee, anO OZ toî
someone with a Bachelo/s (id. at 592-593).

McCabe stated that using the same census tables as Crakes, he was unable to obtain the same
results, coming several hundred thousand dollars s¡srt(r9) Qd. a1582). He further rejected the notion
that an economist could not make such an evaluation, absent reliance on a vocationãl expert (id. at
585).

On cross-examination, McCabe acknowledged that he had erroneously began to calculate the
damages assessment from 

-June 1991, not June 1990 as the parties had stiþula6d, resulting in an
under-estimate of between $9,000 and $16,000 depending on the scenario irsed (Ti at 602-õ03).

Discussion

ln an unjust conviction claim, the Court-mu^stgrant such damages as will "fairly and reasonably
compensate" the claimant (Court of Claims Act $ 8-b [6]). The amount of such damâges is determi¡íed
under "traditional tort and other common-law principles'¡ (Gristwood v Sfafe of New iork, 11rg AD3d
1414,1417 [4th Dept 2014] [citation omitted]). Damages may cover not onty those suffered between
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conviction and release from incarceration, but also "any subsequent or continuing damages shown to
have proximately resulted from the conviction and imprisonment" (id. [citation and internãl quotation
marks omittedl). They may encompass such elements as lost wages, psychological problems, and
pain and suffering, provided claimant can demonstrate that such were caused by the wrongful
conviction (see Johnson v State of New York, 155 Misc 2d 537 [Ct Ct, 19921).

Before I consider the various bases for damages advanced by Newton, I must consider two
preliminary issues: the State's objection that the damages sought by claimant are duplicative of what
he has already obtained through the federal court action; and claimant's arguments regarding his
innocence on the EG Charge (claimant's earlier conviction that has not been overturned).

A section 8-b action is governed by the principle that "a claimant may not obtain a double
recovery for the same injuries and damages" (Carfer v State of New York, 139 Misc 2d 423, 427 [Ct Cl,
1988], affd 154 AD2d 64212d Dept 19891). Where, as here, there has been a prior suit in another
forum also seeking relief arising out of the same conviction, the key question to be resolved is whether
the earlier action "encompass[ed] damages of the type and for the period covered by Court of Claims
Act $ 8-b' (id. úa3).

ln this case, the scope of the federal action is clear: in that case, Newton sought only non-
pecuniary damages for the last twelve years of his imprisonment. Here, claimant seeks to recover
such damages for the four-year period that stretches between the conclusion of time served on the EG
conviction as stipulated by the parties and the time covered by the federal award; lost wages; post-
incarceration psychological harm and the costs of treatment; and fees expended on his efforts at post-
conviction relief. None of these were sought in the federal action, and thus they were not part of the
jury's award. Provided each of these is proven to a "reasonable probability," claimant may recover
them notwithstanding that he secured a judgment for a different set of harms arising out of his
conviction in federal court (see e.g. Gonzalez v State of New York,2009 WL 10662892 [Ct Cl, 2009]
[allowing damages claim for lost wages notwithstanding claimant's receipt of settlement in parallel
action against New York City, where claimant had his lost wages claim voluntarily dismissedl).

Carter is not to the contrary. ln that case, the trial court found a section 8-b claimant suffered only
$240,000 in damages, and after parsing a $450,000 federal civil rights settlement to determine how
much thereof reflected damages not at issue before the Court of Claims, held that claimant had
already received more than the amount he was entitled to for the same damages found by this Court.
ln upholding this verdict on appeal, the Appellate Division ruled that the bar against double recoveries
applies whenever a claimant "has already been compensated for all of his injuries resulting from his
unjust conviction and imprisonment, and has demonstrated no additional compensable damages upon
a trial of his claim" (154 AD2d al.644). But that is not the case here, since the injuries for which
claimant now seeks redress were not at issue in the federal court action.(20)

As to Newton's first "EG" conviction, in his post-trial submission claimant argues vociferously that
he is innocent of that crime as well (see e.g. Cl. Mem. at 4 ["Although Mr. Newton continues to claim
that he was/is innocent of this first conviction as well, the NYPD's loss of biological evidence in this
first case . . . thwarted his attempt to obtain exoneration . . . ."1; id. al5 ["ln sum, by the end of June,
1984, Mr. Newton had been indicted for, and then convicted of, two separate sexual assaults that he
had not committed"l).

The validity of the EG Conviction, however, is not before me. That conviction has never been
overturned, I have no power to grant such relief in this case, and the issue was not (and could not
have been) litigated at trial. As a result, for purposes of this decision, I can make no determination on
claimant's innocence on the EG Charge, and must take it as a given that he would have served the
stipulated six years for that conviction.

With these matters established, I proceed to consider each of Newton's damages claims.

Non-pecuniary damages consist of such elements as loss of reputation, mental anguish and
"above all, the loss of liberty" (Hanis v Sfafe of New York,38 AD3d 144, 153-154 t2d Dept 2007]; see
also Gristwood,119 AD3d a|1417 [non-pecuniary damages compensate for "grievous suffering,
mental anguish, loss of liberty, degradation, loss of reputation, humiliation and other injuries"l). There
is no set formula for the amount of such damages, which vary depending on the particular
circumstances of each individual's wrongful incarceration and imprisonment. Nevertheless, it is
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appropriate to look atcomparable cases, ¡lnd to !Înd in them guideposts as to the general range within
which d.amages may fall (see Baba-Aliv State of New York,14 Midc 3d 576, S95 þt Ct, 2OO9i
[surveying ye(icts and settlements, although declining to apply a per year formulä]; Jackson v State ot
New York, UID No. 2009-038-105 [Ct Cl, DeBow, J., Dec. Zl,2OOq ["lt is proper for a court to look at
other similar cases to determine what would be a reasonable award'; in as'sessing damages for loss of
libertyl).

The highest section 8-b award upheld by the Court of Appeals was in Baba-Ati, where the Court
found $466,000 per year proper (19 NY3d 627 [2012]).(2r) Other relativety recent cases have
approved lesser dam_ages findings, but which are in the same general bailpark (see Gr.sfwood,11g
fo_s! at 111q L$300,000_pe¡ year non-pecuniary damages for ñine yearsl; Jones v Sfafe of New york,
UID No. 2009-014-051 [Ct Cl, Nadel, J, Aug. 19, 2009] [$2SO,OO0 pêr yeár non-pecuniary damages
over four years of incarcerationl; Gonzalez, supra [$273,000 per year ior 5.5 yeärs of iniarceration]).
The.State argues that these cases reflect more traumatic encouniers with the prison system. While'
this is certainly true of Baba-Ali, whose wrongful conviction for sexual assault ü fris Oaugfrter led to his
permanent estrangement from the child, defendant's bases for distinguishing the other cãses are less
persuasive. As a general matter, the holding of an individual against ñis or her will in prison for a crime
he did not commit imposes an almost unimaginable fate, and fgenerally do not thinkihat the fine
distinctions the State seeks to draw between Newton's conditioñs of coirfinement and those in the
decisions cited above are particularly helpful in assessing the appropriate dollar amount. While those
cases present certain factors not present here, others (such as claimant's witnessing of acts of
extreme violence, and the extraordinary feeling of despaír that must have accompan-ied the frustration
of his continuing efforts to seek the physical evidence he knew would exonerate irim)weigh in favor of
a significant award.

.After rwiewing the jud_gments in other comparable conviction cases, and considering the
conditions of Newton's confinement as he credibly described them in his testimony, I find ãn award of
$300,000 per year for four years is appropriate, fõr a total of $1.2 million in non-pécuniary damages.

I recognize that this results in a significantly difierent calculation of the annual amount to which
claimant is entitled from that awarded by the federaljury for non-pecuniary harms. But I am not bound
by that jury's decision in this regard, and the disparity in any case simply ieflects the fact that jury
awards in federal civil rights cases involving wrongful confinement have in general been far ¡n eicess
9t_$o-s9_a¡v.a¡{9d 9V the Court of Claims (compare Limone v united SfafesãfÁmerica,497 F Supp 2d
143,243-244 [D Mags 20071[surveying recent section 1983 verdicts, and finding "wrongfully
imprisoned plaintiffs" were awarded "at least $1 million per year of imprisonm enl"1, with-Baba-Ati,24
Misc 3d at 594 n7 [extensive survey of all section 8-b verdicts and seitlements to that point; many cited
awards do not give a-per year value, but highest verdict listed is $1.5 million in non-pe'cuniary
damagesl). ln light of the amorphous nature of the task vested in the Court in such instanceé -todetermine what compensates the "pain and suffering" of being held improperly in a prison cell-there is
no "right" answer to a damages inquiry. I look to appellate and trial court rulings in relatively
comparable cases for guidance, and find that those decided under section 8-b provide a mbre
appropriate benchmark than federal jury awards.

As to claimant's lost earnings, such must be shown by a "reasonable certainty" (Baba-Ati,1g
NY3d at 641). claimant's experts have failed to meet that ðtandard here.

There are a number of deficiencies in the analysis presented by Newton's experts, which
preclude the Court from accepting their estimates of lost earnings. First, they presume Newton's salary
would reflect median census figures, notwithstanding that he hal a conviction for attempted rape of a
child. That strains all logic, and claimant presented no evidence which would support such a quixotic
contention.(22) While Provder testified that the legal regime governing ex-offenders is in flux, that is a
fqr-grY from saying that a conviction of this nature wouid havé no imfact on earnings. lndeed, the law
of New York bars consideration of prior criminal convictions in employment excepf-where theie is a
"direct relationship'' between the criminal offense and employment, oi such empioyment "would involve
an unreasonable risk to property or to the safety or welfare of specific individuâls ór the general public',
(23) 

lsee Correction Law $752). While this statute sets significant limits on the consideration of a
criminal record in employment decisions, it hardly demonstrates that claimant's record would have no
impact on his job options.
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ln contrast, I found the conclusion of defendant's expert that those with a felony record earn lower
average salaries and have higher rates of unemployment to be far more credible, and based on
specific research which he cited.

Further, claimant's estimates are based on assumptions that are at odds with the record. Under
two of the scenarios introduced by Provder and Crakes, Newton would have obtained his Bachelo/s
degree by 1991 , and his Master's by 1995. But by stipulation of the parties, claimant would have been
in prison through June 1990 even had he never been convicted for the crime at issue. There is nothing
in the record to show that he had made substantial progress from an Associate's to a Bachelor's
Degree by that point, and in fact he did not achieve the latter until 2008 - and then with the assistance
of an individual who financed his education because of his wrongful conviction. Newton has no
Maste/s at present, and I see no basis for the experts' assumption that he would have obtained one
by 1995. Moreover, there is no evidence in the record that claimant took any steps towards an
undergraduate degree (such as taking the requisite examinations) before he went to prison, and he
testified that he could not afford to pay for college, even before he lost his job and was convicted in the
EG case.

As to the estimate premised on Anthony Newton's earnings at NYT, this is simply baseless.
Claimant was fired from his job at NYT, and the record is devoid of proof that he would have been
rehired upon his release from incarceration on the EG Conviction, and there are no grounds for
believing that if that occurred, he would have received his brother's position and salary (see Jackson,
supra [rejecting lost wages claim based on return to prior employe¡ when "there was no evidence
adduced at trial that [his prior employers]were willing or able to employ claimant during the period of
time that he was wrongfully confined"l).

Finally, claimant contends the estimates of his experts are premised on "an actual vocational
interview and testing" (Tr at 629). But his economic analysis bears little connection to this description,
since it was based entirely on the median earnings of males with comparable degrees (see gx. 'iOR at
3). Even without the significant problems listed above, the experts' findings simply lacks the specificity
required under the reasonable certainty test. I therefore decline to adopt those findings in regard to lo-st
wages.

But that does not end the inquiry. I have before me the testimony of defendant's expert, who
concedes that Newton would have been damaged under certain scenarios, including his receipt of a
high school diploma or Associate's degree prior to his release from incarceration, which did in fact
come to pass. While claimant challenges Dr. McCabe's methodology and qualifications, I do not see
why an economist lacked the credentials to estimate the wages Newton could have received, or the
statistical impact thereon of prior convictions.(2a) Since the expert testimony proffered by the State
conceded that claimant has suffered harm from his incarceration, it is appropriate to use that as a floor
on damages (see Franio Transp. v B & K Fleet 9eru., 226 ADzd 674 l2d Dept 19961 ffinding damages
established by testim_ony of defendant's expertl). ln any case, I find Crake's testimony to be sufficiènfly
certain, as it adjusts for the effects of claimant's incarceration, in calculating his lost wages.

Since claimant in fact obtained an Associate's Degree - and did not secure a Bachelor's Degree
by the time assumed in McCabe's forecast - I hold that the damages forecast under that scenario are
lhe proper measure. Moreover, McCabe acknowledged that an upward adjustment of $9,000 to
$16,000 must be made to reflect the proper time period of incarceration urider the parties' stipulation.
Rounding, I therefore award $250,000 ($236,536 under McCabe's Associate's Degree scenario
adjusted for the additional year) for lost earnings.

Newton's claims for psychological harm and for the costs of therapies to address it are
confounded by the failure of claimant's lay testimony and expert reports to provide any basis for
segregating the damages he suffered from the EG Conviction from those attributable to the VJ
Conviction (cf. Jackson, supra [awarding section 8-b damages for psychological harm on the basis of
testimony that prior to his return to prison, claimant had "put [earlier traumas] behind him, and was
able to function," and so the damages he suffered were caused solely by the wrongful convictionl).
lndeed, claimant's experts do not appear to have attempted any such distinction (sée e.g. Ex. 1l-át+
["] asked Mr Newton to discuss the effects of his incarceration for more than 20 years foi a crime which
he did.not gommit"l [emphasis added]). As an example, claimant presented significant testimony
regarding the guilt felt by Newton about the death of his mothet and the heartãche caused by hìs
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inability to be present at her funeral (see rd. at 2). But that took place during the period he would have
been incarcerated in any case under the parties' stipulation.

For the same reason, I decline to award Newton damages for the costs of future psychotherapy.
Although Dr. Simring testified that such would aid claimant in his struggles with depressión, he O¡O n'ot
say that this condition resulted from the increased prison time Newtoñ served due to his current
offense, rather than from his initial period of incarceration due to the EG Conviction.

ln regard to attorneys'fees expended by claimant in overturning his conviction, I find that even if
such are recoverable in an 8-b case, Newton has not demonstrated his entitlement to this relief here.
The only testimony in regard to these expenditures comes from Anthony Newton, who stated that he
laid out the cost of one of his brothe/s lawyers and an expert. But there is no evidence that Newton
agreed to, or did in fact, repay those costs (see Tr at 97-98; 212-214). As a result, he cannot show he
was damaged in this regard.

ln sum, claimant is entitled to non-pecuniary damages of $1.2 million for the four years of
incarceration not covered by the federal suit, and $250,000 for lost future earnings, foia total of $1.4S
million, plus statutory interest from the date liability was found on summary judgment (June 21 ,2011).

claimant may recover his filing fee, pursuant to court of claims Act $ 11-a(2).

Let judgment be entered accordingly.

November 2,2017
Albany, New York

DAVID A. WEINSTEIN
Judge of the Court of Claims

1,_The delay between liability and the damages proceeding is attributable, in substantial part, to an
effective stay in the proceedings agreed to by the parties during the pendency of an appeal of a ruling
overturning the jury verdict in Newton's federal suit before the US Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit. The federal proceeding is discussed in more detail infra.

2. A one-year sentence on the endangerment of a child charge was to be served concurrently.

3. The jury also awarded a total of $592,500 against two individual defendants for intentional infliction
of emotional distress. That award was overturned by the trial court as well, a determination that was
not challenged on appeal.

4. There was some dispute about this at trial, as the State argued that the time claimant had spent in
pre-trial detention should not be part of the six years, which would have resulted in a shorter p.eriod
attributable solely to VJ Conviction. But the stipulation specifically states that these proceedings are
based on sixteen years of incarceration for the Present Conviction, and so the partiés ultimateìy
ggçed that the sentence at issue should be held to have commenced on June 28, 1990 (Ex. 1-3; Tr at
525).

5. Since claimant raises arguments regarding the validity of the EG Conviction in his post-trial
submission, I address this matter further below.

6. All references in this Decision and Order to "Newton" refer to claimant, not to his brother.

7. Newton testified that he was fired for missing workdays while initially in custody because of the
arrest (Tr at 268).

8. An account of the facilities where Newton resided is set forth in the report of the claimant's
psychological expert Charles Hasson, although it is at odds with this testimony, since it does not
referelce S!¡O Sing. The report states, based on Newton's account, that he was initially incarcerated
at the Fishkill and Great Meadows Reception Centers, and then at the following correciional facilities:
Auburn, Greenhaven, Elmira, Clinton, and Attica, followed by others not listed (ex. tZ at a¡.
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9. She stated that it became difücult to visit him, as she had become a corrections officer (id. at 122).

10. Newton testified that he was afraid his sample would wind up in the rape kit. He ultimately relented,
and was released from SHU (fd. at192l.

11. Newton's father left the family home while claimant was nine or ten years old. Claimant said that
never saw him in person as an adult, although he spoke with him frequently (id. at 1SB-160).

!? ]l]" precise hourly rate he received is not clear from the record. His most recent pay stub for July
2016lists a.n hourly rate of $30 per hour, but stubs from 2007 list a rate of between $4&and 60 per '
hour (Ex. 7).

13, Tle marriage Newton entered into while incarcerated ultimately dissolved, and he currenfly lives
with his son and his son's mother.

14. His social security egTln_gg ranged from 920,871 in 2010 to $36,793 in 2009, with most years
falling in the $25,000-to $26,0-'00 rañge (see Ex. á).

15. The relevant exchange was as follows:

"Q: So is it your opinion with a reasonable degree of medical certainty that a person serving a smaller
sentence, s_ay, three to six years, will become less hardened than someone who has served a prison
sentence ot22years?

A: Well, six is pretty long. You're in a middle ground there. Let me say that somebody who has served
four months is a different kind of individualthan someone who has served ten or trlrehty years . . . .

Now where that shifts, I can't tell you exactly, but I can tell you there is a vast amount of iiterature . . . ."
(Tr at 337-339).

16. Newton's transcript indicates that he had a 70 Grade Point Average (Ex. 2).

17.

The reference to "continued" employment appears to indicate that claimant was employed by NYT at
the time of the Present Charge, although in fact he had by that point already been fired.

18. The lower number for the Maste/s estimate is presumably due to the fact that his employment
would have started four years later.

19. McCabe said that he was unable to locate a table listing median income of all males, which Dr.
Crakes indicated he had used. lnstead, he used age-mean income (Tr at 582-583). Following trial,
claimant submitted the census data used by Crakes in his calculation. I do not address this iõsue,
since I find that the methodology used by Crakes and Provder did not establish Newton's lost earnings
by a reasonable certainty, and thus decline to accept their testimony regardless of the underlying datã
used.

20. This is not a case where defendant raises a res judicata defense, in which the relevant question is
whether a claim could hau^e p99n lroughf in the federal suit (see Seavey v James Kendrick'Trucking,4
AD3d 119, 120 [1st Dept 2004]). The issue is only whether claimant has been compensated for the-
harms at issue here. The federal court's rulings make clear that he has not been.

21. Defendant calculates the amount of Baba-Ali's non-pecuniary damages at $344,000 per year,
based on $1 million over 2.9 years of incarceration (see Def. Poðt-Tr. Mem. at 12; see 1Si Ny3d at 640
[letting stand Appellate Division's reduction of non-pecuniary damage award to $1 million]). But
according to the trial court decision in that case, Baba-Ali served 783 days in prison, or 2.145 years
(see 24 Misc 3d a|577). On this basis, the rounded damages calculation comes to $466,000 þer year.

22. Nor, as a side note, did the experts seek to explain why the median and not the mean is the
appropriate measure.

23. New York City recently enacted the legislation which places further restrictions on consideration of
an individual's past convictions in hiring decisions (Local Law No. 63 t20151). That statute was not in
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effect for most of the time at issue, and in any case the entire issue was left unaddressed by claimant's
experts except in an anecdotal manner.

24. Claimant's economist essentially functioned as an adding machine, totaling up numbers in
complete reliance on Provder's findings. But I do not see why an economist wño studies the labor
market cannot perform the kind of analysis carried about by Crakes. True, there are certain
calculations (such as matching job skills to lines of work) that would fall outside his ken. But given that
the expert findings proffered by both claimant were simply based on overall census data, I fin¿ no
reason why adjustments to that data were solely within the province of a rehabilitation expert. ln any
case, the point here is that claimant did not meet his burden of showing reasonably certain numberä,
and he is left therefore with the findings of defendant's expert, or with nothing. Given that Newton
clearly lost earnings during his incarceration, I find that adopting the former ié the appropriate result.
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

,   

 

                                                   Claimant,   Claim No.:  

 

  -against- 

 

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,  CLAIMANT’S DEMAND FOR 

        VERIFIED BILL OF 

        PARTICULARS 

 

                                                   Defendants. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

COUNSELORS: 

 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Claimant, by his attorneys, COHEN & FITCH, 

LLP, demands that a VERIFIED BILL OF PARTICULARS be filed and served within forty 

five (45) days setting forth in detail specifically the following: 

1. State the specific act or acts of culpable conduct of Claimant and/or others, which 

Defendant claims brought about or caused the Claimant’s injuries as alleged in 

Defendant’s First and Fifth Affirmative Defenses. 

2. State the specific act of acts of culpable conduct which are within the sovereign for 

which liability was not waived by Section 8 of the Court of Claims Act and for which 

the doctrine of sovereign immunity is invoked as alleged in Defendant’s Second 

Affirmative Defense. 

3. State the specific facts that Defendant relies on in formulating the belief that claimant 

is unlikely to success at trial as alleged in Defendant’s Third Affirmative Defense. 

4. State the specific facts that Defendant relies on in formulating the belief that claimant 

has failed to establish by documentary evidence that: (a) he has been convicted of one 

or more felonies or misdemeanors against the state and subsequently sentenced to a 
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term of imprisonment, and has served all or any part of the sentence; and (b)(i) he has 

been pardoned upon the ground of innocence of the crime or crimes for which he was 

sentenced and which are the grounds for the complaint; or (ii) his judgment of 

conviction was reversed or vacated, and the accusatory instrument dismissed or, if a 

new trial was ordered, either he was found not guilty at the new trial or he was not 

retried and the accusatory instrument dismissed; provided that the judgment of 

conviction was reversed or vacated, and the accusatory instrument was dismissed, on 

any of the following grounds: (A) paragraph (a), (b), (c), (e) or (g) of subdivision one 

of section 440.10 of the criminal procedure law; or (B) subdivision one (where based 

upon grounds set forth in item (A) hereof), two, three (where the count dismissed was 

the sole basis for the imprisonment complained of) or five of section 470.20 of the 

criminal procedure law; or (C) comparable provisions of the former code of criminal 

procedure or subsequent law; or (D) the statute, or application thereof, on which the 

accusatory instrument was based violated the constitution of the United States or the 

State of New York as alleged in Defendant’s Fourth Affirmative Defense.  

5. State the justification, probable and reasonable cause the Defendant police officers had 

to arrest search and seize the person of the Claimant. 

Dated:  New York, New York  

  October 24, 2017 

 

 

       Yours, etc. 

 

       _______/S__________________ 

       JOSHUA FITCH 

        GERALD COHEN 

       ILYSSA FUCHS 

       COHEN & FITCH LLP 

        Attorneys for Claimant 
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        233 Broadway, Suite 1800 

        New York, N.Y. 10279  

        (212) 374-9115 

       jfitch@cohenfitch.com 

       gcohen@cohenfitch.com 

       ifuchs@cohenfitch.com 

 

        

 

To:  ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 

 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS  

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

,   

 

                                                   Claimant,   Claim No.:  

 

  -against- 

        CLAIMANT’S DEMAND FOR 

DISCOVERY AND 

 INSPECTION 

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,  

       

                                                   Defendants. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

COUNSELORS:  

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to CPLR 3101(a) and (g), the Claimant 

demands that you furnish the following information with forty five (45) days after the receipt 

hereof: 

1. State the name or names of all police officers who responded to the vicinity of the 

incident on or about  at approximately  p.m. in the vicinity of  

 Bronx, New York, who as members of the New York City Police 

Department (“NYPD”) acted in the scope of their employment. 

2. State the name or names of all police officers who was/were in anyway involved in 

investigating and/or participated in Claimant’s arrest on , who as 

members of the New York City Police Department (“NYPD”) acted in the scope of 

their employment. 

3. Provide a copy of or make available for inspection and copying any and all written 

reports of the incidents that occurred on or about  at approximately  

p.m. in the vicinity of . Bronx, New York, which involved the 
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Claimant, , and which were prepared in the regular course of 

business or practice of any person, police officer or entity, which was employed by or 

associated with the NYPD.  

4. Provide a copy of or make available for inspection and copying any and all written 

reports of the arrest of Claimant,  that occurred on or about  

 at approximately  p.m. in the vicinity of  , Bronx, 

New York, which involved the Claimant, , and which were prepared 

in the regular course of business or practice of any person, police officer or entity, 

which was employed by or associated with the NYPD.  

5. Provide a copy of or make available for inspection and copying of any and all property 

vouchered as evidence from Claimant as a result of the incident that occurred on or 

about  at approximately  p.m. in the vicinity of . 

Bronx, New York and/or Claimant’s arrest which occurred on or about  at 

approximately  p.m. in the vicinity of   Bronx, New York. 

6. Provide a copy of or make available for inspection and copying the complete District 

Attorney’s File from the Bronx County District Attorney’s office related to the 

incident that occurred on or about  at approximately  p.m. in the 

vicinity of  Bronx, New York and/or Claimant’s arrest which occurred 

on or about  at approximately  p.m. in the vicinity of   

 Bronx, New York. 

7. Provide a copy of or make available for inspection and copying the complete New 

York State Department of Corrections file relating to Claimant,  

incarceration stemming from the incident that occurred on or about  at 
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approximately p.m. in the vicinity of  Bronx, New York and/or 

Claimant’s arrest which occurred on or about  at approximately  p.m. 

in the vicinity of   Bronx, New York. 

8. Provide a copy of or make available for inspection and copying the complete New 

York City Department of Corrections file relating to Claimant,  

incarceration stemming from the incident that occurred on or about  at 

approximately  p.m. in the vicinity of  Bronx, New York and/or 

Claimant’s arrest which occurred on or about  at approximately p.m. 

in the vicinity of   Bronx, New York. 

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that this is a continuing demand and any 

requested information that is now not available or known but subsequently becomes  known 

or available to Defendants, is to be furnished to the undersigned in a timely fashion. Failure to 

do so will result in an application for preclusion or sanctions at trial. 

Dated:  New York, New York  

  October 24, 2017 

 

       Yours, etc. 

 

       _________/S________________ 

       JOSHUA FITCH 

        GERALD COHEN 

       ILYSSA FUCHS 

       COHEN & FITCH LLP 

        Attorneys for Claimant 

        233 Broadway, Suite 1800 

        New York, N.Y. 10279  

        (212) 374-9115 

       jfitch@cohenfitch.com 

       gcohen@cohenfitch.com 

       ifuchs@cohenfitch.com 

         

To:  ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 
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 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS  

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

,   

 

                                                   Claimant,   Claim No.:  

 

 

  -against- 

         

THE STATE OF NEW YORK,     PHOTOGRAPHS, VIDEOS, 

        STILL OR MOVING FILM  

 

                                                   Defendants. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to Article 31 of the Civil Practice Law and 

Rules, you are hereby required to disclose within forty five (45) days after receipt of this 

Notice: 

1. Any and all photographs, whether still, moving film or videotape, if any, of the scene 

of the occurrence and/ or persons involved in the arrest, including those of the 

Defendants and Claimant. If no such photographs are in your possession, so state in a 

sworn reply to this Notice. 

2. The names and addresses of any person or entity known to possess or have taken 

photographs of the scene of the arrest or photographs of the Claimant whether by still 

camera or videotape or moving film. 

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that this is a continuing demand and any 

requested information that is now not available or known but subsequently becomes known or 

available to Defendants, is to be furnished to the undersigned in a timely fashion. Failure to do 

so will result in an application for preclusion or sanctions at trial. 

Dated:  New York, New York  

  October 24, 2017 
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       Yours, etc. 

 

       ______/S___________________ 

       JOSHUA FITCH 

        GERALD COHEN 

       ILYSSA FUCHS 

       COHEN & FITCH LLP 

        Attorneys for Claimant 

        233 Broadway, Suite 1800 

        New York, N.Y. 10279  

        (212) 374-9115 

       jfitch@cohenfitch.com 

       gcohen@cohenfitch.com 

       ifuchs@cohenfitch.com  

         

 

 

 

 

To:  ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 

 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS  

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

,   

 

                                                   Claimant,   Claim No.:  

 

 

  -against- 

CLAIMANT’S DEMAND  

FOR STATEMENTS 

THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

 

                                                   Defendants. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

COUNSELORS: 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to Article 31 of the Civil Practice Law and 

Rules, you are hereby required to disclose within forty five (45) days after receipt of this 

notice: 

1. Copies of any and all statements obtained from any party represented by the 

undersigned and a copy of any notice of claim(s) filed by the Claimant as a result of 

this incident. 

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that this is a continuing demand and any 

requested information that is now not available or known but subsequently becomes known or 

available to Defendants, is to be furnished to the undersigned in a timely fashion. Failure to do 

so will result in an application for preclusion or sanctions at trial. 

Dated:  New York, New York  

  October 24, 2017 

 

 

       Yours, etc. 

 

       ________/S_________________ 
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       JOSHUA FITCH 

        GERALD COHEN 

       ILYSSA FUCHS 

       COHEN & FITCH LLP 

        Attorneys for Claimant 

        233 Broadway, Suite 1800 

        New York, N.Y. 10279  

        (212) 374-9115 

       jfitch@cohenfitch.com 

       gcohen@cohenfitch.com 

       ifuchs@cohenfitch.com 

         

 

To:  ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 

 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 
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STATE OF NEW YORK: COURT OF CLAIMS  

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

,   

 

                                                   Claimant,   Claim No.:  

 

  -against- 

       CPLR 3101 DEMAND FOR 

                                                                                                EXPERT WITNESS 

 

THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 

 

                                                   Defendants. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------X 

 

COUNSELORS: 

 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE the Claimant pursuant to 3101 demands that you identify each 

and every witness who will testify as an expert in the above action at trial: 

1. The subject matter he/ she will testify on 

2. A summary of the grounds of the expert's testimony 

3. The qualifications of the expert, include resume/ curriculum vitae 

4. All reports including bench notes generated by the expert concerning  his/her examination 

of any evidence that was provided to the expert by any of the parties in this case 

5. Please provide the name and address of all experts 

 Please note your failure to provide the information on or before a Note of Issue is filed in 

this case will result in an application for preclusion at trial or other sanctions that the court deems 

just and proper. 

Dated:  New York, New York  

October 24, 2017 

 

       Yours, etc. 
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______/S___________________ 

JOSHUA FITCH 

        GERALD COHEN 

       ILYSSA FUCHS 

COHEN & FITCH LLP 

        Attorneys for Claimant 

        233 Broadway, Suite 1800 

        New York, N.Y. 10279  

        (212) 374-9115 

       jfitch@cohenfitch.com 

       gcohen@cohenfitch.com 

       ifuchs@cohenfitch.com  

 

        

 

 

To:  ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN 

 Attorney General of the State of New York 

 120 Broadway, 12
th

 Fl. 

 New York, NY 10271 

 (212) 416-8500 

 By.  

 Assistant Attorney General 
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JOEL B. RUDIN 
 
Joel B. Rudin is the principal in The Law Offices of Joel B. Rudin, P.C., a 
five-attorney criminal defense and plaintiff’s civil rights firm in Manhattan. He has 
obtained the reversal of numerous serious criminal convictions on direct appeal and 
collateral attack, including in the U.S. Supreme Court, and won some of the largest 
wrongful conviction damage awards in the country. In the Jabbar Collins case, he 
won his client’s release on federal habeas review after 16 years in prison and then a 
total civil settlement of $13 million, while exposing systemic misconduct in the 
Office of Brooklyn District Attorney Charles J. Hynes and helping to cause Hynes’ 
defeat in 2013 by the late Ken Thompson. He won a total state-federal civil recovery 
in 2017 for William Vasquez of $15.45 million. Mr. Rudin is vice chair of the 
amicus committee of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, with 
responsibility for the Second Circuit, and a recipient of the New York State 
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyer’s Justice Thurgood S. Marshall Award for 
Outstanding Criminal Defense Practitioner. He is a graduate of Cornell University 
(1974) and New York University School of Law (1978).   
 
IRVING COHEN 
 
Irving Cohen is a nationally recognized litigation attorney. From his early 
experience handling high level criminal cases, Mr. Cohen's practice expanded into 
many areas of civil litigation. Most notably, part of Mr. Cohen's practice today 
involves the representation of those who, although factually innocent, were unjustly 
convicted and spent years in prison without cause. Mr. Cohen has been successful in 
obtaining substantial money damages for these clients. Mr. Cohen graduated NYU 
Law School with an LLB in 1967 and obtained an LLM in Criminal Justice (with 
honors) in 1977. From 1969 through 1975 he was an associate and then partner in a 
six-person criminal law firm. Thereafter, from 1975 through 1980, he was a partner 
with another small firm before opening his own individual practice in 1980, which 
he maintains today. In 1981, Mr. Cohen took on the Ferrer case pro bono and 
successful filed the first 8-b Claim. He has also been a member of the federal CJA 
panel since 1972. In addition, he has successfully argued in the New York State 
Court of Appeals on immunity issues, he taught criminal law and legal process at 
John Jay as an adjunct for 8 years during the 1990s, and for over 40 years has 
participated in law school "NITA" programs. Over the course of his career, he has 
represented approximately 15 claimants in 8-b cases and many of them in 
companion 1983 cases as well.  
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JULIA P. KUAN 
 
Julia P. Kuan, Esq. graduated N.Y.U. School of Law in 1991. Ms. Kuan spent the 
first 11 years of her career devoted to the practice of indigent criminal defense, 
working at the Legal Aid Society, Office of the Appellate Defender and The Bronx 
Defenders. At those non-profit organizations, Ms. Kuan tried countless jury and 
bench trials and served as appellate Counsel, arguing cases before the First 
Department, Appellate Division and New York State Court of Appeals. She was a 
Supervising Attorney at the Bronx Defenders, training and directing a team of 
attorneys and support staff, while still carrying a significant felony and trial case 
load. Ms. Kuan founded Romano & Kuan in 2003, a law firm concentrating on 
criminal, civil rights, and wrongful conviction litigation in federal and state courts. 
She has successfully sued police, prison guards, and municipalities for false 
imprisonment, excessive force, and malicious prosecution. Since starting her law 
practice, Ms. Kuan has obtained millions of dollars in settlements and verdicts on 
behalf of her clients in civil rights and personal injury actions. Ms. Kuan is a former 
adjunct law professor teaching the criminal defense clinic at CUNY School of 
Law. She is conversant in Mandarin. To contact Ms. Kuan directly, please email her 
at julia.kuan@romanoandkuan.com. 
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